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Abstract of the Dissertation

The Bundesgrenzschutz: Re-civilizing Security in Postwar West Germany, 1950-1977

by

David Michael Livingstone

Doctor of Philosophy in History

University of California, San Diego, 2018

Professor Frank Biess, Chair

This dissertation investigates West Germany’s Federal Border Police, the Bundesgrenzschutz, and
seeks to connect its development to the broader questions surrounding democratization. Why did the
democratic government re-establish and sustain a militarized national police force? Existing scholarship

xv

explains the return of militarized policing as a consequence of Cold War politics or as an interim step
towards full rearmament. But these findings fail to explain why the Bundesgrenzschutz endured after the
Federal Republic was rearmed under NATO. As a contribution to the topic, I explore the development of
this force from its foundation into the 1970s when it was integrated into the state’s civilian law
enforcement infrastructure. This case study of the Bundesgrenzschutz sheds new light on important
insights into the larger process of West Germany’s postwar democratization; it shows how security was
re-civilized in the aftermath of the Nazi dictatorship.
In the first part of the dissertation, I argue that the federal government used rearmament to justify
the force, but intended to maintain it even after establishing a new army. It was the government’s only
symbolic instrument of coercive force since the army remained under the supranational control of NATO.
Border policemen rather than soldiers contained minor disturbances at the demarcation line to prevent
them from triggering larger conflicts. In the second part, I examine how the Interior Ministry recruited,
hired, and trained border policemen. Drawing upon research in gender history, I argue that the
Bundesgrenzschutz was used to promote conservative ideals of masculinity in West Germany’s young
men. Redefining masculinity was one way that Germans attempted to make sense of the Nazi past while
facing the new cultural challenges from Americanization. Finally, I focus on the ongoing struggle
between continuity and change as the organization underwent a series of reforms that transformed it into a
modern civilian law enforcement agency. During the 1960s, for example, border policemen still
imagined and prepared for a guerilla war against the East. It took the crisis of domestic terrorism in the
1970s to professionalize the organization and shift it exclusively towards internal security duties.

xvi

Introduction

West Germany’s first Chancellor Konrad Adenauer wrote the introduction to Life magazine’s
1954 special edition entitled “Germany: A Giant Awakened.” He warned readers that the free world must
build a “mutually erected dam” in West Germany to stop the spread of Soviet communism.1 The
magazine included action photos of West Germany’s new federal border guard, the Bundesgrenzschutz
(BGS), rounding up “bandits” during a mock anti-smuggling drill.2 The BGS was West Germany’s first
national police force and included thousands of Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht (Army) and police veterans.
Adenauer’s government established the force in the aftermath of the Korean War, which broke out in June
1950. Its foundation was controversial, however, because it reflected the style of militarized policing
Allied reformers aimed to purge from Germany’s postwar civilian police forces.3 In Nazi Germany,
militarized security police units were instrumental in the execution of the regime’s criminal policies.4
The Allies prohibited national or central control of civilian policing and instead placed it under the
decentralized authority of the Bundesländer (Federal States). Centralized or national policing was strictly
prohibited.
Allied officials feared that the police might be a source for West Germany’s re-militarization.
The eventual breakdown in relations between the Western Powers and their former Soviet Allies,
however, led to a gradual relaxation of the strict policies against militarized policing. By 1950, the innerGerman border was a central front in the emerging east-west conflict. The intensification of Cold War
politics and the debates surrounding the rearmament of West Germany provided a narrow window of

1

Konrad Adenauer, “Chancellor of Germany Writes an Introduction for this Special Issue” Life 36, no. 1 (10
May 1954), pp. 26-27, 26.
2
Staff, “Edge of Iron Curtain with Border Guard: Small Patrol Force is all the once Mighty Nation has left,”
Life, Vol. 36, No. 1 (10 May 1954), pp. 36-39.
3
This was mandated by the Allied Potsdam and Yalta agreements.
4
See for example, Christopher Browning, Ordinary Men: Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in
Poland (New York: Harper Perrenial, 1998); Edward Westermann, Hitler’s Police Battalions: Enforcing Racial War
in the East (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2005).

1

opportunity for Adenauer to call for a new militarized national police force. West Germany’s political
parties vigorously debated his proposals. Since the memories of Nazi policing were still influential,
neither the Allies nor many West Germans believed the government could be trusted to maintain a
national police force without abusing its power. The Bundesgrenzschutz and its personnel were never
subjected to the Allied police re-education programs that Länder police departments faced during the
initial years of military occupation. By 1950, the inconsistent application of the denazification process
coupled with controversial postwar amnesty legislation and the general tendency of most Germans to
selectively forget the past allowed former Nazi soldiers and policemen to join the border police without
closer scrutiny. Moreover, the men selected by the Adenauer government to lead the organization and
recruit its first personnel were all veterans of Weimar era paramilitary Freikorps (Free Corps) units and of
Nazi Germany’s armed forces.5
This dissertation investigates the Bundesgrenzschutz and seeks to connect its development to the
broader questions surrounding West Germany’s democratization. It explores why the state re-established
a militarized national police force in the aftermath of the Nazi dictatorship. When the Federal Republic
was formed, there were already at least 85,000 uniformed police officers working in state and municipal
police departments to maintain domestic security. In addition to this, there were 35,000 mobile U.S.
Constabulary customs troops, British Frontier Service personnel, and thousands of West German federal
customs officers patrolling its frontiers.6 Bavaria already had its own large independent state border

5

The foundational leaders of the BGS were Kurt Andersen, Gerhard Matzky, and Anton Grasser – all three men
were highly decorated combat veterans of both world wars and served in Freikorps and Grenzshutz Ost
paramilitaries; Grasser and Andersen also had extensive interwar civilian police experience, see Dermot Bradley,
Karl Friederich Hildebrand, Markus Röverkamp, Die Generale des Heeres, 1921-1945: die militärischen
Werdegänge der Generale, sowie der Ärtze, Vetrenäire, Intendanten, Richter und Ministerialbeamten im
Generalsrang (Osnabrück: Biblio - Verlag, 1993), Band 4, Deutschlands Generale und Admirale.
6
European Command, Office of the Chief Historian, Occupation Forces in Europe (Series), Frankfurt: Germany,
Historical Division, U.S. Army Europe, 1945-1952, 124; George Hoffman, Through Mobility We Conquer, The
Mechanization of the U.S. Cavalry (Lexington, University Press of Kentucky, 2006), see Ch. 9, “The Terrible
Turmoil of Postwar Germany and the U.S. Constabulary”; Roland G. Förster, “Innenpolitische Aspekte der
Sicherheit Westdeutschlands 1947-1950,” in Anfänge Westdeutscher Sicherheitspolitik 1945-1956, Band 2: Von der

2

police force. Considering this array of internal and external security resources, why did West Germany
need a separate national border police? How did this militarized police force with deep connections to
Germany’s authoritarian past serve the democratic state? More importantly, what does its evolution tell
us about the process of democratization in a post-dictatorial state?
It is the central contention of this dissertation that a case study of the Bundesgrenzschutz sheds
new light on and provides important insights into the larger process of West Germany’s postwar
democratization. Without question, all states need security forces. Yet democratic states must constantly
deal with the tension of maintaining security without undermining the very civil liberties that make them
democracies in the first place. A state’s police forces often directly reflect its governmental style and
have the greatest effect on the daily lives of individual citizens. The Bundesgrenzschutz was the first
national police force in West Germany and its long term development shows how the government recivilized security forces following the Nazi dictatorship.7 It represented the symbolic power of the federal
government and was a key instrument of its coercive powers. Its controversial paramilitary structure
often blurred the line between policing and soldiering, thus making its evolution into a civilian national
police force possible only after a protracted and often contested internal “learning process.”8 The
extraordinary longevity of its authoritarian policing style showed how pre-1945 traditions coexisted and
were reshaped to adapt with the principles of West Germany’s developing liberal democracy. Rejecting
all authoritarian traditions was therefore not a prerequisite for its dramatic political reversal as suggested

Kapitulation bis zum Pleven-Plan (Herausgegeben vom Militärgeschichtlichen Forschungsamt, München: R.
Oldenbourg Verlag, 1982), 483.
7
The “re-civilization” framework refers to Konrad Jarausch’s thesis that postwar Germans underwent a
“collective learning process” to restore pre-Nazi democratic traditions; see Konrad H. Jarausch, After Hitler:
Recivilizing Germans, 1945-1995 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), vii.
8
Konrad Jarausch, After Hitler, vii; my use of the “learning process” framework is also informed by Ulrich
Herbert’s analysis that West Germany’s liberalization and alignment with Western democracy took place gradually
through internal debates and reforms across a wide spectrum of social, cultural, and legal spheres in the postwar era;
See Ulrich Herbert, Wandlungsprozesse in Westdeutschland: Belastung, Integration, Liberalisierung 1945-1980
(Göttingen: Wallstein Verlag, 2002), 13-17.
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in some historical interpretations.9 But whereas these explanations for Germany’s remarkable
transformation emphasize the enforced will of the Allied powers, this study shows its democratization can
better be understood as an ongoing, protracted internal process of reworking and adapting existing
German styles and traditions.
The State of Scholarship
The Bundesgrenzschutz as an organization still lacks a systematic archival-based historical
analysis and the majority of previous studies are in German.10 This dissertation fills a gap in the growing
body of work on the reconstruction of postwar German police systems that have overlooked forces at the
national level.11 Scholars have shown that state and municipal police departments underwent a protracted
modernization at least through the late 1960s. My analysis differs by focusing on national policing and
extending the analysis beyond the 1960s to show the effects of internal professionalization programs that
began during the early 1970s. Moving the analysis of policing beyond the first postwar decades
contributes new insights into the extent of what historians have identified as a need to address the
“continuity problem” in West German historiography. Scholars such as Rober Moeller and Uta Poiger,
for example, have described this problem as a need to “differentiate between those trends and
developments that constituted part of postwar reconstruction and those that led to a distinctly different
Germany”.12 In other words, to what degree did authoritarian legacies in the Bundesgrenzschutz endure

9

Heinrich August Winkler makes the case that the FRG abandoned nationalism and embarked on a “postnational sonderweg” in the aftermath of 1945. He argues that West German democratization was due to the
enforced will of the Allied Occupation and an “inner delegitimization of nationalism”. See Heinrich August
Winkler, Germany: The Long Road West 1933-1990 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 583-586.
10
The two most recent works on the Bundesgrenzschutz are grounded in the disciplines of Sociology and
Political Science, see Patricia M.-Schütte-Bestek, Aus Bundesgrenzschutz wird Bundespolizei: Entwicklung einer
deutschen Polizeiorganisation des Bundes aus organisationssoziologischer Perspektive (Wiesbaden: Springer VS,
2015); David Parma, Installation und Konsolidierung des Bundesgrenzschutz 1949-1972: Eine Untersuchung der
Gesetzgebungsprozesse unter besonderer Betrachtung der inneradministrativen und politischen Vorgänge
(Wiesbaden: Springer VS, 2016)
11
Members of the Deutsche Gesellschaft Für Polizei, based at the Police Leadership School in Münster-Hilltrup
and the police document center at Villa Ten Hompel, have been instrumental in advancing this scholarship.
12
See Robert Moeller, West Germany Under Construction: Politics, Society, and Culture in the Adenauer Era
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997), 30; Poiger’s contribution to Moeller’s book also argues the
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beyond the immediate postwar years and at what point did its leading personnel recognize a need to
transcend its founding principles to remain relevant in postwar security? The Bundesgrenzschuz was a
product of this initial “postwar reconstruction” phase but also showed resilience in adapting to social
changes. In many ways, the organization was a “time capsule” of 1950s conservatism until reform
programs implemented in the late 1960s and 70s helped transform it to meet the security needs of a new
era.
My study also makes a new contribution to the literature on West German rearmament by
showing how the clandestine expansion of the Bundesgrenzschutz in 1952 undermined the French
ratification of the supranational European Defense Community (EDC). Military historians have
overlooked the expansion or treated it as an anecdotal phase in the rearmament debate. But the secret
expansion of a paramilitary police force staffed by former Nazi soldiers convinced many French
politicians that West Germany could not be trusted with armed forces. Finally, my work adds to the
recent studies of the inner-German border, which the groundbreaking monographs by Edith Sheffer and
Sagi Schaefer have shown, remains curiously under researched outside of divided Berlin.13 It is not,
however, a new study of the Iron Curtain, which has already been aptly covered by Sheffer and Schaefer.
Instead, this dissertation shows how West Germany’s creation of a paramilitary national border police
force also contributed to militarizing the Iron Curtain during the Cold War.
Policing in postwar Germany has been the subject of growing historical interest among scholars
on both sides of the Atlantic over the past several decades.14 This trend is connected to the historiography

authoritarian legacy of Weimar was gradually eroded by a new elite known as the “cold war liberals” who
influenced continuities beyond the 1950s. See Uta Poiger, “Rock ‘n’ Roll, Female Sexuality, and the Cold War
Battle Over German Identities,” in Moeller, West Germany Under Construction, 409.
13
Edith Sheffer, Burned Bridge: How East and West Germans Made the Iron Curtain, Oxford University Press,
2001, 7-8; Sagi Schaefer, States of Division: Borders and Boundary Formation in Cold War Rural Germany
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014); See also Sagi Schaefer, “Ironing the Curtain: Border and Boundary
Formation in Cold War Germany” (Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, 2011).
14
See for example, Falco Werkentin, Die Restauration der deutschen Polizei: Innere Rüstung von 1945 bis zur
Notstandsgesetzgeburg, (Frankfurt: Campus Verlag, 1988); Erika Fairchild, The German Police: Ideals and Reality
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that investigates how police forces were used during the Third Reich. Historians have shown that
Germany’s police were instrumental, indeed vital, to the National Socialist assumption of power and
enforcement of its dictatorship both at home and abroad.15 Police officers were deeply implicated as
protagonists in the Holocaust and many compromised officers successfully resumed policing careers after
the war.16 Many of these police officers first served during the Weimar Republic and joined new forces
during the Third Reich. Historians have emphasized that officers reinstated in West Germany after 1945
thus reflected profound continuities with both Nazi and an older pre-1933 authoritarian policing culture.17
But the strong traditional links between policing and the military that the Allied powers were so
determined to break, actually predated the rise of National Socialism. During both the German Empire

in the Postwar Years, (Springfield, IL: C.C. Thomas, 1988); Gerhard Fürmetz, Herbert Reinke, Klaus Weinhauer
(Eds.), Nachkriegspolizei: Sicherheit und Ordnung in Ost und Westdeutschland 1945-1969, Forum Zeitgeschichte
Band 10, (Hamburg: Ergebnisse Verlag 2001); Andreas Glaeser, Divided in Unity: Identity, Germany, and the
Berlin Police, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000); Klaus Weinhauer, Schutzpolizei in der
Bundesrepublik: Zwischen Bürgerkrieg und Inner Sicherheit: Die Turbulenzen sechziger Jahre, (Munich: Ferdinand
Schoningh, 2003); Jose Canoy, The Discreet Charm of the Police State: The Landpolizei and the Transformation of
Bavaria, 1945-1965, (Leiden: Brill NV, 2007); Stefan Noethen, Alte Kameraden und neue Kollegen: Polizei in
Nordrhein-Westfalen 1945-1953, (Essen: Klartext, 2003); Much of this work has been the result of collaborative
studies led by the Deusche Gesellschaft für Polizei Geschichte at the Police Leadership Academy in Münster-Hiltrup
and the Interdisziplinärer Arbeitskreis Innere Sicherheit (AKIS), which brings together scholars from a number of
disciplines to investigate the police and internal security.
15
See Christopher Browning, Ordinary Men; Friedrich Wilhelm, Die Polizei im NS-Staat: Die Geschichte ihrer
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and Weimar era, police officers were heavily recruited from the ranks of former soldiers.18 Soldiers made
easy transitions into civilian police careers, which shared similar features of the discipline and structure
they were familiar with in the armed forces. Policing also provided the close-knit masculine camaraderie
of the military and space for those who shared similar political ideologies.19 Many Weimar era officers
were sympathetic to the political right while marking the left as enemies of the state.20 These widespread
conservative, anti-liberal attitudes among Germany’s police officers underscore one of the innumerable
reasons why National Socialism proved such an appealing ideology to many officers within their ranks.
While post-1945 Allied policies were aimed at rooting out the influences of Nazism, demilitarizing
indigenous police forces proved more problematic because it required the complete transformation of
long-term German police culture. Historians have shown that even during the German Empire, efforts by
the state to demilitarize and professionalize the police were largely unsuccessful because former soldiers
were useful against striking trade unionists and social democrats.21 Democratic German police reformers
during the Weimar era faced similar challenges. Former soldiers eagerly sought policing careers after the
Versailles Treaty limited the size of the national army (Reichswehr). Despite the demilitarization efforts
by the Social Democratic Interior Minister Carl Severing, police forces in Germany’s first democracy
provided a refuge for military veterans just as they had during the Empire.22
The Weimar Republic’s Sicherheitspolizei (security police – SiPo), which like the
Bundesgrenzschutz was staffed by veteran soldiers, reflected the challenges facing reformers in
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Germany’s first democracy. Officials like Carl Severing wanted to demilitarize and professionalize the
civilian police, but also needed an effective response to increasing political violence. The SiPo provided
the Weimar state with a militarized instrument of coercive force against the Spartacist uprisings and some
of its active members participated in the political murders of Rosa Luxembourg, Karl Liebknecht, and
others deemed to be enemies of the state.23 It took the intervention of Allied officials to ban the SiPo as a
clandestine army in violation of the Versailles Treaty before it was officially disbanded. Nevertheless, its
members were quickly absorbed into the Schutzmannschaft - regular civilian police forces - where they
continued to have a significant influence.24 Their effect was especially prominent in police training
programs, which shared characteristics of the disciplined, soldierly training provided to police officers
during the Kaiserreich.25 This militarized approach to training manifested itself in the tactics and
operations employed by the police during strikes and demonstrations where they responded to urban
unrest with the force and efficiency of military units.26 Alf Lüdtke and others have shown that aggressive
police responses to public disturbances resulted from the militarization trend in civilian law enforcement
that began during the Kaiserreich.27 This interpretation adds an additional layer to the recent literature
that challenges the well-established “brutalization” thesis as an explanation for the violent responses to
civil unrest in Weimar Germany. Instead, the violence perpetrated by police forces was already
institutionalized in earlier, prewar police traditions.28
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Historians have emphasized similar connections between post-1945 German policing and the
nineteenth century police culture that endured during the Weimar Republic.29 Studies have shown that
men with Weimar era policing experience represented a large recruitment base for postwar West German
police departments, and many of these officers were rapidly promoted. Personnel continuities inevitably
led to familiar patterns in police training, equipment, and organization. Klaus Weinhauer’s study of the
postwar Schutzpolizei in Nordrhein-Westfalen, for instance, revealed that themes such as anti-partisan
warfare and “civil war” fighting remained popular training topics for new recruits at least through the end
of the 1960s. The instructors were “patriarchal” veterans who embodied Prussian policing traditions and
reinforced the self-image of their trainees as “guardians” of the new West German state.30 The return of
pre-Nazi policing traditions and personnel was thus instrumental in the development of a policing culture
that reflected the same masculine “comradely service communities” as had existed during the
Kaiserreich.31 Authoritarian traditions were particularly strong in the Bereitschaftspolizei (BePo), a
militarized rapid reaction riot police originally created in 1920 and then reestablished by West Germany’s
Länder in 1950. Its personnel lived in barracks where they received military training and were armed
with infantry weapons such as mortars, machineguns, and hand grenades. All postwar Länder police
officers began their careers in the BePo, which meant that even those recruits without previous service in
the army were subjected to a distinctly military ethos and culture.32
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Historians have generally agreed with Weinahuer’s findings.33 Continuities with authoritarian
police practices remained prevalent during the early postwar era. Many senior German police officers
indoctrinated in military style policing during the Weimar era resisted Allied attempts to reverse these
practices. Although the British succeeded in abolishing some pre-1945 behaviors, such as the invasive
surveillance and social control policies of the Verwaltungspolizei (administrative police), veteran officers
resisted most reforms.34 Thus, in 1955 when West Germany regained partial sovereignty, its police forces
returned to the status quo of pre-existing authoritarian traditions. To be sure, Herbert Reinke goes so far
as to claim that a process of “renazification” and remilitarization endured throughout the 1960s because
many veterans of the Gestapo (secret state police) and Sicherheitsdienst (Security Service) were reemployed. Certainly, many former officers initially removed through denazification regained law
enforcement careers, especially through the controversial implementation of Article 131 to West
Germany’s Basic Law in 1951, which allowed civil servants who lost jobs when Germany surrendered to
get them back.35 Reinke’s analysis, however, leaves the long-term acceptance of democratic norms by
these men largely unexplained. His claim that a “renazification” of the police occurred in postwar
Germany is only based on the personal backgrounds of individual officers rather than any evidence of
how this was manifested in their actions or duties.
Even while studies of post-1945 German policing have firmly established the striking return of
authoritarian personnel and the limitation of Allied reforms, there is still no consensus in explaining how
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these men adapted to new democratic policies. Recent research has begun to address this problem by
focusing on policing from the perspective of a single Länder or occupation zone. Stefan Noethen’s
analysis of the Nordrhein-Westfalen police, for example, found that British attempts to re-educate and
reform compromised officers were inadequate.36 He suggests that only the Allied guarantee of democracy
and a successful economy prevented police officers from revealing their latent anti-democratic
tendencies. Jose Canoy’s study of the Bavarian Landpolizei takes a different approach by arguing that the
return of pre-Nazi authoritarian policing actually promoted postwar stability because of the chaos
associated with “emergency conditions” caused by black-marketeering, displaced persons, and the
prevalence of criminal activity. According to Canoy, in Bavarian policing culture the “rehabilitated
traditions of pre and anti-Nazi authoritarianism” restored a sense of “postwar social stability.”37 But the
emergence of new “technologically driven” policing as Bavarian cities grew was decisive in taming the
authoritarian policing traditions. Close surveillance of local communities, for example, was gradually
replaced by the less intrusive motorized policing.38
While these important findings tell us a great deal about the development of policing on a
regional basis, similar empirical studies of the Bundesgrenzschutz are surprisingly lacking. This is
remarkable considering it was West Germany’s first national police force.39 Andrew Plowman’s recent
essay “Defending the Border,” for example, focused on the army and completely ignored border
policing.40 Stefan Schmink’s 1966 dissertation was a legal analysis that attempted to defend the
government’s assignment of combatant status to border policemen. He argued putting policemen rather
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than soldiers at the border was a critical “buffer” that de-escalated the potential for war between the
nuclear-armed superpowers.41 Similarly, Martin Willich’s published dissertation makes a constitutional
argument defending the legal status of the Bundesgrenzschutz and the right of West Germany’s federal
government to maintain national police forces.42 Neither of these early studies offers an archivalgrounded historical analysis and both were written years before Germany’s reunification when many new
sources were released.
The political scientists Falco Werkentin and Erika Fairchild have produced helpful synthetic
treatments of postwar German policing with limited coverage of border policing.43 Fairchild’s analysis
presents an excellent general overview of postwar German policing systems that still remains useful as a
basis for further research. Fairchild’s study, however, is based entirely on published sources and
newspaper articles to support her findings. Her coverage of border policing is thus limited to anecdotal
discussions focused on postwar police demilitarization policies. She concluded that the hyper-militarized
Bundesgrenzschutz was problematic in terms of the Allied objective to demilitarize all postwar policing
and therefore remained “the most controversial structure within the German police.”44 Werkentin’s study
gives us a more nuanced treatment of border policing, but concentrates exclusively on negative themes
located in the authoritarian character of its structure and personnel. He argued, for example, that the
popular institutional magazines, Die Parole and Der Grenzjäger, were pedagogical instruments that
reinforced troubling authoritarian themes from Germany’s past. Veterans of the Waffen SS and
Wehrmacht serving as border policemen authored some of the articles in these journals and covered topics
such as counterinsurgency and street fighting. Yet despite the perspective of these individual authors,
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Werkentin admits there is no evidence directly linking their themes with any aberrant behavior manifested
in the actions of border policemen.45 He is certainly correct to point out that some articles reinforced
negative stereotypes of the east as “wild” or “backward” like those propagated by the National Socialists.
But he neglected or overlooked the hundreds of articles in these journals that promote democratic
policing, civics, pay and benefits, leisure activities, and family life. His selective analysis of articles that
support his “restoration” argument tells an incomplete story of the Bundesgrenzschutz.46
Two recently published German language dissertations provide a more comprehensive treatment
of the Bundesgrenzschutz. Both of these useful monographs, however, lack important social and cultural
perspectives that this dissertation will contribute. Patricia M. Schütte-Bestek’s Aus Bundesgrenzschutz
wird Bundespolizei (From Border Police to Federal Police), and David Parma’s Installation und
Konsolidierung des Bundesgrenzschutz 1949 – 1972 (Installation and Consolidation of the Border Police)
investigate the force from different perspectives.47 Schütte-Bestek’s analysis employs the sociological
framework of “neo-institutionalism” – an approach used in organizational research that suggests
organizations survive through an ongoing legitimization process.48 She argues that the
Bundesgrenzschutz and its leaders in the Interior Ministry had to continually re-define its role and adapt to
the changing legal, political, and economic landscape of postwar Germany. In other words, those with a
stake in the survival of the force had to find legitimate roles to keep it from becoming obsolete. While
her analysis gives us the key developments in the organization’s history, it is not intended to be historical.
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Moreover, her findings are based on interviews and many outdated published sources rather than archival
documents.
David Parma’s book gives us a better historical treatment of the topic and includes many key
unpublished archival documents from the files of the Interior Ministry. Methodologically, his study
employs “process analysis” theory to connect the historical-chronological development of the
Bundesgrenzschutz to specific political causes and ultimately their legal effects. Thus, Parma claims that
the increased need for security in West Germany was the cause that produced the need for the first border
police law.49 His study is less concerned with the qualitative history of the organization than the processanalysis methodology he uses to explain its key legislative developments. In describing his thesis, Parma
emphasized that while he follows a historical chronological framework, the “core” of his work is focused
on process-analysis and specifically its “disclosure of the legislative process.”50 While he uses many
excellent archival sources to support his arguments, the book is fundamentally a legal history of the
organization that overlooks important cultural and social developments.
Another source of literature consists of institutional narratives and photo anthologies written from
the perspectives of veteran officers. Ludwig Dierske, a Prussian Police veteran and later Deputy Director
in the Interior Ministry, published a monograph length study of the organization in 1967.51 Dierske’s
book is a good resource for statistical data, but it lacks analytical depth and its coverage ends with his
retirement in 1963. Hans-Jürgen Schmidt, a veteran border policeman, published a two-volume
anthology of its Coburg headquarters, which like Dierske’s account is also helpful for structural data.52
Popular accounts by border police veterans Reinhard Scholzen and Manfred Michler have similar
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limitations and were written primarily for general readers interested in specific uniforms and equipment.53
As institutional narratives, these works suffer from the tendency to be self-congratulatory instead of selfcritical. Historian Clive Emsley argues that narratives written by former members of police institutions
are problematic because they “invariably conceive of their subjects as perfectible and describe the overall
direction of their development and growth as being driven by desirability, necessity, and progress”.54
An assessment of work focused on the West German rearmament debate provides another source
for previous historical treatment of the Bundesgrenzschutz. While rearmament studies remain popular
among postwar military historians, federal police forces have been mentioned superficially in most of this
work. 55 This oversight has produced a teleological narrative of rearmament beginning with the outbreak
of the Korean War and ending with West Germany’s new army and its incorporation into NATO. In fact,
most rearmament studies are unable to correctly explain or describe the specific developments that led to
its foundation.56 In those where it is included, analysis of the Bundesgrenzschutz is principally based on
outdated published sources or government documents, the most comprehensive of which are papers
compiled by the German Armed Forces Military Research Office (MFGA).57
David Clay Large’s useful monograph German’s to the Front, and Thomas Schwartz’s biography
of Allied High Commissioner John J. McCloy offers perhaps the most detailed treatments of the
Bundesgrenzschutz, yet both still underemphasize its importance. Large contends former Wehrmacht
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General Gerhard von Schwerin originally suggested it as the nucleus of a future army.58 But Large’s
analysis is explicitly concerned with the emergence of the new army and thus subsequent developments
of border policing beyond these early debates are outside the scope of his study.59 Schwartz focused his
analysis of the federal police as an option Adenauer exploited to regain sovereignty. His interpretation is
limited to the political exchanges between Adenauer and McCloy during the early phases of rearmament.
Because Large, Schwartz, and many others treat federal policing as an anecdotal stage in the rearmament
process, its role and importance beyond these early debates and its true meaning to the democratizing
West German state still remain critically unexplored.60
Matthias Molt’s dissertation on the early Bundeswehr offers further insights into the
Bundesgrenzschutz during rearmament. His analysis focused on the circumstances surrounding transfers
of border policemen to the Bundeswehr, but predominantly in the context of rank advancement incentives
offered to former Wehrmacht personnel. He argued that jealousy and organizational tension developed
between those who chose to remain border policemen and those who opted for army service. The
tensions emerged after border policemen were brought in at lower pay grades unless they could show they
had achieved a similar rank while serving in the Wehrmacht. While Molt identified many points for
further research, his analysis stops short of explaining what happened to those who chose to remain in the
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border police.61 His brief coverage of the Bundesgrenzschutz is limited to secondary sources, most
notably Dierske’s outdated monograph and various published documents of the MFGA.
These understandings of the Bundesgrenzschutz as an insignificant stage in West German
rearmament offer no satisfactory explanatory models for why it retained a parallel national defense role
long after the new army was established. Scholars have focused their attention on the army without
understanding the significance of the border police. This dissertation presents a different account by
emphasizing its national defense role during the Cold War. Border policing provided the state with an
indigenous albeit weakened response to external security threats while its army remained strictly under
the supranational authority of NATO. West Germany’s leaders believed having policemen on the border
instead of soldiers might help to keep local security incidents from erupting into a larger war. Moreover,
border policemen served as a thin first line of defense or warning in case of a surprise Soviet or East
German attack. Eventually, with the onset of détente and strengthening of static border security defenses
on both sides of the Iron Curtain, the Bundesgrenzschutz gradually took on greater internal security roles.
Finally, the recent studies by Edith Sheffer and Sagi Schaefer provides additional insights on
border policing that suggest further lines of research pursued in this dissertation. To be sure, both authors
seek to revise our understanding of the inner-German border by pointing out the agency of West Germans
in contributing to the protracted process of postwar division.62 Both accounts show how border guarding
played a central disciplining role in the lives of rural frontier residents. Chief among these interactions
was the projection of state power into regions where cross-border smuggling had become prolific. Police
anti-smuggling operations revealed the economic dimensions of Germany’s division. As Sagi Schaefer
has shown, for example, the “inter-German border emerged as the fault line between two parallel efforts
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to design and control economic activity from the centre.”63 Moreover, Edith Sheffer’s analysis points to
the sizeable losses of state revenue from smuggling as one of the primary justifications that underscored
the need for increased border policing resources.64 While border guarding plays a role in the analysis of
Germany’s division presented by these scholars, it was not the central focus of their studies. My
dissertation thus builds on this body of work by focusing exclusively on the Bundesgrenzschutz as an
organization whose duty, among many others, was to police the inner-German border. The objective is
therefore not to write a new history of the “Iron Curtain,” which Sheffer and Schaefer have already done
quite effectively, but rather to tell the untold story of those West Germans who policed it.
Theoretical Approach
According to the political scientist David Bayley, “authoritarian police are the hallmarks of
undemocratic governments.”65 Yet, as many of the historical studies discussed above have shown,
authoritarian policing styles and personnel remained influential in democratic West Germany. How postdictatorial nations reestablish their legitimate monopolization of violence through civilian policing in the
aftermath of war and defeat is a particularly useful approach for analyzing democratic transformations.66
As an instrument of civil society, the police more so than the military, are sole arbiters of the state’s
coercive forces in domestic security. The genuine character of a government is often reflected by the
daily actions of those charged with enforcing its laws and maintaining internal order. The police
institution is thus central to an analysis of democratization because paradoxically, it has the means to
undermine or take away the very same civil rights it is responsible for protecting. Why West Germany
reestablished this particular form of centralized national policing after twelve years of dictatorial rule, and
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how it used this power has yet to be sufficiently researched. Its role in and meaning for postwar West
Germany greatly exceeded its most basic border guarding duties.
This dissertation follows the lead in the seminal postwar studies of Konrad Jarausch and Michael
Geyer who employ sociological theories, and Norbert Elias’s concept of the civilizing process in
particular, to approach Germany’s postwar rehabilitation.67 Framing Germany’s democratization as part
of a gradual and problematic “re-civilization” process, they contend, offers a more balanced reading of its
multifaceted journey from dictatorship to democracy. They question the popular westernization model,
for example, which, as Jarausch explains posits “the rehabilitation of Germans as an uncritical success
story of modernization and of postulating a teleological progression from a bad past to a better present.”68
As part of the Sonderweg thesis, westernization theories attempt to explain Germany’s recovery as a
redemptive realignment with the west while ignoring or minimizing western liberalism’s own problematic
legacies.69 Instead, Jarausch has emphasized Dan Diner’s concept of the Holocaust as a “rupture of
civilization” and argues that it should represent the fundamental “point of departure” for postwar
historians.70 Building on this concept, Jarausch promotes the analytical category of the civilizing process
as a more constructive approach than sweeping meta-frameworks such as westernization. Moreover,
Geyer and Jarausch both demonstrate that a protracted internal “learning process” was the key to recivilizing Germans and especially their institutions in the aftermath of Nazism.71
My study employs these analytical categories to historicize the specific internal learning
processes that contributed to West Germany’s re-civilization of its domestic security forces, and in
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particular, its paramilitary national border police. It challenges the sweeping explanations of Germany’s
democratization that underemphasize the problematic legacies of its past, which coexisted with its longterm political alignment to the west. My analysis of the Bundesgrenzschutz confirms Jarausch and
Geyer’s claim that “conventional success stories are unable to explain why the Germans should, after
such aggressiveness and authoritarianism, suddenly have turned into pacifist democrats.”72 If, as David
Bayley has suggested, authoritarianism was antithetical to democracy, then how do we explain its
longevity in postwar West German policing, especially in a paramilitary force such as the
Bundesgrenzschutz? Geyer and Jarausch correctly attribute the “taming” of West Germany’s aggressive
militarism to NATO, but how this “taming” was accomplished within its internal security forces is a
much more complex problem.73 In fact, the border police embodied the authoritarianism of Germany’s
past to a greater extent than its army. Jarausch, however, criticizes the militarized, “goose-stepping” of
East German security forces as a “curious revival of Prussian military traditions under the proletarian
banner,” yet fails to acknowledge striking parallels with similar demonstrations performed by the
Bundesgrenzschutz.74 Despite this oversight, the work of Jarausch and Geyer was not meant to address
every aspect of Germany’s postwar democratization, but rather to suggest theoretical frameworks for
further research.
Taking Jarausch and Geyer’s re-civilization approach a step further, this dissertation uses the
sociological theory of “civilizing security” as an important theoretical basis for explaining how West
Germany reconciled the authoritarian character of its border police force with the development of its new
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postwar liberal democratic government.75 Recent groundbreaking work by Ian Loader and Neil Walker
proposes an alternative approach that while informed by Norbert Elias’s civilizing framework, is more
focused on how democracies use and tame security forces.76 They specifically challenge the liberal
critique of the state and its security institutions as a “meddler” or negative influence that erodes the
fundamental intent of democratic ideals. Instead, they employ a theoretical “matrix” for understanding
how democratic states, as opposed to those we think of as illiberal, specifically limit their legitimate
coercive powers vis-à-vis the police or military.77 They argue security is “a valuable public good, a
constitutive ingredient of the good society, and that the democratic state has a necessary and virtuous role
to play in the production of this good.”78 And while their approach emphasizes the importance of security
to maintaining stable democracies, they also acknowledge the merits of the liberal critique they seek to
challenge, which asserts democratic states are not immune from abuses of power.79 Thus, democracies
are shaped by an ongoing tension between the need for security as a public good and the state’s obligation
to uphold the rights of citizens. In other words, the challenge for the state is to avoid destroying
democracy in the process of trying to preserve it.80 The Bundesgrenzschutz and its use by the federal state
reflected this ongoing tension common in all democracies.
Beginning in the 1950s with Adenauer’s conservative “Chancellor Democracy”81, Cold War West
Germany was shaped by what Loader and Walker call the “pathologies of modern security.” Two of
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these pathologies included paternalism and authoritarianism, which are normally considered hallmarks of
illiberal states because they function independently of the people’s will.82 Paternalistic regimes assume
only state organizations and its specialists know best how to maintain security on the premise that citizens
are incapable of understanding what needs to be done for their own good. On the other hand,
authoritarian security states are those that begin as paternalistic regimes, but are more clearly defined by
the presence of a strong executive. They are the most likely to infringe upon or undermine the civil
liberties of their citizens under the rubric of national security. These pathologies remain dormant in
democracies until a state of emergency, increase in violent crime, or other existential threat brings them to
the surface. The rise of domestic terrorism in 1970s West Germany is one example of such a state of
emergency. These pathologies challenged West Germany’s democratic leaders and their approach to
security throughout the Cold War. Yet, as this dissertation will show, neither the persistent fear of its
eastern neighbors or its later confrontations with student protests and domestic terrorism, were sufficient
enough to permit the unrestricted or abusive use of the Bundesgrenzschutz by West Germany’s leaders. It
was the passage of the emergency acts in 1968 followed by the legal reforms of the organization under the
modernizing influence of the social democratic leadership in the 1970s that helped to tame the
organization’s militarism and transform it into a civilian police force.
My study emphasizes the role of border policing as both an instrument of internal and external
security, which on a symbolic level, helped to forge and sustain the identity of the West German state and
its citizens during the Cold War. From this perspective, the theoretical models of sociologists and
political scientists are especially instructive for explaining its importance to the West German state. To
be sure, policing is a key component of the symbolic power of the nation-state and as such, can be defined
as one of the “administrative organizations” that theorist Benedict Anderson has suggested create
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meaning for nations as “imagined communities.”83 According to Anderson, “nations dream of being free,
and…the gage and emblem of this freedom is the sovereign state.”84 From this perspective then, the
Bundesgrenzschutz fits Anderson’s “emblem” of sovereignty model. It can therefore be seen as an agent
of security in West Germany’s objective to remain free in the face of an ever present communist “other”
lurking across the Iron Curtain. Border policing also extended the influence of the federal government
and established a measure of control over its “bounded spaces.”85 National border policing thus reflected
West Germany’s monopolization of coercive power and increased its territorial surveillance in what
Anthony Giddens has identified as two of the critical “institutional clusters” of modernity.86 The
symbolic and disciplinary power of the nation-state that, according to Giddens, is usually divided between
internal and external security forces was, especially in the case of West Germany, consolidated in the
Bundesgrenzschutz – a hybrid force useful against both external and internal threats.87
Structure and Methodology
The dissertation is includes seven chapters that adopt a mixture between thematic and
chronological organization. It begins in 1950 with the creation of the Bundesgrenzschutz and concludes
with the campaign against domestic terrorism in 1977. The main body of sources for this study is
unpublished governmental documents, private correspondence and diaries, newspaper articles, and
internal memorandums. Many of these sources have been overlooked or newly declassified. In addition
to these more traditional archival sources, this study relies on an extensive reading of the magazines Die
Parole and Der Grenzjäger, which shed light on the institutional culture of the border police and its
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evolution over a span of twenty-five years. Rather than a selective search for certain themes, my
approach focused on the content of the articles as they changed over time juxtaposed with findings from
the sources that included internal policies, operations, and training.
The dissertation begins with the Bundesgrenzschutz during the Adenauer era. Chapter 1 –
Foundations – argues that its establishment reflected striking continuities with authoritarian German
policing models that predated the rise of National Socialism. Yet, in spite of its authoritarian structure
and ethos, it supported the new democratic political framework of the state. Federal border policing was
established under the leadership of Konrad Adenauer to regain the monopoly of violence undermined by
the Allied military occupation. He achieved this goal by exploiting anti-communism and conflating fears
of invasion from the East following the outbreak of war in Korea. Until then, the federal government had
no means at its disposal to enforce its national will. External security was provided by the Allied armed
forces while the individual Länder were responsible for internal security. West Germany’s urban
landscape, and especially the western zone of Berlin were heavily policed, but the federal government
lacked dominion over the rural spaces along its frontiers where smuggling and black marketeering were
widespread. The Bundesgrenzschutz was the only national armed force until the army was established
under NATO in 1956.
Chapter 2 – Expansion – investigates the federal government’s attempt to increase the
Bundesgrenzschutz beyond its authorized strength of 10,000 men. Beginning in 1952, the West German
government began clandestinely planning to increase its size to 20,000 men hoping they would be used
for a German contribution to the European Defense Community (EDC) proposed by the French Foreign
Minister, Rene Pleven.88 Adenauer and his Interior Minister, Robert Lehr, faced immediate criticism by
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the Social Democratic leadership and Allied officials, especially the French, who believed their attempted
expansion was an effort to re-militarize West Germany. The expansion was in part a political move by
Adenauer to strengthen the domestic power of his administration in anticipation of the elections in 1953.
But it also reflected his frustration, and that of his circle of security advisors, with the French, who
insisted foreign commanders would oversee the proposed German divisions in NATO. The chapter
shows that while Allied officials welcomed West German rearmament under supranational control, they
remained skeptical of any unilateral actions by the Germans. This chapter makes a new contribution to
the extensive body of work on rearmament and shows how the expansion undermined French support for
the EDC.89
Chapter 3 – West Germany’s Shield – explores the reasons why West Germany maintained the
Bundesgrenzschutz even after it had its own national army. In 1956, when the army was created, the
border police was still struggling to reach its authorized strength of 20,000 men. More than 9,000 border
policemen applied to and were subsequently transferred into the new army and this significantly
weakened the Bundesgrenzschutz. If it was only intended to function as a cadre for the new West German
army, as some scholars have suggested, then why did the government make transfer to the army optional?
In fact, the decision of individual officers to remain border policemen or become soldiers was based on a
variety of issues. Federal law provided the government with the right to reject candidates it deemed
unsuitable for the army because of age or prior disciplinary records, but individual policemen usually
decided which course to take based on pay and benefits. If a policeman could prove he had previously
held a high rank in the Wehrmacht, then there was an incentive to transfer. But personnel who were
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unable to successfully establish previous Wehrmacht promotions often chose to remain policemen. Many
high-ranking border policemen thus had no incentive to transfer to the army since they had already
reached, or in many cases exceeded, their former military ranks. This chapter argues that the Adenauer
government never intended to disband, and in fact, took decisive steps to maintain the Bundesgrenzschutz
because it represented the executive power and coercive force of his administration.
Chapter 4 – Recruitment – analyzes how the government attracted new candidates and what
advantages a border policing career offered young West German men. Understanding recruitment opens
new insights on the organization and its place in West German society. Advertisements appealed directly
to the masculine sense of camaraderie and adventure, themes familiar to those used for military
recruitment. But these methods were largely unsuccessful in attracting a newer generation of young
German men who rejected militarism and embraced the ohne mich (without me/leave me out) attitude.
Hiring efforts therefore also focused on welfare state incentives such as pensions, medical care, pay, and
promotional opportunities. New recruits were promised innovative technological training on the most
modern equipment such as specialized vehicles, radios, and emergency medicine. While recruiters still
targeted former soldiers, by the 1960s, a young man was more likely to become a border policeman based
on the prospects of developing long-term career training rather than from a sense of adventurism. In fact,
interest cards returned by potential candidates overwhelmingly requested more information about
technical training. The Interior Ministry also funded civilian filmmakers to produce action oriented
recruitment films that emphasized border policing as an honorable profession standing between freedom
and communist enslavement.
Chapter 5 – Training – investigates the methods used to train and educate border police personnel
and specifically, how this training dealt with the tensions between democratic policing and the legacies of
Germany’s authoritarian past. It argues that while the Bundesgrenzschutz used military-style training and
simulated combat drills, the instruction emphasized the concept of the “citizen in uniform” outlined in the
military reform program of Innere Führung (internal leadership). Numerous course plans, instruction
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manuals, and officer candidate training all included in-depth civics lessons. Alongside the skills for
handling weapons and storming buildings, border policemen were instructed in topics that included
citizenship, democracy, literature, biology, and especially foreign languages for service at the borders.
The officer candidate school in Lübeck emphasized critical thinking skills and students openly discussed
topics with profound ethical themes such as the German resistance movement against Hitler. Officer
candidates were encouraged to freely engage with their instructors without fear of political repercussions
for taking an opposing point of view. While evidence reflects the resurgence of problematic themes, such
as the 1944 Warsaw Ghetto Uprising as a model of urban combat, there is more evidence pointing to
subject matter that emphasized liberal over authoritarian policing practices. The Bavarian Social
democratic Chairman Dr. Wilhelm Hoegner’s text, Leitfaden für Staatsbürgerkunde, for example, was
required reading for all border police officer candidates.90 Moreover, Protestant and Catholic chaplains
taught professional ethics courses that were mandatory every quarter for all personnel. The ethical
themes varied widely. Anti-Marxism, Christian family values, and the ethics of democracy and policing
were featured on a regular basis. Border policemen were assigned reading topics or watched films and
then were expected to openly debate the lessons of each subject.
Chapter 6 – Border Policemen as Military Combatants – explores the militarization of the
Bundesgrenzschutz during the 1960s when its personnel were legally assigned combatant status and
expected to fight in military conflicts. The chapter shows that mutual perceptions between East and West
Germans still drove an atmosphere of localized fear even though the beginnings of détente served to
reduce tensions between the superpowers. Prussian traditionalists who feared that an invasion from the
East was imminent still heavily dominated the command staff of the border police. To a certain extent,
these fears were grounded in the ideological tensions and memories of the German-Soviet conflict and
especially the anti-partisan warfare of the Second World War. The international laws of war were vague
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in terms of what rights law enforcement officers were afforded in defending against an attack by foreign
enemies. Under these circumstances, border police leaders feared their policemen might be executed as
partisans if they were not legally recognized as combatants. The debate over combatant status for
policemen brought the problematic legacies of Germany’s militarism to the surface. While the federal
government ultimately decided to recognize border policemen as military combatants, the power of
influential police trade unions helped shape the new law in important ways. Thus, giving policemen
combatant status did not point to a shift towards illiberal or authoritarian policing models.
Chapter 7 – We Now Have Heroes Again – analyzes the ways in which the Bundesgrenzschutz
evolved during the post-Adenauer era. It investigates the specific internal learning processes and
struggles that paved the way for its professionalization into a modern national police force. It argues that
institutional changes emerged from pressure exerted by political opponents, but also from the internal
efforts of its personnel who demanded increased roles in traditional civilian policing. By 1968, with the
emerging anti-authoritarian student movement, the Interior Ministry began seriously re-examining how its
border policemen might be used to support internal security. A series of negotiations between the federal
government and the Länder set in motion critical reforms that ultimately transformed the
Bundesgrenzschutz into a modern national law enforcement organization. The chapter concludes with the
state’s use of the border policemen in the campaign against terrorism. It shows that West Germans
demonstrated that they could still use measured force to restore order and maintain peace without
undermining their democracy.
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Chapter 1: Foundations
As U.S.-Soviet relations began to falter in 1948, CBS News reporter Larry LeSueur asked the
Occupation Governor Lucius Clay whether he thought it was time to begin arming German police officers
to deter possible Soviet attacks. Clay dismissed his suggestion and exclaimed: “We are opposed to the
creation of a police force which could become a military training school.”91 Clay’s remarks reflected the
Allied policy to demilitarize West Germany’s civilian police forces. In spite of increasing Cold War
tensions, the Allies still feared the German police institution for its potential to become an instrument of
resurgent militarism. They wanted to prevent the police from gaining the broad powers held by Nazi
forces organized under the formidable state security apparatus known as the Reichsicherheitshauptamt
(Reich Security Main Office, or RSHA).92 During the Third Reich, the RSHA and its police personnel
implemented Hitler’s violent racial policies.93 Prior to 1945, the Intelligence (G-2) Branch of the United
States Army closely monitored the activities of the German police.94 Intelligence officers understood how
the police were used in the Third Reich and after Germany was defeated aimed “to render powerless, and
bring to justice, many dangerous and guilty members of the German police…” so that “…the secure
employment of the existing German police machinery will be facilitated by an insight into its workings,
and understanding of its domination by the Nazi Party.”95 By 1951, however, the new West German
government under conservative Chancellor Konrad Adenauer established a militarized national border
police force. What changed in the two years since General Clay rejected LeSueur’s suggestion of arming
the German police for war?
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This chapter explores the circumstances that led to the founding of the Bundesgrenzschutz in
1951. Why would a new democratizing state still reeling from twelve years of dictatorship and war bring
militarized policing back? Moreover, what does this decision reveal about the nature of its
democratization during the early 1950s? The chapter shows how Konrad Adenauer exploited Cold War
tensions to create a paramilitary national border police force. Border security, however, was a means to
achieve a specific end – greater executive power and influence. His objectives were motivated more by
domestic politics and his need to exercise power in a federalist system of government than either external
or internal security threats.
The Concept of National Policing Before the Korean War
Scholars frequently point to Adenauer’s pre-Korean War demands for a national police force as
evidence that he wanted to increase external security since the Allies prohibited him from building an
army. In 1949, Adenauer told a reporter from the Cleveland Plains Dealer newspaper that a federal
police force might be useful in defending the West against Soviet aggression.96 Certainly, Adenauer
worried about events such as the Berlin Blockade and the rapid reduction of Allied armed forces in the
western occupation zone. The Soviets had a clear advantage over the Allies in conventional armed
forces.97 Moreover, the Soviets created special paramilitary police units known as the Volkspolizei
(People’s Police - VoPos) in 1946. The men in these forces were armed with infantry weapons and
stationed in barracks near the inner-German border. West German officials believed the Volkspolizei had
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reached a numerical strength of 70,000 men by 1950.98 Adenauer’s military adviser, General Hans
Speidel, described these developments and rising tensions with the Soviet-East German forces as, “a
complete reversal in relations” between East and West.99
Interpretations of Adenauer’s federal police proposals thus link them to the larger processes
involved in the Allied decision to rearm West Germany. From this perspective, what has been called
“the federal police option” is presented as an anecdotal point in an otherwise linear progression that
begins with Adenauer’s pre-Korean War proposals and ends in 1956 with the creation of West German
armed forces (the Bundeswehr) under the umbrella of NATO.100 His biographer, Hans-Peter Schwarz,
argues that Adenauer’s federal police proposals were “…the core of a concealed rearmament.”101 But
these explanations underemphasize the representational or symbolic power he was trying to achieve for
his government through a national police force administered by the federal Interior Ministry. He was not
as concerned about external security before the Korean War as most scholars have suggested. His prewar requests reflected a greater need for a police force to represent the executive power of his
administration and its influence over internal security emergencies. In February 1950, for example, a
large group of disgruntled union truck drivers in Bonn protested the recent increase in gasoline prices by
blocking traffic. The protestors were so disruptive that they forced the plenary session in the Bundestag
to adjourn. Adenauer used this incident to emphasize the weakness of his government to protect the state
against internal disorder. While speaking at a press conference in Bochum, he declared, “the federal
government has no means of exerting power and no law enforcement agency. What the motorists can do
today could be done tomorrow by the unemployed, the expellees, the communists, and finally by
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strikers…the Federal Republic and, with it, Western Europe would go down.” He repeatedly conflated
this incident to the Allies and used it to justify increasing his executive power. But the Allies knew the
chance of Western Europe “going down” because of a single union strike was unlikely.102
In April 1950, Adenauer asked the Allied High Commissioner for Germany (HICOG), John J.
McCloy, for a 25,000-man federal police force. He told McCloy that West Germany suffered from a
“noticeable disadvantage [because] it does not command its own police force” and was unable to “take
any executive police measures on its own authority.”103 He claimed there was no need for an army
because the Allies already provided for external security. He insisted West Germany faced the same
internal threats that plagued Weimar Germany when, “the police were suddenly faced by well-organized
and armed insurgents. Although the police were…better equipped with arms than is the case today, they
were not successful in their struggle against an even better equipped opponent and they could not reestablish public order; this was only possible with the support of the Reichswehr (Weimar Armed
forces).”104 The letter was the first of many examples where Adenauer invoked the internal disorder of
Weimar Germany. He was trying to persuade The High Commission to grant his requests by implying
West Germany might be vulnerable to communist “fifth columnists.”105 The communist Free German
Youth movement (Freie Deutsche Jugend – FDJ) was planning large May Day and Whitsuntide
(Pentecost) marches from East into West Berlin. Allied and West German officials learned these marches
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might include up to 3,000-armed members of East Germany’s Volkspolizei.106 His use of memory politics
to invoke the chaos and violence of Weimar Germany contradicted with Allied memories of the heavyhanded police responses against protest movements in 1920s Germany. But the political situation
Adenauer was describing in the postwar Federal Republic differed significantly from what occurred
during the Weimar years. For the Allies, curbing German militarism and police violence still remained a
top priority over the potential rise of communist insurgencies or strikes.107
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Figure 1.1
Free German Youth propaganda poster, 1951.
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Archival documents reveal that members of the High Commission saw Adenauer’s federal police
proposal for what it was - a bid to increase his executive power rather than a response to external threats.
On 12 May 1950, for example, the Allies met to prepare for the London Foreign Minister’s conference
and discussed giving Adenauer a small national police force. The Foreign Ministers suggested the force
would give him the ability to “protect the federal government, uphold its prestige, and maintain order in
the event of any serious trouble.”108 The ministers kept these discussions secret because giving the
Germans any concessions so soon after the war was controversial. When the London Conference began,
the minister’s secretly agreed to give Adenauer a small 5,000-man federal police force. High
Commissioner McCloy suggested it be called a “Republican Guard” rather than a police force.109 It was
to have no powers of arrest or conflicting duties with Länder police forces. McCloy warned his
colleagues to keep the decision secret and directed that it not be announced in connection with the
conference. Instead, he insisted that it be presented as an “allied decision” not a “concession” to
Adenauer.110 The official minutes of the London Conference stated: “With regard to the request for
permission to establish a federal gendarmerie, the ministers discussed the recommendations of the High
Commissioner, but since neither the French nor the United States had considered the questions, the
ministers agreed to postpone action.”111 This statement was false and deliberately misleading. McCloy
obviously realized the unpopularity of any German armed force in the aftermath of Nazism. He wanted to
prevent a public relations blunder by appearing conciliatory towards the Germans. But he also feared the
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implications of a West German rapprochement with the Soviets to the extent that he was willing to
secretly cooperate with Adenauer to gain his loyalty.112 More importantly, at the close of the conference,
the Allies reaffirmed their obligation to defend West Germany against foreign invasion under Article 5 of
the North Atlantic Treaty.113 Thus, before the Korean War, neither the Allies nor Adenauer envisioned a
police force for national defense.
The secret recommendations made by McCloy and other foreign ministers at London revealed
that neither the Allies nor Adenauer intended the “Republican Guard” to be an ersatz army or, for that
matter, a border guarding force. Border security was never mentioned in the discussions and statistical
evidence during the winter months of 1950 revealed a noticeable decrease in illegal border crossings.114
Moreover, the Allied security guarantee under Article 5 ensured that there was no present need for a
German contribution to western defense. So why do scholars still link Adenauer’s pre-Korean War
demands for a federal police force to the larger debates surrounding rearmament? To be sure, it was
popular among certain British, American, and West German security experts who believed nationalized
policing might be an interim step towards building a new German army. A year before the Korean War,
Lt. Colonel Edwards, a security expert on McCloy’s staff, wrote a top secret analysis advocating the
German police system as a “theoretical middle course” to rearmament that “might be justified on the
grounds that such a course would be necessary to maintain the stability of any government organized
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under the Bonn Constitution…”115 The memorandum showed how the Americans envisioned Adenauer’s
need for executive power and prestige as a means to secretly advance their own plans to rearm West
Germany. The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff favored this approach and so did McCloy despite his public
statements to the contrary that “the policy which the Allied High Commissioners are directed to
administer does not permit the reconstitution of a German military or paramilitary force.” 116
McCloy was a complex figure in the development of security policy in postwar Germany. In
public, he was careful to avoid appearing too conciliatory towards the Germans. Privately, however, he
did everything to ensure Adenauer and West Germany remained bound to the Western Alliance. More
problematically, however, McCloy also pardoned many convicted Nazi war criminals and recently
declassified archival evidence from the Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act shows he secretly helped to fund
a clandestine CIA paramilitary guerilla program code named LCPROWL.117 The program established
covert cells of “stay-behind” operatives in West Germany known as the “Apparat.” Many of the
Apparat’s members had been members of either the Nazi SS or Sicherheitsdienst (SD – Intelligence
Service). Their purpose was to attack invading Soviet forces using guerilla warfare. McCloy diverted
Marshall Plan funds to these operatives under fake accounts earmarked for education programs. He
concealed the operation from Adenauer until the Hessian Police accidentally discovered it during an
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unrelated raid in 1952 at a plywood business that was used as front to conceal the program.118 The police
searching the business found lists of SPD representatives that were to be “done away with” by the
Apparat agents once a Soviet invasion began. When Hessian Minister President August Zinn publicly
disclosed these findings, the CIA ordered the Apparat “liquidated in its entirety.”119 The revelations of
the CIA’s top-secret LCPROWL operation came at a critical moment for the newly formed
Bundesgrenzschutz. Since the French had accused Adenauer’s government of using federal policing to
secretly rearm, the existence of the Apparat gave the appearance that West Germany might be engaging in
the sort of clandeistine security policies that contributed to the erosion of Weimar Germany’s democratic
institutions in the early 1930s. Although there is no evidence that Adenauer was aware of the secret
plans, his Social Democratic critics used the public revelations of CIA operations to criticize his security
policies.120
The British also favored rearmament through a police or gendarmerie option because it was less
controversial than giving the Germans a new army. U.K. High Commissioner Brian Robertson discussed
these ideas in secret with General Gerhard Graf von Schwerin, an early West German advocate of
rearmament through police forces.121 Robertson was frustrated by recent failures of the German police to
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protect offices at the British Dismantling Service in Salzgitter from rioters.122 Schwerin had a good
reputation in the U.K. because he had been a diplomat in London before the war and resisted Nazi
“scorched earth” policies while fighting Allied forces in 1944-45. It was Robertson and his assistant, Sir
Christopher Steele, among others, who recommended Schwerin as a security advisor to Adenauer.123 The
other influential security experts advising Adenauer were veteran Wehrmacht officers, including Adolf
Heusinger, Hans Speidel, and Franz Halder. They opposed Schwerin’s federal police idea. These former
Nazi officers were more concerned with a potential Soviet invasion and not the executive power or
prestige of Adenauer’s administration. They wanted to re-establish the traditional German General Staff
system and believed Schwerin’s plans did not go far enough for a credible defense against the Soviets.
Halder expressed these views in a secret memorandum on 6 June 1950 when he wrote that a “federal
police force cannot be the foundation of a new army…” Tensions between Schwerin and the men who
favored rebuilding the German General Staff later caused Adenauer to dismiss him as a defense advisor.
Schwerin was considered too progressive by the conservative traditionalists – some of whom criticized
him for associating with the SPD leader Kurt Schumacher.124
The Influence of the Korean War
The surprise attack by communist North Korea against the democratic Republic of South Korea
on 28 June 1950 was a turning point for Konrad Adenauer’s federal police proposals. It convinced key
players in the U.S. State Department that defending Europe would be impossible without West German
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participation. Adenauer was quick to point out and exploit the similarities between divided Germany and
Korea, but the Allies avoided drastic changes and remained committed to the policy of demilitarization
nonetheless.125 The secret decision by the ministers at the London Conference to give Adenauer a 5,000man “Republican Guard” was never implemented because of internal tensions amongst the Allies.126
Adenauer was frustrated that nothing was being done by the Allies to provide him with even a small
federal police force. The prestige of his government and its executive power was weakened without
having monopolization over the state’s coercive forces. Since he failed to convince the Allies to give him
a federal police for internal emergencies, he decided to use the Korean War to justify it on the grounds
that it could be helpful for national security. To Adenauer’s benefit, Communism replaced Nazism as the
new global totalitarian “boogey-man” and the Korean War erupted just as the “red scares” and
McCarthyism took hold in the United States.127 In November 1950, he wrote to his longtime personal
friend, Dane Heineman and complained that “the expansionist trend of Russia’s policy since 1945 is so
manifest that it is hard to understand how the Western Allies could have persisted so long in their attitude
of passive observers.”128
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Adenauer’s writings and public statements compared the strategic situation on the divided Korean
peninsula to that of divided Germany. His renewed call for a national police force shifted from internal
security to western defense. He wanted the Allies to believe that a Korean-style cross border invasion led
by the paramilitary East German Volkspolizei was inevitable. He claimed the U.S. reduction of
conventional armed forces in West Germany was comparable to its 1948 drawdown in South Korea,
which he argued, left the peninsula defenseless and vulnerable.129 He also pointed to the North Korean
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“Parallel” by George Butterworth, 1950
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support of communist “gangs” or paramilitary insurgents who fomented dissent ahead of the coming
surprise attack.130 His comparisons gained the attention of the press and heightened anxiety amongst the
West German population, but they were not factual.131 The U.S. had significantly reduced its postwar
combat forces in South Korea, but it still occupied West Germany in sufficient enough strength to
discourage Soviet or East German aggression.
Adenauer omitted nuanced details from his comparisons about the strategic situation in Korea,
which differed significantly from conditions in Europe. In particular, he failed to mention Soviet
occupation forces had also left North Korea before the war. The Korean War was a proxy war whereas a
similar attack in divided Germany had greater potential for direct conflict between the nuclear-armed
superpowers – both of which still occupied their respective zones. Moreover, the prewar activities by
communist supported guerillas in South Korea caused violent fighting and thousands of deaths. There
were definitely communist movements in West Germany, such as the FDJ, but their activities never rose
to the level of deadly violence experienced with similar groups in prewar South Korea.132 Finally, unlike
South Korea, the 1948 Berlin Airlift left little doubt how the Allied powers, especially America, would
have responded to communist aggression in West Germany. According to Petra Goedde, the airlift
“transformed America’s role from conqueror to protector” and fostered a postwar consensus that
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“deflected German and American attention away from Germany’s Nazi past towards an anti-communist
future.”133
Much to Adenauer’s frustration, however, neither the Allies nor the West German population was
willing to accept swift changes despite anxiety caused by the Korean War.134 Besides, the Allies had
given him an unconditional external security guarantee during the London Foreign Ministers
Conference.135 But this meant very little to Adenauer because, as he later claimed, it was his belief that
“the forces of the Western Allies in Germany were not strong enough [to deter the Soviets]”136 Adenauer
met with the Allied High Commission on 16 August 1950 and reiterated his demand for a federal police
force – this time justified as a response to the East German Volkspolizei. He told the commissioners that
neither the German people nor the decentralized Länder police demonstrated a willingness to resist
foreign attacks.137 He conflated the power of West Germany’s external enemies and hoped the
commissioners would grant his request. Strikingly, he now asked for 150,000 men. The High
Commission knew Adenauer’s post Korean War proposals still had the same objective as those before the
war – that is to increase his executive power and the influence of his government in domestic security
affairs. McCloy wrote to Secretary of Defense Dean Acheson that in his opinion, “Adenauer may only be
seeking means to strengthen his government by the creation of a federal police force and using the Korean
incident as a gambit for this purpose.”138
While both McCloy and Acheson understood Adenauer’s underlying motives, after Korea they
were both convinced West Germany was critical to European defense. Acheson later admitted, “Korea
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had [sped] up the evolution” of rearmament.139 Yet McCloy and Acheson preferred West German
military contributions under supranational control rather than permitting the construction of a large,
independent centralized police force.140 They also knew convincing the French of any German armed
force would be problematic since Germany had invaded France three times since 1870. Adenauer’s
public rhetoric about impending doom from the east increased and soon found its way into newspapers.
McCloy later told Acheson that he “took Adenauer to task” for these exaggerations because they
heightened the “already anxious attitudes of the German people.”141 Nevertheless, Adenauer followed
this censure by writing McCloy an embellished assessment of the threats facing West Germany to which,
he argued a federal police force was the only solution.142 McCloy’s aide, Samuel Reber, called
Adenauer’s assessment correct regarding the “East-West balance” but suggested “it was written and
slanted to stress the alarming nature of the current military situation.”143
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Figure 3.3
Truman with Acheson and McCloy, 23 January 1950
On 10 September 1950, just days before the Allied Foreign Ministers met in New York for a
tripartite conference, McCloy wrote a lengthy letter to President Truman to which he attached Adenauer’s
exaggerated assessment of the Soviet threat. McCloy was careful in what he told the President whose
attitude towards German policing was closely aligned with Acheson and others in the State Department
opposed to a centralized, national police force.144 He told Truman Adenauer’s requests for federal police
were confusing and mixed “together a genuine police for maintaining internal order and a disguised army
to deal with the [Volkspolizei] threat from East Germany.”145 Scholars have cited these communications
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with Truman and others as evidence that McCloy opposed Adenauer’s federal police proposals.146 But
this contradicted McCloy’s pre-Korean War attempt to secretly authorize a 5,000-man national police
force disguised as a “Republican Guard.” He had also recently directed the High Commission’s Public
Security Subcommittee to strike down the ban on members of Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht and
paramilitary forces from serving in the civilian police.147 There is no question he publicly opposed an
independent German national army or militarized police force. But he also lobbied Truman to give
Adenauer more control over domestic politics. McCloy told Truman that Adenauer was committed to
western democracy and explained “we would now be justified in conferring additional authority on the
Federal Republic, and relaxing our controls by progressive stages.”148

Providing Adenauer with a small

national police force supported the concessions McCloy believed were necessary to guarantee Adenauer’s
long-term alignment with the west. Moreover, his aide, Lt. Colonel Edwards had already described
policing as a “theoretical middle course” or platform on which to begin the process of rearmament. After
Korea, this “theoretical middle course” appeared more convincing than it had before the war.
Adenauer’s Struggle Against Internal Opposition
Despite McCloy’s implicit support, the “Big Three” (Britain, France, and the United States)
rejected Adenauer’s federal police proposal during their tripartite meetings in New York on 19 September
1950. They did, however, authorize the reinforcement of Länder-based police forces by 30,000 men –
10,000 of which might be placed under federal jurisdiction in a state emergency. The New York
agreements ensured West German rearmament, but only under the umbrella of a supranational defense
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force.149 Acheson’s forceful demand for consensus on this policy took his British and French colleagues
by surprise. French Minister Robert Schuman called Acheson’s proposal “the bomb in the Waldorf.”150
It set the stage for the meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty powers in Brussels three months later, where
the foreign ministers agreed Allied relations with West Germany should be reduced from direct oversight
to a contractual basis. This reversal in relations was implemented to end demilitarization since the Allies
now mutually agreed upon the importance of the Federal Republic for Western defense. The famous
1945 Potsdam Four Power decision to completely demilitarize and disarm Germany was superseded by
Cold War strategic objectives.151
The Allies had removed themselves from the federal policing debate and now left the decision to
West German lawmakers. The New York foreign minister’s agreement helped West Germany’s state
police re-establish the militarized Weimar era Bereitschaftspolizei (Riot Police - BePo)152 The BePo
provided the states with a response to public order disturbances, but limited federal control to a small
portion of this force in cases where a national emergency was declared.153 If a national emergency were
declared, the federally controlled officers “would have no normal powers of arrest, and would not
perform routine police duties, but would be trained and used solely for the preservation of public
order.”154 Thus, Adenauer’s attempt to establish a standing national police force through the intervention
and consent of the Allies had failed. If his sole intent was to increase national security, as he repeatedly
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claimed after the Korean War, then the Allied decision to reinforce the existing Länder forces by 30,000
men would have been enough to meet these demands.155 The New York Conference proved to be a
temporary setback, however, since the North Atlantic Treaty meetings at Brussels significantly reduced
the High Commission’s role in and regulation of West Germany’s internal legislative processes.
Adenauer could now work with his own government on alternative methods of building the national
police force he envisioned.156 But his objectives could only be realized through a protracted internal
process – a process that revealed the West German effort to re-civilize their security in the aftermath of
dictatorship and war.
The Allied decision to end legislative oversight of West Germany’s internal politics was decisive
for Adenauer. His legal advisers had already been working behind the scenes to find exceptions in the
Basic Law that might be used to justify his national police force. In November 1949, for example,
Adenauer’s Chief of Staff, Hans Globke, instructed Federal Justice Minister Thomas Dehler to research
the Basic Law for provisions covering police powers. Dehler concluded, however, that Allied policies
reestablishing Germany’s pre-1933 practice of investing these powers with the Länder prevented national
policing without amending the Basic Law.157. He suggested a federal police force might be created under
Article 73, Paragraph 10 of the Basic Law, which gave “exclusive rights for Constitutional protection” to
the federal government. But he also cautioned that implementing these rights depended upon the severity
and size of the threat. Article 73 also prohibited the federal government from intervening with or exerting
direct control over Länder police forces.158
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Contrary to the claims in his memoirs that he supported the constitutional amendment process,
Adenauer tried to establish his own police force outside of West Germany’s Basic Law in 1950.159 He did
this by forming an 1800-man federal Begleitskommando (protection squad) for the security of his Bonn
offices. He wanted his own security squad even though the Länder police were responsible for these
duties.160 His plans were discovered when the SPD Deputy and Basic Law framer Walter Menzel
complained that Adenauer’s squad was supplanting the Länder police. Menzel accused Adenauer of
broadly interpreting the New York agreements to build a police force without following constitutional due
process.161 He succeeded in embarrassing the Chancellor who was compelled to disband his
Begleitskommando and replace it with forces from the newly established state riot police (BePo).162 At the
same time, Adenauer had begun direct talks with representatives from the Länder to determine which
portion of the 30,000 new officers authorized by the Allies could be designated for federal use. These
talks failed, however, because neither side agreed on who was responsible for the costs of these officers.
Länder politicians demanded complete control over recruitment, training, and deployment, but insisted
Adenauer’s government cover all the expenses. Moreover, neither side could reach an agreement as to
who determined what constituted a state “emergency” under Article 91 of the Basic Law, which had to be
invoked before the federal government got control of any state police forces.163
Like his pre-Korean War proposals, Adenauer’s later attempts to create federal police without
involving the Bundestag showed that his main goal was to increase his executive power and influence of
his government. Without an exclusively national instrument of coercive force, Adenauer’s government
would have to rely on the states or foreign allies to gurantee the security of his people – a fundamental
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duty of the executive branch outlined in Article 56 of the Basic Law.164 His attempts to act without
Bundestag approval evoked the legacies of problematic political theorists like Carl Schmitt, Werner
Weber, and others who emphasized executive over parliamentary rule.165 Weber was Schmitt’s student,
but did not have the problematic links to the Third Reich that Schmitt gained through his writings and
legal justifications of Nazi polices. Schmitt’s philosophy was based on the premise that sovereignty is
based on the necessity to make exceptions to the rule of law, thus “the sovereign is whoever decides what
constitutes an exception.” Moreover, Schmitt and his followers believed parliament debated rules while
“decision making and protection of state secrets belong to the executive.”166 Weber was critical of the
Basic Law because unlike the Weimar Constitution, it under emphasized executive power.167 Both Weber
and Schmitt challenged the Federal Republic’s legitimacy and its ability to effectively defend itself,
especially during domestic emergencies. While there is no direct evidence Adenauer ever read or
endorsed the problematic ideas of Schmitt or Weber, Hendrik Christoph-Müller has argued that their
ideas remained popular, albeit indirectly so, among some conservatives during the 1950s.168
West German Domestic Politics and the Influence of Federalism
For West Germany’s politicians, the core of the federal police debate came down to an internal
power struggle between the state and national governments. The Social Democrats believed the 30,000
reinforcements proposed by the foreign ministers in New York were enough to increase security. The
legacies of police violence still resonated with many West German lawmakers, especially SPD Party
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Chairman Kurt Schumacher, who was persecuted by the Nazi regime.169 But Schumacher was also an
anti-communist and it would have been politically damaging for his party to ignore Adenauer’s warnings
of communist conspiracies. Moreover, as Eric Weitz has suggested, “…the Chancellor was able
throughout the 1950s to depict the social democrats as the party that would open the gates for the
communists.”170 The postwar SPD thus faced what Falco Werkentin argues was, “the need to distance
themselves within the working class not only against the Stalinist model of socialism, but also against the
accusation of conservative forces that they had become a secret satrap of Moscow.”171 Many SPD
deputies nominally supported the idea of a federal police force as long as it was established by a
constitutional amendment and remained legally bound to Bundestag decisions. SPD Deputy Alfred
Gleisner, for example, told Interior Minister Gustav Heinemann that in his opinion Adenauer’s secretive
attempts to create his own Begleitskommando were illegal.172 Yet he also offered his support for an
amendment, which he concluded was the only way to uphold the rule of law and prevent the creation of a
“central registrar at the Palais Schaumburg…and with which to organically build from the bottom up with
the greatest possible democratic security.”173
Many of West Germany’s Länder politicians rejected meddling by the federal government,
especially in matters of policing because it disrupted the traditional federalist balance of power.174
Civilian policing in Germany was organized and administered by the Länder governments until the Nazis
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centralized it under the formidable Reichssicherheithauptamt (Reichs Security Main Office - RSHA).175
Adenauer’s attempt to gain Allied approval for his plans, and later his decision to secretly form a
Begleitskommando fueled these political tensions.176 Bavarian officials, especially those in the Christian
Socialist Union (CSU) were against a stronger, more centralized federal state. Bavarian SPD Chairman
Wilhelm Hoegner accused the Adenauer administration of overplaying the east-west tensions to increase
its own political power. Hoegner claimed West Germany’s budget was already stretched to its limits
providing for victims of the war and was insufficient to cover the costs of a new federal police force.177
He rejected overtures by fellow SPD colleagues like Alfred Gleisner, who favored amending the Basic
Law. Hoegner warned against centralizing the police, which he believed was a “trend about to go back to
where the misfortune of Germany had begun.”178 The Bavarian Bundesrat representative, Dr. von
Stralenheim, wrote a detailed legal analysis supporting Hoegner’s position and submitted it to the
Bundestag. In summary, von Stralenheim emphasized that only a heavily armed military force of 250,000
men was capable of dealing with the internal and external security threats Adenauer warned them
about.179 He concluded that:
As has been shown, neither the internal nor the external security of the Federal Republic
would be strengthened through the establishment of a Federal police executive. Instead it
would threaten its federal character and it would create an instrument whose
dangerousness in the hands of other federal governments must not be underestimated by
those currently in office. One should beware that the current inexplicable fear psychosis
among the people is not used to destroy the federal character of the Federal Republic.180
Adenauer’s Interior Ministry employed its own legal experts to counter these criticisms. In the
weeks leading up to and immediately after the New York Tripartite Conference, the administrative law
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expert Dr. Arnold Köttgen wrote lengthy memorandums outlining legal possibilities where the federal
government might justify its own police force without a constitutional amendment. Köttgen personified
the authoritarian, illiberal continuities still prevalent in postwar West German politics. He had been a
committed Nazi and was openly critical of postwar liberal democracy.181 During the war, he served as the
general police councilor at Auschwitz and in the Polish City of Katowice. Carola Dietze has argued he
was “demonstrably involved in the local planning of Germanization policies that included…the
deportation of Jews.”182 His reputation for dubious legal interpretations to justify increased state power
was directly grounded in his work for the Nazis. Michael Stolleis’s study of Nazi Germany’s legal
history shows Köttgen’s interpretations were a “prime example of how [legal justifications] could be
constructed by taking advantage of the smallest maneuvering room for argument and using unassailable
National Socialist vocabulary.”183 Notwithstanding Köttgen’s Nazi past, his memorandums reveal his
respect for the Basic Law, which led him to reject, contrary to his own personal anti-liberal background,
any attempts to undermine the democratic constitutional framework.184 How can we explain this
remarkable contradiction –a man who once justified and carried out Hitler’s racist Jewish policies that
now made the case for democratic rules of order? While there is no way to prove that Köttgen’s private
beliefs changed, his actions showed that even someone with such a dubious illiberal past could adapt, at
least in practice, to a new democratic form of government. Whereas the systemic expecation in Nazi
Germany encouraged and demanded illiberal behavior from government officials and police, the Federal
Republic was based on a respect for the rule of law. Thus, Köttgen and others like him had to embrace
democracy, or at least give that impression in practice otherwise they might jeopardize their jobs. For this
reason, many former Nazi officials who returned to public sector jobs kept thier illiberal beliefs private or
only shared them with other likeminded individuals. These new top-down systemic changes did not mean
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everyone philosophically embraced democracy, but they were an important basis or framework for what
became a protracted re-civilization process.
Nevertheless, Köttgen still sought shaky or weak legal exceptions to these limits. For example, in
one analytical position paper he argued the right of national self-defense was “unwritten and natural to
every nation.”185 He implied the executive could build a federal police force without parliamentary
consent. He described in great detail how Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution allowed the Reich
President to suspend civil liberties and take direct control of state armed forces when there was a serious
threat to public safety. During the 1920s, Article 48 was used to employ the Reichswehr against internal
disturbances such as labor strikes.186 He also pointed out that Article 9 of the Weimar Constitution placed
responsibility for national defense exclusively under the jurisdiction of the Reich President. He went so
far as to suggest that both articles might still be valid in West Germany since the Weimar Constitution
was never formally repealed. He suggested Article 123 of the new Basic Law upheld all preexisting laws
unless they directly contradicted contemporary legislation.187 This was evidence of Köttgen’s preference
for manipulative interpretation at its best. Despite suggesting these questionable and problematic legal
maneuvers, however, he still argued against using them unless there was an actual threat to the state as
defined by Article 91, or the government was prepared to “create” one.188 This was true, he argued, even
though the Allied High Commission had reduced its involvement in West Germany’s internal politics.
Remarkably, considering Köttgen’s complicity with the crimes of Nazism, he also warned “silences” over
security matters in the Basic Law “cannot be regarded as a waiver for passing a new federal law or a
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justification for continuance of the Weimar Constitution.”189 Again, this reflected credible evidence that
his respect for the Basic Law was genuine.
Köttgen also suggested that a national police could be created for border security under Article 87
of the Basic Law, which assigned jurisdiction for customs and border protection exclusively to the federal
government.190 He was among the first to suggest Article 87 as an alternative approach to creating a
police force without a constitutional amendment. He pointed out, however, that federal management of
the border was an administrative function, which the Customs Law of 1939 had assigned to the Federal
Minister of Finance. West Germany’s borders were already patrolled by several law enforcement and
military organizations. These included the U.S. Constabulary (a special unit of military customs police),
West Germany’s Zollgrenzschutz (federal customs service), the 7751st U.S. Military Police Customs
Unit, the Bavarian Border Police, the French Gendarmerie, and a variety of individual Länder-based
border guards.191 The British and U.S. military authorities made elaborate operational plans code-named
OSMUND and CONCOURSE, which in the case of a war, authorized their armed forces to completely
replace the Germans stationed at the border.192 The inner-German border was already a high priority for
both Allied and West German security forces. The most significant challenge there was not fighting
communist infiltrators, as Adenauer argued, but rather arresting smugglers and petty black market
criminals.193 The Allies had already provided West Germany’s federal government with authority to
monitor and regulate cross-border traffic using its Zollgrenzschutz (federal customs protection service).
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At the beginning of 1950, there were 14,000-armed federal customs officers assigned to deal with
smugglers and check passports on West Germany’s frontiers.194
Adenauer had exhausted all of his efforts to establish a police force without the Bundestag. His
negotiations with the Länder failed to secure federal control over a small portion of their riot police.195 In
spite of all his efforts, his only hope for success depended directly upon his ability to engage with and
convince fellow West German lawmakers to support him. Creating new border control authorities under
Article 87 was the only solution that precluded the politically risky amendment process even though the
borders, especially those facing the east, were already heavily policed. Since Article 87 was part of West
Germany’s Basic Law, he could create the police force he desired with a simple majority vote instead of
the two-thirds normally needed to pass an amendment.
The subject of federal policing was the focus of the Bundestag plenary session of 7 November
1950, when the new Interior Minister Robert Lehr argued dangers from internal and external communist
enemies left no time for an amendment.196 During the session, Lehr forcefully declared, “an amendment
requires a two-thirds majority and the consent of the Bundesrat, and - let us not forget - the consent of the
Allies. Informal inquiries have already shown that at the moment, such consent is, in any case,
unobtainable.”197 Lehr’s statement reflected Adenauer’s repeated failures to gain Allied support for a
federal police force. The SPD Deputy Walter Menzel recognized this and demanded Lehr and Adenauer
“finally show their true colors” in policing matters.198 Menzel suggested they were deliberately avoiding
the Bundestag because their goal was to secretly “remilitarize” the police. He criticized Adenauer’s
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“careless” interpretation of Article 91 because as “emergency” legislation Menzel feared it could be
abused in the same way the Nazis had used Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution.199
Menzel invoked the Nazi past to make his point, which reflected there was as much at stake in
creating a national police force as there was in military rearmament. In his closing statement of the
session he warned:
Ladies and gentlemen! Given the many problems associated with these questions, you
will understand that we have made the request to appoint a special Parliamentary
Advisory Council for all police matters. We have also requested this from a politicalpsychological perspective. We want to show those in the outside world, but also those
here in Germany, that we do not intend to allow a remilitarization of the police. The cited
press reports, and I mentioned particulars [Adenauer’s Cleveland Plains Dealer
Interview], should be a warning sign for all of us - I want to stress that all of us - not go
back in the direction we had gone after 1918. Also, the government should have an
interest in preventing the image that they are trying to hide something.200
At the same time, Menzel agreed the federal government should have some type of police force at
its disposal. During the original Basic Law debates of 1948-49, he supported the concept of national
policing as a means of preventing power abuses by local police chiefs.201 But under the present
circumstances, he passionately argued against the manner by which Adenauer was attempting to carry out
his plans. While other lawmakers supported his criticisms, most notably Bavarian representatives in the
CSU, Bavarian Party (BP), and Communist Party (KPD), many moderate and conservative
representatives sided with Adenauer. The Free Democratic Party (FDP) Deputy Dr. Max Becker, for
example, alleged that communist fifth column agents infiltrating West Germany could only be stopped by
a federal police force. He advised Lehr to use Article 87, which in his opinion already provided the
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“basis for a decent federal police.”202 The representatives from the German Right Party (DRP-Adolf von
Thadden), the German Party (DP-Hans Ewers), and the conservative CDU (Dr. Dreisbach) all supported
the use of Article 87. Adolf von Thadden rejected Menzel’s Police Advisory Board suggestion and
expressed the opinion of many conservatives when he claimed there had already been “way too much talk
and far too little being done.”203 While the plenary session ended without a final decision, Adenauer was
convinced he at least had the nominal support to gain the simple majority needed to establish federal
police under Article 87.
Overcoming the Final Obstacles
On 25 January 1951, Robert Lehr introduced the first reading of the law authorizing the federal
government to create new border authorities under Article 87.204 In his introductory statement, he
explained the government’s decision by claiming “a growing number of people has illegally entered
across our borders, and indeed people of whom we know or which we assume, are not well disposed to
the Federal Republic and are determined and even in part expressly mandated, to instigate or foment
unrest in order to exploit their dark plans.”205 Lehr’s statement completed the ambiguous circle of
internal and external security justifications by linking fifth column conspiracies directly to West
Germany’s frontiers. He further complained that the failure of the Länder and federal governments to
negotiate a written agreement about federal use of the riot police (BePo) left him with no other option
than to invoke Article 87. He reiterated that West Germany faced an imminent threat from communist
agitators. Lehr argued that establishing federal police to check passports and secure the nation’s borders
was a constitutional right. He accused oppositional lawmakers of “blaming the government for the
ambiguity of the term ‘federal authorities’ in the Basic Law.” In his closing statement he told fellow
representatives that:
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The three months that I have been working on our internal security have been deeply
disappointing. Obstacles and difficulties from all sides, insufficient understanding by the
Allied authorities, insufficient understanding among the Länder, even though it is for
their own safety; Difficulties and infinitely slow progress of the negotiations. Ladies and
gentlemen, those against us [communists] are far more active, resolute and unified. The
work in the East goes on methodically as planned with increased force, and its purpose is
especially clear from the Grotewahl- letter.206
Lehr’s claim that the government was acting to protect the “unappreciative” Länder for “their
own safety” reflected internal tensions between Adenauer’s government and the West German states over
federal policing. On the one hand, Lehr’s statements clearly show the paternalistic-authoritarian appraoch
to security, which Ian Loader and Neil Walker have claimed are “bound up with the vices of state
tradition.”207 In other words, only the federal government knew best how to handle security matters and
would protect the Länder in spite of their intransigence. Yet on the other hand, those opposed to the
Adenauer administration interpeted this approach as evidence of the federal state’s “illegitimate meddling
without proper cause with individual [state] rights and interests.”208 The Social Democrats aptly framed
his lengthy federal policing campaign as an attempt to strengthen his executive power and the stature of
his government. Walter Menzel agreed Lehr’s request to use Article 87 was theoretically possible, but
suggested it was highly suspicious.209 Archival evidence supports Menzel’s suspicions that Adenauer’s
approach contradicted the spirit and intent of the Basic Law. As early as 1949, Federal Finance Minister
Fritz Schäffer cautioned Secretary of State Ritter von Lex against discussing policing in connection with
federal customs services. Schäffer wrote to Lex, “the more you talk about police and policing tasks, the
more hazardous my own position [with the Allies] becomes.”210
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Menzel asked his fellow lawmakers to consider why after all this time Adenauer and Lehr had
only recently decided to invoke Article 87. After all, Adenauer had been lobbying the Allies since 1949
and never mentioned or asked for increased border security. There is no evidence he ever discussed this
portion of the Basic Law with McCloy or anyone else from the High Commission in regards to
establishing a national police force. Menzel emphasized the use of Article 87 reflected a “shameful”
tactic to upset the traditional federalist balance of power in West Germany. He argued the Allies
deliberately struck the word “police” from the 1949 draft of Article 87 for the very purpose of preventing
a powerful, centralized executive.211 He insisted the border was already sufficiently policed and
emphasized the existing security forces had never failed. For Menzel, the Adenauer Administration’s
attempt to use Article 87 was an example of “selective” interpretation of the Basic Law. He told
lawmakers that:
It makes no sense to demand and speak of the rule of law…when at the same time we
abandon the law. Since this is not necessary and you can achieve the same goal you are
trying to achieve correctly with the constitutional amendment, we reject the creation of
police as border protection authorities.212
Menzel recognized Adenauer had the support to go ahead with his plans and knew his attempt to
fight the passage of a new law under Article 87 would likely fail. The proposed law was widely
supported among representatives outside of the SPD, KPD, and Bavarian parties.213 His counterargument against Lehr revealed that simply exposing the underlying tactics of the Adenauer
administration was insufficient to establish a violation of the Basic Law. With few options to stop
Adenauer, Menzel attempted to use the high costs of his plans to disuade his fellow lawmakers. The
estimated cost of building a national police force exceeded 350 million Deutsche Marks (DM).214 Menzel
claimed in spite of this high cost, each individual officer would earn less than 45 DM a month. He argued
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that pay this low would create a “new police officer proletariat.” Instead, he suggested it was better to
increase the pay and benefits for those already in the state police service since it was better from a social
and economic standpoint to have “fewer officers who were happy rather than larger numbers of grumpy
underpaid officials.” He also emphasized the money would perhaps be better spent on improving the
weapons of the police officers already serving in West Germany. He pointed to the recent tragic killing
of an officer in Gelsenkirchen who was outgunned by criminals with better firearms.215 Finally, he
criticized spending such large amounts of money for internal security when from his perspective the
“stingy” CDU consistently refused to fund social programs.216 In closing, he reminded his fellow party
members that “the world has never been happy with a policy that was based on bayonets; and it can only
be unhappy with a policy of social oppression, based on police batons.”217
On 15 February 1951, the law establishing federal border police under Article 87 was approved
during its second and third readings in the Bundestag.218 The Allied High Commission did not object or
offer suggestions on the passage of the new law since it had already agreed to stay out of internal
politics.219 For the Allies, Cold War strategic concerns now outweighed the fears of resurgent militarism
in West Germany. The only way members of the SPD could be convinced to support the new law was
their forceful demands that the force had to be limited to a specific size and jurisdiction. To be sure, SPD
representatives remained skeptical of the federal government’s plans, but since the loophole provided
within Article 87 limited their ability to stop Adenauer from establishing the new force, they had no other
choice but to find compromises. Intra-party motions 1881 and 1785 reflected these compromises and
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were achieved in a collaborative effort by representatives of the CDU, CSU, FDP, and SPD.220 The
agreements were decisive in shaping the eventual structure of the Bundesgrenzschutz and tamed the
power of Adenauer’s “chancellor democracy.” The SPD lawmakers were decisive in limiting the
Bundesgrenzschutz to 10,000 men, a fixed number that could only be increased with Bundestag approval.
The force was also prohibited from exercising its authority beyond a thirty-kilometer radius of West
Germany’s borders and was required to cooperate with police departments in the affected Länder.
Moreover, it also allowed each individual Länder to keep their own border police unless they decided to
turn these duties over to the federal government.221 This was especially critical for Bavarian politicians
who had opposed the Bundesgrenzschutz because they wanted to maintain control of their own frontiers.
On 2 March 1951, the law was approved by the Bundesrat with only the Bavarian representative
abstaining.222
Conclusion
That Adenauer and his conservative administration took advantage of Cold War politics and
shifting Allied responses towards rearmament for political reasons has already been emphasized in
several previous studies. On the one hand, this can be explained as a clear manifestation of his leadership
style – the “chancellor democracy” and executive power in its purest form. Yet on the other hand, his
drive to establish a national police force also revealed the power of West German politicians to ensure
that there were limits on how he could use it.223 It was proof that Germans could re-civilize their police
forces in the aftermath of their abuse by the Nazi dictatorship. Moreover, it showed the great unifying
power of postwar anti-communism in winning broad support from West German politicians, even without
convincing evidence of an imminent attack or insurgency from the east. By stoking the fears of
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communist totalitarianism, Adenauer convinced the SPD to support his plans. Raising the specter of
communism was also favorable for the Allied High Commission since they were determined to prevent
any possibility of a German reunification under Soviet influence no matter how unlikely. There is little
doubt Adenauer would have created a large, heavily armed federal police force had the Allies or West
German lawmakers allowed him to sidestep the Bundestag by invoking his emergency powers. He
avoided the constitutional amendment process nonetheless because he feared gaining the two-thirds
majority was politically unpredictable. Instead, he and his colleagues used Article 87 of the Basic Law
and created what at the time was a redundant or parallel border police force – the Zollgrenzschutz already
handled these duties.
But what was he really trying to accomplish by establishing a federal police force? The chapter
shows he was not attempting to construct a clandestine national army. A force of 10,000 men was
insufficient to defend against an invasion or wage war. Instead, his motivation was based on his desire to
increase his executive power and influence in West Germany’s federalist system of government. The
Bundesgrenzschutz was West Germany’s first armed force. It extended the reach of his government into
security matters previously consigned to individual states or the Allied powers. The control or
monopolization of coercive force is fundamental to executive power in any form of government. Using
the seminal symbolic power studies of sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, police scholars Ian Loader and Aogán
Mulcahy argue policing “brings to the fore sensations of order, authority, and protection and makes it
possible for people to believe that a powerful force for good stands between them and an anarchic world,
that the state is willing and able to defend its citizens.”224 Absent traditional armed forces, the
Bundesgrenzschutz was the only national symbol that Adenauer’s government was willing to defend the
free democratic order of the newly established Federal Republic.
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Adenauer’s creation of a federal police force demonstrated the underlying paternalistic
“pathologies of modern security” at work in democratic West Germany. By demonizing communism to
advance his proposals, Adenauer employed the classic “friend vs. foe” complex that Carl Schmitt claimed
was “the true sign of power and sovereignty.”225 But West Germany’s return to this form of national
policing did not signal a restoration of the anti-democratic or authoritarian models of power favored by
Schmitt and his followers. Instead, West Germany’s leaders turned to this particular model of policing
because it was familiar. To be sure, it emerged from the legacies of much older continental forms of
militarized policing – the gendarmerie. The Bundesgrenzschutz reflected the Prussian Landgendarmerie,
which was established in 1812 as the German counterpart of the French Maréchaussée – a continental
police force founded during the ancient regime to extend the power of absolutist rulers into the rural
territories of France. The Landgendarmerie served the German state contiguously and largely unchanged
from its foundation in 1812 through 1945.226 Civilian policing in 1950s West Germany, however,
followed a significantly different path in spite of its strong structural and personnel continuities with these
older models. Whereas Weimar and Nazi era forces emerged from within a public sphere of partisan
instability, corruption, and competition, the Bundesgrenzschutz could only be created after a series of
internal West German political debates and legal compromises. The parliamentary process Adenauer was
compelled to endure reflected a different approach to national security issues after twelve years of war
and dictatorship. This was critical since as Hendrik Christoph-Müller has suggested, the Federal Republic
still “…had a strong and vocal undercurrent of anti-democratic and anti-parliamentary thought.”227
According to Ian Loader and Neil Walker, in democracies, the “paradoxically self-defeating tendencies of
the state which seeks to be both strong and freedom-endowing have to be squarely faced. Somehow
security and liberty have to be reconciled.” 228 From this perspective, the intervention of West Germany’s
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political parties, especially the SPD, in limiting the size and jurisdiction of the Bundesgrenzschutz showed
how national security was re-civilized in the aftermath of the Nazi dictatorship.
The federal policing debate was the first significant test of West Germany’s postwar approach to
national security. While the Allied powers encouraged West Germany’s transition to parliamentary
democracy, they also had significantly less influence in both the framing and interpretation of its Basic
Law. This was underscored by the foundation of the Bundesgrenzschutz since Allied agreements ended
strict regulation of West Germany’s internal legislative process. The widespread fear of communism and
its exploitation by Adenauer’s government provided the ideal setting for West Germany’s lawmakers
suspend the Basic Law in the same manner previously used to usurp the Weimar Constitution. The
presence of former Nazis in Adenauer’s inner circle including Hans Globke and Arnold Köttgen, coupled
with the influence of authoritarian political thinkers like Carl Schmitt could have provided the basis for
the government to justify anti-democratic policies. Nevertheless, in spite of any privately held political
beliefs, they advised against drastic emergency measures to achieve their aims. As Norbert Frei has
suggested, even though former Nazis like Globke and Köttgen failed to adapt their previous authoritarian
mindset, their actions were primarily shaped by the “pragmatic realities of the present.”229 In part, the
foundation of the Bundesgrenzschutz was also a success story for Socialist politicians, who, influenced by
their own bitter experiences with the fascist dictatorship, were determined to avoid mistakes of the past.
This was also the case for the framers of West Germany’s Basic Law who empowered postwar legislators
by giving the Bundesrat veto rights over the Executive’s “emergency police powers.” This was a
complete reversal from the non-revocable emergency powers under Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution
and reflected a new, self-motivated, civilized approach to national security. But the debate over federal
policing was far from resolved after the foundation of the Bundesgrenzschutz. How the federal
government staffed and used its newly established border police force created new controversies and
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debates as the force came into being.
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Chapter 2: Expansion
Border Policing and the Politics of the Nazi Past
Konrad Adenauer succeeded in establishing a federal border police because of the anxiety caused
by the Korean War. Its effect on the Allied strategic defense of Europe and especially their decision to
rearm West Germany helped him justify a new militarized national police. The founding of the
Bundesgrenzschutz was thus a direct consequence of Cold War politics. But the new police force and its
personnel remained controversial. Thousands of veteran Nazi soldiers and policemen applied to join its
ranks. Border policing offered these men a chance for re-employment in professions where they could
resume roles as armed servants of the state. A force of 10,000 policemen satisfied Adenauer’s need to
increase his executive and symbolic power in West Germany’s federalist system of government. Why
then did he and his ministers attempt to expand the force by an additional 10,000 men in 1952? How
were so many former Nazis allowed to join the new force and what does this tell us about the course of
West Germany’s democratization? In what way were their skills and experiences useable to the new
democratic government? What did a border policing career mean to these men? Finally, how did
expanding the force influence the rearmament debates?
This chapter investigates the cause and effect of West Germany’s unilateral effort to increase the
strength of the Bundesgrenzschutz. It begins by exploring the personal backgrounds of the men who first
joined and led the police force and why they were so controversial. The chapter argues that the proposed
expansion was a consequence of the Allied decision to include German contingents in a European
Defense Force. The early 1950s was a time of significant international and domestic change. But as the
chapter will show, the decision to increase the Bundesgrenzschutz divided the Allied powers and
undermined French ratification of the supranational European Defense Community (EDC) treaty.

67

Border Policemen and Germany’s Authoritarian Pasts
Understanding the backgrounds of those who joined the new border police force helps to explain
why expanding it caused so much controversy, even though the Allies had agreed in principle to rearm
West Germany. Its first recruits were all Wehrmacht and police veterans. The German historian Eugen
Kogon famously referred to Nazi Germany’s veteran soldiers as the “men from yesterday.”230 Border
policing provided these veterans with an opportunity to earn a living in similar careers that they left
behind when the Third Reich collapsed.231 More than 65,000 candidates applied for the 10,000 vacant
positions.232 Most applicants had been career policemen or soldiers with some law enforcement
experience during the Weimar and Nazi eras. The largest majority of them, however, were veterans of
Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht – a major concern to the French who accused Adenauer of attempting to remilitarize the Federal Republic through his new federal police force. They believed the Germans might
use the Bundesgrenzschutz as a catalyst to restore their pre-1945 military power. While they accepted
that Wehrmacht veterans would be part of a supranational defense force, they feared their use in a national
paramilitary force without foreign oversight.
Moreover, some men who joined the border police had been members of paramilitary and SS
units, which the Allies had originally banned from police service. But U.S. High Commissioner
McCloy’s controversial decision to lift the ban allowed them back into civilian police service.233 The
United States had already shown it was ready to overlook the Nazi pasts of individuals who they found to
be useful in supporting their Cold War security policies. The French were much more careful when it
came to German armed forces because they shared a border with the Federal Republic. Neither the
United States nor Britain had suffered repeated invasion by the Germans. Whereas the British and United
States wanted a rearmed West Germany to aid in countering the Soviet threat, the French approach was
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focused on containing German power in Europe. McCloy’s controversial decision to lift the ban against
SS and Gestapo men from serving in civilian police forces was part of a wider postwar process of shifting
from defeat to reconstruction. Both Germany’s aimed at re-employing veteran soldiers for Cold War
security forces.234 Many Wehrmacht veterans, especially members of its officer corps, also demanded
that their reputations as “honorable” career soldiers be restored as a condition of their cooperation with
Allied rearmament plans.235 Joining the national border police was one way in which they could serve the
new democratic state even if some of them might still secretly have authoritarian beliefs and ideals.236
General Dwight D. Eisenhower, then Commander-in-Chief of NATO, contributed to these Cold
War policies of forgetting the Nazi past by signing a controversial declaration in 1951 acknowledging his
previous condemnations of the Wehrmacht had gone too far. Instead, he publicly declared he was wrong
about Nazi Germany’s soldiers and suggested that most had fought an honorable war.237 Eisenhower had
been an early proponent of restoring postwar German and Japanese military power, which he wrote in a
private letter to President Truman, were the “traditional counterweights to Russia’s long-held
imperialistic ambitions.”238 But he also warned that Germans should be restricted for “a long time” and
“could do no more than produce for itself adequate police forces, border guards and a central
constabulary.”239 His declaration emphasizing the Wehrmacht’s “honorable war” positively affected
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Allied-West German relations. McCloy wrote to Eisenhower thanking him for recognizing the service of
Germany’s veterans, which he said would “further cement their instinct for siding with the West.”240

Figure 2.1
Adenauer inspects BGS troops, Die Parole 11, (28 May 1961)
Konrad Adenauer also propagated this “clean” Wehrmacht myth. On 5 April 1951, less than a
month after establishing the Bundesgrenzschutz, he declared in the Bundestag that, “the percentage of
those who are truly guilty is so insignificant and so exceptionally small, that I would like to say in this
context, that they do not tarnish the honor of the former German armed forces.”241 He also worked to
restore the public image of Wehrmacht veterans he intended to re-employ in West Germany’s police
forces. In September 1950, prior to the tripartite meetings in New York, Adenauer’s Office of Homeland
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Security (Bundeszentrale für Heimatdienst), compiled secret lists of former soldiers with law enforcement
backgrounds, among them, Anton Grasser, who was eventually selected to be the first Chief (Inspekteur)
of the Bundesgrenzschutz and later took over the state riot police (Bereitschaftspolizei – BePo).242
Adenauer held a reception for these men at Bonn’s Palais Schaumburg on 25 August 1950, where he
assured them that “the defamation of their character will stop and accordingly their recruitment would be
made possible in the construction of the BePo.”243 Supporting these veterans was part of his wider policy
of leaving the past behind. The Amnesty Law of 1949, which exempted thousands of suspected Nazi war
criminals from prosecution, furthered these politics of memory.244 By 1951, the challenging
denazification process had been symbolically and legally abolished. Just as the Bundesgrenzschutz was
established, the Bundestag also passed the “Law Regulating the Legal Status of Persons Falling under
Article 131 of the Basic Law.”245
Article 131 affected West German policing more than the other amnesty laws. The law required
public and governmental service agencies to provide twenty percent of their paid positions to men –
known as “131ers” – who lost their jobs because of denazification. For West Germany’s police forces,
however, this twenty percent rule only applied to men who held senior leadership ranks.246 Article 131
also allowed men who had been members of the SS, Gestapo, or RSHA back into law enforcement
careers.247 In general, historians have shown that many policemen working in West Germany avoided or
ignored their complicity with or employment in National Socialist forces. According to Klaus
Weinhauer, “even in normal times, extensive networks of comradeship cut the police off from the outside
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world.” Those who attempted to investigate the past activities of their colleagues were ostracized and
considered to be troublemakers (Nestbeschmutzer).248 Personnel records for those who entered the federal
border police at higher officer and non-commissioned officer ranks reflect that many candidates had gone
from the Kaiser’s army to civilian policing careers in Weimar Germany and then into Hitler’s
Wehrmacht.249 For these candidates, border policing was a continuation of their professional armed
service to the state and for some of them, the fourth government to which they served. While they
voluntarily served the Third Reich, many of their personnel records show the close ties between policing
and the army that evoked continuities with Germany’s past that pre-dated Nazi Germany.250
Three key foundational leaders of the federal border police stand out for their history of state
service, but also because their careers reflected similarities with their colleagues and subordinates.251
Anton Grasser, Gerhard Matzky, and Kurt Andersen, exemplified the continuities with the many pasts of
German policing and soldiering found among members of the Bundesgrenzschutz. All three began their
law enforcement careers as veterans of the Kaiser’s army who joined police or paramilitary formations
after the First World War. They were born in the last decade of the nineteenth century and were part of
what Hans-Peter Schwarz has called “the war generation.”252 They all fought in pivotal battles of World
War I and were decorated for bravery. Grasser and Matzky were severely wounded many times and both
served at the Somme River in 1916. Andersen was at Verdun and eventually on the Eastern front until the
Russians surrendered in 1917. When the war ended, Grasser joined the Schutzpolizei (regular civilian
police) in Freiburg-Breisgau and eventually was promoted to command the Heidelberg Police. Gerhard
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Matzky joined Grenzschutz Ost (Border Guard East), a violent ultra-nationalist Silesian paramilitary unit,
which under the slogan “Protect the Homeland!” carried out a brutal postwar campaign against Polish
insurgents.253 Matzky’s tenure in Grenzschutz Ost ended when he joined the Reichswehr. Andersen also
joined an ultra-nationalist paramilitary or Freikorps unit known as the Iron Brigade. With the Iron
Brigade, he participated in the ruthless irregular fighting against Bolshevist forces in Germanys disputed
eastern borderlands seized from Russia under the treaty of Brest-Litovsk.254 The Iron Brigade and its
members committed atrocities against the civilian population in Riga, by executing 3,000 people as
alleged Bolshevist sympathizers.255 Annemarie Sammartino has argued these soldiers were idealistic
adventurers who, “spoke of the Baltic campaign as an opportunity to rescue lost German prestige and
escape the strictures imposed by the lost war.”256 When the fighting in the Baltic region ended, Andersen
joined another paramilitary unit, the Konigsberg Sicherheitspolizei (security police).257
In 1935, Grasser, Matzky, and Andersen, like many other men of their generation, joined the
Wehrmacht. All three men returned to combat in the Second World War and received Nazi Germany’s
highest awards for bravery. Grasser’s commanding officers noted in his performance evaluations that he
was “ruthless with the enemy and maintains a deeply personal National Socialistic conviction, which he
indoctrinates into his subordinates.”258 During the Second World War, all three men fought Soviet forces
on the eastern front. They were dynamic soldiers who led their men until the war’s final days when all
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were captured as POWs. The biographical details and backgrounds of these three individuals were indeed
remarkably similar and in many ways their entire lives were grounded in Germany’s authoritarian pasts.
To be sure, when considering their service records alone, they appear as unlikely candidates to lead a
democratic police force. But their military and policing experiences helped shape their ideological
credentials and ultimately, their selection to lead West Germany’s paramilitary border police.
These men and their careers were not necessarily unique, but reflected a generation of men who
sought postwar careers in the border police. Anti-communism and loyalty to the state were deeply rooted
in their personalities and their political ideologies fit easily with the anti-communism of West Germany’s
leaders. Writing for the Bundesgrenzschutz magazine Die Parole in 1952, Federal Minister of Justice
Thomas Dehler warned that “the communist party is no German party; it is the official organ of the
Kremlin…and must be ruthlessly eradicated if German democracy should live.”259 The fervent anticommunism of men like Grasser, Andersen, and Matzky thus fit easily with the political framework of the
Bonn Republic. Historians have shown that anti-communism was already firmly entrenched in West
German political culture before 1945 and was the central marker of Bonn’s political identity.260 Andersen
and Matzky fought communists along Germany’s eastern borders in the aftermath of the First World War
while Grasser faced communist strikers as a police officer in interwar Germany’s big cities. Their service
against communists continued during the Second World War and found a renewed usable function in
protecting the democratic Federal Republic as members and leaders of its border police force.261
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Like many former soldiers, Grasser, Andersen, and Matzky, joined veterans organizations after
the war.262 While there is no information about their specific activities, some members of these
organizations promoted radical and anti-democratic political views.263 Most if not all the first candidates
to join the Bundesgrenzschutz had military and law enforcement experience - in many cases they had
both. Border police Lieutenant Hans Stern, for example, was a civilian police officer from 1927 to 1936,
entered the Wehrmacht from 1936 to 1943, and then joined the Waffen SS rising to the rank of
Obersturmbannführer (Lieutenant Colonel). Dr. Otto Dippelhofer, Commander of Bundesgrenzschutz
Süd (south), had been an SS Sturmbannführer (Major) with the Ordnungspolizei (Order Police) and
Feldgendarmerie (Military Police) in Denmark and the Balkans where he commanded anti-partisan units.
He briefly commanded Police Battalion 65, which after the war was heavily implicated in the murder of
innocent civilians.264 Thereafter, Dippelhofer, a credentialed lawyer, was assigned to the SS and
Polizeigerischtsbarkeit (SS and Police Court), which functioned as the disciplinary system for all SS
troops. In 1943, the Polizeigerichtsbarkeit was also given jurisdiction over civilian legal matters in
Germany’s conquered territories.265 Border policeman Werner von Seeler had commanded Waffen SS
police and gendarmerie companies including SS Police Regiments 17, 28, and 19. Hans-Joachim
Glombitza, who joined the border police in 1951, served with the 12th SS Hitlerjugend Division in
Normandy, where its members captured and brutally executed 156 Canadian POWs.266 In fact,
membership in the SS was not considered grounds to automatically deny an applicant employment in the
border police. The officer and non-commissioner officer lists for those chosen for leadership positions
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reflected 20 men at the rank of Lieutenant and 14 Captains all of whom fought with the SS during the
war.267 Moreover, the marine component of the border police, known as the Seegrenzschutz, employed
many of Nazi Germany’s submarine and torpedo boat captains, including Hans-Georg Friedrich Poske
and Klaus Scholtz. Poske commanded Hitler’s personal yacht, the Aviso Grille and went on to sink
78,123 tons of allied shipping during the war while Scholtz was credited with 128,190 tons.268 To be
sure, men with these service records do not seem like the ideal candidates to create a democratic police
force. Nevertheless, any of them who might have still held onto radical or anti-democratic beliefs could
not manifest them in their police duties without facing censure or worse, loss of employment. Thus, these
radical views remained largely in the private sphere and were only shared in closed groups or among
individuals with similar beliefs.
Allied Rearmament, Border Policing and the European Defense Community.
Dean Acheson’s forceful proposal to rearm Germany during the 1950 tripartite meetings in New
York was cautiously accepted by his British and French colleagues Robert Schuman and Ernest Bevin.
Yet, the Allies were still philosophically divided over how and to what extent Germans would be used to
support Western defense. As West Germany’s first postwar national armed force, the Bundesgrenzschutz
played a larger role in the rearmament question than historians have acknowledged.269 The debate over
federal policing as an alternative or “theorietical middle course” to a new German army divided the
tripartite bloc.270 The United States, which was internally divided over the issue between the State and
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Defense Departments, had rebuked Great Britain over High Commissioner Brian Robertson’s unilateral
discussions with General Graf von Schwerin over his proposal for a mobile police force that could be the
nucleus of a new army.271 Although the Americans and their British counterparts favored some sort of
police option, the French opposed any militarized German police force because they feared it might give
the West Germans an instrument to rebuild their armed forces without foreign oversight.272 Among the
parties with a stake in rearmament, the French expressed the most reluctance to endorse Acheson’s
stance. According to William Hitchcock, “German rearmament presented far more than a military threat
to France. It placed France’s entire postwar strategy of recovery in grave jeopardy.”273 Responding to
these developments, the French Economist Jean Monnet and Premier Rene Pleven proposed a
supranational European Defense Force as an alternative rearmament plan intended to contain Germany.
Originally designated as the “Pleven Plan,” it provided a framework for the European Defense
Community (EDC), a treaty closely modeled after the tripartite Coal and Steel economic agreement.274
While an extensive analysis of the conflicting diplomacy involved in the EDC is beyond the focus of this
study, a brief synopsis shows how it was influenced by the West German plans to expand their border
police.
The Allies had competing ideas of how to rearm West Germany and, at least initially, the EDC
seemed to offer a solution.275 For Great Britain and the United States, it was the easiest option to rapidly
incorporate German military power into their strategic European defense plans. In 1951, President
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Truman signed NSC-68, a document popularly referred to as the “Truman Doctrine,” which outlined the
U.S. Cold War strategy of aggressive containment.276 The British were not signatories of the EDC and
believed it would ultimately fail, but they supported it nonetheless. Great Britain faced severe economic
problems and international foreign policy challenges because of decolonization.277 Rearming West
Germany thus promoted American strategic objectives for aggressive containment and also relieved
British combat forces for duties elsewhere. France had postwar challenges of its own. Its military power
was fragmented because of the wars of decolonization in Indochina and Algeria. Moreover, the French
Fourth Republic was politically unstable following a series of leadership changes. The French Council of
Ministers elected ten presidents between 1950 and 1954.278 Yet rather than encourage rearmament to
relieve these military burdens like their British partners, the French feared German forces would dominate
a European Army because they were unburdened by colonial entanglements. For France, the EDC was a
strategic compromise that contained West Germany and offered an opportunity to re-assert their own
power in continental European affairs.279
For the West Germans, the EDC offered rearmament and a chance to regain their sovereignty, but
under terms that were unacceptable to most of its veteran Wehrmacht officers. They opposed it because it
placed their personnel in small units under foreign leadership. This remained a major point of contention
for the Germans even after U.S. officials proposed alternatives to gain their support.280 West Germany’s
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Wehrmacht officers had already outlined their own ideas during secret meetings held at the Himmeroder
Monastery near Bonn.281 Their plan, defined in the Himmeroder Denkschrift, called for 25 German
Divisions greatly exceeding those envisaged by the French.282 The German public was also wary of
rearmament. Because of the war’s catastrophic consequences, most young German men rejected military
service. At this time, the “Ohne Mich” (without me or count me out) movement was underscored by the
high-profile anti-military activism of Protestant Pastor Martin Niemöller. The surprising resignation of
Adenauer’s Interior Minister, Gustav Heinemann, added to the public sentiment against rearmament.
Adenauer believed Niemöller’s activism was a “decisive factor” in recent poor showings by his party in
the Landtag (State Diet) elections.283 He also blamed “communist agitators” and the West German media
for fomenting a pacifistic attitude about security within the population.284 But as Michael Geyer has
shown, the rejection of rearmament by postwar West Germans was grounded in hardships associated with
total defeat rather than Soviet and East German propaganda.285 Even though the EDC proved to be an
unpopular approach on several fronts, Adenauer realized it was the only option available. After the
United States and Great Britain publicly supported the EDC, it became, as David Clay Large has
suggested, “The only way out.”286
Nevertheless, there were still obstacles standing in the way of formal ratification and Adenauer
was frustrated by the lack of progress.287 During the EDC negotiations, all parties agreed that police
forces and armed forces deployed in foreign countries should remain exempt from supranational
oversight. This was particularly important for the British and French, both of which had armies fighting
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insurgencies.288 The decision to exempt police forces from the EDC was outlined in Article 11 of the
treaty, which stated: “Police forces and forces of gendarmerie, suitable exclusively for the maintenance of
internal order, may be recruited and maintained on territories of the member States.”289 The French had
originally supported a small federal police force in West Germany on the condition that it was lightly
armed.290 But West Germany’s plans to add another 10,000 men to the Bundesgrenzschutz before the
EDC was ratified presented immediate problems for the French. It also returned federal policing to the
center of West German domestic politics as the Adenauer administration faced challenges from
oppositional parties going into the crucial elections of 1953.
The Decision to Expand the Bundesgrenzschutz and its Opponents
In spite of the political obstacles still standing in the way of the EDC, Adenauer traveled to Paris
on 20 November1 1951, to sign the preliminary draft. He confided in his memoirs that he was cautiously
optimistic about overcoming any remaining difficulties with the French. Dean Acheson impressed him
with his confident point of view that West Germany was already on a path to full sovereignty. Adenauer
personally thanked Acheson for “the energy and sense of purpose with which the United States was
meeting its responsibilities in the area of world policy and especially in Europe.”291 At the same time, he
criticized France for not following Acheson’s example. On 22 November 1951, Adenauer initialed a
negotiated draft of the EDC. During the ceremony, French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman told him he
would ensure the “successful cooperation” of his colleagues in France. This was a symbolic moment for
West Germany, and Adenauer was clearly struck by its significance - he wrote in his memoirs: “on this
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day the Federal Government was beginning to speak with its own authority in association with the
Western World.”292
Dean Acheson’s confidence and Robert Schuman’s encouragement gave Adenauer a positive
outlook about his new standing with the west. He returned home believing that all major political
questions had been settled. While there were still matters such as financing and organizational issues to
work through, he believed the EDC would be finalized no later than January 1952. But his confidence
was short-lived. Problems began when the Free Democratic Party (FDP) insisted they would only
support the EDC if West German armed forces were included in NATO. At the same time, French
opponents of the EDC symbolically created a diplomatic “Saarland” office in Paris. This irritated West
German nationalists who rejected any French entreaties to retain control over the resource rich
Saarland.293 As tensions in the Franco-German relationship increased, West Germany took its first steps
to expand the border police.
The expansion was directly shaped by Adenauer’s belief that ratification of the EDC was
inevitable. Here again, however, Adenauer and his Interior Ministry were taking advantage of external
developments – in this case, the EDC – to influence domestic politics. During the Saar dispute, Interior
Minister Robert Lehr wrote to Staatsekretär Otto Lenz requesting Adenauer’s permission to propose the
increase in the Bundestag. Lehr claimed the federal government was too weak to deal with, “a growing
threat to internal security.”294 He told Lenz the manpower of his border police units was insufficient and
too widely dispersed to be effective. He also alleged that there had been a recent “influx of agents and
propaganda material and imminent acts of sabotage” at the border.295 Lehr said the expansion would cost
144.7 million DM and could begin as early as 1 April 1952. He made sure to remind Lenz the
Bundesgrenzschutz was a police force and not a military unit as would be eventually established under the
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EDC. Yet in closing, he claimed the Federal Minister of Finance, Fritz Schäffer, assured him the EDC
would enable West Germany to fund the expansion “because of the important role of this police unit for
the protection of the eastern border.”296 Lehr’s comments to Lenz revealed how the federal government
attempted to use rearmament to achieve its own ends. He believed the EDC might help him pay for what
was supposed to be a nationally controlled police force. But since Article 11 exempted national police
forces from the EDC, he had to convince the Allies that border policemen were also useful for defending
West Germany. He was attempting to fund his police force through the Allies, while keeping it free of
supranational control.
On 26 January 1952, Staatsekretär Karl Gumbel presented Lehr’s arguments to the West German
Cabinet.297 Gumbel told Cabinet members that unless the EDC signatories agreed to cooperate, Minister
Schäffer would not have the means to fund the expansion “for a long time.” Gumbel explained that Lehr
and Schäffer reached an agreement whereby the cost of approximately 145 million DM would only be
available if Schäffer succeeded in placing the burden of financing on the “European Defense
Community.” According to Gumbel, this was important for West Germany’s long-term national security
interests because “The BGS is expected to remain the only power factor, which is immediately and
always available to the federal government.”298 The Adenauer Administration wanted it both ways. On
the one hand, they were unwilling to exchange their only instrument of national police power for a
supranational defense force. On the other hand, however, they wanted the Allies to pay the bill without
having oversight it how the Bundesgrenzschutz was used.
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Negative Public Relations and the Nazi Past
While the Allied powers tried to resolve their competing rearmament plans, the
Bundesgrenzschutz was already stirring controversy in West Germany. SPD Deputy Walter Menzel
publicly accused Lehr and Adenauer of deliberately recruiting former Nazis for their police force and the
BePo units. Lehr replied to these accusations by outlining what he knew about the backgrounds of these
first recruits. He told Menzel that, “officials of the Bundesgrenzschutz and police have to demonstrate by
their entire conduct, a commitment to the democratic conception of the state and their service alone may
not be regarded as a fulfillment of this conception. Rather, all officers must demonstrate a vibrant,
positive attitude towards the state.”299 He assured Menzel that all eligible candidates were rigorously
cleared through denazification proceedings. He admitted, however, that many of those recruited for the
Bundesgrenzschutz had been in the Waffen SS, but deliberately omitted these facts from their applications.
He said, however, that he “did not blame” them for omitting their SS service since, in his opinion, most of
them were given SS ranks solely because of administrative decisions. As support, he cited the Nuremberg
War Crimes proceedings, which, “held that police officers with such [SS] rank adjustments may not be
criticized for politically bearable and other responsibilities that do not exist.” He told Menzel it was
difficult to find men for police leadership positions that were “politically unencumbered” and yet still
suitable for their professional qualities.300
Lehr’s response to Menzel reflected the real difficulties facing the federal government when it
tried to find policemen without problematic backgrounds. But his position also underscored Adenauer’s
objective of looking ahead to the democratic future instead of confronting the Nazi past. Lehr and
Adenauer vigorously defended themselves against accusations by Social Democratic lawmakers that they
had ignored the Nazi backgrounds of border policemen. The Hessian Minister President Georg August
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Zinn, for example, wrote to Adenauer in March 1951 complaining that a majority of border police recruits
at the Northheim Police Academy were SS veterans. Zinn claimed these personnel threatened the
democratic foundation of West Germany and were also a serious concern for the Hessian population. He
believed their aggressive anti-Bolshevist sympathies “would pose a threat to the Federal Republic and the
Western security system, especially under such leadership, on the Soviet zonal border.”301 Adenauer
asked Lehr to investigate these claims. On 23 March, Lehr reported that there was no border police
academy in Northeim. Zinn had mistakenly believed members of the Niedersachsen State Border Guard
were federal policemen. Lehr blamed the SPD, and especially Menzel for “stirring up trouble” in the
media about the Nazi and SS pasts of men employed in the border police.302
But critics of the Bundesgrenzschutz found plenty of justification for their complaints. In
September 1951, for example, newspapers reported that a group of seven border policemen based at the
Siegfried-Kaserne in Braunschweig created a public disturbance after a night of heavy drinking. The
policemen were overheard singing “Nazi” military songs, including the inflammatory Horst Wessel
Lied.303 Singing Nazi songs was illegal in Niedersachsen and the state prosecutor promptly filed formal
charges. The Interior Ministry investigated the allegations and learned they were credible. According to
Lehr, the seven men responsible for the disturbance had consumed a large amount of schnapps. The local
residents even heard one of them, later identified as Sergeant H., loudly chanting the neo-Nazi slogan
“SRP”!304 Lehr’s report demonstrated his border policemen were not exactly free from all manifestations
of National Socialism, especially when under the influence of alcoholic beverages. It also showed that
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there were men in the Bundesgrenzschutz who still privately held onto their illiberal political ideologies,
which in this case only became an issue because they were overhgeard by members of the public. As
long as these views were kept private or in closed groups, there was no way to really know how many
men still had these ideological beliefs. For these policemen, discipline was swift and immediate. The
Commander of the Division, a 45-year-old veteran of the Prussian Schutzpolizei and Wehrmacht, was
fired. The investigation revealed he heard the disturbance, but did nothing to stop it. The seven
policemen were fined and demoted. Incidents such as this were later cited by the SPD as reasons to
oppose expanding the border police.305
The SPD was already suspicious of the overwhelming majority of Wehrmacht veterans employed
as border policemen. The SPD Fraktion Leader Kurt Schumacher, for example, attacked the selection of
Gerhard Matzky as a border police commander. On 14 July 1951, he told reporters from the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung it was “incomprehensible that a former steward of the Americans, General Matzky,
has been appointed commander of the border police.”306 He also dismissed government claims that a
federal border police force could resist communist attacks because in his opinion “it was a silly illusion to
create an anti-Volkspolizei force since an attack by the Volkspolizei would be led by the Red Army.” He
argued, “what began as a police force should not end up as a military.”307 Lehr publicly defended his
ministry and its policemen. He refuted Schumacher’s allegations that the Bundesgrenzschutz was
becoming a clandestine army and claimed it would remain a police force “unless Article 91 of the Basic
Law was invoked.”308 He argued West Germany’s border police were no different than the Italian
Carabinieri or Japan’s mobile police forces.309 Gerhard Matzky also addressed Schumacher’s claims
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during an interview with a radio station in Stuttgart. Matzky declared, “I can categorically state that all
the rumors which indicated the border police is a precursor to a possible new German Wehrmacht are
politically motivated and incorrect…every civilized country in the world have one serving police force for
internal state security, and the BGS is nothing else, its main task is to secure the German border areas.”310
Political tensions also emerged when Adenauer replaced the regular Nordrhein-Westfalen police
officers that guarded his offices with border policemen. Even members of his party opposed this move
since his Bonn offices were well beyond their jurisdiction. The CDU/CSU Fraktion Chairman, Dr.
Heinrich von Brentano, wrote to Lehr complaining about the guards he and his driver observed in front of
the Federal Chancellery in Bonn.311 Von Brentano, a strong ally of Konrad Adenauer’s, was a framer of
West Germany’s Basic Law, but had also worked as a prosecutor for the National Socialists. He told
Lehr that security of the Chancellor’s offices was not a job for border policemen and would undoubtedly
“trigger new embarrassing situations.” He compared the officers to a Prussian Praetorian guard. Von
Brentano argued, “I think we would do well to avoid embarrassing misunderstandings that must
necessarily arise from such things and therefore simultaneously request that you and the Chancellor leave
the care of the Palais Schaumburg to the regular police who have always done a fine job.”312 Again, here
you have an example of an individual, like Adenauer’s legal expert Dr. Arnold Köttgen, who had served
the Nazis,, but urged caution when it came to this controversial use of border policemen. Moreover, von
Bretano was in the same political party as Adenauer and thus his attitude was not motivated by partisan
rhetoric. The attitudes of officials like von Bretano and Köttgen reflected their adherence to West
Germany’s democratic rule of law. Although it is impossible from evidence such as this to draw any
concrete conclusions about their private ideological beliefs, it does show, at least nominally, that even
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those who served the Third Reich were willing to tolerate and play by the rules of their new democratic
system of government. To be sure, what these men and those with similar backgrounds did in practice,
and more importantly, what they were not permitted to do, had a greater effect on the longterm success of
West German democratization than any of the ideological legacies of the Nazi dictatorship they may have
still privately believed.
The SPD also took a firm stance against Adenauer’s watch battalion. Walter Menzel urged the
Nordrhein-Westfalen Landtag (state diet) to censure Adenauer.313 He said Adenauer violated the federal
police law because members of the Bundesgrenzschutz had no legal jurisdiction beyond West Germany’s
borders. He claimed Adenauer’s illegal actions placed the State Interior Minister and the young men of
the border guard in a precarious position because the decision had the appearance of “legality.” Menzel
argued that Adenauer must be challenged otherwise what started as a small watch battalion might be used
to justify further supplanting of state police with federal officers.314 Dr. Adolf Flecken, the Interior
Minister of Nordrhein-Westfalen had already written to Adenauer protesting this decision. He suggested
these duties should have been assigned to the Chief of Bonn’s municipal police.315 He reminded
Adenauer that Article 73 of the Basic Law mandated that policing remain an exclusive legislative power
requiring cooperation between the federal and Länder governments. According to Flecken, Adenauer
would have to formally amend the Basic Law before he could use federal police officers in Bonn.316
The internal political tensions surrounding the government’s plans to expand its national border
police force reignited the federal policing debates. During the 166th session of the Bundestag on 10
October 1951, Walter Menzel accused Lehr of violating the Basic Law. He argued:
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Article 87 allowed for the establishment of border control authorities to handle passport
control, but what have you made of it? A barracked police force! And now, as far as
passport control is concerned, nobody in the federal government cares! What would
members of the parliamentary council say today if they knew that your definition of
border protection meant ten thousand or more quartered troops? I think they would have
preferred to derail the entire constitution and thus the ongoing integration of the three
western zones instead of accepting it! Why do we have a constitution, and what would be
the gain from the disposal of National Socialism, when in the presence of alleged
necessities the constitution can be pushed aside at any time!317
He also claimed border policemen had engaged in “neo-fascist” activities and pointed to the recent
scandals in Braunschweig. He blamed Lehr and his Interior Ministry because they overwhelmingly
selected veteran Wehrmacht officers for leadership positions. Indeed, 62 percent of these posts were
given to veteran soldiers while a further 37 percent were allocated to men like Anton Grasser and Kurt
Andersen who transferred to the Wehrmacht from civilian police forces. Thus, only 7 percent of the
Bundesgrenzschutz command staff included men dismissed from their civilian policing careers because
they resisted service to the Nazi state.318 Menzel said he believed the veteran soldiers selected thus far
had clear backgrounds, but criticized Lehr for selecting soldiers for civilian policing duties. He claimed
many excellent police veterans were rejected with the excuse that they were too old or deemed unsuitable
for motorized operations. To the loud cheers of his fellow deputies, Menzel exclaimed, “Mr. Interior
Minister, the members of this body wanted policemen and effective border control when they agreed to
establish the BGS. Instead, you gave us soldiers and as long as you refuse to correct this, we will oppose
you with any and all means!”319
Lehr defended the government against Menzel’s accusations. He stated the Bundesgrenzschutz
was not an army, but a police force without which the security of West Germany’s borders would be left
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“irresponsibly” in the hands of a variety of competing state and local agencies.320 Lehr dismissed
Menzel’s allegations of neo-fascism in Braunschweig as a “drunken affair:”
I agree with you that what happened was completely out of order, but this depends on the
extent to which it was tolerated – and through my sharp intervention you can see that I
completely disapproved…keep in mind, even if I replace ten thousand men with a whole
new line-up, there is always the possibility that one or two might fall through. We will
screen all those that don’t belong here very quickly. We will separate the wheat from the
chaff. But there are bound to be bad elements in such a large group of people…I cannot
with my large ministry tell you that in twelve thousand personnel there aren’t some who
misbehave. But believe me, I will emphatically eliminate these personnel as long as there
must be order in the relationship between you and me.321
Lehr admitted that Wehrmacht veterans did hold a majority of leadership positions in the
Bundesgrenzschutz, but claimed this was only because soldiers already had the desirable technical skills
such as radio operations and engineering. He pointed to the size and strength of Italian Carabinieri and
Japanese mobile police forces, which were models for what he envisioned for West Germany’s border
police.322 He explained that Article 91 of the Basic Law gave him police powers equivalent to those held
by the Länder whenever there was a serious emergency or threat against the federal government. Menzel
interrupted Lehr and disputed his interpretation of Article 91 claiming it only gave him authority over a
small portion of state police forces in national emergencies. Lehr replied that it would be “pointless to
use state police forces if when my own house is on fire I can’t use my own police to put it out!” In
closing, he explained that the East German Volkspolizei was growing stronger, yet his force of 10,000
border policemen was “neither an army nor have the chance of becoming one!”323
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The debate between Lehr and Menzel was national news; the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung ran
a two-day feature article, which included full transcripts of their statements.324 It was clear from
Menzel’s stance that he and his colleagues believed Adenauer and Lehr were blurring the lines between
policing and soldiering. Evidence seemed to support these accusations since Lehr admitted they were
deliberately giving preference for leadership positions to veteran soldiers. The embarrassing scandals in
Braunschweig and the use of border policemen for duties away from the border complicated these
political tensions. Nevertheless, Lehr demonstrated there were swift and severe consequences for those
personnel who exhibited unprofessional behavior, whether or not it had been, as he described, simply a
“drunken affair.” His admission that he needed veteran Wehrmacht officers for technical and engineering
skills revealed, however, a particularly militaristic approach to policing since engineering was not a
typical duty for civilian policemen. And his references to the Italian and Japanese mobile gendarmeries
undermined his claim that he wanted policemen rather than soldiers, since both of these were paramilitary
forces.325
West Germany’s Social Democratic politicians fought Lehr’s plans to expand the
Bundesgrenzschutz, but they were unable to prevent Adenauer’s support for the EDC. On 27 May 1952,
Adenauer signed the treaty on behalf of West Germany. The SPD Chairman Kurt Schumacher called it a
“clumsy triumph of the Allied-clerical coalition over the German people.”326 Schumacher also supported
the renewed proposal for four-power talks by the Gaullist/Communist majority in the French Council of
Ministers. The basis for these talks was the infamous “Stalin Note” of March 1952, which among other
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concessions had offered German reunification and withdrawal of all Soviet Forces from German soil.327
Schumacher and his supporters rejected the EDC because it reinforced Germany’s division by bringing it
closer to the west. The French Council also rejected rearmament as it was outlined by the EDC because
they feared it would strengthen West Germany and increase its continental power. These developments
also increased the domestic political challenges facing Adenauer’s Administration because the SPD had
gained seats in several municipal elections; in Hesse, for example, SPD candidates won an overwhelming
38.5 percent of the popular vote against the 17.5 percent gained by the CDU.328
The day after Adenauer signed the EDC in Paris, the federal border police held a large and widely
publicized mock exercise in Bonn. The Allied Military Security Board observers reported that its
“principal aim was to smooth the way towards financial support to double the present size of the
Bundesgrenzschutz.”329 Observers noted that representatives from the KPD and SPD were absent, even
though the purpose of the demonstration was aimed at convincing the Allies that border policemen were
useful for national defense. The scenario consisted of armed insurgents pitted against two battalions of
border policemen. The hypothetical problem was resolved with “minimal firing of weapons,” but
observers reported the equipment and tactics were definitely consistent with military rather than police
units.330
Besides the challenge of financing, Adenauer and Lehr also had to overcome strong resistance
from the CSU politicians in Bavaria. Bavarian legislators argued against expanding the federal border
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police, which they feared might be a first step by the government to absorb their police forces.331 Lehr
complained to Adenauer that the Bavarian deputies had “overstated the emphasis on federalism while
ignoring the vital questions of the larger aspects of strengthening the power of our federal state.”332
Adenauer reassured him that he had already convinced the Bavarian deputies to drop their opposition. He
accomplished this by promising the CSU he would reduce the strength of the Bundesgrenzschutz back
down to 10,000 men as soon as he successfully created a new “Werhmacht.”333 He confirmed the
supportive position of the CSU in conversations he had with its Chairman Franz Josef Strauss. Adenauer
told Strauss that the jurisdictional issues between the federal and state governments in Bavaria would be
resolved. He wrote to Strauss and reiterated that the “strength of the BGS will again be reset to 10,000
men after the creation of a new Wehrmacht. The reductions of the BGS should begin no later than one
year after entry into force of the EDC Treaty.”334 Adenauer’s correspondence with Lehr and Strauss
shows how he used political leverage to gain support for the expansion. For Adenauer, the political ends a larger national police force - justified the means, placating the Bavarians by claiming it was part of the
EDC. Neither he nor his Interior Ministry ever intended to reduce the Bundesgrenzschutz after the EDC
was ratified. The promise he made to Strauss guaranteed Bavarian support for the increase. His use of
the term Wehrmacht instead of politically neutral terms such as Streitkräfte or Bundesheer (armed forces
or federal army) is interesting since both he and Lehr repeatedly denied accusations they were trying to
create a new Wehrmacht.335 Adenauer’s use of the word Wehrmacht, however, had more to do with its
familiarity and was an oversight rather than a calculated plan to restore the defeated Nazi army.
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On 4 February 1953, members of the FDP and German Party (DP) introduced an official bill in
the Bundestag proposing that the Bundesgrenzschutz be increased from 10,000 to 20,000 men.336 Here
again, the justifications given by lawmakers who supported the increase show that they wanted a larger
national police in spite of what happened with the EDC. Dr. Erich Mende (DP), for example, cited
communist infiltrations on the Inter-German border to justify the increase. He claimed the existing police
forces were insufficient to secure the entire border.337 His statements reignited the ongoing debate over
centralized, national policing. Mende rejected the claim by Social Democratic politicians that reinforcing
border patrol forces would remilitarize West Germany.338 Walter Menzel (SPD) repeated his familiar
stance against the border police, but now attempted to alarm the CSU by alleging the federal government
also intended to absorb Bavaria’s State border police.339 According to Menzel, the Bavarian border police
succeeded in reducing incidents along its frontiers because it stationed officers in close proximity to
problem areas. He insisted that Lehr and Adenauer had failed to do this with their federal policemen and
instead deployed them in barracks too far from frontier zones where they were needed most.340 As
evidence, he pointed to the 300 Bundesgrenzschutz officers stationed far from the border at the Palais
Schaumburg. He argued against expanding the number of border policemen until Adenauer and Lehr
demonstrated they could correctly manage the personnel and resources they already had.341
Lehr quickly defended Mende and was particularly critical of Menzel’s statements aimed at the
CSU.342 He reassured his Bavarian colleagues that there was no plan or intention by his administration to
interfere with or disband Bavaria’s state police forces. He pointed to written agreements between Bavaria
and the federal government that guaranteed it could retain its independent police forces.343 Lehr accused
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Menzel of trying to create tension in the relationship between the federal government and its CSU
colleagues. He also dismissed Menzel’s accusation that Bundesgrenzschutz units were stationed too far
away from the border. He said the border police units were fully motorized and could rapidly move to
any trouble spots. The current distribution of forces, according to Lehr, was simply a matter of finding
suitable barracks to house them and not, as the SPD implied, an attempt to use them beyond West
Germany’s borders.344
Allied Reactions
Mende’s proposal was passed by a margin of 188 to 144, but failed to gain the requisite majority
needed for it to become legally binding. The deputies on the left supported by a Bavarian Party (BP)
faction had decisively blocked it. Yet the vote was close enough to cause grave concerns among French
High Commission officials and on 6 February 1953, they demanded an emergency meeting of the General
Committee to discuss these developments.345 During the meeting, Assistant French High Commissioner
Armand Berard announced that a West German attempt to increase its federal border police would be
“catastrophic” to the chances of his nation ratifying the EDC.346 Berard accused Lehr of using the border
police to build an independent army rather than supporting the plan of German contributions to a
supranational force. Both the British Deputy High Commissioner Jack Ward and Acting U.S. High
Commissioner Samuel Reber tried to downplay Berard’s complaints. The responses by the British and
Americans reflected their support for the expansion as a means to meet their own national interests. Ward
told Berard that Britain supported the increase because it would “reduce the load on British military
forces with regard to illegal border crossings.” Reber believed Berard was overreacting and argued the
United States would prevent West Germany from taking any actions with their police forces that
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contradicted the EDC. He agreed with Ward that additional manpower on the Inter-German border would
be useful because of what he described as “recent tensions.”347
But what sort of tensions was Reber referring to and was there really any evidence to support
Adenauer and Lehr’s repeated claims of communist infiltrations? Black marketeering and refugees
crossing the rural border were always a problem, but adding 10,000 more men was still insufficient to
provide enough manpower to patrol the entire length of West Germany’s frontiers and contain all of these
incidents.348 There were often disputes between officials on both sides of the border over the legal
position of the actual demarcation line. On 22 June 1952, for example, members of the Volkspolizei
arrested forty members of a West German coal mining crew near Hohnsleben claiming they had
“illegally” entered East Germany.349 The workers were taken at gunpoint to a nearby residence and
interrogated. Western newspapers reported that the Volkspolizei were attempting to influence disputes
over the demarcation-line in this area because they wanted control over a vital power plant and water
pipeline. When the Bundesgrenzschutz, reinforced by British armored cavalry units, arrived and took up
their normal patrol stations, the Volkspolizei released the workers without incident.350 In another highprofile event, undercover Stasi agents brazenly kidnapped the outspoken anti-communist human rights
activist, Walter Linse, from a street near his West Berlin home.351 There was also an increase in
reconnaissance flights by Allied and Soviet aircraft over disputed air lanes, which occasionally led to
incidents.
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While Reber and Ward disagreed with Berard, both believed a unilateral move by West Germany
to increase the Bundesgrenzschutz might undermine French support for the EDC. The French accused
West Germany of deliberately employing a liberal interpretation of the 1950 tripartite agreements, which
had only authorized an increase of Länder police forces. Jean Sauvagnargues, a member of the French
Delegation in London, told Britain’s Deputy Under Secretary of State in the Foreign Office, Frank
Roberts, that he had overwhelming evidence West Germany’s government was building a clandestine
armed force in violation of the rules outlined by EDC. Roberts told Sauvagnargues the West Germans
should work through the High Commission for any increase, but admitted that he saw “practical
advantages in increasing the frontier police force from 10,000 to 20,000 men as this should help the
Americans and ourselves in fulfilling our heavy responsibilities on the zonal frontiers.”352 Roberts, a
career diplomat, later admitted that many of his colleagues in the Foreign Office favored German armed
forces as part of NATO rather than the EDC. According to Roberts, “there was no question of Britain
joining in [the EDC], and least of all of the British Armed Forces, then still deployed worldwide, being
part of any such scheme.”353 Thus, according to Roberts, the small wars of decolonization were a higher
priority to Great Britain than taking part in continental European defense.
While the Western Allies debated the advantages and problems of West German plans to expand
the Bundesgrenzschutz, Adenauer appealed directly to U.S. High Commissioner James Conant for
support. Conant, an academic and professional chemist, had recently left his post as the President of
Harvard to replace McCloy.354 But Conant was much more skeptical of the West Germans than McCloy
and did not share his congenial relationship with Adenauer. In fact, Adenauer often went around Conant
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and dealt directly with those in Washington D.C. he believed would be more sympathetic to his security
needs, in particular, Eisenhower’s Secretary of State John Foster Dulles.355 In his appeal to Conant,
Adenauer said his federal administration had to take rapid action because, “conditions along the border
with the Soviet Occupation zone…and the re-organization of the People’s Police Force (Volkspolizei)
make it necessary in the interest of internal security and the tranquility and protection of the population
living in the border districts.”356 Adenauer told Conant that Lehr’s assessment of the Bundesgrenzschutz
was that they lacked both strength and armament to counter Communist forces. According to Adenauer,
“experience gained in the past 30 years has made it clear to the German security agencies that communist
terrorist activities excel through particular violence and obduracy.” He claimed security in the Federal
Republic was much weaker than that of Weimar Germany when, “Communist insurrections in the former
Reich could only be quelled by the police forces with serious losses and after the use of heavy arms.”
Adenauer provided Conant with a list of armaments Lehr had requested for his officers. These included:
light armored vehicles equipped with 3.7 cm guns, medium mortars, fast patrol boats, and aircraft.357
Adenauer wanted the High Commissioners to believe the Bonn Republic was vulnerable to the
same political violence that destabilized Germany’s first democracy. Even though incidents did occur
along the inter-zonal border, there was little evidence to support his comparisons with Weimar Germany.
Adenauer and Lehr were attempting to arm their policemen with infantry weapons. The request for
medium mortars, for example, was based on what Lehr claimed was a need for his border policemen to
deal with “house-to-house or gang fighting as well as the firing at hidden targets, which due to communist
tactics will have to be resorted to on a large scale” and which, he hoped would reduce the “sacrifices” of
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his men.358 Lehr’s justifications were evidence to the High Commission that he intended to use
policemen as soldiers. Unfortunately for Adenauer and Lehr, it was not Conant, but rather the French
High Commissioner, Andre François Poncet, who was the current sitting Chairman of the High
Commission. Poncet promised to carefully consider the weapons requests, but reminded Adenauer that,
“mobile police forces should not be transferred into organizations of a paramilitary nature.”359 Adenauer
complained to Poncet that continued delays and misgivings about West Germany’s intentions with the
Bundesgrenzschutz were “unthinkable.” He also remarked that he was “all the more surprised by the
attitude hitherto adopted by the Allied High Commission on this important matter, and…disconcerted at
the resistance and numerous objections which have been voiced on the Allied side against the modest
requests of the federal government.”360
In his communications with Poncet, Adenauer justified the expansion based on the decision by
the foreign ministers at the New York tripartite meetings in 1950, which had authorized an increase of
30,000 Länder policemen. He argued only two-thirds of this force had been recruited, which left room
for adding 10,000 more men to the Bundesgrenzschutz.361 The New York agreement permitted the
recruitment of 30,000 additional men to reinforce the Länder police forces of which 10,000 would be
made available to the federal government, but only if a national emergency was declared under Article 91
of the Basic Law. The foreign ministers had expressly forbidden a standing national police force. West
Germany created the Bundesgrenzschutz, however, as a separate national border police force under
Article 87 of the Basic Law. The High Commissioner at the time, Adenauer’s friend and confidant John
J. McCloy, chose not to intervene with this West German legislation because a majority of Bundestag
deputies voted in favor of it. Adenauer was trying to justify expanding the Bundesgrenzschutz by
invoking a poor interpretation of the New York agreement. The French protested and pointed out that his
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attempt to use the tripartite agreement to justify the expansion violated both the letter and spirit of what
the foreign ministers intended.362
The Council of the High Commission met on 23 March 1953 to discuss Adenauer’s requests for
more manpower and heavier weapons. Over the previous ten days, tensions on the Inter-German border
had increased because of two incidents involving Allied and Soviet patrol aircraft. On March 10, Soviet
MIG fighters shot down a U.S. fighter plane near the Czechoslovakia border in what U.S. officials
claimed was West German airspace. The pilot parachuted safely from his stricken jet.363 Two days later,
Soviet MIGS shot down a British Lincoln Bomber flying a routine reconnaissance mission in the BerlinHamburg air corridor killing its entire five-man crew.364 Against this background, the High
Commissioners denied Adenauer’s requests.365 Deputy High Commissioner Jack Ward told the London
Foreign Office that François Poncet accused Adenauer’s government of trying to increase its power at the
expense of West Germany’s Länder. Ward also said Poncet called Lehr’s linking of the border police to
external defense “a shameless tactic” to fund it through the EDC. Poncet emphasized that expanding the
Bundesgrenzschutz would give France the impression that West Germany was creating an independent
army, which he argued would have “disastrous” effects on the ratification of the EDC.366
While West German requests for heavier weapons were denied, the High Commissioners took no
further action. Council representatives jointly agreed to tell Adenauer that any attempt to reinforce or
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increase his border police forces would be “inopportune” and should not proceed before the EDC went
into effect. Jack Ward was irritated with the French. He complained to his superiors in the Foreign
Office that U.S. High Commissioner Conant had been convinced by Poncet’s arguments against the
expansion. Ward supported the West German proposal because it would help reduce the workload on
British soldiers stationed along the inner-German border. But Conant confided in his private journal that
a "totalitarian government will always hang over this nation [Germany] as a threat for years to come.
Minister Lehr's proposal to arm the border police is not a good omen. A border police well armed of
60,000 men would be used in a putsch."367 Ward also blamed Lehr for Conant’s suspicions because his
“sloppy” request for heavy weapons had convinced him the Bundesgrenzschutz might be used to
undermine or overthrow West Germany’s democratic government. According to Ward, Lehr had
“overplayed his hand in the matter and made himself rather ridiculous…he has got the unfortunate BGS
dubbed as Die Lehrmacht.”368 On 15 May 1953, Conant wrote directly to Adenauer and reiterated
Poncet’s position. He told Adenauer that the weapons Lehr requested would convert the
Bundesgrenzschutz units into organizations of a “para-military nature.”369 At the same time, Armand
Berard also wrote to Adenauer warning him not to move forward with any plans to increase the border
police without first obtaining approval from the High Commission.370
The Influence of the East Berlin Uprisings
Adenauer and Lehr were at a critical turning point. On the domestic front, they failed to convince
the majority of West German lawmakers that adding 10,000 men to the federal border police would
promote internal security. Social Democratic politicians opposed them because the force included too
many former Nazi soldiers and they feared conservative politicians were trying to remilitarize civilian
367
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policing. They also failed to convince the Allied powers that expanding the number of border policemen
was necessary. For the French, the Bundesgrenzschutz evoked the Nazi past and they feared the West
Germans were creating a national army disguised as a police force. Although the British and Americans
needed help at the inner-German border, neither was willing to risk alienating their French colleagues by
openly supporting the increase. They wanted to support the EDC at all costs because it was still the only
multilateral solution on the table to rearm West Germany.
Events developing outside of West Germany, however, broke Adenauer’s domestic opposition in
the same manner as the Korean War helped him justify the Bundesgrenzschutz in 1951. On 16 June 1953,
a construction strike in East Berlin erupted into a larger uprising against the entire communist
government.371 Rioting began in many of East Germany’s largest cities and also spread to its smaller
regions. There were more than 500,000 people who took part in the protests.372 The Volkspolizei, in spite
of its alleged strength, was unable to restore order without the help of Soviet armed forces.373 The
number of protestors killed and injured is still largely unknown, but by far the most serious casualties
occurred when Soviet tanks fired on the crowds. To restore order, Soviet forces executed protestors and
with them, many Soviet soldiers who refused to fire on the crowds. Recently declassified documents
claim 40 people were killed and more than 450 wounded; a further 6,521 were arrested.374 Konrad
Adenauer used the uprising to advance his own domestic political agenda. With elections approaching in
the fall, his struggle with Social Democratic politicians over national security issues continued.
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According to Christian Ostermann, “the uprising bolstered support for his policy of integrating the
Federal Republic with the West in the hopes of some day negotiating with the East from a position of
strength,” while for members of the SPD it “prompted calls for further immediate steps towards German
reunification.”375 It worked in Adenauer’s favor when on 19 June 1953 the Bundestag voted on a second
proposal to expand the Bundesgrenzschutz while events in East Berlin were still unfolding.
In spite of the violence in East Berlin, the debate over the second proposal exposed familiar
competing political positions. The Bavarian parties, however, were the key swing vote for the majority
needed to pass the law. Adenauer’s reassurance to the Bavarian Deputies that they could maintain their
own police was decisive in gaining their support.376 Those in favor of the proposal used the crisis in East
Berlin to justify their arguments. Erich Mende (FDP), for example, asserted the events in East Berlin now
demanded that domestic politics be put aside.377 Mende, a former Wehrmacht officer, was known to use
his position as a platform to assist veteran soldiers, especially those still held as POWs by the Soviets.378
He claimed there was a “blatant disproportion of forces” between the East German Volkspolizei and the
Bundesgrenzschutz insofar as expanding the number of border policemen by 10,000 was a reasonable
approach by the federal government.379 Robert Lehr also took advantage of the crisis in Berlin. He
claimed the “cry from the eastern population makes clear how thin the line really is between peace and
order in our internal and external security.”380 His position, as staked out in the original federal policing
debates of 1951, remained unchanged. He claimed the government must act and act rapidly since danger
from the east was inevitable. He argued that the violent suppression of East German strikers by the
Volkspolizei was proof of what could happen in West Germany if the Bundestag failed to act.
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Walter Menzel (SPD), by now the political arch-nemesis of Adenauer and Lehr, spoke on behalf
of the opposition. He renewed his criticism of the Interior Ministry for stationing the existing border
police units in barracks situated further than fifty kilometers from the zonal borders. He argued the
government should first prove the officers it already had were insufficient before demanding 10,000
more.381 He reminded his fellow lawmakers that the Finance Minister, Fritz Schäffer, was unable to fund
the expansion which was estimated to cost anywhere between 95, 147, and 240 million DM. He
proclaimed, “ladies and Gentlemen, what then is the cost?”382 Lehr interrupted and insisted border
policing, and any costs associated with its reinforcement, would be absorbed under the EDC as West
Germany’s contribution to European defense. Menzel rejected this justification and argued correctly that
the EDC did not contain a provision to fund the national police forces of signatory nations.383 He vowed
to oppose with all means necessary “the federal government’s efforts to double its border police and the
squandering of hundreds of millions of deutsche marks in the process.”384
The Bavarian representatives, Hugo Decker of the Federalist Union (FU) and Michael Horlacher
(CSU) both spoke in support of the Adenauer Administration. They explained that their previous stance
against the increase was based on their “mistaken” belief that Adenauer was using it “as an infringement
on states rights.” But Decker and Horlacher now saw no conflict between the federal government and
Bavaria over policing matters and claimed the events in East Berlin justified stronger national security
measures.385 Finance Minister Fritz Schäffer spoke decisively to settle any remaining angst about the
costs. Schäffer addressed two decisive questions raised by Menzel: First, was there a chance of funding
the expansion through the EDC, and second, how did the federal government plan to cover any additional
costs not included in the treaty? Schäffer explained that Menzel was correct in his assessment that
national policing was not covered by the EDC. He also admitted there was currently no money available
381
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to cover the costs of 10,000 more men. Yet Schäffer also said he would do his best to find the necessary
funds if the Bundestag authorized the increase.386 As a prominent member of the CSU, Schäffer most
likely placed party politics ahead of his earlier statements that funding was not available. He was, like
many of his colleagues, strongly opposed to communism in any form and the Berlin uprisings must have
played a role influencing his decision to throw his support behind Adenauer.387
When the voting began, Bundestag representatives were prompted to decide on three separate, but
related measures. First, a proposal by the SPD to limit the size of the Bundesgrenzschutz to 10,000 men
was defeated by 234 to 150 votes. The deputies then voted on the proposal by the CDU and CSU to
expand the border police to 20,000 men, which passed by a majority of 228 to 147 votes. Finally, they
voted on a proposal by the SPD requiring border police units to remain within at least 50 kilometers of the
inter-German border. While the original Bundesgrenzschutzgesetz (BGS Law) of 1951 limited its
operations to within 30 kilometers from West Germany’s borders, this measure was surprisingly defeated
by 207 to 156 votes. When the presiding Bundestag Vice President, Dr. Carlo Schmid, announced the
defeat of the last proposal, Social Democratic lawmakers broke out into laughter to the point that Schmid
had to restore order. Interior Minister Lehr immediately reacted by assuring Walter Menzel that although
the measure was defeated, he would do everything possible to make sure at least 50 percent of the border
policemen remained close to the border. Lehr’s statement was met with more laughter and disorder in the
chamber. The KPD deputy, Heinz Renner, got up to walk out and declared: “Heil Hitler! I was always
here in spirit!”388
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The Bundestag’s passage of the law increasing the Bundesgrenzschutz to 20,000 men presented
an immediate problem for the Allied High Commissioners since they had warned Adenauer it might
undermine the EDC. The British and Americans decided not to challenge Adenauer because they
believed additional security at the border would support their own forces. The French, however,
demanded immediate intervention by the High Commission to block the increase. But with Adenauer
facing difficult elections in the coming fall, neither Britain nor the Untied States chose to stop or
intervene with West German legislation. Moreover, U.S. and British officials believed the
Bundesgrenzschutz was a reliable means with which to begin the rearmament process because of ongoing
delays with the EDC negotiations. After direct talks with the Americans and West German Staatsekretär
Ritter von Lex, Sir Patrick Hancock of the British Foreign Office remarked that “since the German
defence contribution seemed to be a long way ahead, it would be just as well to augment the
Bundesgrenzschutz.”389 Likewise, U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles wrote to his embassy in
London that “delays in ratification of the EDC by other nations, especially France, have only
reemphasized the need from the German standpoint to take some security measures themselves…we feel
HICOM intervention would be extremely ill-advised…Furthermore, we feel annulling this legislation
might undermine the prestige of the Adenauer government and have an unfavorable effect in the coming
elections.”390
The French refused to budge from their position and nothing their British or American colleagues
on the High Commission could say or do could change that. Their stance against expanding the
Bundesgrenzschutz was based on their fear that it might be used as a secret armed force beyond the
oversight of the supranational EDC.391 Moreover, evidence suggests that once officials from the United
States and Great Britain realized they could not convince the French to back down, they secretly began
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supporting the Bundesgrenzschutz as an alternative form of rearmament. During a meeting of President
Eisenhower’s National Security Council, CIA Director Allen Dulles urged the President to support the
expansion as a “matter of urgency.”392 British High Commissioner Ivone Kirkpatrick made a similar
argument when he wrote to the Foreign Office that the uprisings in Berlin provided “some case for
strengthening this force [Border Police] particularly if the creation of the EDC forces is likely to be
delayed.” Kirkpatrick also reported that Adenauer had given the High Commission his personal
assurance that he would incorporate the additional manpower into the supranational European armed
forces “if the EDC countries wish it.”393 Based on Kirkpatrick’s recommendations and the belief by some
members of the Foreign Office that objecting to the increase might undermine Adenauer’s government,
the British decided against further action until the elections.
Yet many in the Foreign Office disagreed with Kirkpatrick. The Undersecretary, Sir Christopher
F.A. Warner, for example, added the following handwritten note to Kirkpatrick’s telegram: “Like [French
Prime Minister] M. Bidault, I do not feel at all enthusiastic about this. It bears a terrible resemblance to
the para-military forces with which we used to be familiar before the war and which were structurally, if I
remember right, indistinguishable from the German armed forces.”394 Once the British and American
High Commissioners learned that West Germany was unable to finance the reinforcement, they decided
against further talks with the French until the increase went forward.395 The British Foreign Office
Counselor in Paris, Sir Anthony Rumbold, wrote to Undersecretary Warner that neither he nor his
American counterparts were in any hurry to pressure French Prime Minister Bidault to withdraw his
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opposition because Adenauer did not have the funds to proceed. Warner agreed with this approach and
told Rumbold “we [Foreign Office] would not wish you to speak to the French about the
Bundesgrenzschutz in advance of the Americans. On the whole we are not particularly in favour of
increasing this force; our sole preoccupation is that the High Commission should not be obliged to veto an
increase at this stage.”396 All of this internal strife over the Bundesgrenzschutz exposed the competing
interests of the Allied powers. While the United States and Great Britain were more supportive of
Adenauer, they still recognized the divisiveness of the issue for their French colleagues. Border policing
was one among many issues that reflected the differences in Allied policies towards postwar Germany.
While the increase of the Bundesgrenzschutz was stalled because of financing, the United States
and Great Britain saw no immediate need for action. With decisive West German elections set to take
place in a matter of weeks, the Allies believed that interfering in Adenauer’s domestic politics would
politically damage his chances of retaining power, and thus might endanger their goal of guaranteeing his
alignment with the west. Instead, the High Commission decided to send Adenauer a formal letter
reminding him that he needed the consent of the High Commission before recruitment for the additional
policemen could begin. The High Commissioners asked him to delay any action until the EDC was
finally settled.397 Adenauer simply ignored the letter and the High Commissioners were reluctant to take
further action without publicly embarrassing him. When the High Commission met on 31 July 1953,
Adenauer agreed to delay further action on the reinforcement until after the elections, but requested
permission to recruit and fill at least 300 leadership positions. He reassured the High Commissioners that
he was not building a “private army” and that the reinforcements would eventually be incorporated into
the EDC forces, “if and when the Treaty came into operation.” In justifying the 300 positions, Adenauer
argued that the outcome of the election was far from certain and it would be important for him to select
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these men in case another government took power. The French High Commissioner, Andre François
Poncet, agreed to “hold his fire” on Adenauer’s request as long as there was no evidence he was moving
ahead with the main increase. Ivone Kirkpatrick thanked Poncet for his patience and explained to him
that “it would be a bad policy” to attack Adenauer’s government ahead of the elections “since a trial of
strength would profit no-one.”398
In spite of the Allied concerns over Adenauer’s chances for re-election, on 6 September 1953, he
won decisively in both the popular vote and in the number of Bundestag seats gained for the CDU.399
Adenauer was empowered by his re-election and the Federal Republic was entering a new era of
economic prosperity. In December, Time Magazine named him as its “Man of the Year.” According to
Hans-Peter Schwarz, West Germany’s export industry had emerged as one of the strongest in Europe and
1953 marked the beginning of the postwar Wirtschaftswunder (economic miracle).400 Stalin’s death and
the armistice in Korea produced a short period of détente in Cold War European politics that led to up to
“Four Power” talks in Berlin beginning on 25 January 1954. For Adenauer, however, national security
and fear of attack from the east remained a top priority.401 When press reports surfaced in late 1953 that
West Germany was budgeting for the additional 10,000 officers in fiscal year 1954/55, French Deputy
High Commissioner Armand Berard again warned his Allied colleagues that Adenauer’s actions would
create problems for French lawmakers in ratifying the EDC.402 But by the end of 1953, Fritz Schäfer
earmarked funds in the federal budget to increase the Bundesgrenzschutz and the Interior Ministry
immediately began recruiting additional policemen in spite of the Allied demands that they consult the
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High Commission beforehand.403 The increase was scheduled to take place in phases with the first 3,000
men set to begin their six-month basic training in February 1954. According to British Deputy High
Commissioner Jack Ward, Andre François Poncet confronted Adenauer directly about his decision to go
ahead without High Commission approval. Ward reported that Adenauer was “non-committal” about the
increase and would only agree to talk to his own security experts about the subject.404 Adenauer’s hubris
in the matter was further evidence to the French that he might be planning to use the Bundesgrenzschutz
as an independent armed force.
At the beginning of 1954, the British Frontier Inspection Service reported to the High
Commission that there was credible evidence the West Germans had secretly begun increasing the
Bundesgrenzschutz.405 On 22 January 1954, Deputy High Commissioner Jack Ward met with
Staatsekretär Ritter von Lex and asked him directly if the intelligence was correct.406 Lex acted surprised
by Ward’s question, but admitted that preparations were already taking place to double the size of the
border police just as soon as the new budget credits were released. He told Ward that he was embarrassed
by the revelation, but “could not tell a lie to an old friend.” Ward admonished Lex that West Germany
was acting unilaterally without the consent of the High Commission and furthermore, risking the chances
of French ratification of the EDC. Ward also explained that the decision to move forward on the
expansion without Allied consent would embarrass the “Western position at the Berlin Conference,”
which was already scheduled to begin in three days. Lex told Ward that he “was only an administrator
carrying out Federal policy” and any changes would have to be addressed directly with Adenauer or
Staatsekretär Hallstein.407 Yet Ward’s later meeting with Hallstein and attempts by the new High
Commissioner, Sir Frederick Hoyer-Millar, to intervene directly with Adenauer through his influential
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Foreign Officer, Herbert Blankenthorn, failed to alter West Germany’s plans to expand the
Bundesgrenzschutz.408 Again, Adenauer’s hubris in going ahead with the expansion in spite of these
Allied diplomatic entreaties was further evidence to the French that he was using his border policemen as
an independent armed force.
While the funds for the increase were on hold until the federal budget went into effect on 1 April
1954, the West Germans were deliberately avoiding a direct confrontation with the Allied High
Commission. According to British Embassy staffers in Bonn, Staatsekretär Hallstein deliberately
cancelled meetings he had promised to have with the British and Americans to discuss the subject.409 But
West Germany was proceeding with the expansion in spite of what they reported to the Allies. Interior
Minister Lehr wrote to Adenauer on 30 June 30 1953 and requested that he be allowed to find sources of
funding from elsewhere in his ministerial budget. Adenauer assured Lehr that Finance Minister Schäffer
was doing everything possible to find an expedient solution.410 But Lehr and later his successor, Gerhard
Schröder appealed directly to the Federal Cabinet for emergency funding. According to the minutes of
Cabinet meetings on the subject, Lehr justified the emergency funding by claiming that the
Bundesgrenzschutz was critical in containing the mass border demonstrations by members of the FDJ. In
the weeks leading up to the 1953 federal elections, FDJ agitators crossed the border to disrupt polling
stations and were effectively rounded up by border policemen.411 The Cabinet agreed to fund 4000 new
border police recruits beginning October 15 to be followed on 1 January 1954 by an additional 6000
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men.412 The decision by the Cabinet to recommend this phased program led to a projected budget deficit
of 13,466, 400 DM, which the Interior Ministry planned to absorb by cutting its budget for vehicles,
munitions, telecommunications equipment, and marine vessels.413 This decision contradicted the official
position of Adenauer, Hallstein, and Ritter von Lex who repeatedly assured the High Commission that the
expansion was temporarily stalled because of funding issues.
While in public, the British and American High Commissioners accepted the West German
claims that the expansion was on hold, privately, they knew it was proceeding. On 4 April 1954, Major
Anderson of the British Office of the Services Relations Adviser visited Border Police Northern
Command (Kommando Nord). Border Police General Herbert Giese accompanied Anderson on
inspection tours of his units stationed in Dedelsdorf, Brunswick, Goslar, and Clausthal-Zellerfield.
According to Giese, the phased expansion was moving forward on schedule even though there had been
difficulties with the French.414 Giese also told Anderson “that virtually all company and platoon
commanders, and about half of the battalion commanders were ex-Wehrmacht officers [while] the other
half of the battalion commanders were former police officers.”415 During his visit, Anderson learned that
there would be another large intake of recruits beginning in July 1954. Giese also told him that he was
unsure what if any effect the EDC would have on the Bundesgrenzschutz, but said “the former officers in
the Blank Office [defense ministry] would not welcome many officers senior to themselves, as that would
be bad for promotion!”416
British High Commissioner Hoyer-Millar’s assistant, Sir Charles Hepburn (C.H.) Johnston wrote
to the Foreign Office reporting the results of Major Anderson’s visit to Kommano Nord. Johnston made it
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clear that the increase was progressing to the extent that the force had already expanded to 14,500 men, or
“halfway to doubling the permitted 10,000.”417 Johnston expressed the opinion of High Commissioner
Hoyer-Millar that the French should not be informed of these increases because it would undermine their
ratification of the EDC. According to Johnston, “to tell the French and join with them in protesting to the
Germans would gratuitously strengthen the French position in the future if, after the EDC has failed to go
through, they should resist an increase of the BGS.”418 Instead, he recommended finding a more
“palatable” manner of explaining the increase to the French before acknowledging it was already halfway
completed. Undersecretary of State Frank Roberts understood Johnston’s concerns, but cautioned against
giving Bonn too much leeway:
Given our own readiness to agree to an increase, it was a dangerous principle to allow the
Germans to do anything of this kind behind our backs. It would also be difficult for
Ministers here to defend a policy of inaction if we were accused in Parliament of having
winked at such behavior on the part of the Germans. Moreover, the advantages of having
a few thousand more frontier police in the next few months were surely not great enough,
even for the Germans, to outweigh the probability of giving the opponents of the EDC in
Paris a very effective weapon.419
Instead, Roberts suggested yet another meeting with Adenauer to try and convince him that his
clandestine increase of the Bundesgrenzschutz might undermine the EDC once the French learned it was
indeed taking place.
Nevertheless, top-secret documents show that neither Adenauer nor anyone in the West German
Interior Ministry had any intention of ceasing the expansion because in their view the Bundestag had
already approved it. Yet in February 1954, the High Commission made another attempt to dissuade
Adenauer, this time through the West German Foreign Office. According to Ministerialdirigent Karl
Gumbel in the Federal Chancellery, Dr. Brückner of the Foreign Office wanted copies of secret letters
between Adenauer and Interior Minister Schröder, which discussed the expansion. Brückner wanted the
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letters so he could respond to the High Commission, which had “expressed misgivings to Staatsekretär
Hallstein about the increase.” Gumbel reported that officially the letters did not exist and that they could
only be traced from hand written notations by the Chancellery’s Registrar, Josef Selbach. According to
Gumbel, Adenauer rejected any notion that the High Commission was unaware of his plans.420 Gumbel
also reported that Interior Minister Schröder believed “it was not good to ask for fundamental clarification
[about the increase] of the Allies now.” Instead, Schröder recommended allowing the increase to move
forward while leaving it to Adenauer’s discretion “about how one must behave towards the further Allied
resistance to matters of the BGS.”421
While the expansion of the Bundesgrenzschutz reflected the confidence of Adenauer’s
government after its triumph in the federal elections, it only added to the growing list of tensions in the
Franco-German relationship that undermined the EDC. Against this backdrop was the unsettled debate
over control of the Saar and what Andres François Poncet described as a latent Francophobia surrounding
the campaign in West Germany against the Foreign Legion as a “white slave trade in which France would
engage Germany for the purpose of the war in Indochina.”422 Moreover, the fall of Dien Bien Phu on 7
May 1954 and with it the conservative French government of Joseph Laniel, led to a further polarization
of French domestic politics and increased angst over the EDC. The leftist government of Pierre Mendes
France, which replaced Laniel was already opposed to the EDC before assuming power.423 Nevertheless,
once in power, Mendes France acknowledged the pragmatic benefits of European unification, but was
unable to build a consensus between his political challengers or overcome the public opposition in France
to rearmament. In the days leading up to the ratification vote in the French National Assembly, Pierre
Mendes wrote to Jean Monnet “one may question public opinion, but no one can argue about the
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prevailing sentiment in parliament. Whether one agrees or not, there is a strong majority against
ratification.”424 Thus, in spite of the efforts by moderate French politicians such as François Poncet, Jean
Monnet, and Georges Bidault, On 30 August 1954, the EDC was defeated by a margin of 319 to 264
votes in the National Assembly.425
Conclusion
This chapter has shown that the decision by Konrad Adenauer and members of his administration
to expand the Bundesgrenzschutz played a greater contributing role to the failure of the EDC than
previously acknowledged by rearmament scholars. It exposed a variety of tensions, both within the
postwar western alliance and among West Germany’s competing political parties. Different interests
motivated each party with a stake in the debate. But the opposition of France and Social Democratic
lawmakers was ultimately grounded in the politics of the Nazi past. Although the United States and Great
Britain took no action and quietly supported the expansion to satisfy their own national interests, France
never accepted its legitimacy. Revisionist historians have argued that French diplomats privately
supported West German rearmament, but were forced to publicly oppose because it was very unpopular
among French citizens.426 On its face, this argument is convincing in terms of German military
contributions to a supranational European Defense Force, but not the Bundesgrenzschutz, which was not
covered by the EDC. France supported a limited rearmament of West Germany, but not to the extent
where it could once again exercise continental military power.427
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It was precisely because national police forces like the Bundesgrenzschutz were exempt from the
EDC that France stood against any plans to expand it. The Germans had attacked their nation three times
in less than 100 years. French politicians worried Adenauer was repeating a familiar cycle of secret
rearmament masked by paramilitary forces even though he already agreed to support the EDC. They
believed the Bundesgrenzschutz with its ranks of former Nazi personnel might eventually gain enough
power to undermine or overthrow West Germany’s democratic government – or worse, become the
nucleus for a powerful new army. The French High Commissioner Andre François Poncet, for example,
accused Adenauer of trying to build a 20,000-man “Black Reichswehr in the margins of the Bonn and
Paris agreements as a professional army disguised as police.”428 When François Poncet attended a state
dinner at the Palais Schaumburg, he was shocked to be greeted at the entrance by border policemen of
Adenauer’s watch battalion wearing Wehrmacht uniforms and steel helmets.429 Minor details like this
were stark reminders of the Nazi past and reason enough for France to suspect a resurgence of German
militarism. Although the EDC failed for a variety of political reasons, Adenauer’s decision to expand his
border police force complicated the French attitude towards the EDC because of their persistent concerns
over a new German military..
West Germany’s long-term democratization and the politics of the Nazi past also played a central
role in the contentious domestic debates over federal policing. Encouraged by postwar amnesty and
employment legislation, such as Article 131, veteran soldiers flocked to the Bundesgrenzschutz. Policing
provided them with new opportunities to use their skills and experience, but this time serving a new
democratic state. As border policemen, they found new space where they could re-shape their individual
pasts. This was reflected in the widespread anti-communism of the 1950s, a political ideology that
because of the Cold War was as useable in the Federal Republic as it had been in the Weimar Republic
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and the Third Reich. Yet as Michael Hayse has argued in his analysis of postwar West German elites and
civil servants, re-employment did not automatically equate renazification.430 So in spite of the misgivings
many politicians expressed over the Nazi pasts of Adenauer’s border policemen, their investiture as
servants of the new democratic state helps explain, in part at least, the taming or control of any illiberal
political ideologies they might still have. While many of them may have maintained these ideologies
privately, there is no evidence that they manifested them in their practices. What these men did in
practice, or rather what they were allowed to do, was more important for West German democracy than
what they might have believed in private. To be sure, the type of police practices that were permitted
under a dictatorship had no place in a democratic political system. Thus, illiberal beliefs or ideologies
would have to remain in the private sphere or in closed networks of likeminded individuals. Border
police leaders like Anton Grasser, Kurt Andersen, and Gerhard Matzky had served as armed public
servants under the framework of four divergent political regimes in less than thirty-five years; their
careers show how easily civil servants often recast themselves to fit the changing political landscapes.
The individual backgrounds of these men and of the countless others that served with them shows how
civilian policing in 1950s West Germany shared continuities with the militarized policing models of the
early nineteenth century. Their careers also shed light on the long-term moral consequences of ignoring
the Nazi past whereby many of those who committed war crimes either escaped responsibility altogether
or remained largely unknown until the later years of their lives. There was no universal reckoning and
many perpetrators returned to good jobs and families without ever accounting for their crimes.
With the failure of the EDC, border policing was beginning to look like Adenauer’s only option
to rearm until the United States and Great Britain took decisive steps to incorporate West Germany into
NATO. As the Ministry of Defense began the process of constructing a new national army, it relied
exclusively on border policemen and the organizational structure of their units as the primary basis for its
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foundation. The government intended to transfer as many border policemen as possible into the new
Bundeswehr, but this left the future of the Bundesgrenzschutz and its personnel in doubt. Now that a new
West German army was becoming a reality, many politicians argued there was no longer any need for a
separate national border police force. The decision over what to do with those personnel who declined
transfer to the Bundeswehr produced an entirely new national security debate.
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Chapter 3: West Germany’s Shield
The failure of the EDC was a personal defeat for Konrad Adenauer. When news of the French
National Assembly’s decision reached him at his Black Forest retreat near Bühlerhöhe, his Press
Secretary, Felix von Eckardt, recalled that he had never seen the Chancellor so dismayed.431 But the
collapse of the EDC proved to be a temporary setback for the advocates of West German rearmament,
even though its demise caused significant angst at the time. Once Adenauer realized saving the treaty was
hopeless, he and his inner circle immediately began working on alternative rearmament plans. British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill wrote to Adenauer and encouraged him to have confidence that a new
way forward would be found. The Chancellor welcomed Churchill’s confidence and assured him that he
was already working in the same direction.432 With this in mind, he began negotiating with the Allied
Powers to create armed forces under the framework of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), a
process that eventually led to the establishment of the Bundeswehr (federal army) in 1956. As we saw in
the second chapter, Adenauer and some in his administration had already been looking to the
Bundesgrenzschutz as an alternative in the event a supranational solution failed. These plans were
making press headlines before the French National Assembly met for its final vote on the EDC and this
added to the tensions between both nations. Vice Chancellor Franz Blücher, for example, told a reporter
from the Sydney Moring Herald that increasing the number of border policemen would provide West
Germany with a strong national security force if the EDC or NATO failed – the very thing French
lawmakers feared.433 Blücher told reporters, “it is almost ridiculous that our border guard has only 10,000
men. If we have no strong border guard and inner forces, the population will feel without protection and
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this will paralyze their courage and their working initiative.”434 Less than a month after the EDC
collapsed, however, Allied delegates at the Nine-Power Conference in London tentatively agreed to
incorporate West Germany into NATO, a decision Adenauer readily embraced. These agreements were
outlined in what came to be known as the Paris Treaties, which were approved by the Bundestag on 2
February 1955.435 By this time, the Bundesgrenzschutz had already exceeded 17,500 men and was the
only national armed force available to the federal government.
This chapter explores the effects of West Germany’s entry into NATO and the construction of its
first army – the Bundeswehr – on the policemen in the Bundesgrenzschutz. How did the decision to build
a new army affect the men already employed in border police units? Why did the government still
maintain a paramilitary national police force even though it now had an army? Since almost all border
policemen were veteran soldiers, why did many of them ultimately reject transfer to the military? Finally,
how did West Germany’s politicians envisage a new role for the Bundesgrenzschutz? While a large body
of postwar scholarship already deals with the creation and development of democratized armed forces in
West Germany, a detailed exploration of what happened to the Bundesgrenzschutz and its men in the
aftermath of these changes is still lacking.436 This chapter argues that while the federal government relied
on border policemen to build a new army, it never intended to disband their original organization. The
Bundeswehr – a force under supranational control – did not address all of West Germany’s national
security issues. Thus, the government wanted to maintain what had been, from its perspective, a critical
national instrument and symbol representing the democratic state.
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Border Policemen and the NATO Option
While Adenauer publicly advocated the EDC, his support was shaped by his hope that West
Germany would eventually be granted admission into NATO as an equal partner.437 Since France
influenced the terms of the EDC, Adenauer believed NATO provided a better opportunity for equality in
a supranational organization. But surveys of the German public conducted by the Allied High
Commission’s Gesellschaft für Markt und Meinungsforschung (Society for Market and Opinions
Research) demonstrated that most West Germans had little confidence in NATO, or, for that matter, the
fighting abilities of Allied soldiers. Respondents claimed that they trusted German soldiers and feared the
presence of Allied Armed Forces on their territory as a provocation to the Soviets.438 Over forty percent
of the West German population believed NATO forces might provoke a third world war.439 Nevertheless,
forty-three percent of Germans supported increased security methods because they believed the Soviets
were more likely to be the aggressor in any conflict that erupted along the Iron Curtain.
Once the Allies included West Germany into NATO, it was expected to immediately contribute at
least three combat ready infantry divisions to its supranational defense force and eventually a 500,000man army.440 At that time, the Bundesgrenzschutz was the only available source of personnel with
military experience in which to rapidly build up these divisions. David Parma has recently argued that the
decision to use the Bundesgrenzschutz to construct the Bundeswehr was a “logical and necessary
consequence” of West Germany’s incorporation into NATO.441 But the decision to use border policemen
to staff West German military contingents was nothing new. They would have been used in the same way
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if a European army had been created through the EDC.442 Almost all border policemen were Wehrmacht
veterans and the government believed they could make the transition to the Bundeswehr with minimal
additional training. Besides, Bundesgrenzschutz units were already responsible for protecting the borders
against external threats and trained with infantry weapons and light armored vehicles.
For West Germany’s politicians, however, deciding what to do with the Bundesgrenzschutz as an
organization once a new army was established was less certain. This question reflected many of the same
competing internal controversies that shaped issues of postwar national security and policing since the
Federal Republic was established. After the government accepted the terms of the Paris Treaties, the
SPD, led by the outspoken critic of federal policing, Dr. Walter Menzel, demanded the
Bundesgrenzschutz be absorbed into the Bundeswehr and disbanded as a stand-alone force.443 He
recommended that those border policemen who rejected army service be reassigned to Länder (state)
police forces. Menzel’s recommendation was supported by the public employees trade union representing
all Länder policemen (Gewerkschaft Öffentliche Dienste, Transport und Verkehr - or ÖTV). The ÖTV
opposed centralized policing because its members feared federal policemen might supplant their state
police jobs.444 But Adenauer’s government, especially the influential Interior Ministry under Robert
Lehr’s successor, Gerhard Schröder, was unwilling to give up the police power it wielded through the
Bundesgrenzschutz. This was already demonstrated as early as 1952 when Staatssekretär Karl Gumbel in
the Interior Ministry wrote to the Federal Cabinet that once a future armed force was created, “the
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Bundesgrenzschutz is expected to remain the only power factor that is immediately and always available
for the exclusive use of the federal government.”445
Schröder reinforced this same position in a letter he wrote to Adenauer on 26 January 1956
pleading with the Chancellor to recognize the importance of border policemen for West Germany’s
national security. He was uneasy that some members of the CDU/CSU had supported the SPD call to
disband the Bundesgrenzschutz and redistribute its members to the Länder police. Dr. Friedensburg,
Fraktionschef (leader) of the CDU/CSU coalition in the Bundestag, had recently expressed his support for
this solution during a discussion in the Committee for Administrative Affairs concerning the future of
federal policing.446 Schröder told Adenauer he recognized the priority of rearmament, but appealed for
him to intervene with those in his ruling party who backed the SPD plan:
I must ask for your strong support Dear Chancellor. The Importance of the
Bundesgrenzschutz for national security can hardly be overestimated. Between the
NATO divisions on the one side and the state police on the other, it will be the only force
available for the exclusive use of our Federal Government. It is an instrument with which
our Federal Government cannot do without. The eventful and well-known tactics of the
East will always give rise to situations on the zonal border over which the Federal
Government can only resist with its police forces. It is also the only available force with
which to deal with internal disturbances. If we dissolve the Bundesgrenzschutz, then we
would have to use the military, which has always been problematic in matters of internal
unrest, or rely on the weak, decentralized state police forces.447
Indeed, for Adenauer and his political allies, nothing had really changed in either the external or
internal security situation that would justify disbanding the force. Their fear of communist aggression,
especially from the Volkspolizei, was central to their strategic thinking and many believed border police
units provided a versatile “police buffer” against minor incidents escalating into larger military conflicts
or even nuclear war. Those who advocated this approach feared that replacing policemen with soldiers
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might militarize the border to a greater extent than it already was.448 For West Germany’s Social
Democrats, however, the Bundesgrenzschutz had always been a police force in name only. Opponents of
its paramilitary structure believed there was no justification to maintain it since its external defense duties
would likely be taken over by the Bundeswehr. The SPD remained suspicious of the federal
government’s motives in maintaining a parallel national defense/police force.449
At its core, the tension between the SPD and Adenauer’s government over centralized policing
was fueled by what sociologists have called the “state as meddler” critique.450 In other words, Adenauer’s
government might, in the name of national security, negatively wield its federal police power to infringe
upon or “meddle” in the basic rights of individuals. According to Ian Loader and Neil Walker, “policing
has always been a special target of those fears and criticisms which see the Hobbesian impulse of the state
to protect the security of the individual as a standing threat to all of his or her other natural freedoms.”451
While the ongoing skepticism of the SPD with federal policing was certainly grounded in the
contemporary legacies of Nazi persecution, the executive power of Adenauer’s “chancellor democracy”
and especially his re-employment of former Nazi officials and policemen also contributed to their general
opposition. This was of particular concern since in West Germany’s “militant democracy” (wehrhafte
Demokratie) the Basic Law gave the Chancellor broad powers to act against those he determined were
“enemies of the free democratic” order of society.452 Militant democracies are those regimes that deny
the rights and freedoms of the democratic state to those groups or individuals who engage in antidemocratic activities. In the aftermath of Germany’s Nazi dictatorship, the framers of the Basic Law gave
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the government broad powers to act against political parties that would use the freedoms of democracy to
overthrow the state.453
Obstacles to Using Policemen as Soldiers
In spite of their plans to use the Bundesgrenzschutz as a source of personnel for the new army,
officials in Adenauer’s Interior and Defense Ministries grossly overestimated the number of policemen
who would voluntarily transfer to the armed forces and miscalculated the difficulties of such a massive
undertaking. During a secret ministerial meeting held on 8 November 1955, delegates believed at least
16,000 border policemen would voluntarily select military over police service.454 When the transfer
finally took effect, however, only 9,572 men agreed to join the army – a figure much lower than expected
or hoped for.455 Transferring border policemen to the army also required a complete revision of their
legal status under the existing Bundesgrenzschutz Law of 1951, which meant any changes would have to
be authorized by the Bundestag. Yet from a logistical perspective and to meet its new military
commitments under NATO, the Federal Interior and Defense Ministries began secretly planning the
transfer before a new law was debated and passed.456 The federal ministries created a special committee
(Übernahmeausschuss) as a central organ to efficiently facilitate the anticipated transfers. Under the
supervision of this committee, three sub-committees were established to carry out specific tasks. The
Formation Committee, headed by former Border Police Inspector now Ministerial Director Gerhard
Matzky, would decide which units would be transferred while keeping the basic infrastructure of the
Bundesgrenzschutz intact. Adenauer’s Watch Battalion in Bonn, for example, was exempt because it was
still needed to guard the Federal Chancellery. The Administrative Committee, led by Ministerial Director
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Dr. Mosheim, was responsible for all budgetary, procurement, and equipment needs. Lastly, but most
critically, the Personnel Committee, under the former Prussian Police Commissioner Ministerial Director
Ludwig Dierske, had the complex task of recommending which military ranks and pay grades would be
assigned to each policeman who transferred to the army. To be sure, personnel matters over pay and
benefits coupled with the prestige of rank proved to be a significant factor preventing more border
policemen from joining the Bundeswehr.457
Policemen who had achieved high ranks as members of the Wehrmacht during the war expected
to be brought into the Bundeswehr at an equivalent or higher grade because of their experience. The
problem for many of these men, however, was proving their last service rank when records were lost or
destroyed at the end of the war.458 Some of them had already exceeded their Wehrmacht ranks while
serving in the Bundesgrenzschutz, thus, joining the Bundeswehr might actually result in a demotion.
Ministerial Director Matzky argued that it would be unfair to bring these men into the new army and
expect them to accept lower ranks than they previously held in the Wehrmacht.459 Border policemen also
resisted transfer because after eight years of police service, they were entitled to the coveted status of
Beamter auf Lebenzeit (lifetime civil servant) whereas in the new army, they would be reclassified to the
status of either Berufssoldaten (career soldiers) or Soldaten auf Zeit (fixed period of service). This was a
disadvantage because as opposed to a career solider, the grade of lifetime civil servant guaranteed its
holder opportunities for advancement in the civilian police or, for that matter, in a variety of other civil
service professions.460 The Federal Civil Service Act guaranteed civil servants social benefits and a
protected status or tenure that would ensure their position and right to employment in West German
society was virtually inviolable.
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The maintenance of social benefits was a major factor for policemen considering whether they
should transfer to the Bundeswehr. The Bundesgrenzschutz Association (border policemen’s union)
employed legal experts to help its members understand the social ramifications and differences of
choosing to join the army or remaining in their current police profession. These interpretations were
published in the Association’s journal, Der Grenzjäger.461 Under existing law, border policemen received
free medical care for themselves and their immediate families if they were married with children.
Pursuant to the Military Personnel Act, however, soldiers were only entitled to medical care for
themselves as individuals.462 For those soldiers who only served for fixed periods, Soldaten auf Zeit, their
social benefits expired when their service terms ended. Thus, Border policemen with families who chose
to join the army as either career soldiers or as a Soldaten auf Zeit faced the loss of coverage for their
families since section 62, paragraph 2 of the Soldatengesetz only entitled soldiers to individual coverage.
For older, married border policemen closer to retirement age, it made more sense to stay put since they
were entitled to keep their family medical plans.463 The federal salary law attempted to address this
shortcoming by providing plans where new border policemen could get low cost family medical
coverage. While new border police recruits could not marry until the age of twenty-seven, many older,
higher-ranking policemen already had families covered by these medical benefits. Thus, many
experienced policemen had no incentive to transfer to the army because they still benefitted from the no
cost family plans. For border policemen, benefits and pay were of greater concern in shaping their
decisions to stay or transfer than personal preferences over the differences in duties between soldiers and
policemen. Another concern for policemen in deciding whether to transfer involved their pensions.
Unless they decided to join the army and become career soldiers, they were not entitled to receive military
pensions whereas in the Bundesgrenzschutz, many already had secure pension rights as civil servants.
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Higher-ranking policemen could retire with a full pension at the age of fifty-two, but career soldiers had
to be sixty years of age before collecting their pensions.464 To be sure, in its rush to build armed forces,
West Germany’s government failed to consider all of these nuanced short-term and long-term social
consequences facing individual policemen. It would take a significant amount of time-consuming
legislation and debate before all of these concerns could be efficiently addressed.
Policemen serving in the Bundesgrenzschutz also resisted transfer based on ideological grounds.
For these men, especially those shaped by the conservative Prussian traditions of the Weimar police,
Reichswehr, or Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht, they were better off remaining with likeminded colleagues
in border police units rather than joining a new, reformed version of the armed forces. The ideals of
postwar military reformers such as Generals Wolf von Baudissin and Johann von Kielmansegg, for
example, emphasized new concepts such as Innere Führung (internal leadership or moral compass) and
the Staatsbürger in Uniform (citizen in uniform).465 These ideological foundations intended to separate
West Germany’s new soldiers from the Prussian ethos of rigid discipline and obedience. Baudissin and
Kielmansegg, among others, envisioned an army that was antithetical to these Prussian models, which
many believed emphasized a blind or unquestioning obedience from subordinates.466 While the new
democratic soldier was expected to loyally follow orders, he was also expected to challenge orders from
superiors that on their face were illegal or immoral. Military reformers believed that instilling the ideal of
Innere Führung in their soldiers was especially critical now that nuclear weapons were a major influence
in foreign policy.467 The stakes of nuclear annihilation left no room for blind obedience since the
consequences for Germany would be self-destruction. Whereas blind obedience to orders from above led
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many soldiers to commit acts they should have known were immoral during the war, the same behavior
with nuclear weapons might have far greater consequences. Concurrently, Baudissin emphasized the
“citizen in uniform” model as a break from the Weimar era Reichswehr as a state within a state. Instead,
the new German soldier would be trained to recognize he was part of rather than apart from the society he
served.468
Many Wehrmacht veterans criticized these new ideals because they conflicted with their own
experiences and self-images of soldierly behavior – namely, as tough, disciplined, and above all else,
obedient. Thus, many of those men who chose to stay with the Bundesgrenzschutz formed a sort of
conservative Schicksalsgemeinschaft (community of fate), whose members viewed these reforms as too
idealistic or weak against their own individual frame of reference as tough, disciplined soldiers forged by
previous service in the Reichswehr, the militarized police forces of the Weimar Republic, and later in the
Wehrmacht. Many critics of the new reforms were also active in veterans’ organizations and expressed
their views in periodicals such as Soldat im Volk (Solider in the People), Alte Kameraden (Old
Comrades), and Der Deutsche Soldat (the German Soldier) to name just a few.469
Evidence of these attitudes and the general ideological unease many border policemen expressed
towards the new army and its reforms appeared in their own union journal, Der Grenzjäger. In the article
“Wer will die Soldaten?!” (Who wants to be a soldier?!), for example, the author, A. Shrotberger, argued
the Bundeswehr would be nothing like the old Wehrmacht, and thus recommended each man carefully
consider his own individual decision to join.470 Schrotberger emphasized that the attempt to find a
balance between a democratic army on the one hand, and one that could provide a reliable defense against
communist aggression on the other, would be challenging. As an example, he used the popular postwar
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novel and film trilogy 08/15, which portrayed Wehrmacht soldiers as hyper-disciplined and blindly
obedient to superiors. The soldiers depicted in 08/15 were an extreme example of what military
reformers wanted to avoid in the new army.471 But Schrotberger also suggested that abandoning all of
Germany’s past military traditions, particularly its discipline, was a naïve approach. From his
perspective, not all that was new was good and the Third Reich’s armed forces, especially as depicted in
08/15, were a poor example of the Prussian military values he believed the idealistic reformers were
mistakenly rejecting. In conclusion, he explained, “it is up to us whether we can speak today of an actual
breakdown of German soldiery tradition…we want to be soldiers who consider military service as an
honorable part of their civic duties and rights that are internally and externally ready to stand with arms
for home, people, and freedom.”472 In another article titled “Atomic War with Icing” (Atomkrieg mit
Zuckerguss), the author used nuclear war as an argument to attack Baudissin as a naïve idealist for trying
to “equip German soldiers with democratic and civic angel’s wings” in an era where nuclear annihilation
was a real possibility. According to the author, ignoring the value of Prussian military tradition,
especially its “hard discipline,” would only invite attack and spread weakness among the troops. He
emphasized that trying to “sweeten” atomic war with democratic principles was ultimately a failed
enterprise.473
Thus, for many veteran soldiers in the Bundesgrenzschutz, some of whom fought the Soviet army
during the war, notions of Innere Führung were foolish – preserving democracy against communism
depended upon hard discipline and fighting spirit. Gerhard Matzky, an influential figure among this
milieu of border policemen, expressed what many of them believed about military reform during a lecture
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he gave to the Committee on Questions of European Security.474 As a founding leader of the
Bundesgrenzschutz (see chapter 2), Matzky embodied the ideal battle-hardened solider many of these
particular men revered. For Matzky, what the reformers were suggesting, especially their criticism of
traditional discipline, was a direct attack on their military masculinity. As a Reichswehr veteran, he often
invoked the philosophies of military discipline expressed by his former Reichswehr Chief, Hans von
Seeckt. Seeckt, a Prussian aristocrat, rejected civilian control of the military, emphasized strict discipline,
and expected unquestioning loyalty from his subordinate commanders.475 Matzky spoke directly to the
Security Committee members about the topics of discipline and hardness in training that military
reformers like Baudissin wanted to change. Like Schrotberger, he pointed to the film series 08/15, which
in his opinion emphasized negative stereotypes for German soldiers and reflected a poor example on
which to judge Prussian military traditions. Instead, he argued discipline, especially from his own
experience training veteran border policemen, actually held the organization together. The discipline
Matzky referred to was antithetical to its negative framing in 08/15, which he described as a “trendy
example where unfortunate exceptions to supposedly universal experiences and value judgments were
falsified.”476 He believed that drill routines were absolutely necessary to develop good habits in men
whereas in 08/15 they reflected “a method to turn off independent behavior.” He argued “hardness” in
training prepared young men for the stress of cold nights on the border, confrontations with smugglers,
difficult terrain, and performance in natural disasters. It was this particular style of discipline, he claimed,
that made border police veterans into the ideal candidates for the new army. Matzky said he often
admired the thinking of military reformers like Baudissin, but criticized them for what he believed were
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attitudes “bordering on romantic idealism in trying to achieve their goals.” Instead, he concluded that it
had always been the main focus of border police training to simply “produce decent guys.”477
Border policemen were also irritated by what they believed was an unjust or added level of
scrutiny for members of their organization. They were especially bothered by criticism in the press and
from the Social Democrats alleging the force and its members were in some manner anti-democratic. The
SPD sternly opposed the reconstruction of the Bundesgrenzschutz and renewed its criticisms against the
ruling majority for allegedly blurring the lines between policing and military service. SPD
representatives called for the immediate reassignment of any border policemen who rejected military
service to the state riot police (BePo).478 An anonymous author in Der Grenzjäger argued, “now that the
decision to use the BGS as a cadre for the new army has been made, voices suddenly rose accusing the
BGS of outdated militaristic education and training procedures. One went so far as to refer to the
proposed takeover of the BGS by the armed forces as undesirable because its inner structure would not
correspond to that of the future armed forces making any new [democratic] reforms useless.”479
Moreover, the author blamed the SPD for fostering the majority of this criticism arguing they had ignored
that “the unconditional and blind slavish obedience that Hitler erected in the German Wehrmacht is not
only rejected by the BGS, but has already been successfully overcome.”480 Indeed, as part of their
foundational training, border policemen completed several hours of coursework and had to pass
qualifying exams in civics, democracy, and professional ethics before they were allowed to begin their
service.481
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Adding to their growing list of grievances was the Ministry of Defense requirement that border
policemen at the rank of colonel or above had to be screened for suitability by the
Personalgutachterausschuss (Personnel Evaluation Committee – or PGA) before being accepted into the
army. The committee was officially established by a multi-party legal agreement in the Bundestag on 11
July 1955.482 It consisted of thirty-eight members all with different political backgrounds from a variety
of civilian, military, and government professions.483 The overarching objective of the PGA was to ensure
each candidate was “unconditionally committed to the democratic form of government.” Its members
were also tasked with establishing procedures to guarantee that officers and men below the rank of
Colonel conformed to these democratic principles.484 Many border police leaders believed it was an
injustice that they might be required to undergo examination by the PGA. After all, they viewed
themselves as the first and only guardians of the democratic West German state in the years before their
government was permitted to rearm under NATO.485
The philosophical approach of the PGA was established during a meeting held in Bad Tönisstein
on September 16 and 17, 1954 – a month after the collapse of the EDC. Among the delegates at Bad
Tönisstein were seventeen participants later selected for service on the PGA.486 During the two-day
meeting, delegates debated a variety of topics ranging from the characteristics that were desirable for the
army’s new officer corps to the problems associated with staffing and equipment procurement.487 One of
the liveliest debates held during the meeting concerned the drafting of a mission statement for the “citizen
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in uniform” as a guiding principle for future soldiers.488 General Baudissin’s ideas were the central focus
of these debates. The delegates argued over the differences between what some suggested was idealistic
rhetoric common to all mission statements versus what was actually useable or relevant in pragmatic
terms. According to the minutes of these debates, the participants agreed “The new mission statement
must be based on reality and above all, contain a clear analysis of the current social situation in political,
economic, and technical terms.”489 They believed the changing social circumstances of the West German
people should also be reflected in the social position of army officers. In this respect, their objective was
to align the army with the values of the democratic community it was supposed to serve.490 The goal was
to ensure that the army was representative of and administered by the civilian government it served.
The delegates at Bad Tönisstein also discussed the topic of how to approach continuities with
strong Prussian military traditions in the new army. And while many of them agreed it was impossible to
abandon all of these traditions, most argued against the return of what they defined as “outdated” models.
Above all, they agreed that a soldier should not be politicized, but rather must “clearly show his face to
the public as a positive example of democratic government.”491 More importantly, while tradition and
unity among the troops had its place, West Germany’s new soldiers were expected to have their own
personal opinions so that “a malicious party influence would be prevented at all costs.”492 Many
participants were concerned that these strong Prussian traditions were particularly prevalent among border
policemen. Thus, Dr. Leonhard von Renthe-Fink, a Psychologist assigned to the Federal Police Academy
at Lübeck-St. Hubertus, was invited to give a presentation on the psychological problems of personnel
selection in the Bundesgrenzschutz.493 According to Dr. Renthe-Fink, influences from Prussian militarism
did exist within various “comradely circles” of border policemen, especially those he said were shaped by
488
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years of war and captivity.494 Yet he also stressed that it was scientifically impossible, even with the best
methods of psychological screening, to answer the question of whether these older traditions would reemerge and influence their behavior in the new army.495 Dr. Renthe-Fink concluded that while there were
a variety of screening methods to identify men who held or were vulnerable to opinions shaped by strong
militarism, it was unethical to probe the “hidden impulses and secrets of a man’s soul” as long as these
ideals were not reflected outwardly in his police duties.496
Dr. Renthe-Fink’s lecture, however, was largely inconclusive in terms of providing a definitive
answer about the suitability of border policemen for the new army. Thus many of the delegates at Bad
Tönisstein later supported the parliamentary decision to require leading members of the
Bundesgrenzschutz at the rank of colonel and above to undergo screening before the PGA. The end result
of the Bad Tönisstein meetings was a philosophical roadmap or set of working guidelines for the PGA in
its approach to evaluating army officers. This took the form of a thirty-three-page draft mission statement
based primarily on the ideals put forth by General Baudissin’s ideals on the “citizen in uniform.”497
While historians often point to the significance of the 1950 Himmeroder Denkschrift as the philosophical
beginning of the Bundeswehr, the discussions and mission statement drafted at Bad Tönisstein were also
influential to its long-term development, especially for border police candidates.498
The decision requiring policemen to undergo evaluation by the PGA was unpopular among most
members in the Bundesgrenzschutz. But even veteran Wehrmacht officers in the Ministry of Defense had
to undergo PGA screening, thus high-ranking border policemen were treated equally. This was little
consolation for men who believed their loyal state service had already proven their acceptance of
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democratic reforms. The President of the Bundesgrenzschutz Association, Friedrich von Stülpnagel,
complained to the SPD parliamentary coalition on behalf of his members that it was unconscionable their
democratic characters would be called into question.499 He argued that all border policemen had already
undergone rigorous screening and proven their loyalty to the democratic state by guarding the “Iron
Curtain” for the past five years. Moreover, he suggested that most, if not all of these men had endured at
least one denazification proceeding. According to Stülpnagel, it was “absurd to now demand that another
standard be applied in evaluating the men who had been solely responsible for upholding and
guaranteeing the free democratic order of the Federal Republic.”500 In a letter to Staatssekretär Dr.
Wilhelm Rombach, Chairman of the PGA, Stülpnagel pleaded with him to speak out against the
unfairness of subjecting high-ranking Bundesgrenzschutz officers to another examination of their
characters. He told Rombach that, “border police officers have already embraced the principles of the
citizen in uniform, both individually and in the internal structure of the organization.” Stülpnagel argued
that they had already distinguished themselves by fostering a positive working relationship with the
democratic West German state.501
The general criticism of Innere Führung among some groups of border policemen, however, was
based more on the years of experience and traditions these men brought to their new profession and it
proved to be part of the contested issues between traditionalists and refomers that also affected the
Bundeswehr.502 A 1955 lecture by border police colonel Heinrich Müller to the Protestant Social
Academy in Friedwald, for example, sheds further light on the importance of democratic principles in the
Bundesgrenzschutz. Like Gerhard Matzky, Müller was a Wehrmacht veteran who was highly respected
by the rank and file. His lecture, “The Position of the Officer in the Social Fabric of Democracy,”
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provides insights into the organization’s place in the state and shows that the thinking of its leaders was
influenced by and similar to the philosophical ideals of Innere Führung.503 Müller’s lecture was delivered
at a time when tensions between the Defense (Amt Blank) and Interior Ministries over the requirement
that border policemen at the rank of colonel or above had to be cleared by the (PGA) before joining the
army.504 He argued, “virtually out of nowhere, without any preparation, we [BGS] have created in a very
short time an organizational means to enforce the will of the state that appeals to a liberal spirit and is
capable of measuring up with any force in the world. We have remained silent and practically worked
without any expectation of recognition.”505 His main objective was to refute the image of border police
leaders as backwards, or blindly obedient reactionaries who rejected liberal democracy. He argued that
border policemen fully understood that there could be no turning back to the past and were not “blind to
the damage that occurred and the errors that were committed [during the Third Reich], but were rather
determined to prevent a repeat…it painfully affects us that recently voices have been raised, which claim
the BGS has been swept up by restorative forces.”506 Müller took these accusations seriously and like
other border policemen wanted to emphasize that the Bundesgrenzschutz had never done anything but
support and defend democratic West Germany. Although there was no evidence that border policemen
were backwards, Müller’s claim showed that there were different voices in this debate.
Revising the Legal Status of the BGS
The debate about whether border police leaders should be subjected to evaluation by the PGA
was one of many significant issues facing West German lawmakers as they worked to revise the
Bundesgrenzschutz law of 1951. Those responsible for establishing new legal guidelines also had to
outline new duties for border policemen now that external defense appeared to be an exclusive
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responsibility for the army. And the new law would also have to address many of the concerns expressed
by border policemen about their service ranks, pay, and benefits if they chose to transfer. While some of
these issues had already been discussed in secret, they remained largely unresolved when Konrad
Adenauer wrote to the Presidents of the Bundestag political parties requesting they add the new law to the
agenda for early February 1956.507 The draft of the second Bundesgrenzschutz law was a revision of the
existing law passed on 16 March 1951. Representatives from the Chancellor’s Office and ministries of
the Interior, Defense, Justice, and Finance worked collaboratively to produce the draft on 22 November
1955.508 The Federal Minster of Defense was legally designated to manage the construction of the new
armed forces and was given the responsibility to carry out the transfer of units from the
Bundesgrenzschutz to the Bundeswehr. After it was approved by the Bundestag, the draft was submitted
to the Federal Council on 28 November 1955 and approved in content on 30 November. The decision of
the Council directed the Minister of Defense to work closely with the Interior Minister to build three
infantry divisions out of various border police forces with a priority, if possible, to transfer whole units
instead of individual personnel.509
The proposed law changed the status of border policemen who transferred to the army from civil
servants to that of career soldiers or soldiers for fixed terms (Soldaten auf Zeit). This change of status
was scheduled to take effect one month after the new law was passed. Policemen assigned to the Passport
Control Service were exempt because even though they were technically part of the Bundesgrenzschutz,
their duties were limited to administrative passport checks at border crossings. Policemen would be
brought into the armed forces at a rank equivalent to that which they already held at the time of their
transfer. In cases where a military equivalent was unavailable, the Ministry of Defense assigned
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policemen a rank that closely matched their existing responsibilities. Thus, a Lieutenant in the border
police would begin service in the Bundeswehr as a Lieutenant, while a Police Commander, which had no
military equivalent, would be automatically brought in as a Brigadier General.510 The law also gave
individual policemen the option to reject military service and remain in their current posts, but they had to
do this in writing within thirty days after the law took effect. Finally, it recognized the authority of the
PGA to screen any senior border police candidate at the rank of colonel or above and to dismiss any man
it deemed unfit for service in the new army.511
Many border policemen complained that the law unfairly compensated those who transferred as
soldiers by offering higher pay for specific positions. A sergeant in the army, for example, was paid
slightly more than a sergeant who remained in the border police even though the ranks were technically
equivalent. Higher pay provided one incentive for more men to leave their current police careers. The
Bundesgrenzschutz Association, however, lobbied Bundestag deputies forcefully to address this disparity
in pay grades prior to the adoption of the law. Their efforts were rewarded on 1 January 1956 when the
Bundestag agreed to revise the Civil Service Remuneration Act of 1927 by equalizing the salaries of
soldiers and border police officers holding the same ranks.512 In the meantime, those who chose to stay in
the Bundesgrenzschutz were paid a supplemental allowance that raised their salaries to match those of
soldiers with equivalent ranks. As an added benefit, these supplemental allowances were counted towards
the final compensation of their pensions and retroactive back to 1 November 1955 when the plans for a
new army began.513 The retroactive clause meant that border police officers would receive a large bonus
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once the revision took effect. While ideological tensions certainly remained one of the considerations in
transferring to the army, the efforts by the Bundesgrenzschutz Association on behalf of the welfare of its
members reflected the importance of postwar social benefits to individual policemen in deciding whether
to transfer to the army or stay in their present law enforcement careers.
The Cabinet approved the draft of the second Bundesgrenzschutz law, but there was still
grumbling among border policemen about the PGA. In January 1956, Interior Minister Gerhard
Schröder’s legal staff conducted a detailed analysis of the draft approved by the Federal Cabinet.514
According to the analysis, the requirement for border police leaders to submit to evaluation by the PGA
was unfair since it was formed on 23 July 1955 – five months before a decision was made to use the
Bundesgrenzschutz for the armed forces. Moreover, the PGA was supposed to evaluate former officers
seeking to join the Bundeswehr from other professions whereas border policemen had already proven
their loyalty in the armed service of the West German state as leaders of its national police force.515 The
analysis argued that the Federal Office for Constitutional Protection (Bundesverfassungschutz) had
already done extensive background checks of these men, which included reviews of criminal records and
military personnel files. Border policemen had to obtain two letters of reference from persons of high
standing in public life to successfully pass these background checks. More importantly, border police
candidates had to pass written and oral psychological screenings that dealt with “multiple individual
points concerning personal suitability, character, behavior as soldiers during the war, behavior in
captivity, and family situations during the immediate postwar period.”516 Under these stringent
guidelines, many candidates seeking employment in the Bundesgrenzschutz were disqualified – only the
very best succeeded in becoming policemen. The analysis also pointed out that border police leaders
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rejected by the PGA would most likely face personal humiliation in public and from subordinates making
it difficult to return and lead their units. In conclusion, the authors recommended that the requirement for
border police leaders to undergo evaluation by the PGA should be stricken from draft of the second
Bundesgrenzschutz law.517 Nevertheless, this suggestion was ignored and the Bundestag ultimately
decided on the final contents of the law when it was later submitted for its second and third readings.
The draft was introduced for its first reading in the Bundestag during the 127th Session on 3
February 1956. SPD Representative Fritz Eschmann, a former member of the Reichswehr who also had
served as a police sergeant and highly decorated Wehrmacht veteran, spoke on behalf of his party to
oppose the law. He accused the CDU/CSU coalition of attempting to force it through the Bundestag too
fast.518 He claimed the law was much too general in its present form and, more problematically, it left
questions about the future of West Germany’s border policemen unanswered. From Eschmann’s
perspective, the Bundesgrenzschutz was Schröder’s “child” and rushing the law through in its present
form would be a discredit to the men Schröder held so dear. But Eschmann’s attempt to postpone the
reading of the second law was firmly rejected by a majority of the deputies.519 He pointed out that the
SPD supported the formation of the Bundesgrenzschutz in 1951 because they were given assurances by
then Interior Minister Robert Lehr that it was strictly a police force and not, as many then believed, an
ersatz army. Under these circumstances, Eschmann questioned the fairness of transferring border
policemen who never intended to be soldiers into the new army. He also emphasized that many of these
men would lose their status as civil servants, which in his opinion had negative consequences unless they
chose to become career soldiers.520
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In spite of Eschmann’s concern over the future career prospects of individual border policemen,
his opposition to the government’s plan to maintain the Bundesgrenzschutz once a new army was
established reinforced familiar tropes in the SPD’s ongoing political campaign against centralized
policing. SPD representatives accused the government of using its national police force to increase its
domestic power. Eschmann argued that if Schröder were allowed to go ahead with his plans, there would
be no limit on further attempts to militarize additional civilian institutions. He suggested fire departments
or the state riot police brigades would be the next objects of the government’s “militarization campaign,”
which he warned had all been done before during the Third Reich.521 And unlike previous SPD critics of
border policing, such as Eschmann’s colleague Walter Menzel, Eschmann’s extensive police and military
background gave him a certain level of credibility, which he readily invoked to support his arguments.
This was particularly apparent in his attempt to show that Adenauer’s government was copying the Third
Reich by mixing the duties of policemen with soldiers. He argued, “from my own experience I know that
in the transfer of the National Police to the Wehrmacht in 1936, individual policemen were exposed to
similar moral pressure and thus were compelled to join the Wehrmacht. Many young policemen were
forced into this decision, and in my own case, this decision had to be made in a matter of hours.”522
Eschmann suggested that if the government proceeded with its plans to build the armed forces with border
policemen, then the Bundesgrenzschutz should be disbanded and its remaining personnel and border
guarding duties be transferred to the state police forces. To proceed otherwise, he argued, required an
amendment of the Basic Law.523
Eschmann’s claim of being forced to abandon his police career for the Wehrmacht provoked loud
outbursts from the government’s representatives. In response to Eschmann, the CDU/CSU coalition
turned to Fritz Berendsen, himself a veteran Reichswehr Officer who also led Wehrmacht Panzer
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Divisions during the Second World War.524 Berendsen dismissed Eschmann’s suggestion that the
government was using pressure tactics to force civilian policemen into the new army. Instead, he claimed
to have reliable information from the Bundesgrenzschutz Union President, Friedrich von Stülpnagel, that
over eighty percent of border policemen had already indicated their willingness to transfer to the army.
But the thrust of Berendsen’s counterargument focused on Eschmann’s call to disband the
Bundesgrenzschutz and transfer its duties to state police forces. He claimed that neither the political nor
security situations on West Germany’s borders had changed to any extent that might justify Eschmann’s
suggestion. Berendsen emphasized a temporary weakening of border security was to be expected until
more border policemen could be recruited to backfill those who transferred to the army. Nevertheless, he
insisted that maintaining a strong national border police force was critical to West Germany’s security.
He demanded that in order to rebuild the force, “everything and anything must be done in order to make
the career of border policing more attractive to young men.”525
Berendsen’s call to rapidly rebuild the Bundesgrenzschutz was also echoed by Interior Minister
Schröder and Representative Erich Mende (FDP) who also spoke in support of the second law. Both
Schröder and Mende reflected the general fear by West Germany’s federal government of losing
influence over its own national security. On the one hand, participating in NATO by rearming and
contributing military forces to a supranational army seemed to address the looming threat of a
conventional Soviet attack.526 Yet on the other hand, relying exclusively on supranational military forces
for external defense came with its own set of negative consequences if war erupted between the
superpowers at the Inter-German border. Chief among these consequences was the real threat of nuclear
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annihilation. For West Germany, as the central front in the confrontation between east and west, nuclear
weapons would destroy entire regions. Both Schröder and Mende argued that disbanding the border
police would leave security along the Iron Curtain to military forces under NATO, meaning West
Germany would lose its agency in preventing minor border conflicts from erupting into general, and most
likely, nuclear war. Mende pointed out that incidents involving FDJ activists or Volkspolizei forces were
matters better addressed by federal police because they involved national borders. State police forces, he
suggested, were too weak and decentralized while engaging armed forces under NATO for minor
disturbances could have “catastrophic” outcomes. What Mende and other supporters of the
Bundesgrenzschutz were trying to argue was that police forces were better suited to contain minor border
incidents without the need for an army. Disbanding the border police, the government’s only instrument
of coercive force, thus meant that West Germany would have to rely excusively on and be at the mercy of
forces outside of its direct control. The potential consequences of a nuclear war were too great to leave
minor incidents under the control of powers or entities who did not answer directly to the federal
government.”527
Alternative Plans: Border Policing and Territorial Defense
The biggest strategic dilemma facing the West German government was how to take part in the
defense of the West without having the superpowers resort to using nuclear weapons and what would
mean the total destruction of the nation in the process. The importance of rebuilding and maintaining the
Bundesgrenzschutz as West Germany’s only unilateral symbol and instrument of its national will was also
reflected in the strategic thinking and alternative planning of its officer corps. Senior border police
leaders such as Gerhard Matzky, Kurt Spitzer, and Friedrich von Stülpnagel proposed alternative plans
and advocated the use of border policemen to supplement NATO forces as part of West Germany’s
overall strategy for territorial defense. The strategic thinking popular in the pre-war Reichswehr
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particularly influenced Matzky and Von Stülpnagel. To increase its limited manpower, many of the
senior planners in the Reichswehr advocated the secret use of private paramilitary border guarding
associations staffed by veteran soldiers to protect the eastern borderlands of Prussia. In his detailed study
of border guarding in the Weimar Era, Jun Nakata has argued that military historians have largely
overlooked the role played by border guard associations in these secret rearmament plans.528 Matzky was
a veteran of both the Reichswehr and the radical paramilitary Grenzschutz Ost (See Chapter 2). Friedrich
von Stülpnagel’s favorite uncle, Joachim, was one of the main advocates of using the private border
guards as a secret arm of the Reichswehr, a concept that placed him in direct conflict with Chief of Staff
General Hans von Seeckt who opposed mixing policing with military matters.529 It is rather unsurprising
then, that similar ideas resonated among these particular men at a time when Germany again faced strict
limitations on its postwar armed forces. They argued against disbanding the Bundesgrenzschutz because
they believed it helped prevent minor border incidents from escalating into a potential nuclear war. They
were determined to find alternative conventional strategies for national defense and were heavily
influenced by the ideas of former Reichswehr-Wehrmacht General Bogislaw von Bonin. Bonin, who also
advocated the use of private border guards in the 1920s,530 was a member of Theodor Blank’s Federal
Ministry of Defense since 1952 and led its operational planning staff. In Blank’s Ministry, he had a
reputation as a traditionalist with opinions similar to men like Gerhard Matzky and other former
Wehrmacht generals who viewed military reformers as idealists.531 Bonin argued against the existing
NATO defense strategy because it was based on stopping Soviet forces on the Rhine and thus sacrificed
large regions of German territory.
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Instead, Bonin and his supporters proposed a strategic defense plan aimed at stopping the Soviets
at West Germany’s eastern border with a combination of static anti-tank guns and armored reserves for
counterattacks. His plan was outlined in what became known as the Bonin Denkschrift
(memorandum).532 He suggested a strategy similar to the Wehrmacht’s massive battle against Soviet
armored forces at Kursk – Operation Citadel – during the Second World War.533 The Bundesgrenzschutz
featured prominently in these plans because it was already organized to guard key points at the innerGerman border. Bonin also feared that NATO’s offensive plans stood in the way of recent Soviet
proposals for German reunification and like many of his colleagues, feared that the introduction of
nuclear weapons would destroy large regions of Germany.534 He discussed these ideas openly among
several other prominent generals in the Blank Office as West Germany was in the process of rearming
under the framework of NATO. He created a significant scandal, however, when he spoke openly to the
press about his ideas and these comments later appeared in Der Spiegel and the Frankfurter
Rundschau.535 Bonin’s revelations and the public relations disaster that followed embarrassed Adenauer
and his Ministry of Defense in the middle of its efforts to construct West Germany’s first postwar army.
While he was well respected by colleagues, especially General Heusinger, Bonin was forced to resign as a
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result of the scandal he brought on himself. Nevertheless, the traditionalist leaders in the
Bundesgrenzschutz embraced his ideas, especially men like Gerhard Matzky who criticized the reforms
guiding the founders of the Bundeswehr.
For these leaders, the reform-minded men in the Blank Office undervalued the
Bundesgrenzschutz as an instrument of national defense and unfairly labeled its personnel as
“reactionary” or too stubborn to adapt or modernize. General Johann von Kielmansegg had gone so far as
to claim “the border police must not be used, not even thought of, as cadres to establish a new army or
with the understanding that they will be transferred at a later date.”536 Men like Matzky supported the
efforts by the conservative government to reform border police units and they outlined alternative plans
for their use in national security. While border police units were certainly too weak to resist a full-scale
Soviet invasion without the assistance of NATO, they might successfully delay or hinder an attack until
stronger forces arrived. Border policemen could also perform important military security tasks that would
otherwise have to be handled by NATO soldiers needed for combat. Matzky argued that the government
should avoid stripping the Bundesgrenzschutz of its personnel and resources in its “hasty” drive to
construct a new army. From his perspective, border policemen had already proven their worth for
national security and should be retained at all costs by the West German state.537
Matzky’s alternative plans for the Bundesgrenzschutz, like those of his colleagues, was heavily
influenced by Bonin’s thinking and his own personal experience fighting Soviet forces during the Second
World War. He explained his ideas in a 1955 article he wrote as the federal government proceeded with
rearmament.538 A central theme of his article, which was written in the style of a denkschrift, was a
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concern that West Germany was sacrificing its only “peacetime, non-NATO-bound national security
force.” His opinion reflected the same unease expressed by conservative politicians and federal officials
like Interior Minister Schröder who lobbied against the efforts by Social Democratic politicians to do
away with federal policing altogether. Yet in Matzky’s analysis, the Bundesgrenzschutz was “useless” or
redundant as a police force since at the inner-German border, state policemen, federal customs officers,
Bavarian border guards, and passport control personnel already carried out law enforcement duties
efficiently.539 And he argued against replacing border police units with military security forces because it
would “increase the danger of war in local border conflicts.” Moreover, he emphasized building a new
army would take valuable time that in his estimate, would not be available for national defense until at
least 1960. Instead, he suggested that the Bundesgrenzschutz be increased in strength to at least 50,000
men so that it could defend West Germany as a “covering force” while the new army was built. The
advantage of this approach, he argued, was that it kept border police units intact while ensuring the
defense of West Germany began at its eastern border regardless of NATO’s defense on the Rhine
strategy.540
Matzky, like Bonin, envisioned an interlocking system of anti-tank units equipped with armor
piercing ammunition extending west from the inner-German border to a depth of at least fifty kilometers.
NATO’s armored forces would be stationed behind these static defensive lines at key strategic points
where they could be used to counter-attack any Soviet armored forces that managed to penetrate into
West Germany. He claimed these border defenses would certainly not stop a full-scale Soviet invasion,
but might slow it sufficiently enough until heavier NATO reserve forces could be moved into the areas of
greatest danger. According to Matzky, the Bundesgrenzschutz was best suited for this anti-tank border
defense force because its personnel were already familiar with the terrain in regions where the Soviets
were most likely to attack. These ideas were grounded directly in his own personal experiences with anti-
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tank warfare in the Second World War.541 He emphasized, “perhaps it is worth considering that the best
battle cavalry of the Second World War should be abandoned and changed in favor of greater integration
and unification of our other combat units.”542 His alternative plans, which strongly advocated a
reinforced Bundesgrenzschutz of 50,000 men equipped with armor-piercing weapons for static border
defense, were already creating controversy before the Bonin scandal. In 1954, while the Allied powers
still debated the EDC, Matzky spoke about these ideas to a reporter observing a large-scale border police
“war games” exercise. He told the reporter that he needed more men and armor piercing ammunition to
be effective against the Volkspolizei.543 When the French High Commissioner, Andres François-Poncet,
and SPD representatives protested against using policemen in this manner, Matzky claimed the press
misrepresented his comments.544 Nevertheless, as his alternative plans later demonstrated, his denials to
the press reflected the fragile politics surrounding the ratification of the EDC rather than a true expression
of his thinking about the Bundesgrenzschutz and national defense.
Kurt Spitzer, a Wehrmacht veteran who served as Matzky’s former Chief of Staff, advocated a
similar hybridization between NATO and border police forces in his plan “Sword and Shield.”545 Spitzer,
like Bonin and Matzky, was motivated to propose alternatives to NATO defense strategies for many of
the same reasons. For Spitzer, however, a more pressing concern behind his plan was the decision by the
Adenauer Administration to re-introduce conscription for the Bundeswehr, which he believed would
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make Germany’s reunification impossible.546 To be sure, conscription underscored Adenauer’s rejection
of disarmament – a condition for reunification outlined by the Soviets at the Geneva Conference in
1955.547 Talk of conscription in government circles also raised numerous social concerns, especially
among West Germany’s rebellious male teenagers, or Halbstarke as they were popularly known. Thus,
conscription was one of many responses by the conservative state to reign in what many viewed as unruly
influences from American popular culture. As work by Ute Poiger has aptly demonstrated, “Halbstarke
ran counter to the new masculinity that West German authorities were constructing in the aftermath of
National Socialism and in the face of the Cold War.”548 Yet conscription was also a response by the West
German government to address conservative concerns about the feminization of young men who adopted
this countercultural lifestyle. Service in the army was thus one approach that conservatives believed
would be positive in helping turn young men from Halbstarke behaviors and shape them into responsible,
God-fearing husbands and fathers.549 While Spitzer supported conscription, he recognized the social
problems it raised and thus his plan called for contemporary modifications that framed it as a defensive
versus offensive measure. This defensive framing of conscription was problematic, however, because it
relied upon the unlikely condition that the Soviets would view it the same way.
Spitzer’s alternative plan was far more extensive than Matzky’s and significantly more explicit
about the fears of nuclear destruction if U.S. and Soviet forces clashed in West Germany. According to
Spitzer, the state had to defend itself regardless of how NATO used its armed forces and thus, his use of
the term “shield” was at the core of his thinking about border police units and their importance to national
defense. He called for stationary border police forces to be kept numerically strong in order to fight from
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fixed positions and “protect gaps in the territory of the Federal Republic.”550 These forces would be
armed solely with conventional armor piercing weapons and housed in nuclear proof shelters. Besides
anti-tank defense, he suggested border policemen should protect the civilian population near the Iron
Curtain in case atomic weapons were used. Policemen would direct civilians to pre-designated shelters
where food and supplies would be stockpiled. More importantly, Spitzer emphasized border policemen
would be vital in countering the large number of communist partisans he believed were already present in
West Germany.551 Yet even if the Bundesgrenzschutz were increased in size to the 50,000 men proposed
by Matzky’s plan, what Spitzer was suggesting required, according to his own estimates, at least 2.5
million men.552 For these numbers, the West German government would be forced to rely on
conscription. Spitzer’s plan, however theoretical, reflected real fears that relying on NATO’s atomic
“sword” meant nuclear annihilation for their homeland. Thus, abandoning their only unilateral instrument
of national defense to rely exclusively on NATO was unthinkable – or as Spitzer concluded, “to liberate
mass graves makes little sense!”553
The plan or opinion about the Bundesgrenzschutz as an instrument of national defense expressed
by its union President and former Wehrmacht General Staff Officer, Friedrich von Stülpnagel, was also
shaped by the controversy surrounding the reintroduction of conscription. At this point, however,
conscription was not used to staff the Bundesgrenzschutz and it was not used until 1969.554 Stülpnagel’s
objective was to propose an approach whereby the state could defend itself without abandoning its
philosophical commitment to disarmament, and hence, any prospects of reunification. Certainly,
considering Stülpnagel’s position as the president of the border policemen’s trade union, his plans were
also motivated by his desire to preserve his organization and, more importantly, the careers of his
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constituents.555 For Stülpnagel, protecting West Germany’s borders was thus one of the highest priorities
for the state in terms of its national security. He argued that it would take several years before the
Bundeswehr reached the strength outlined by the Paris Treaties and increasing the number of border
policemen would be the best interim solution to “shield” the homeland while armed forces were
constructed. He justified his approach as a measure in which the federal government would only be
matching the East German border guards and members of the Volkspolizei already stationed at the Iron
Curtain - an option he emphasized was purely defensive. Moreover, while the Soviets would most likely
accept an increased “police” presence at the border, he believed using military forces for these duties
would be more problematic and might provoke a war. He argued that border policemen would deter and
de-escalate minor incidents from “turning the Cold War into a hot War.”556
While Matzky, Spitzer, and Stülpnagel each offered varying suggestions on how border
policemen might support West Germany’s external security, they all shared the same motivation – the
preservation of the Bundesgrenzschutz as an instrument of national defense. Whereas Matzky and Spitzer
outlined functional duties for border police units in conjunction with NATO forces, Stülpnagel’s plans
attempted to show how policing might be used as a less offensive security option while still preserving
the rapidly waning chances for German reunification threatened by rearmament. But the decision to use
the Bundesgrenzchutz to construct the Bundeswehr and what to do with its remaining personnel were not
only the focus of its senior leadership and members of Gerhard Schröder’s Interior Ministry; it also
proved to be a serious issue affecting the morale of those policemen already serving in its ranks. Many of
those who originally planned to turn down the option to transfer to the new army feared the organization
they had dutifully served would surely be disbanded leaving them jobless. Hence, younger policemen
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believed the army was their only hope for continued employment.557 The drop in organizational morale
as a result of the decision to use its personnel for the army was so noticeable that Interior Minister
Schröder wrote an open letter calling for unity within its ranks. He assured them that he would work
tirelessly to preserve the organization, but told its leaders that in the meantime it was their express
responsibility to ensure the morale of their men remained high.558
The Final Debates and Approval of the Second Law
After the draft of the second border police law successfully emerged from its first reading in the
Bundestag, West Germany’s politicians and government experts began working in committees to revise it
in preparation to vote on its final reading. As with other debates over national security, federalism played
a significant role. For Gerhard Schröder’s Interior Ministry and those choosing to remain in the
Bundesgrenzschutz, preserving and rebuilding the organization was the highest priority. Thus, ensuring
equal pay and benefits for border policemen was critical. Resolutions 1881 and 2306 requested that the
Bundestag extend the rights of equal pay and benefits guaranteed under the Civil Service Act to equalize
the salaries of border policemen with soldiers of the same rank.559 The Federal Civil Service
Remuneration Act had already done this for state policemen and proponents of this approach argued that
border policemen deserved equal treatment.560 The objective for West Germany’s Social Democratic
politicians, however, was to disband the Bundesgrenzschutz and return policing to the jurisdiction of the
federal states. SPD deputies and their supporters proposed their own series of revisions to modify the
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draft so that it reflected their position against national policing.561 The SPD and certain members of the
CDU/CSU coalition jointly opposed the time limit of one-month whereby border policemen had to decide
whether to remain with the police or join the army. Yet in spite of these political fault lines, the process
of debating and passing the second Bundesgrenzschutz law also reflected the checks and balances at work
in West Germany’s attempt to re-civilize its postwar security. To be sure, one aspect of the second law
that remained unchallenged was the requirement that border policemen at the rank of Colonel or above
undergo screening by the PGA. Also uncontested was the PGA and Defense Ministry’s authority to reject
any candidate, regardless of rank, they deemed unsuitable for army service.562
During its 145th session on 9 May 1956, the Bundestag took up the reading of resolutions 1881
and 2306, which requested salary supplements equivalent to soldiers for border policemen who declined
to transfer.563 A detailed written analysis by legal expert Dr. Kleindienst was introduced as supporting
evidence to show how the Federal Civil Service Remuneration Act applied to members of the
Bundesgrenzschutz. According to Dr. Kleindienst’s report, border policemen were entitled to the same
recognition for their service credit in the former Wehrmacht or pre-war police services that was legally
guaranteed to soldiers. He argued that the pay equalization, which was denied to border policemen by the
Bundesrat during a vote in its 148th session on 28 October 1955, should be reinstated retroactively.564
Surprisingly, when the sitting Vice President of the Bundestag, Carlo Schmid (SPD), opened the floor for
debate on Dr. Kleindienst’s report and the resolutions more generally, the chamber was silent. When
Schmid called for a vote, both resolutions passed unanimously.565 Obviously, the SPD opposed the
government’s plans to keep its border police force now that it planned to build a new army, but agreed
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that individual policemen should be compensated in such a manner to reflect equal pay with their
colleagues who opted for military service.
By far the most contested issue during the second and third readings of the law involved SPD
resolution 607, which called for the complete dissolution of the Bundesgrenzschutz and the transfer of its
border protection duties to state police forces.566 Deputy Eschmann (SPD) introduced the resolution by
explaining the use of border policemen for the army would create a vacuum in border security that the
federal government should address by entering into a legal agreement to transfer this responsibility to
West Germany’s federal states. He pointed out that the original 1950 Allied High Commission decision
to permit federal police required certain portions of state police forces be made available for the federal
government’s use. Moreover, he emphasized state forces were the only alternative to guard West
Germany’s borders because the Bundeswehr was “NATO-bound” and policing tasks should not be taken
over by the army.567 He challenged the suggestion by Interior Minsiter Schröder that the
Bundesgrenzschutz could be rebuilt within a year and claimed that “even with the good economic
situation, replenishment would take at least two to three years in addition to two or more years of training
such that formations would not be ready for five years.” Finally, Eschmann explained that border
policemen would be better paid if they were simply absorbed into existing state police forces rather than
remaining in a weakened federal organization, where they would overburden the budget.568
Deputy Erich Mende (FDP) responded in support of the government against Eschmann’s claims.
He accused his socialist colleagues of deliberately fighting against the government’s border policemen for
political reasons. He warned that in spite of the reservations expressed by some in the CDU/CSU
coalition, “If we accept the request of the socialist group, this child of the federal executive branch will be
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liquidated!”569 He accused the SPD of emphasizing what he called an “exaggerated federalism” in an
attempt to undermine an already weakened federal government in favor of the decentralized states.
According to Mende, those against maintaining the Bundesgrenzschutz failed to realize its importance as
an instrument to safeguard West Germany’s frontiers, but also its function to enforce its national will.
Mende said Eschmann was correct in his assertion that it would be economically challenging to rebuild
the depleted border police units, but dissolving the force and sending its members to the state police was
irresponsible. He pointed out that the Bundesgrenzschutz had an annual budget of approximately 200
million DM (Deutsche marks) and was often used to reinforce weaker state police forces. Thus, from
Mende’s perspective, it would make more sense to “dismiss the state police and place them under federal
control, which would possibly save several hundred million DM.”570 The exchange between Eschmann
and Mende underscored the ongoing political divide over federalism in postwar West Germany,
especially in terms of jurisdiction over police forces.571 During the Adenauer era, politicians on the left
were particularly suspicious of centralized policing because of its use against them by the National
Socialist regime. And as Mary Fulbrook has suggested, while the postwar SPD moved further away from
Marxism, it still resisted Adenauer over many issues related to national security.572
Nevertheless, Schröder, like his predecessor Robert Lehr, took a hard stand against any
suggestion of giving up or disbanding the federal government’s only source of police power. He urged
his colleagues to firmly reject the SPD’s resolution because it would leave West Germany’s borders
unguarded. He explained, “I was shocked when I saw this motion from the socialist group, which
overlooks one of the most important security instruments the federal government has at its disposal to
deal with the current, most important security questions and that they would suggest an instrument this
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essential to our national security should be unceremoniously destroyed here.”573 Schröder insisted that it
was vital to keep watch on the dangerous Soviet zone and to do so without military forces, which could
incite a larger military conflict. While Schröder spoke, Deputy Wilhelm Mellies (SPD) interrupted and
claimed it was not the socialists who “doomed” the Bundesgrenzschutz, but rather the federal
government’s decision to use them as a cadre for the Bundeswehr. Schröder re-emphasized that while it
was the government’s number one priority to build a new army, it still needed a border police force as an
instrument to enforce West Germany’s “national interests.” He argued it was the only way to ensure the
national interest since the Bundeswehr would be exclusively a “NATO-bound” military force.574 As the
opportunity for further debate came to a close, Vice President Schmid called for a vote on SPD resolution
607 recommending the dissolution of the Bundesgrenzschutz. To the great relief of Interior Minister
Schröder and his supporters, the resolution was defeated. The failure of the SPD’s challenge cleared the
way for the adoption of the second law, which easily gained the requisite majority. The law’s passage
ensured that the institution continued as a unilateral West German instrument of coercive force, in spite of
its use as a cadre to accelerate the construction of the Bundeswehr.575
Conclusion
West Germany’s conservative government never intended to disband its paramilitary border
police force despite the Allied decision to permit the construction of its first postwar army. To do so
would have meant that its external security would be exclusively under the “NATO bound” Bundeswehr
and thus subordinated to the strategic aims of a supranational body. In his lengthy effort to justify
establishing the Bundesgrenzschutz in 1950-51, Konrad Adenauer and many in his administration pointed
out that West Germany lacked an army and needed a centralized police force to address this obvious gap
in its national security. But creating a federal police force in postwar West Germany was problematic
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considering the misuse of this power by the National Socialists; Adenauer had to overcome many
challenges from the Allies and socialist lawmakers to achieve his objective. He eventually succeeded by
presenting the Bundesgrenzschutz as an interim measure to full-scale rearmament. Yet after the creation
of the Bundeswehr, neither he nor anyone in his Interior Ministry wanted to give up the only instrument
available to enforce the interests of the federal government. Those who opposed national policing
believed the force had outlived its usefulness and its duties could and should be transferred to the army.
Yet between the years of 1951 and the decision to rearm under NATO in 1955, border policemen were
the only nationally armed symbols of the democratic West German state. When the decision to rearm
under NATO was made, West Germany’s government, and especially its Interior Ministry, wanted to
maintain its influential role in national security that it wielded through its paramilitary Bundesgrenzschutz
units. While building a new army was a top priority and many in Adenauer’s administration believed and
indeed hoped most border policemen would become soldiers, plans were already being made to
reconstruct the force with what was left nonetheless. This was already evident in the meetings and plans
for reconstruction outlined by the Interior Ministry with senior border police leaders in November 1955.
While it came as a surprise when less than half of the force chose to join the army, the
Bundesgrenzschutz was left with a solid foundation on which to rebuild. There were many reasons why
border policemen chose to reject military service and remain in their law enforcement careers. First,
those in the Interior and Defense Ministries charged with administering the transfer failed to recognize
and account for the stark differences and effects on individual men who had to choose between being a
soldier or a civil servant. The decision of whether to join the new army or remain a policeman carried
with it both long and short-term consequences for pay and benefits. While a border policeman could
expect to be paid slightly higher as a soldier, he would lose medical coverage for his family members
once his transfer to the army was approved. Moreover, he would be forced to choose between becoming
a career soldier or serve out a fixed term as a Soldaten auf Zeit, which meant that his service credit would
either be extended or forfeited altogether. Border policemen, however, could retire at the age of fifty-two
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and were eligible for medical coverage for themselves as well as their families. As Historian James
Sheehan has suggested, soldiers in postwar Germany were citizens shaped by concerns of civilian life
rather than conditioned by military values.576 Thus, most of those who chose to transfer to the new army
were younger, less experienced policemen, which was contrary to the government’s plan to gain the most
experienced officers and leaders for the Bundeswehr.
Another obstacle standing in the way of the government’s plans to accelerate the construction of
the Bundeswehr was purely ideological. Many of the experienced Wehrmacht veterans who found their
first postwar careers in the Bundesgrenzschutz resented the negative stereotypes affixed to their
colleagues by members of the Blank Office who believed they were reactionary holdouts of a Prussian
traditionalism and had no place in the newly reformed Bundeswehr. They steadfastly rejected this notion
that they were somehow unsuitable for service in West Germany’s new democratic army. After all, from
their perspectives, they had been the first guardians of the democratic state against the threatening menace
posed by communism lying in wait on the other side of the Iron Curtain; they had loyally stood watch on
West Germany’s frontiers long before a new army was even conceived. They viewed the military
reformers as naïve idealists whose twin concepts of “Innere Führung” and the “citizen in uniform” would
surely spell disaster for an army confronted with warfare in the nuclear age. Hardness and discipline in
training should be emphasized rather than abandoned. The requirement that senior border police leaders
undergo evaluation by the PGA only added to these underlying ideological tensions. Why should men
who had already defended democracy in the armed service of the West German state be asked to prove
their loyalty?
For opponents of the Bundesgrenzschutz, especially West Germany’s Social Democratic
politicians, the decision to build a new army was another opportunity to challenge centralized policing
and return it to the jurisdiction of the federal states. The question of why the federal government needed
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its own police force in addition to an army was at the core of the SPD’s efforts to disband the
Bundesgrenzschutz. The government’s counter-arguments against this position revealed its belief that it
was better to have policemen than soldiers to deal with emergencies at the inter-German border. Interior
Minister Schröder and his political allies agued that border police units were important “buffers” to
prevent minor border incidents from erupting into a war. Supporters of the Bundesgrenzschutz feared that
a war between the superpowers would have devastating consequences for West Germany if nuclear
weapons were used. The federal government believed that if it surrendered its police power to the states
and its agency in national defense to NATO as the SPD proposed, it would be powerless to contain minor
incidents without military force. This was also reflected in the alternative territorial defense roles
proposed for the border police by advocates like Bogislaw von Bonin, Gerhard Matzky, Kurt Spitzer, and
Friedrich von Stülpnagel. These plans were in direct response to NATO’s “defense on the Rhine”
strategy, which had allowed for the loss of large areas of West German territory in countering a Soviet
atttack. Instead, border police forces using anti-tank weapons might be better used to stop or delay Soviet
tanks closer to the Iron Curtain until NATO forces, acting as reserves, arrived.
While the SPD’s campaign to end centralized national policing ultimately failed, as it had in 1951
and again 1953, it demonstrated there were certain limits on how the federal government could use its
police forces without first consulting the Bundestag. The successful removal of Interior Minister
Schröder’s jurisdiction over border policemen who transferred to the army as well as the requirement to
subject senior leaders to evaluation by the PGA were two examples that reflected these limits.
Adenauer’s administration was forced to justify why it still needed a federal police force and an army.
Ian Loader and Neil Walker suggest that in a liberal or civilized approach to national security, deciding
between internal and external security is “connected to forms of discursive contestation, democratic
scrutiny and constitutional control.”577 The SPD proposal to disband the Bundesgrenzschutz was grounded
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in adversarial party politics, but was also based on a real fear by the left that the federal government
would become too powerful if it was permitted to have both a national police force and an army. The
ongoing challenge for West German political leaders was to find the right balance between preserving its
national security and preventing the abuses of state power often associated with strong centralized
governments – or as Sociologist Zygmunt Bauman has aptly suggested, “Too much of the state is a
catastrophe, but so is too little.”578 What Bauman meant by “too little” state invlovment reflected an
important aspect of re-civilizing security – that is the presence of civilian and parliamentary oversight.
The importance of these civilian institutions to poswar policing helps explain the fundamental differences
between police departments serving dictatorships versus those in democracies. Yet now that West
Germany had decided to keep the Bundesgrenzschutz, the larger challenge moving forward was redefining its national security role and, more importantly, recruiting enough young men to re-staff its
depleted ranks. Recruitment, however, would prove a far greater long-term problem for the organization
than officials in the Interior Ministry had planned for. As senior policemen retired, new methods and
approaches to convince a younger postwar generation to join the border police had to be developed.
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Chapter 4: Recruitment and Hiring in the Bundesgrenzschutz
Once the new Bundesgrenzschutz law preserving the organization was passed, Interior Minister
Schröder wrote to Konrad Adenauer imploring him to recognize its personnel for their service to the
nation.579 For Schröder, saving the organization was the first step in what he knew would be a more
urgent future challenge – re-staffing the force to its pre-Bundeswehr strength. He worried about the
morale of those men who decided to remain border policemen and hoped some encouraging words from
the Chancellor would motivate them to focus on the future. Adenauer, a strong proponent of national
policing, agreed with Schröder’s suggestion by issuing an official public decree honoring the men of the
Bundesgrenzschutz. He thanked them for their loyal service, but also reassured them they were still
needed in spite of the new army they had helped to create. Adenauer declared: “Even those who remain
in the BGS will have to fulfill an important duty, which although might be in other fields, cannot be
considered less significant to the duties of the military…the living spirit in the BGS and their future work
in the service of the Fatherland will continue up to the day in which a reunified Germany will thank
you.”580 For those West German politicians who fought against disbanding the force, finding new
methods of encouraging young men to consider a career in border policing was critically important to its
long-term survival.
As work by Curt Garner has demonstrated, millions worked in West Germany’s public service
sector during the 1950s and 60s. Through a combination of denazification, amnesty legislation, and
especially Article 131, many citizens were allowed back into the ranks of the postwar civil service. The
federal railway and postal services alone employed close to one million workers.581 Declining
unemployment and the economic miracle defined the 1950s as a decade of recovery. By 1956, West
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Germany’s sovereignty had been restored and its population was enjoying the benefits of a growing
welfare state, which was enabed by its steady economic growth. The opportunities for public service jobs
were extensive, which meant that organizations often had more vacancies than qualified candidates with
which to fill them.582 The Bundesgrenzschutz faced this same dilemma in 1956 when close to half of its
personnel transferred to the Bundeswehr. The Interior Ministry and its administrative staff had to be
creative in their efforts to convince young men to choose border-policing careers; for Gerhard Schröder,
the very survival of his organization and its overall efficiency depended upon finding enough qualified
men to adequately re-build its depleted ranks. Unless the organization could rapidly rebuild its personnel
strength, it would be difficult to effectively police the national borders not to mention all the other
security tasks performed by border policemen.
This chapter investigates recruitment practices in the Bundesgrenzschutz after its staff was
depleted to build the first Bundeswehr divisions through 1969 when conscription was extended to include
policemen.583 How did the Interior Ministry re-staff and reconstruct its federal police force in the
aftermath of rearmament? What incentives were used to encourage young men to choose border policing
as a career? Why was it so challenging for the organization to fill all of its vacant positions? How were
recruits selected and hired? Finally, what do recruiting polices reveal about the changing definitions of
masculinity in the postwar era? Hiring enough personnel for the Bundesgrenzschutz was an ongoing
crisis for the organization. This chapter shows that in spite of the challenges facing recruiters, they
devoted significant amounts of money and resources to preserve the organization. A closer analysis of
these recruitment strategies, practices, and their outcomes sheds light on the continued importance of
border policing to the federal government and also the ideal type of masculinity a border policeman was
supposed to reflect. Recruitment strategies also underscored the government’s ongoing commitment to
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democratization since only those applicants personally committed to upholding liberal democracy were
considered suitable for national police service.
The Aftermath of the Second BGS Law
As a gesture of solidarity, the publication of the Bundesgrenzschutz Association Journal, Der
Grenzjäger, was temporarily suspended while the organization transferred the personnel and equipment
needed to build the first three Bundeswehr divisions. Since the transfer took effect in July 1956, the final
issue appeared in June. The journal was temporarily retitled Kameraden in the spirit of demonstrating
goodwill between the two forces, and reflected an optimistic future for West Germany’s border
policemen. A two-page article presented the revision of the Association’s by-laws, which were amended
to extend these trade-union services to West Germany’s new soldiers.584 The journal resumed publication
under its original title, Der Grenzjäger, in September 1956. The September issue opened with a preface
by newly promoted Inspekteur Kurt Andersen who assured readers that everything was being done to
replenish the personnel and equipment transferred to the Bundeswehr as rapidly as possible. Because
Andersen was a veteran of the Baltic Freikorps units (see Chapter 2), the Personnel Staff Evaluation
committee (PGA) was hesitant to consider his suitability for assignment to the Bundeswehr. But
Andersen informed the Ministry of Defense that he wished to remain in the Bundesgrenzschutz before the
PGA rendered its final decision on his future.585 As an older member of the force, Andersen was better off
staying put since he was closer to retirement and could maintain his family medical coversage without
additional cost. In his preface, Andersen asked each man to selflessly fulfill his duty since “service,
exemplary behavior, and inner decency would help demonstrate his love for the people, which would
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make it easier to replenish the ranks of the BGS and guarantee a secure future for everyone.”586 Initial
reports were encouraging as the head of Grenzschutzkomando-Mitte (border police command – middle),
Colonel Kurt Vogt, reported that 130 young men had already volunteered over a single two-day period in
August.587
The Interior Ministry established a special formation staff (Aufstellungsstäbe) on 28 June 1956 in
anticipation of rebuilding those border police units depleted by the Bundeswehr. The formation staff
consisted of various experienced leaders from each command group who were tasked with reorganizing
what remained of the force.588 With this framework in place, Andersen believed it was only a matter of
time before his force was returned to its pre-Bundeswehr strength. Prior to 1956, the recruitment and
retention of qualified candidates had never posed a serious problem for the Bundesgrenzschutz since there
had always been enough applicants to cover vacant positions. Thousands of former soldiers and
policemen wanted to join West Germany’s first postwar national police force and officials from the
Interior Ministry could be very selective in hiring. There had never been a significant need for an
advertising campaign. Thus, when so many policemen decided to join the army, the organization
experienced its first major personnel shortage and had to employ innovative recruitment methods to try
and replenish its ranks.
Yet before the command staff intensified its recruitment efforts, they first had to reorganize what
was left of their remaining units. This proved to be complicated because the Bundeswehr had taken much
of their equipment and their accommodations. Nevertheless, the Interior Ministry immediately began
working to reorganize the Bundesgrenzschutz by assigning key personnel to leading positions in each
command group to assess their existing strength and needs. Ministerialdirektor Walter Bargatzky led the
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Interior Ministry’s reorganization program.589 Bargatzky, a leading public security expert, had been an
early member of the Nazi Party and served in the ranks of its paramilitary SA (Sturmabteilung) from 1933
to 1937.590 He was as an administrative legal advisor in occupied France during the war and was
stationed in Paris from 1940 to 1944 where he played a role in the July 20th conspiracy against Hitler.591
After the war, he served as the Director of Police in his hometown of Baden-Baden until 1949 when he
began his tenure at the Interior Ministry.592 Because a number of non-commissioned officers (NCOs) and
officer candidates had elected to remain in the border police, Bargatzky was confident that there were
enough men to staff the junior officer positions lost to the Bundeswehr. These men were all former
officers and NCOs from the Wehrmacht specifically chosen for key leadership positions because they had
prior military experience.593
Of greater concern for Bargatzky and his staff was the equipment shortage, which included
weapons, vehicles, and telecommunications components.594 He repeatedly warned the Ministry of
Defense that using border policemen to create the Bundeswehr would severely weaken West Germany’s
national security.595 By joint agreement, the army had absorbed the entire equipment stores of what was
needed to supply six full border police battalions. While there were already plans in place to re-supply
these units, in the interim, the Interior Ministry had to requisition all of the equipment from its training
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facilities at the Federal Police Academy in Lübeck.596 Thus, training programs suffered temporary
setbacks so that field units could continue their daily operations at the inner-German border. Bargatzky
also had to contend with a housing shortage as many of their barracks were taken over by the army. The
higher quality accommodations that remained were reserved for married policemen with families while
single men were housed in temporary barracks or billeted in hostels close to the border zones they
patrolled.597
Once the logistical details of reorganizing the Bundesgrenzschutz were finalized, the scope of the
personnel shortage became strikingly clear to those in the Interior Ministry working to rebuild it. Border
activity reports beginning in July 1956 began sounding the alarm as the volumes of those processed all
along West Germany’s borders dramatically increased while the number of policemen at each check point
steadily declined. The “European Bridge” checkpoint between Kehl and Strasbourg, for example,
reported in excess of 2,000,000 persons coming and going during the height of the summer vacation
season.598 The number of travellers through Kehl was typical of most West German border stations
during 1956, all of which complained of inadequate staffing due to the loss of so many officers to the
Bundeswehr.599 The commander of the Braunschweig checkpoint complained to his superiors that he was
dangerously understaffed: “It is a puzzle to me how I am expected to fulfill the duties of my post with
these reductions! I can only hope that my complaints might be valuable for those who keep insisting on
disposing of our organization!”600 At the Konstanz checkpoint on the Bodensee, traffic levels
overwhelmed its personnel. Its commander reported “with the progressive motorization of the Federal
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Republic, there is already greater traffic at my post, which on some days has reached levels previously
unseen, especially on weekends and holidays.”601 To make matters worse, during the fall of 1956, the
uprising in Hungary caused a refugee crisis as thousands fled the violent Soviet crackdown. At Kehl, for
example, officers reported that 7,150 Hungarian refugees crossed the European Bridge from West
Germany into France during the last quarter of 1956.602 Without increased hiring, the Bundesgrenzschutz
was at risk of failing in its primary duty – securing all the nations borders.
West Germany’s new generation of young men expressed little interest in the career of border
policing and this was already noted in many command centers before the Bundeswehr was established.
Border Command North, for example, reported that its applicant pool had declined to the extent that it
would be unable to fill anticipated vacancies during calendar year 1954. Application quotas that once
exceeded 700 per month in 1953 decreased to less than 200 at the beginning of 1954.603 By March 1957,
certain members of the Interior Ministry were privately concerned the police force might never recover.
In a confidential inter-office memorandum, Oberregierungsrat Döge confided to Staatssekretär Kuffner
that, “the reconstruction of the BGS is difficult, almost hopeless. The vacancies from the Bundeswehr are
hardly replenished.”604 Kuffner complained that recruitment efforts failed to take hold because of
competition over funds for advertising with the Bundeswehr. Moreover, border police recruiters had to
compete for personnel with state and municipal police forces. Young men had a wide variety of
traditional civil service professions to choose from including positions at the national postal service and
West Germany’s national railway, the Bundesbahn.605 As the immediate effects of losing over 9,000 men
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to the army settled in, the Bundesgrenzschutz faced a personnel shortage that necessitated a swift and
particularly innovative approach to recruitment.
1950s Cinema and the use of Film in Recruiting
One of the first methods employed by the Interior Ministry to mass advertise careers in border
policing was the use of documentary style films. There is already a significant body of work by German
historians on postwar cinema and film, but much less emphasis on its use as a recruiting tool.606 West
Germans went to the movies in record numbers during the Adenauer era and films were a reliable
medium in which to reach the widest possible audience. According to Heide Fehrenbach, “film
attendance figures soared between 1945 and 1956, during which time box-office sales jumped from 150
to over 817 million tickets, which translates into nearly 16 visits per year for every man, woman, and
child living in the Federal Republic and West Berlin.”607 And while the people going to cinemas ranged
in age and social status, the majority of those consistently attending were young men fascinated by
westerns, detective stories, and adventure films. To be sure, this age cohort – eighteen to thirty years old
- was the ideal range targeted by Bundesgrenzschutz recruiters.608 Border Command North ran a
newspaper advertisement in 1955, for example, that specifically requested applicants between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-two years of age who were in good health and free of criminal convictions.609 Using
the cinema to screen recruitment films was certain to guarantee extensive publicity about the importance
of border policing and the career options it provided to West Germany’s young men.
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The first recruiting film was a twenty-four minute documentary called “Zum Schutz der Heimat”
(To Protect the Homeland). The Interior Ministry contracted with the Munich firm Deutsche Industrie
und Auftragsfilm (German Industry and Film Commission (DIA) to oversee its production. The
screenplay was written, adapted, and directed by “K. Richter” and Fritz Andelfinger.610 Andelfinger had
a lengthy career producing, directing, and writing German films, including a number of Nazi propaganda
films. He had also written and directed films in the heimat (homeland) genre during the Third Reich and
postwar eras including Heimatland (1939) and Heimat, die uns bleib (home, for us that remained 1949).611 Film historians have shown that Heimat was a popular genre in 1950s West German cinema
because it offered those still suffering the consequences of war and defeat an idealistic or de-politicized
way of imagining a new national identity. The concept of heimat, however, came to represent much more
than just an idyllic homeland. According to Heide Feherenbach, for postwar Germans, this framing of
home and hearth “became a central cultural construct in the early postwar period…it was designated the
bedrock upon which the new democratic German nation would be based.”612 Moreover, while the heimat
was something to defend at all costs, it was certainly not a masculine construct, like the notion of a
“fatherland” which might be invoked to justify an offensive war.613 Thus to protect or defend the
homeland, as suggested in Andelfinger’s recruitment film, was an approach that reflected West
Germany’s new postwar democratic national identity and the Bundesgrenzschutz as its defensive, nonaggressive guardian.
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Andelfinger’s experience making propaganda films for the Nazis, while morally problematic
proved to be especially useful in the production of a persuasive recruiting film like Zum Schutz der
Heimat. A close analysis of Andelfinger’s annotated script and the film it yielded sheds light on how
West Germany’s postwar national identity was re-shaped in the 1950s and the importance of border
policing in protecting it.614 The film began with the narrator emphasizing the date of Germany’s
surrender – 8 May 1945 – while an image of the rubble and destruction of Germany’s cities is slowly
panned across the screen. The viewer’s attention was then diverted to the Potsdam Conference and its
role in dividing Germany. Images of villages, railways, and highways severed by Germany’s postwar
east-west division were set against the narrator’s description of fragmented families and the refugee crisis
created by those attempting to flee the Soviet Occupation zone. The first part of the film emphasized the
danger to the West German free and democratic way of life posed by the Soviet Union and East Germany
whose soldiers were seemingly ready to strike across the rural border at any moment.
At key points in the script, Andelfinger suggested imagery to accompany the narration. When the
narrator described the Soviet Zone, for example, Andelfinger’s notes suggested adding images that
showed “Soviet marchers with banners; women and children at shooting practice, and an armed workers
militia marching.”615 The focus on images of women and children perpetrating violent action was a
deliberate gendered construct aimed to show the otherness of eastern society.616 West German women
and children reflected an idyllic “home and hearth” that needed protection from a totalitarian East
Germany that armed its women and children for war. According to Uta Poiger, images of armed women
evoked total war during the Third Reich and were used to show what might happen if West German men
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failed to protect their families. Photos of militarized East German women were also featured in Die
Parole magazine articles.617 The film’s narrator described in detail how the Volkspolizei increased their
strength to 60,000 men with 30,000 assigned to the inter-German border. Andelfinger’s marginal notes
recommended adding images of armed Volkspolizei and border guards marching and patrolling the rural
borders (These images all made the final cut of the film). The threat posed by the Communist enemy as
depicted in these images was set against the backdrop of refugees fleeing the militant East for a better life
in a new homeland (Neue Heimat).618 At the beginning of the film, Andelfinger succeeded in creating a
persuasive argument that a distinct and powerful communist enemy was lying in wait to destroy the West
German democratic way of life. His latent message was also reflected in press reports about the new film.
Writing for the Norddeutsche Zeitung, Werner Neumann compared Andelfinger’s film to a similar
recruitment film produced by East Germany for its Volkspolizei – “Wir tragen Gewehre” (We Carry
Guns).619 Neumann suggested that the title of the East German film alone “expressed with all clarity that
the Soviet Zone border police threatened the Federal Republic while the title protecting the homeland
reflects an apt title for the BGS film.” Neumann’s point of view shows how 1950s West Germans
distanced themselves from past militarism while also propagating their own self-image as the pacifists on
the other side of the Iron Curtain.620
Once he had set the stage reflecting an existential danger to West Germany from the east,
Andelfinger switched the viewer’s attention to the heroes of the story – the men of the Bundesgrezschutz.
In one particular scene, a young man sitting in a border police recruitment center asked the senior officer,
“and what will become of me after seven years of service?” The officer answered that the young man
will receive important training that he could use for future professions along with excellent opportunities
for further education and promotion. The intent of this scene was to show that border police service was
617
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part of civil society since it was relevant to civilian career training. After 1945, the values of civilian life
such as a stable job, health care, and a secure pension were more enticing to recruits than the promise of
life in the barracks. This theme reflected what historian James Sheehan has argued was the replacement
of the military or “garrison” state by a civilian state following more than thirty years of war.621 The young
man, known in the film as Grenzjäger (border hunter) Carstens, and two of his colleagues, Brettschneider
and Wagner, were followed through a course of action-oriented training at the border police academy in
Lübeck. The film sequence demonstrated for potential recruits that joining the border police required
physical stamina and athleticism, but also provided an outlet for the expression of masculine interests
such as shooting, cross country skiing, fencing, and judo training. As the training came to a conclusion,
Grenzjäger Carstens led his colleagues on a mock field exercise where they encountered a group of
enemy saboteurs crossing the inter-German border. Carstens and his patrol group detained and searched
the saboteurs before calling on a mobile unit to transport the detainees to a secure police facility. Having
successfully completed their field-exercises, Carstens and his colleagues graduated from their basic
training in Lübeck by swearing and oath of loyalty to West Germany’s Basic Law.
The film followed Carstens, Brettschneider, and Wagner as each goes on to different assignments.
Here, the objective of the film was twofold. On the one hand, the producers wanted to demonstrate
through individual examples that the opportunities for young men who joined the Bundesgrenzschutz
were useful beyond their seven-year service commitments. Yet on the other hand, they also wanted to
emphasize a particular democratic national identity juxtaposed against imagery and descriptions of the
East as wild, dangerous, and foreign. Thus, the implication for those watching the film was that policing
offered an opportunity for a noble profession defending a decent, democratic way of life while also
providing useable skills for future civilian careers. Grenzjäger Carstens, for example, was rapidly
promoted to non-commissioned officer and assigned to patrol the Iron Curtain, where according to the
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film’s narrator “he learns for himself about the division of Germany that has been forced upon us by a
foreign power…Carstens and his comrades never forget that millions of Germans in the east live each day
placing their hopes in the Federal Republic.”622 Andelfinger’s objective was to emphasize West Germany
as the true, peaceful German nation while those in the east were held captive by totalitarian communism.
The script annotations recommended a panning shot of the inter-German border’s death strip and a
sequence of marching communist border guards to accompany the narrator’s comments. The death strip,
or Todesstreifen, was a name West Germans used to refer to the border protective zones between
fortifications where East German guards were authorized to shoot anyone caught within them.623
But Carstens’ leadership skills were also helpful if he chose to transfer into a banking career or
decided to work for the Federal Postal Service. Brettschneider, on the other hand, demonstrated an
aptitude for working with his hands and took advantage of vocational schools offered by the
Bundesgrenzschutz in vehicle repair and maintenance. Wagner received telecommunications training and
attended a variety of technical and engineering schools. The men were shown applying these learned
skills in a variety of action sequences such as patrolling the border, helping victims of natural disasters,
re-building damaged bridges and repairing vehicles in the motor pool. As the film concluded, the
narrator addressed his comments directly to potential recruits. The overall message conveyed that border
police service was certainly challenging, but also fulfilled one’s duty to serve the nation and prepared
men for a variety of potential civilian careers. The narrator’s closing remarks reflected the importance
West Germany’s government ascribed to the Bundesgrenzschutz: “The BGS is the most important police
security instrument of the federal government. It is intended to reduce border incidents by police methods
without using the military, and is called to protect the democratic constitution of Germany, now and after
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reunification.”624 Here again, emphasizing the non-military themes shows how the film’s intent depicted
West Germany as a defensive civilian state.
The Interior Ministry immediately distributed the first copies of Zum Schutz der Heimat to the
headquarters of Border Command North, Middle, and South to use at local schools and in recruitment
centers. These were 16-millimeter copies that could be easily projected with portable equipment.625
Initially, there were only nine copies made of the narrow 16-millimeter film, but an order was placed in
October 1956 with the editing firm Hadeko in Neuss for an additional 44 copies. Of these copies, the
Interior Ministry sent 14 to various Bundesgrenzschutz offices for use in local communities while sending
the remaining 30 copies to West Germany’s national cinema for distribution and screening in public
movie theaters.626 The success of Zum Schutz der Heimat was difficult to assess, but the Interior Ministry
reported that in combination with other more traditional recruitment methods – posters, newspaper ads
etc. – there was a noticeable rise in application and information requests from young men interested in
joining. By November 1956, there were 6,365 new inquiries or application requests recorded. Southern
Command reported the highest number with 2,540 requests while Middle and North reported 1,667 and
2,158 respectively.627 The success of the film encouraged the Interior Ministry to seek ways of increasing
its distribution. While reaching moviegoers in West Germany’s larger cities was easy, this was not the
case for rural communities and villages, a promising source for additional recruits.
To address this dilemma, the Interior Ministry contracted with the Remagen firm Mobilwerbung
GmbH (mobile advertising).628 Mobilwerbung used specialized vehicles capable of showing movies at
outdoor venues and reaching out to numerous smaller communities on a single day. The company’s
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strategy involved local advertising in the weeks before the film vehicle was scheduled to arrive at a
particular village or town. On the day of the event, representatives arrived at the location approximately
one hour beforehand and used a public address system to announce the film for those who might have
missed the advertisements. After the 26-minute film was screened, representatives from Mobilwerbung
handed out informational brochures and applications to potential recruits.629 Using Mobilwerbung was
not cheap. A typical four-week vehicle rental cost 4,900 DM. To be effective, however, the firm
recommended a minimum of six vehicles operating simultaneously, which they estimated would cost
roughly 49,000 DM.630 According to the firm’s Chief, Herr Pohlmann, “The Werbomobil was created for
outdoor events in rural areas of less than 3,000 inhabitants where our experience has shown that visitor
numbers are considerably higher since an outdoor venue does not require a viewer to enter a building or
restaurant.”631 In spite of these high costs, the Interior Ministry was encouraged by the success of the film
to use any medium available to access the widest possible audience, and hence, the best chance to
increase applicants.
From a demographic perspective, there is very little concrete data to show whether the majority of
candidates for the Bundesgrenzschutz came from West Germany’s cities or countryside. There is
statistical data from the early 1950s, however, that suggests applicants came primarily from rural regions
or cities with populations of less than 10,000 inhabitants.632 The Interior Ministry tracked this data in
1953 as part of its recruitment and advertisement campaign. In all five of the border police command
centers (GSK), the largest majority of applicants came from the countryside. In GSK Nord, for example,
only fourteen percent (14%) of the applicants came from cities with a population of over 100,000 with a
further thirty six percent (36%) from cities of less than 10,000 inhabitants. Thus, fifty percent (50%) of
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applicants from GSK Nord were from the countryside. The percentages were consistent in the other
command centers with more than forty seven percent (47%) of all the applicants during calendar year
1953 coming from West Germany’s rural regions.633 Moreover, the Interior Ministry also tracked the
backgrounds of individual candidates and their families in the years before they applied to the
Bundesgrenzschutz and the clear majority of these men came from West Germany’s working classes.
Data for three months in 1953, for example, shows that from a pool of 600 applicants, 140 were listed as
manual laborers, 185 were craftsmen, 73 worked as helpers, 77 were civil servants, 45 were former
policemen or veteran soldiers, 73 were farmers or self-employed, and only 7 were academics.634
Although this data set is limited, it does suggest that service in the border police provided opportunities
for a better chance at career advancement and further professional training that appealed to manual
laborers and craftsmen. In some cases, the profession enabled these men to enjoy steady employment and
live middle class lifestyles that might have otherwise been beyond their reach.635 Border policing also
offered additional career training in a variety of specialized trades and skills that could be used outside of
the barracks in civilian professions.
Border Policing and Conceptions of a New Postwar Masculinity
Besides reflecting the transformation from garrison to civilian state, recruitment methods aimed
at young West German men sheds light on the new ways postwar society defined masculinity. Recent
groundbreaking work by historians of the Bundeswehr has shown that postwar military masculinity was
shaped to a greater extent by “civilian norms” rather than “traditional military values.”636 Other than
being a solider, policing offered West Germany’s male citizens one of the strongest public roles available
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to them in postwar society. As Matthew McCormack has aptly suggested, “police work is largely
performed by men, requires physical attributes such as strength and stature, and is associated with a
cluster of masculine qualities such as authority, decisiveness and courage.”637 Before the army was
created, border policemen were the first armed defenders of the new democratic state. They served as
militarized guardians of the nation while men working in municipal and state police forces focused on
traffic enforcement and crime.638 The protection of the democratic West German state itself was to a
large extent bound up in the identities of its federal policemen.639 In other words, as James Sheehan has
suggested: “Men in uniform personified the virtues on which the state’s existence depended.”640 When it
was created in 1951, its personnel were veteran soldiers already familiar with the hyper-masculine themes
and esprit des corps of Prussian militarism. The Bundesgrenzschutz replicated the images and traditions
of the Wehrmacht in everything from its uniforms and equipment to its rank structure. Men who served
in lower or line-level positions were not referred to as policemen (Schutzmann or Polizist) like their
counterparts in municipal and state forces, but rather held the more masculine title of Grenzjäger (Border
Hunters). Its first institutional journal, Der Grenzjäger, reflected many of these masculine themes.
Sociologists and police historians have described police journals and magazines as discursive sites for a
unique “cult of masculinity.”641 The same is true for border police journals. The “cult of masculinity” is
based on the notion that police officers must be tough, courageous, and aggressive. These journals also
promoted traditional gender roles and marriage as normative or ideal behaviors for policemen.642
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Figure 4.1
BGS Swimming and Lifesaving Team, 1962
These traditional ideas of masculinity began to change during the 1950s and continued to evolve
with the organization into the 60s, and 70s. Whereas the “cult of masculinity” promoted policemen as
tough and courageous, by the late 50s and early 60s, civilian themes were becoming more prominent.
Evidence for this gradual transition reflecting new social and cultural definitions of masculinity can be
found in the pages of the two main border police journals, Der Grenzjäger and Die Parole (The Slogan).
The journals, produced by upper echelons of the organization, provide top-down insights into border
police culture. The articles, advertisements, and illustrations reflected these changing expectations for the
ideal type of West German man serving in the Bundesgrenzschutz. Writing for Die Parole in 1952, for
example, the Reichswehr and Wehrmacht veteran Gerhard Matzky emphasized the need for his policemen
to reinforce the moral character of soldiers as set forth by the former Chief of the Reichswehr Hans von
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Seeckt. But Matzky also reminded readers they were civilian police officers first and not soldiers. He
wanted his men to “exhibit self-confidence and yet remain truly God-fearing and modest, upright and
faithful, secretive and incorruptible and should be to all the people a model of manly strength.”643 His
reference to Hans von Seeckt and the importance of policemen as civilians was contradictory since von
Seeckt advocated limited civilian control over the army. During the 1920s, Seeckt’s philosophies were
inspired by his effort to separate the service of men in the Reichswehr from the recently discredited army
of Kaiser Wilhelm II.644 According to Jay Lockenour, “what had once been service for King and
Fatherland became service to the nation, regardless of the form of government.”645 Thus, when Matzky, a
veteran of the Reichswehr, invoked the ideals of Seeckt, he was attempting to emphasize familiar
principles easily recognizable to mileu of veteran soldiers from his own generation that had become
border policemen.
The institutional regulation of marriage in the Bundesgrenzschutz also reveals insights on
masculinity and the broader importance of gender roles in the postwar era. New recruits and career
border policemen were prohibited from marrying until the age of twenty-seven and in exceptional cases
could do so at twenty-five or with the express permission of a superior officer.646 The ban was
problematic because it gave the government influence over the men’s private lives and contradicted the
basic freedom of choice afforded to their fellow citizens and civil servants. The restriction was codified
in the Federal Police Act of 1953 and did not apply to civil servants who served in other branches of the
government.647 The Interior Ministry justified the marriage prohibition based on an understanding that
“the nature of a police force, which must be ready at all times, results in the need for a certain restriction
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on the fundamental rights of officers.”648 Policemen who violated these rules faced discipline and/or
termination. Besides the need for “readiness” in the Bundesgrenzschutz, the Interior Ministry was also
concerned with the suitability of the women its policemen chose for wives. Similar thinking influenced
the Ministry of Defense, which debated a marriage ban in the Bundeswehr. While the Ministry of
Defense decided against prohibiting soldiers from marrying on the grounds that it contradicted the
Staatsbürger in Uniform (citizen soldier) ideal and might lead to more children born out of wedlock, it
still wanted to ensure its career soldiers chose suitable mates.649
Evidence of how the Bundesgrenzschutz defined “suitable” women was similar to the ideals
envisioned in the Bundeswehr and was reflected in organizational communications and journals. A
confidential report filed by an observer of the border police barracks at Braunschweig and Detelsdorf, for
example, claimed that the men of the Bundesgrenzschutz were very desirable to local women.650 The
report sheds light on expectations the organization had for its men and the women they chose as
companions. According to the observer:
In general, the young men are morally healthy and they do not read pornographic
magazines. And even though naked pictures in one’s locker are not forbidden, it is more
common for the men to have photographs of their girlfriends on their nightstands. The
men have consistently only been dating ordinary girls, most want to marry soon, which is
a strong desire for the bonding of home life. The strict requirement that one must be
twenty-seven years of age to marry is viewed as overly harsh. There are no other
marriage restrictions and a supervisor’s approval is not necessary although they are
expected to act in an advisory capacity for the young men in their care. STD’s have not
yet made an appearance.651
The report underscored the paternal role of superior officers in shaping the personal lives of their
subordinates. According to Frederike Bruehoefener, there was a desire among young soldiers for
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“domesticity” in the aftermath of the Second World War.652 Above, the observer defines this domesticity
as “a strong desire for the bonding of home life.” Other historians have suggested there was a wider
campaign on the part of state authorities to “define normative gender roles” as an approach to
“reconfigure and revalidate Germanness.”653 The report on the men living in barracks at Braunschweig
and Detelsdorf reflected these ideals.
Evidence for “suitable” or ideal women and normative gender roles are also present in
institutional journal advertisements, photographs, and artwork. Many of these ads depicted young men
riding motorcycles or men and women together in convertible sports cars taking advantage of leisure
time. Leisure activities were intended to show readers that while they were expected to defend the state,
they were still encouraged to live as civilians. A photograph in a 1953 edition of Die Parole, for
example, shows a young woman dressed for carnival (Fasching) winking at the reader. The caption on
the photograph warns readers that carnival is a time for “charming adventures…in which the border
hunters should also be on guard because other boundaries have shifted too!”654 The cover of a 1952
edition of Die Parole depicts a uniformed border police officer with his wife on his lap; both are holding
flutes of champagne with a caption that reads: Prosit Neujahr! (Cheers New Year!). Inside, there is a
full-page photograph of a woman wearing a revealing blouse and smiling at the reader with the caption
“Charmantes Mädchen, Charmantes Blüschen” (Charming Girl, Charming Blouse). The caption further
instructs border policemen to hold the photo horizontally and close one eye to find “undreamt of
perspectives.” Women are encouraged to take the photo to a department store, buy a similar blouse and
then send the bill to their husbands who will pay any price to see their wives in similar clothing.655 The
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point here is to show that by buying the same blouse, women had a role in preventing their husbands from
the temptations of a promiscuous sexual relationship outside of their marriage. Moreover, adultery was a
punishable “service offense” for border policemen in the same way that it was for soldiers.656 This was
also a conservative response to what historians have now suggested was a “sex wave” in 1950s West
Germany.657
These ads reinforced the socially acceptable roles expected of men and women in postwar West
Germany. On the one hand, border officers are tempted with sexualized images of women. On the other
hand, however, sexual boundaries were clearly identified. The advertisement for carnival, for example,
implied that border policemen should guard against temptations to engage in irresponsible sexual
behavior during a holiday when normal limits might be temporarily set aside. There was an element of
risk or danger in succumbing to the temptations of carnival. Instead, these images emphasized marriage
as the ideal. This is also reflected in the full-page cover photo of the husband and wife toasting the New
Year, both of which are prominently displaying their wedding bands. During the Adenauer era, topics in
these journals show how men were expected and indeed encouraged to be sexually active within the
confines of heterosexuality without falling prey to promiscuity, while a healthy marriage to a “suitable”
woman was revered as the ideal.
Beginning in the 1960s and extending into the 1970s editions of these journals, there was a
greater effort to show readers that while they were expected to guard against communist enemies, they
could and should also enjoy civilian activities and leisure time. In many of the editions, full-page ads
encouraged border policemen to take vacations while featuring profiles of West Germany’s popular
destination cities. Of course, to promote idealized relationships, many of these ads included romantic or
sexualized images of female fashion models. The objective was to promote the idea that you could join
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the Bundesgrenzschutz and still live a normal civilian life. The back cover of the July 1959 edition of Die
Parole, for example, featured a young woman clad in a revealing bathing suit under the title: “Die Parole
Wishes you a Joyful Vacation.”658 The September 1962 edition featured a café in Bad Kissingen with
border policemen in civilian attire enjoying ice cream with their fashionably dressed female companions.
The advertisement promoted the new barracks built in the region and states: “In Bad Kissingen, border
policemen soon make friends – not just because of the beautiful girls in the Kurgarten-Café. See our
report about the new barracks in Oerlenbach.”659 Additional full-page back covers went even further in
promoting leisure time. The September 1961 edition included a photo of a young woman on a beach in
Greece and prompted border policemen to submit photos from their own vacations for a contest.660 The
June 1961 edition featured a woman on the beach using her hand to draw a heart in the sand under the
title: “When the sun is shining, being alone is only half bad!” 661 The ad was a direct response to the
marriage ban and an attempt to address the lonliness of their all male surroundings. In otherwords, the ad
implied that the promise of a summer vacation offered young policemen a respite from the dullness of life
in the barracks.
The examples cited above are a representative sampling of the evolving definition of a new
postwar masculinity that shifted more towards civilian themes and was an ideal shared by recruiters in the
Bundesgrenzschutz and the Bundeswehr.662 Border police recruiters competed with the army for the same
young men. The Ministry of Defense decision against a marriage ban in the army made it more difficult
for border police recruiters to attract candidates who instead opted to become soldiers so they could marry
at a younger age. The Interior Ministry argued against lifting the marriage ban because border policemen
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lived in barracks and it was impossible for them to live with their wives if they were married.663 The
Bundesgrenzschutz Employees Association called these claims ridiculous – married soldiers also lived in
barracks and their wives lived nearby. The Association, however, suggested the government should
provide subsidized housing for married policemen because it was not ideal for families to live apart.664
The Association also pointed out that many young recruits chose the Bundeswehr because they allowed
marriage, which made the effort to rebuild border police units more problematic. Since a significant
aspect of this ideal or new postwar masculinity was, as the ads above show, the expectation that soldiers
and border policemen were civilians in addition to their duties as state servants, banning marriage in the
Bundesgrenzschutz was a bad policy. Thus, the Border Police Association listed the elimination of the
marriage ban as their signature wish following the creation of the Bundeswehr.665 Nevertheless, revision
of the Federal Police Act was mired in lengthy legal debates in the Bundestag until 19 July 1960 when the
marriage ban was finally eliminated.666
What historian Friedericke Bruehoefener emphasized was the ideal type of man sought by army
recruiters – “men who would simultaneously be restrained, full-fledged soldiers, free men and good state
citizens” – was the same for the border police.667 While this ideal type evolved, the traditionalists in the
border police resisted these definitions to the same extent as they were contested by certain elements in
the Bundeswehr.668 For traditionalists, soldiery values, discipline, and loyalty to the organization were of
greater importance than the virtues of civilian life that was appealing to the younger generation. The
marriage ban offers one example of this traditionalist resistence. The Interior Ministry and senior border
policemen supported the ban because they believed it was their duty to shape the lives of the younger men
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according to the traditional values of masculinity that shaped their own lives.669 In the early 1950s, the
veteran teachers and instructors at the border police school in Lübeck-St. Hubertus, for example, focused
on indoctrinating young men with their own masculine values rather than adapting to the changing
expectations of this new generation. The director of education described the instructors as “shapers of
men” whose most important task was the “development of the soul and spirit of young men to overcome
the peculiarities of their being to ensure they reached the threshold of full maturity.”670 At its core then,
the resistence by traditionalists to the new postwar ideals of masculinity was a generational issue. But
these tensions also reflected the ongoing or protracted process of democratization. As the definitions of
postwar masculinity changed and newer generations of men came of age, Bundesgrenzschutz recruiters
and the organization as a whole had to adapt their methods to the expectations of the younger generation
or face continued personnel shortages.
Reaching and Hiring the Ideal BGS Candidate
Besides film and cinema, the Interior Ministry used many different advertising methods in its
campaign to re-build and ultimately save the Bundesgrenzschutz. As a means to reach teenage boys,
officials designed and marketed a border police board game and a commemorative stamp series.671 The
Interior Ministry hired the firm Kinderdruckereien, Spiele und Stempelwaren-Fabrik to produce these
games after its owner, Georg Reulein, made a successful bid based upon his company’s experience
producing similar games for the Wehrmacht during the Second World War.672 The Interior Ministry used
games to make teenagers as familiar with the Bundesgrenzschutz as they were to the popular careers
policemen and firemen. The central objective of these recruitment tactics, as had been the case with the
film Zum Schutz der Heimat, was to educate the West German public, especially young men and teens,
669
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about the necessity of the organization and its career opportunities. If the public embraced a positive
image of border policemen and their role in maintaining West Germany’s national security, then Interior
Ministry officials believed they might be in a stronger position to fend off calls from the Social
Democrats and state police unions to disband the force. While publicity of this kind was key for its
image, a steady stream of recruits was still needed to fill thousands of vacancies created by those
policemen who elected to join the army.
Creative methods like films and board games were helpful in reaching potential recruits, but
border police leaders still relied heavily on traditional advertising such as brochures, posters and
newspaper ads. Beginning in 1956, the Interior Ministry generated over 200,000 recruitment brochures
and leaflets for nationwide distribution in schools, post offices, career centers, and Bundesgrenzschutz
facilities. In addition to the brochures, more than 100,000 large format color posters were produced
advertising border policing as a masculine or adventuresome career defending the free west against
communist enslavement.673 These posters depicted border policemen driving motorcycles, off-road
vehicles, and standing guard over West Germany’s rural borders. In one particular poster created in the
heroic-realism style, a tall border policeman with tough, chiseled facial features stands with a slung rifle
looking through binoculars towards the east, which appears in the print as a sinister and surrealistic noman’s land (See Figure 4.2). Heroic realism was an artistic style favored by fascists and communists to
depict the strength of soldiers and workers; it was popular during the twentieth century.674
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Figure 4.2
BGS recruitment poster BArch-K B106/16992
While the eastern zone reflected latent dangers, the border policeman guarding the west was set against
the background of an eagle’s wing denoting strength and vigilance. To be sure, the heroic realism
reflected in this poster is similar in style to those produced by fascist propagandists and later by
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communists emphasizing masculine strength.675 As used by the Interior Ministry to attract recruits,
however, this aesthetic reflected significant insights about the ideals of West German national identity –
strong, masculine, and free - and the duty of border policemen in defending it. The image of the
watchtower on the East German side of the Iron Curtain presents the Communist state as a prison or
concentration camp. For the young men viewing these posters there was little doubt that the
Bundesgrenzschutz stood between democratic freedom and communist totalitarianism. Although
recruiters made significant efforts to promote the civilian benefits of the career, they also tried to attract
young men by appealing to their spirit of adventurism and duty to defend the West against Communist
enslavement.
The importance of border policing for the West German government and the need for recruits to
preserve the organization was also expressed in budgetary expenditures earmarked for recruitment
advertising. By 1960, the Interior Ministry was spending 600,000 DM per year on magazine and
newspaper ads alone and planned to increase this figure to 800,000 DM during the next fiscal year.676
Police executives chose a variety of magazines and newspapers in which to run ads, but also focused on
those that specifically appealed to the younger male demographic they were seeking to employ. Ministry
officials sent letters to a variety of publications requesting quotes for advertising contracts extending out
to 1965. A selection of these publications included: Glaube und Heimat (Faith and Homeland), Der
Lebensretter (The Lifesavers), Feld und Wald (Field and Forest), Der Thermik: Monatszeitschrift für den
Gesamten Flugsport (Thermals: Monthly Magazine for Recreational Flying), Der Bauern Freund (The
Farmer’s Friend), Frohe Freizeit (Happy Free time/Leisure), Zeitschrift für Sport (Journal of Sport),
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Modell Technik (Model Technique), and Land und Garten (Land and Garden) to name just a few.677 One
of the more popular magazine/newspaper ads was a color photograph of two young border policemen
negotiating tough terrain in an off-road vehicle, both smiling and clearly enjoying the process of putting
their vehicle to the test. The title “Bundesgrenzschutz die vollmotorisierte Polizeitruppe” (The
Bundesgrenzschutz a Fully Motorized Police Troop) appeared above the photo. Below the photograph
was an address where a prospective candidate could write for further information.678 Like the poster of
the border policemen standing watch on the border (above), ads like this glamorized the adventurism of
the job for prospective candidates.
Young men who wrote to the Bundesgrenzschutz requesting information received a variety of
informational literature, which explained in detail and photographs what they could expect from a border
policing career. While fun and adventure remained popular enticements, the value of the career for
civilian life remained more important. One of the more popular color brochures, “Ein Weg in Ihre
Zukunft” (A path into your future), for example, was an illustrated twelve-page leaflet promoting the
benefits candidates could expect during their careers. The first page depicted two uniformed policemen
enjoying leisure time, while one of the officers played an accordion. Above this photograph, under the
heading “what it offers” the following information appeared: “Varied service as a federal officer in
comradely circles, while at the same time earning unlimited tenure as a civil servant for life (Beamter auf
Lebenzeit) in both federal or state service if you do not prefer the free labor market.” Below this
description, under the heading “what it requires” was an explanation that candidates must have a positive
attitude toward the state and reflect what the “Transatlantic Aviator Charles Lindberg says about modern
man: It’s his character that counts!”679 The brochure continued on each page with photographs and brief
explanations of the career, training requirements, and the benefits awaiting the successful applicant. It
677
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concluded with a description of the various other career paths open to policemen who achieved the rank
of civil servant for life after seven years, which included: state and municipal police forces, the foreign
service, and the federal customs office (Zollamt). It also emphasized the vocational careers in auto repair
and telecommunications.680
In addition to the color brochure Ein Weg in Ihre Zukunft, the Interior Ministry sent interested
applicants a more detailed explanatory leaflet titled: “Was muss der Bewerber vom Bundesgrenzschutz
wissen?” (What the Applicant/Candidate must know about the Federal Border Police).681 The objective
was to emphasize organization’s value to the democratic state while distancing it from the elite forces of
Germany’s past such as the SS and Nazi Germany’s security police units. The leaflet described the
founding of the Bundesgrenzschutz as a response to the Korean War. It was presented as the only means
available for the national government to protect the free democratic order of the Federal Republic from
the threat of Soviet and East German forces. The candidate was told the Bundesgrenzschutz reflected the
“good character and traditions of the German soldier, but without including anything outdated, tainted, or
that which was incompatible with the principles of the new democratic state.”682 Here again the intent
was to draw a distinct line between the good, democratic forces and those used in the past to undermine
the state. While the brochure pointed out the need for recruits to endure “hard and physically demanding
training,” for example, it also emphasized the intent was to foster “a healthy esprit des corps rather than a
dark elite unit.”683 The prospective applicant was also assured that the organization would never be
disbanded because they were the only reliable instrument of national defense since the “deployment of the
Bundeswehr in the zonal border or even within the federal territory must be avoided at all costs.”684 This
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reinforced the real fears expressed by West Germany’s leaders that using military forces at the interGerman border might provoke a devastating nuclear conflict with the Soviets.685
The leaflet “Was muss der Bewerber vom Bundesgrenzschutz wissen?” also provided extensive
detail about the pay, health care, promotions, and educational opportunities available to prospective
border policemen. Finally, it concluded by stating that each man who successfully completed his training
would “know what role he has assumed for the state, and in addition to that, the internal and external
consciousness of the relationship of loyalty to liberal democracy, devotion to duty, and tolerance to the
views of others.”686 The prospective candidate who read this leaflet was being asked to devote seven
years of his life in the defense of the democratic state, but who in return was entitled to a lifetime of
benefits and further career opportunities. Yet in trying to attract candidates, the leaflet also revealed
extensive insights about the meaning of the Bundesgrenzschutz to the West German state. This was clear
in the statements that compared the border police profession to that of a soldier. Under the subtitle
“career paths,” for example, the reader is told that “the career of a soldier has served as the model for the
police profession with the understanding going forward that the careers of border policemen and soldiers
are largely the same.”687 Moreover, candidates were entitled to an exemption from military service if they
served for a minimum of eighteen months. Shorter service periods were an incentive to compete with the
Bundeswehr, which required a minimum two-year service commitment. More importantly, however, the
leaflet also demonstrated that from the perspective of its federal government, border police units were just
as meaningful to West Germany’s national defense, if not more so, than its Bundeswehr.688 It also
emphasized that the ideal candidate must demonstrate a personal commitment to democracy both
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internally in their ideological beliefs, and externally in their loyalty to the state.689 Thus, loyalty to liberal
democracy was now an ideological as well as a pragmatic expectation for men who wanted to become
border policemen.
In addition to the extensive advertising campaign, border police executives encouraged
subordinates to recruit new candidates by taking every chance to promote the Bundesgrenzschutz to the
wider public in their daily activities. Both of its organizational journals, Der Grenzjäger and Die Parole
ran ongoing ads imploring policemen to: “Werbt für Euren Beruf!” (Advertise for your Profession!).690
This particular approach enlisted the assistance of serving policemen who themselves had a large stake in
preserving their profession by helping to recruit new personnel. According to the Interior Ministry, the
campaign to rebuild its police force was experiencing some success, but not nearly enough to account for
the vacancies caused by the transition of border policemen into the armed forces.691 The full-page ads
reminded policemen to explain the variety of benefits offered to young men who chose to join. The list
included free health care, clothing allowances, vocational training, opportunity for promotion,
development as a civil servant for life, and an excellent pension for those who became career officers.
The advertisement reminded policemen that they should recall and share what motivated them to join
when speaking to potential candidates: “Many young people faced with a choice of profession are in a
similar situation as you. When you meet them among your friends and family tell them the reasons you
joined since this will inspire your young peers to do the same while simultaneously contributing to the
reconstruction of our organization, whose mission is to protect the freedom and security of the German
people at the zonal borders.”692 Recruiters used ads like this to convince potential candidates that serving
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at the border and protecting their homeland was a noble calling that also provided benefits and career
training they could use as civilians.
Even though border police executives were encouraged by the increased interest their advertising
campaign generated, the number of applicants who made it through the rigorous selection process
remained too low. They also had to compete for recruits with the Bundeswehr, which was facing similar
challenges in staffing its regiments. Both the army and Bundesgrenzschutz relied on the aging war
generation for its leadership positions while attempting to reconcile the experience gap within the ranks of
younger men who served in junior or non-commissioned officer posts.693 Army recruiters used the same
incentives to attract new recruits by emphasizing the usefulness of military service towards future civil
service careers along with promises of regular pay, health insurance, and pensions for those who elected
to become career soldiers.694 Even though thousands of young men showed interest, most never made it
through the screening process primarily because of medical problems or physical limitations. This was
the consistent experience in each of the headquarters where applicants were processed. Border Command
Middle, for example, screened 25,745 interested candidates from the 1943 birth cohort, but only chose
3,041 men for further screening. Of these individuals, 1,727 were considered superior with a further
1,089 deemed acceptable, but lower grade candidates usually because of poor health or some particular
physical limitation. 1,453 of these men eventually submitted applications, but after additional scrutiny
only 402 were finally accepted.695 According to the screeners, the majority of qualified high school
graduates were uninterested in the minimum eighteen-month service period offered as an incentive in the
Bundesgrenzschutz since the army offered them the chance to become reserve officers after a service
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period lasting just six months longer (2 years total).696 Recruiters also found that young men who lived in
regions where the Bundeswehr had a strong presence expressed little interest in border police careers.
The chief reason for this was attributed to the fact that by joining the army in their local district, these
men had a good chance of completing their two-year service periods closer to home.697
The experience of Border Command Middle in trying to find suitable candidates was typical. The
officials in charge of recruitment and hiring were known as career guidance practitioners
(Laufbahnberater) and followed specific guidelines set by the Interior Ministry for screening, selecting,
and hiring new candidates.698 These guidelines reflected both the expectations of the organization and the
process each candidate experienced before he was finally offered a job in the Bundesgrenzschutz. While
each applicant was judged on his ability to complete the entire process, the Interior Ministry emphasized
that “the selection of candidates according to their character, mental and physical fitness is of crucial
importance; the responsibility for the careful selection lies with the Border Police Command.”699 They
were required to have clear police records, show a demonstrated record of sound personal financial
management, and must have completed at least the eighth-stage of elementary school (Volksschule) or its
educational equivalent by the time of appointment. Applicants who previously lived in the Soviet
Occupation Zone were eligible, but must have applied for residency in West Germany or have been
legally declared as Soviet Zone refugees.
Recruiters were required to establish evidence by way of declaration that all applicants promised
to uphold the free democratic order of the Federal Republic of Germany as it was enshrined in the
meaning of the Basic Law. Each application packet contained an attachment with this declaration that
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had to be signed before a candidate was considered for employment.700 The declaration contained a
statement signed by Chancellor Adenauer warning applicants that participation in, or support for any
political organization that undermined the free democratic order of society was inconsistent with their
obligations as public servants. Moreover, applicants were also warned that they would be “mercilessly
removed from public service and potentially face criminal charges” if evidence of their support for these
organizations was discovered.701 On the one hand, this declaration reflected how West Germany’s
militant democracy was transferred from debates on the floor of the Bundestag to the act of hiring entrylevel civil servants. A militant democracy acts against those groups or individuals who engage in antidemocratic activities.702 Yet on the other hand, it clearly demonstrated, in spite of critics who claimed
otherwise, that the Interior Ministry at least had a mechanism in place to disqualify men who might use
extreme right or leftwing ideologies to politicize or turn the police force against the state. And while
there were still many officers and NCOs from the former Wehrmacht and Nazi police leading the
Bundesgrenzschutz, the newer generation of recruits entered service without previous law enforcement or
military experience.
Applicants also had to successfully pass a series of written examinations, physical fitness tests,
and be declared medically sound by a border police physician. The proctors and physicians administering
these tests were expected to set a positive example for the young men they screened.703 The Interior
Ministry wanted recruits to have a good impression of the Bundesgrenzschutz and demanded that its staff
treat all applicants with dignity and respect. The hiring guidelines emphasized that “entrance testing
represents the first impression candidates have of the BGS. The experience he accumulates in this case
usually leaves a lasting impression, especially if he is rejected. Thus, BGS officials and teachers
responsible for conducting exams must demonstrate a human openness towards the applicant and should
700
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be monitored by competent commanders at all times.”704 Candidates first had to pass a written
examination that included a short essay and basic arithmetic. Next, they had to present a short verbal
report where they were subjected to debate and questions by an examining board. The next stage was the
physical fitness test, which was based on an accumulation of points in four events: pull-ups, the standing
long jump, the hammer throw, and the 1000-meter run. Each man had to perform at least one pull-up,
jump a minimum of 2.4 meters, throw a hammer for a distance of at least 15 meters, and run 1000 meters
in four minutes and forty-five seconds to achieve a minimum passing score. Finally, each candidate was
screened for medical problems by undergoing a series of blood tests and chest x-rays. Border police
physicians had to certify that men selected for hiring were free from disease and in overall excellent
health.705
By the end of the 1950s, in spite of the increasing numbers of applicants and interest generated by
the advertising campaign, border police commanders realized they were falling far short of the projected
manpower needed to restore the organization back to its pre-1956 strength. During a meeting with the
border police command staff, Interior Ministry Oberregierungsrat Siegfried Fröhlich pointed out that
during the first five quarters between 1956 and 1958, there were on average only 2.7 applicants per
vacancy for the entire Bundesgrenzschutz.706 According to Fröhlich, this number, while appearing as a
positive development on paper, was insufficient to cover the short-term existing or long-term anticipated
vacancies to the extent that supported a full reconstruction of the force.707 The primary reason the ratio of
applicants to vacancies was so deceiving was the fact that the rigorous screening process disqualified high
percentages of young men, mostly on grounds related to poor physical and medical fitness.708 Fröhlich
complained that some of those responsible for screening applicants had actually been too strict in their
interpretation of the hiring standards and this was causing higher than normal attrition rates. To address
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this problem, he recommended that the standards for recruits should remain lower, at least until staffing
could be returned to normal levels. He argued, “I would like to express here that the heads of recruiting
offices, physicians, and examination boards should be constantly reminded that we cannot afford to raise
our hiring standards to such an extent that returning the BGS to its full authorized strength becomes
impossible.”709 He justified his position by reminding the commanders that each border policeman hired
was automatically placed on a one-year probationary status, which provided the opportunity for
commanding officers to dismiss any unsuitable candidate without cause.710
The Bundesgrenzschutz command staff, however, disagreed with Fröhlich’s assessment.
Inspekteur Kurt Andersen wrote to Fröhlich explaining that standards had already been significantly
lowered to increase the pace of hiring.711 He argued that border police physicians were certifying young
men who were in the lower rankings of fitness if they could prove that previous injuries were not limiting
their ability to perform their duties. This was particularly evident, according to Andersen, in the
assessment of external body conditions.712 Those with pre-existing injuries, such as strains, sprains, and
fractures were being judged on the extent of rehabilitation from such injuries rather than being dismissed
based solely upon suffering the injury in the first place. Andersen reminded Fröhlich that even “flat
footedness,” which had previously been grounds for immediate dismissal, was now being overlooked
since “the BGS is a fully motorized troop even though once deployed, border policemen must run a
lot.”713 While standards were lowered for these physical conditions, Andersen admitted that they had
been raised in assessing connective tissue injuries and especially those related to skull fractures and
concussions. These standards, he reminded Fröhlich, were consistent with the medical screening
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guidelines carried out by state and municipal police forces. Andersen suggested that it was impossible to
know why the general health of entry-level applicants had been steadily declining since police forces
around the Federal Republic were reporting similar trends. Moreover, he emphasized that “we currently
live in a never before achieved level of full employment; the competition for candidates between the
Bundeswehr and the state police are particularly fierce; perhaps the changing and difficult factors from
consequences of the war have also led to a decrease in the general health of applicants.”714 Andersen’s
reference to the war was based on his perception that there were many men still suffering physical
limitations and long-term rehabilitation from injuries they received in combat. In 1950, statistics show
that the state was providing pensions to 1,537,192 disabled veterans. Of these men, 207,000 were
amputees, 56,000 suffered from brain injuries, 34,000 had artificial eyes and 6,600 were listed as blind.715
Since veteran soldiers originally staffed the Bundesgrenzschutz, the plight of Germany’s prisoners of war
and reverence for its war dead was an integral part of its organizational culture during the 1950s and early
60s.716
Andersen’s comments regarding the unprecedented decline of unemployment in postwar West
Germany and the competition it created for applicants with the army and state police forces were the main
challenges standing in the way of rebuilding the organization. West Germans were experiencing the
beginning stages of the economic miracle (Wirtschaftwunder) with unemployment down to record levels
and disposable income steadily rising. According to Konrad Jarausch, between 1948 and 1953, “the
number of employed, which had initially stagnated around 13.5 million, grew to around 16 million, so
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that unemployment, which still stood at 12.2 percent in the first quarter of 1950, declined by roughly
half.”717 Nevertheless, 12.2 percent is still a relatively high unemployment rate in spite of the decline
cited by Jarausch. For those young men actively seeking law enforcement careers, many state and
municipal police forces, especially those in larger cities, offered higher pay than the Bundesgrenzschutz.
The city of Bremen, for example, paid its entry-level policemen 343 DM as compared to the 220.40 DM
salary of a first year border policeman. A border police sergeant only made slightly more than the entrylevel Bremen officer at 361.68 DM.718 The army was also facing a recruitment crisis and its ads often
shared space in West Germany’s popular magazines and newspapers alongside those of the
Bundesgrenzschutz.719 Oberregierungsrat Fröhlich instructed border police recruiters to attempt
negotiations with publishers in order to secure advertising space separate from that allowed for the army.
In spite of these negotiations, Fröhlich acknowledged that smaller magazines and newspapers would
probably continue to run ads for both forces together.720
In 1961, when Kurt Andersen retired as the Inspekteur of the Bundesgrenzschutz, the organization
was still suffering from a lack of new recruits and had declined in overall strength.721 His successor,
Brigadier General Alfred Samlowski, inherited a force that was celebrating its ten-year anniversary and
yet still seeking to find a way to recover in the aftermath of 1956. Samlowski was the polar opposite of
Kurt Andersen. Studious and reserved, he lacked Andersen’s charisma and storied combat experience.
He too had served in the army during both world wars and in the Prussian Schutzpolizei, but primarily in
the technical service as a radio operator. His technical service continued when he joined the
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Bundesgrenzschutz and rose through its ranks leading various signals and radio operations companies.722
On 31 October 1961, the Interior Ministry provided Samlowski with an analysis of recruitment measures
and their results during the first nine-months of the year.723 According to the statistical data, the effective
strength of the force continued to decline in spite of efforts by border police officials to intensify their
advertising campaign. From a list of 7,187 men who submitted interest cards, for example, 2,918 applied
for employment, 1,117 were hired and 1,801 were dismissed. Thus, in this case, the rates of dismissals
still exceeded those who were hired by 684 men.724 Between 1 January and 1 October 1961, the total
effective strength of the organization fell from 13,863 to 13,193 men.
Inspekteur Samlowski realized he had to act quickly if there was any hope of reversing the
attrition rates to restore the organization. It was the most significant issue he faced during his tenure as
Inspekteur. He wrote to Interior Minister Gerhard Schröder on 31 October 1961 with a proposal outlining
his recruitment strategy for fiscal year 1962.725 Samlowski’s approach differed very little from that of his
predecessor and focused primarily on an intense advertising campaign. Instead of funding the same ads,
however, he recommended recruiters concentrate on those that proved to be most effective. He used data
from inquiry cards submitted by prospective applicants about how they learned of the Bundesgrenzschutz
to determine which ones had worked best.726 He reported to Schröder that, “ads in the Bild-Zeitung led to
the most hiring and therefore they should be expanded.” The Bild was a daily tabloid produced by the
conservative Axel Springer publishing firm that appealed to a working class readership with sensationalist
stories and evocative imagery.727 This was important because as the data collected from recruiting centers
in 1953 revealed (see above), most applicants were “blue collar” workers who came from West
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Germany’s smaller cities. According to Schröder, the most popular ads in the Bild were those color prints
that showed border policemen driving an all-terrain vehicle under the title “Bundesgrenzschutz die
vollmotorisierte Polizeitruppe” (fully motorized police troops).728 The objective of the advertisement was
twofold. On the one hand, it appealed to young men seeking a job that could be fun in addition to
providing a stable income and career training. On the other hand, the intent of emphasizing the border
police as “fully motorized” showed potential recruits that they would be joining a modern and innovative
police force.
Samlowski found personal recruitment by border policemen to be the second most effective
advertising method. To reinforce the success of this trend, he recommended creating incentives for
policemen to actively seek new candidates and to focus on those among their own circles of friends and
family. He suggested that some of these incentives might include granting increased leave time and
formal letters of appreciation.729 In this same spirit, he recommended establishing squads of recruitment
troops to collaborate with career centers, youth organizations, and schools to overcome what he believed
was an image or identity problem many prospective applicants expressed about the Bundesgrenzschutz.730
He explained that for most young people, “the job description of a border policeman is too blurry. They
want a much more clear role of the duties since the term ‘BGS’ links the concept of the border zone,
which is often associated by all Germans as something negative. Moreover, the name ‘BGS’ also evokes
negative thoughts about the border guards after the First World War, especially for many of the young
men’s parents and thus, a designation of the force as a federal riot police has a far greater selling
power.”731 Samlowski’s thinking on the negative images associated with militarism shows that recruiters
had to emphasize the benefits of border police service for civilian life.
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At the end of 1960, the Interior Ministry had begun to address the public image of the
Bundesgrenzschutz by revising and updating the film Zum Schutz der Heimat, which Oberregierungsrat
Fröhlich complained was outdated. He argued that existing copies of the film were wearing out and failed
to accurately represent the organization’s changes since its production in 1956. He wanted a new film
created that was based on the content of the first one, but focused more on a documentary style with
action sequences 732 The Interior Ministry chose the award-winning documentary filmmaker Carl Erras to
make the new film, which was called Für Frieden in Freiheit (For Peace and Freedom). Erras was a
graphic artist who had abandoned his work because of the psychological trauma he suffered as a soldier in
the Second World War. After his recovery, he briefly returned to freelance painting before beginning a
career making short documentary films for the Munich firm DIA-Film.733 Production for the film began
at Deggendorf in November 1960. Erras planned the film around 400 scenes with the intent of depicting
a typical day in the life of a border policeman. It took five days to complete the actual filming before the
final cut was edited into a thirty-three minute short to be shown in theaters throughout West Germany.
Erras explained to reporters on hand for the filming in Deggendorf that it was “intended to stimulate
interest in the Bundesgrenzschutz.”734
Für Frieden und Freiheit emphasized many of the same themes in Zum Schutz der Heimat by
depicting action sequences that reflected masculine themes of strength, toughness and heroism for the
men who defended West Germany’s borders.735 The new film, however, reflected a distinctly different
type of masculinity than Zum Schutz der Heimat. Although discipline and toughness remained important
character traits for those men assigned to patrol the isolated and often harsh rural landscapes of the inner-
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German border, the new film produced a narrative that explicitly aimed to attract men who were
intelligent, career driven, and active participants in civilian life. The shift in narrative reflected the
changing themes of postwar masculinity as recruiters attempted to appeal to a younger generation of West
German men. Policemen were shown flying helicopters to rescue stranded mountaineers, patrolling the
rural border, driving light tanks and armored vehicles, patrolling the Elbe River in high speed boats, and
frightening away members of the Volkspolizei without having to fire a single shot.736 Besides these action
sequences, the film also featured intimate views of what daily life was like in a typical Bundesgrenzschutz
barracks. Here, the career driven professional man took center stage. Policemen were shown attending
classes where the instructor quizzed them on democracy and various articles in the Basic Law. The
officers were also followed into mess halls where they were treated to three substantial meals a day.
Throughout the film, Erras had a reporter approach various policemen and ask them specific questions
about the career prospects, training, and education provided during their service. The effect of these
interviews provided the viewer with a sense of realism missing from the first film, which only focused on
three individuals. As the day in the film concluded, border policemen were shown enjoying their free
time in a variety of activities that included reading, playing pinball machines, and bowling. The narrator
explained that the men were also free to dress in civilian attire and leave the barracks if they chose.737
This was an attempt to show one of the advantages policemen had over soldiers in the Bundeswehr, who
usually had to remain on their base unless granted official leave. But it was also aimed to show recruits
that the new West German man could defend the homeland by force if necessary while remaining a
participant in civil society.
Inspekteur Samlowski reported that feedback from his subordinate commanders suggested the
new film was generally well accepted and left a lasting impression on viewers. He complimented its
documentary style and believed it was much more reflective of the organization than was the case with
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the older Zum Schutz der Heimat. He did, however, receive complaints about the new film from some of
the commanders who claimed it was too idealistic in its depiction of border police service.738 They
complained, for example, that the film only reflected the organization’s newest, more modern facilities
and equipment. They were critical that none of the old barracks and kitchens were shown, which were
more representative of what a new policeman could expect at most facilities.739 While Samlowski agreed
with some of these insights, he admitted that the film could not be edited. Instead, he recommended that
the commanders’ suggestions be considered for any revisions or newly produced recruitment films. He
concluded that, “enhanced cooperation with the organs of public opinion (press, radio, television, and
movie newsreels) should be emphasized for increased recruitment. This intensification of public relations
and all advertising methods significantly helps other recruitment activities.”740
Samlowski’s letter to Interior Minister Schröder also suggested that more efforts were needed to
reach out to West German youth organizations and schools since many older teens would soon be
considering careers.741 The Bundesgrenzschutz was actively courting West Germany’s youth. In 1953,
for example, officials from the Interior Ministry along with several border policemen attended the annual
summit of the Protestant and Catholic youth associations in Bad Honef.742 The Bundestag’s approval to
expand the force by 10,000 men was the basis for the Interior Ministry’s focus on youth associations as a
source of future recruits. At Bad Honef, Oberregierungsrat Kretschamm explained to the delegates that
there was a distinct difference between the duties of the Bundesgrenzschutz and the military. He also
emphasized the extensive civics education provided to new recruits. According to Kretschamm, civics
and democracy were the core values instilled in young policemen because the “promotion of human
relationships between superiors and subordinates and the meaning of those relations to society and the
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civilian population is an equally important concern.”743 Besides attracting new recruits, Kretschamm’s
statements reflected the broader social upheavals taking place within West Germany’s youth culture and
the conservative government’s efforts to contain them. During the 1950s, youth riots and the emergence
of Halbstarke (hooligans or half-strong) – groups of young men in jeans and leather jackets inspired by
American films such as Rebel Without a Cause and The Wild Ones – alarmed conservative society.744 To
conservatives, the Halbstarke appeared feminine and weak in contrast to the new ideal West German man
– a civilian who protected his home and family.745 The Halbstarke were not feminine as conservative
critics believed, but rather reflected a different type of masculinity that did not fit the new postwar ideal
of the “citizen in uniform.”
For Kretschamm and the Interior Ministry, promoting service in the Bundesgrenzschutz was an
opportunity to show young men an alternative or better life to the delinquency and rebellion of the
Halbstarke. Thus, the Bundesgrenzschutz functioned as a vehicle that shaped young men into the ideal
type of male citizens acceptable to postwar conservatives. It was a response to the crisis of masculinity
and authority produced by the emergence of 1950s youth counterculture.746 During the Bad Honef
meeting, BGS-Major Reissmüller provided an overview of the organization, its career opportunities, and
the vocational training available to prospective candidates. He also explained the free time they would
have for competitive sports, music, and leisurely activities. His explanations were evidence of the
concerted effort by the Interior Ministry to distance the profession from the military while emphasizing
that one could and should still participate in the activities of civilian life. By promoting leisure activities,
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Reissmüller reinforced the response of conservative society to the emerging consumerism and
individualism of the 1950s.747
Oberregierungsrat Kretschamm reported that during the Bad Honef meeting, he succeeded in
gaining the support of both the Protestant and Catholic youth associations in promoting the
Bundesgrenzschutz. Both churches struggled to hold followers against the rising consumerism and mass
culture of the 1950s and 60s.748 Their challenge, like that of the Bundesgrenzschutz, was to find new
ways of appealing to younger generations tempted by the technology, consumer culture, and leisure
activities of modern life. Thus, the Interior Ministry and church youth leagues found common ground in
working cooperatively for the same purpose. The youth associations and border policing offered
alternatives to the Halbstarke lifestyle by promoting in their young men an ideal form of masculinity that
emphasized loyalty to state and family rather than individualism. By promoting these ideals, both
institutions functioned to school or indoctrinate young West German men against the popularized images
of the rebellious, feminized, or wild lifestyles conservatives attributed to the Halbstarke. While most of
those Kretschamm addressed in the youth associations were still too young to join the Bundesgrenzschutz,
the Interior Ministry hoped a career in border policing would offer them a natural transition from one into
the other as these young men came of age.749
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Recruiting Pitfalls and the Emergence of a Critical Public: The Der Stern Scandal
The Bundesgrenzschutz regularly hosted members of youth groups to promote their profession.
This practice pre-dated the establishment of the Bundeswehr when there was less competition for new
recruits. Teenage students and boy scouts were often taken on escorted Iron Curtain tours and treated to
exhibits of police equipment and vehicles to peak their interest in the organization. The youth
organization of the CDU, Junge Union Deutschlands (Young Union of Germany), for example, regularly
sent its members on these tours.750 The Interior Ministry encouraged the field trips and worked closely
with the Young Union because they saw it as a resource for future recruits. In approving a request to visit
the border near Fulda from the Hesse chapter, Oberregierungsrat Fröhlich recommended to his staff that
similar excursions should be increased since “the Young Union is continuously engaged in advertisement
for the BGS and border tours have proven very beneficial for recruitment.”751
The Interior Ministry often allowed newspaper reporters to go along on Iron Curtain tours in
order to exploit the maximum opportunity for publicity. Some of these reporters wrote action-oriented
stories about the inter-German border, which increased public awareness of border policemen and their
duties. The Allgemeine Samstagszeitung, for example, published an article about one of these field trips
to the Rhön mountains of Hesse titled: “Achtung! Nach 100 Metern Zonenengrenze!” (Warning! Zonal
Border 100 Meters!).752 The article’s author, a reporter who went along on the trip, described the terrain
in the West as superior to the “otherworldly” landscapes he and the tour group observed in the East
through binoculars. He claimed the barriers, watchtowers, and death strips of the Iron Curtain were more
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ominous than what he, or most West Germans, commonly assumed.753 Of particular interest to the
visitors were members of the Volkspolizei they observed with scythes helping local farmers in the villages
that had been cut-off by Germany’s postwar division. Otherwise, he noted that the eastern villages were
devoid of activity as “sawmills were quiet, chimney’s never smoked and dead silence rises from the
valley like a cloud of vapor that hangs like a black veil under the deep blue sky of the Rhön where there
are no signs of life.”754
Stories such as this underscored the imagery of the East as oppressive and dangerous, which was
also reflected by the Bundesgrenzschutz recruitment propaganda in posters, films, and brochures.755 On
the one hand, the central focus of this narrative was to show West Germans the superiority of their own
nation-state and the critical role border policemen played in its defense. On the other hand, however, it
emphasized that policing was a noble profession for a young man to undertake, part of a masculine duty
to protect the homeland from the perils of communism. A brochure handed out to potential recruits on
these tours explained that border policemen were expected to have an important “all-German task
securing the free democratic order” once Germany was eventually re-unified.756 The brochure explained
that the army was ineffective for maintaining internal security, and thus would be unable to
“democratically re-educate” those East Germans who were part of the Soviet police associations.
Preventing communist policemen from undermining a re-unified German state was a complex task the
Interior Ministry believed only a federal police force such as the Bundesgrenzschutz could handle.757
Iron Curtain tours and field trips to border police facilities were not only reserved for
conservative organizations such as the Young Union, but were open to any youth groups that expressed
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interest. Over a two-day period in July 1958, for example, 13 high school boys and their teacher from the
Gymnasium Köln-Deutz took part in a series of field trips and border police orientation visits.758 The
group was hosted by Grenzschutzgruppen 3 (Border Police Group 3 – GSG 3) at its headquarters near
Eschwege in Hesse. The first day of the two-day visit began with a screening of the film Zum Schutz der
Heimat and was followed by an in-depth tour of the barracks, workshop, gym and mess halls. Under
close supervision, the boys were shown various weapons in GSG 3’s arsenal. They also rode in a variety
of vehicles used for patrolling the border, especially the four-wheel drive models. On the second day, the
teenagers donned hiking boots and climbed into patrol vehicles for their escorted tour of the rural border
zone around the Rhön Mountains.759 The boys were shown the divided villages, railways, barbed wire,
and watchtowers stereotypical of the Iron Curtain. Their teacher Hans Preuschoff told officials at the
Interior Ministry that, “without exaggeration, the trip to the zonal boundary was a profound experience
for the boys.” Mr. Preuschoff also said his students were impressed and thrilled with the capabilities of
the off-road vehicles as they negotiated the difficult terrain.760 Preuschoff’s observations show that
besides attracting new recruits, the larger objective of these tours was to promote democratic West
German values and anti-communism. Tour guides ensured their groups saw life in the east as a wild,
untamed, and backwards in contrast to the free, productive, and secure lives enjoyed by those living in the
west. The tours emphasized the GDR as a pariah state and the guides used it to boost the western way of
life as a thematic counter to visions of the East as oppressive and backwards.761
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Preuschoff explained that his students were “particularly shaken by the economic impact of the
Iron Curtain, which has destroyed a large, unified, and prosperous agricultural region.”762 He said it was
clear that the West German border police were defending their homeland, while the Volkspolizei were
“strangling and isolating” the East German population. The group was also taken on a guided tour of a
glass factory near Kassel where they met the owner, Richard Süßmuth, a former refugee from the Soviet
Zone who had become successful after fleeing to the West. Next they visited a large refugee camp near
Friedland where they witnessed the screening and processing of East Germans attempting to find new
homes in the Federal Republic. The pedagogical objective of these twin site visits emphasized the stark
differences between the eastern and western economic conditions and reflected that the free market, as
promoted by the democratic system, provided better opportunities for anyone willing to work hard.763
And tour guides ensured the boys understood it was border policemen rather than soldiers who guaranteed
the security and the success of entrepreneurs like Richard Süßmuth. The sole aim of these tours was to
convince the young participants that Germany’s division was the work of an oppressive Communist
enemy that was waiting to conquer and enslave the rest of Germany and eventually the entire West. The
tour guides also hoped the boys would see border policemen as heroes and one day choose to join the
Bundesgrenzschutz where they too could take part in the heroic defense of their homeland against the
evils of Communism.764
In spite of positive experiences like those of Mr. Preuschoff’s students, the recruitment efforts
targeting West Germany’s youth and the emergence of a critical public created a high-profile press
scandal for the Bundesgrenzschutz. The problem first emerged when the popular weekly magazine Der
Stern published a story with series of embarrassing photographs that appeared to show teenage boys
playing war games with real weapons. The boys were all members of the Berlin chapter of Germany’s
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Association of Returnees, POWs, and MIAs (Verband der Heimkehrer, Kriegsgefangenen und
Vermisstenangehörigen Deutschlands e.V. – VdH) who were spending their summer vacation with GSG 6
at Lüneburg. The Chapter President Herr Duchstein wrote to the Interior Ministry requesting permission
for the boys to spend a portion of their vacation time at a border police facility.765 Considering the
extensive efforts made by the Interior Ministry to reach West Germany’s youth, Duchstein’s request was
certainly routine. Boys from the VdH Berlin chapter had been participating in summer vacations with the
Bundesgrenzschutz for many years; some of them eventually became border policemen.766 The Interior
Ministry granted the request and arranged for twenty of the boys to spend their annual one-month (12 July
to 12 August 1965) summer camp at border police facilities near Lüneburg, Winsen, and Gifhörn.
Press scandals, especially those involving West Germany’s military and police forces were a
consequence of the emergence of a critical public that took hold in the 1960s. According to Christina von
Hodenberg, “the long sixties became the decade of media-political affairs” where mass media and politics
clashed.767 As a paramilitary police force, the Bundesgrenzschutz was already controversial in the eyes of
the press. As early as 1955, the German magazine Der Spiegel (The Mirror) published a sensational story
that forced former Wehrmacht Colonel Bogislaw von Bonin’s resignation from the Blank Office over
comments he made about using border policemen for national defense (See Chapter 3). In 1962, Der
Spiegel was also at the center of a press scandal after printing a story about NATO military exercise
Fallex 62 and the potential use of tactical nuclear weapons in case of conflict with the Soviets.768 During
what the media called the Spiegel Affair, Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauss ordered German
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policemen to raid the magazine’s Hamburg offices and the personal homes of its editorial staff. When
Strauss lied to the Bundestag that he had also ordered the arrest of the article’s author, Conrad Ahlers, he
was forced to resign.769 In 1965, the Bundesgrenzschutz was the focus of media attention after the
Bundestag granted them combatant status in case war erupted along the inter-German border (See Chapter
5). Giving policemen combatant status was controversial and fuelled critics who accused the federal
government of abusing its power. Border police commanders also used their new combatant status to try
and justify raising their allotted manpower from 20,000 to 30,000 men – an idea rejected by the
government. Nevertheless, the Social Democrats and West Germany’s state police unions used the
combatant status issue to accuse the conservative government of militarizing its border police force.770
When editors of the West German weekly magazine Der Stern (The Star) learned about the VdH boys
spending their summer vacations with the Bundesgrenzschutz, they sent a reporter to investigate.
The summary of events that followed is based on the detailed timeline provided in the Interior
Ministry’s internal investigative report, transcripts of interviews, and the correspondence between the
editors of Der Stern and the Interior Ministry.771 The scandal reflected an example of how the new
critical public influenced mass media.772 Ralf Döring, one of Der Stern’s newest reporters, was assigned
to cover the story. Döring was inexperienced having only just completed his final examinations at the
photo school in Munich. On 13 July, he visited the boys staying with GSG-6 at Lüneburg. The senior
commanding officers at GSG-6, Captain Manß and Lieutenant Paulat, were both on leave so a junior
sergeant named Völzke was left in charge of the boys. Döring asked the sergeant if he could take photos
of the boys participating in activities with some of the policemen. He was particularly interested in taking
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photos of the boys at the rifle range. Völzke told Döring that shooting with live ammunition was out of
the question, but there was a possibility of taking pictures of the boys shooting air rifles. But the air rifle
range was located in a barn, which Döring complained was too dark for photographs. After further
discussion, Völzke left Döring with the boys for approximately thirty minutes while he attended to his
routine administrative duties in the barracks.773
Once Sergeant Völzke left, a group of armed border policemen from the 4th Hundertschaft
(Company) returned to Lüneburg from a routine patrol. Döring took advantage of Völzke’s absence and
asked the policemen if they could help him get the photographs he desired. The men, led by a Master
Sergeant named Jakubeit, cooperated by outfitting the boys with their camouflage coats, steel helmets,

Figure 4.3
Photo of armed summer camp student from Stern magazine
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and unloaded infantry rifles.774 Döring then staged the boys in a series of poses that made it appear they
were unsupervised by adults and playing war games with border police equipment. He returned to Der
Stern’s editorial offices on 26 July 1965 and shared his carefully staged photographs with its Editor in
Chief Henri Nannen. Nannen was no stranger to the world of sensational journalism. During the war, he
was a devout Nazi propagandist and served with a special propaganda unit – the SS-Standarte Kurt
Eggers – in occupied Italy. He was also one of the narrators for Leni Riefenstahl’s 1938 propaganda film
Olympia.775 His previous experience as a propagandist is evident in his purposeful framing and selection
of Döring’s photos. In his attempt to sensationalize the story, Nannen directed Döring to return to
Lüneburg and have the boys write essays under the suggested title: “My Best Vacation Experience with
the BGS.”776 Nannen also suggested that the boys be promised an award of up to 50 DM for the best
essay with 30 and 20 DM respectively for second and third prize. While Nannen later admitted he knew
the photographs were staged, he claimed Döring had assured him they were truly representative of
activities the boys participated in during their summer camp.777
Döring immediately returned to Lüneburg and successfully collected several essays from the
boys. When he shared them with Der Stern’s editors, however, the morning editor, Herr Dahl, allegedly
told him that the essays were “not what they had hoped for.”778 According to Döring, the editors, Nannen
included, wanted the boys to write more about handling the weapons. As written, the essays reflected the
reality of their normal summer camp experiences, which included playing miniature golf, swimming, and
visiting local museums. Herr Stahl directed Döring to return and have the boys revise their essays to
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ensure they “matched the photos.” Nannen later denied any knowledge that the essays were re-written.779
At first, the boys refused to cooperate with the suggested revisions, but one of the younger policemen,
Grenzjäger Asseburg, who was close in age to and well liked by the boys, secretly helped fourteen-year
old H.J. Siwek embellish his essay. In his re-write, Siwek recalled that he felt “ten times stronger while
holding the rifle.” The eldest of the four boys, sixteen-year old H. Schröder, who won the essay contest,
added that while holding the rifle he “felt strong enough to conquer Russia if necessary.”780
The photos and deliberately selected excerpts from the boys’ essays appeared as a feature expose
in Der Stern’s 15 August 1965 edition.781 Henri Nannen wrote the story while Ralf Döring was credited
with the photos. Despite’s Nannen’s later claims that he knew nothing of morning editor Stahl’s order for
Döring to have the boys revise their essays, the content of his narrative reflected that he had a much
greater role in sensationalizing the story than he was willing to admit. In the introduction of the article,
Nannen told readers that Der Stern “was not seeking laurels” for exposing the shocking images. He
compared the boys in the photos to those Hitler decorated with the Iron Cross for destroying Russian
tanks during the final battle for Berlin. He wrote that the boys in Lüneburg were just like “the Führer’s
werewolves - hungry children in oversized uniforms with courage and fear in their eyes standing in the
courtyard of the Reich Chancellery waiting for him to pin the Iron Cross on their tunics before returning
to the front, where lying in wait for Russian tanks, their childish bodies would be shredded.” Nannen also
criticized the Bundesgrenzschutz for allowing children to hold weapons while “bragging in childlike
ignorance about conquering Russia.” 782 He wrote that the policemen should have explained to the boys
how terrible it would feel to shoot another human being. In one of the staged photos, four boys were
shown sitting in a field while three policemen aimed their rifles at them like a firing squad.783 The photo
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evoked the executions carried out by Nazi Germany’s security police forces during the Second World
War, and even though it was staged, it implied the murder of children. The image aimed to generate a
strong emotional impact on readers as a warning against the dangers of militarizing the border police by
legally recognizing them as military combatants (See Chapter 6).

Figure 4.4
Photo of mock execution from Stern magazine
Of course the East German press used the images and story of the boys in Der Stern as part of
their ongoing propaganda campaign against the Federal Republic. According to GDR propagandists, the
West German state was run by former Nazi war criminals. In 1965, the year of the Stern scandal, the
National Council of Democratic Germany published the controversial “Brown Book” listing over 1800
Nazi officials who held prominent government and business positions in West Germany.784 The GDR’s
Radio Berlin International also broadcast excerpts from Nannen’s article and especially focused on the
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statements in 16-year old H. Schröder’s essay that referred to conquering Russia.785 The Radio Berlin
correspondent claimed Der Stern’s article proved that Nazism was still influential in West Germany and
now was obviously embraced by the children of the first post-Hitler generation.786 The correspondent
suggested that a nation, which armed rather than educated its children in the spirit of humanism and
peace, would surely be capable of unleashing a revanchist atomic war against its neighbors. In a followup report, Radio Berlin described the Bundesgrenzschutz as an elite troop of “war criminals” that
symbolized West Germany’s vulgar militarism. The report claimed sixty-two percent of its officer corps
came from the Nazi-Wehrmacht while “thirty-one percent of its personnel had been police officers for
Hitler - seven percent of which came from the SS.”787
The press focused on the head of Bundesgrenzschutz-Kommando-Nord (Border Police CommandNorth), Brigadier General Siegfried Noffke, because GSG-6 was under his command. Noffke was a
veteran of the Prussian Schutzpolizei who like many other policemen of his generation was transferred
into the Wehrmacht in 1935. During the war, he commanded an anti-aircraft unit on the Eastern Front
and was captured by the Red Army at Stalingrad. Noffke remained in Soviet captivity until 1954 and
later joined the Bundesgrenzschutz in 1956.788 He publicly defended himself and the men under his
command against the revelations in Der Stern claiming they had been victims of a deliberate and
calculated slander campaign. He told reporters from the Berliner Morgenpost that the photographs were
all the result of false staging by Der Stern’s reporter and its editors.789 He argued that the boys were
never subjected to any military-style training during their stay in Lüneburg and certainly had not been
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allowed to play war games. He acknowledged that the boys were permitted to see policemen’s rifles and
might even have held them, but only those that were unloaded and while under close adult supervision.790
Der Stern’s editor, Henri Nannen, called Noffke’s claims absurd and accused him of slander and
defamation of character. According to Nannen, “the reporter took the pictures in the presence and under
the direction of responsible officers and training managers.”791 Following the advice of an attorney,
Noffke filed a criminal complaint against Nannen alleging he violated Section 164 of the West German
Criminal Code (Strafgesetzbuch) by falsely accusing a public official of committing unlawful acts.792
On 23 August 1965, Interior Minister Hermann Höcherl ordered an investigation of the
circumstances leading to Der Stern’s embarrassing story. He assigned the investigation to Dr. Eberhard
Barth. Barth, a former Nazi who had worked as an administrator in the Polish city of Lublin during the
war, had recently retired from a successful postwar career in Konrad Adenauer’s Ministry of Defense and
was the former Senatspräsident of the Bundesdisziplinarhof (Federal Disciplinary Office).793 He
interviewed all of the parties involved, including the boys and their parents. His findings demonstrated
that the only time any of them handled weapons during their stay with the Bundesgrenzschutz was on 14
July 1965 in direct response to the encouragement of Der Stern’s reporter, Ralf Döring. Barth learned
that Döring had taken over 500 photographs during his visit, yet his editors chose to use only those that
depicted the boys holding weapons. He also pointed out that Döring deliberately waited until the
supervising officers were distracted by other duties before taking advantage of their absence to quickly
stage the photographs.794 Barth questioned Döring extensively about the instructions he was given by Der
Stern’s editorial staff since Nannen denied any knowledge of the order to have the boys revise their
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essays. According to Barth, Döring appeared to be an honest and open young man “who found it difficult
to conceal and color the truth even though he was also supportive of his employer.” He believed that if
Döring’s statements were taken under oath in a criminal proceeding, he would incriminate himself and his
superiors for the embarrassing circumstances surrounding the publication of the article.795
Barth concluded his investigative analysis with a series of findings pointing to the causes of the
scandal and his own suggestions for stricter policies that might prevent future embarrassments in the West
German press. The root cause of the Der Stern incident, according to his report, was a lack of press
relations training for junior leaders in the Bundesgrenzschutz.796 This was complicated by the fact that the
commanding officers at Lüneburg were away on other duties or on leave when Ralf Döring arrived to
speak with the boys. The boys, he suggested, should have never been allowed to handle weapons under
any circumstances. Barth found that the young sergeants (Völzke and Jakubeit) incorrectly assumed that
their commanding officers had approved of Döring’s actions and thus failed to question the
appropriateness or possible effects of his staged photographs. At the time, Döring made a positive
impression on the men and minimized the importance of his story such that the junior sergeants believed
the photos were only a joke. Barth also pointed to the responsibility of Der Stern’s Editor in Chief, Henri
Nannen, who should have closely supervised Döring because of his lack of prior experience. While he
was unable to conclusively prove Nannen had a role in deliberately scandalizing Döring’s photographs,
he made it clear that as the Chief Editor and author of the story, the final published draft was ultimately
his responsibility. To be sure, Barth never interviewed Der Stern’s morning editor Herr Stahl or took
statements under oath from anyone on Der Stern’s staff.797
Barth’s recommendations to prevent future mishaps with the press focused on providing more
training for junior personnel in the Bundesgrenzschutz. In practice, only commanding officers received
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media relations training, but Barth suggested every policeman down to the level of individual company
commanders and their subordinates should receive at least some training on how to professionally deal
with the press. These public relations changes were a consequence of broader issues reflecting the
increased civilian oversight of police and military forces in the postwar era. Prior to 1945, Germany’s
police and military forces were free from public criticism and civilian control.798 West Germany’s public
agencies struggled to adapt to the popular opinion and criticism that came with democratization and
civilian oversight. Barth also recommended that in the future, boys visiting border police facilities for
summer holidays should be under closer supervision. He explained that the chances of a similar incident
of this type was extremely low, but warned the Interior Ministry that more negative press would surely
hinder rather than help its recruitment efforts. Interior Minister Höcherl sent Barth’s report to Henri
Nannen. In a letter accompanying the report, Höcherl called Der Stern’s reporting “objectively false”
and demanded that Nannen immediately publish a correction in the next issue.799 Nannen defended the
actions of his magazine and questioned the credibility of Dr. Barth’s investigation. He refused to publish
a correction and accused the Interior Ministry of trying to interfere with fair and impartial reporting. In a
lengthy response letter, Nannen warned Interior Minister Höcherl that he would publish the portions of
Dr. Barth’s report that criticized the involved policemen for failing to supervise the children in their
care.800 The Höcherl - Nannen correspondence reflected the tensions of West Germany’s government
attempting to adapt to the emergence of a critical public.
Höcherl and Nannen refused to back down from their competing positions and while their
differences appeared to be irreconcilable, the scandal was becoming a growing propaganda opportunity
for the East German press. It was Brigadier General Noffke’s criminal complaint against Nannen,
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however, that proved to be the key in bringing the scandal to a close. Höcherl left his post as Interior
Minister and was replaced by Paul Lücke only eight days after receiving Nannen’s scathing letter. But as
Noffke’s criminal complaint went forward, Nannen was forced to re-consider his position since he was
facing prosecution. He wrote a letter to Lücke acknowledging that Der Stern’s article and photographs
might have given the wrong impression to its readers.801 But rather than taking responsibility for
sensationalizing the story, Nannen blamed the incident on what he suggested was “a combination of
factual and human errors.” He claimed, however, that Der Stern never had any intention of harming the
reputation of the Bundesgrenzschutz. Finally, he promised to publish an article explaining these facts if
Noffke agreed to withdraw his criminal complaint.802 At first, Noffke was intransigent and refused any
suggestion that he should back down. He was emboldened to stand his ground by letters of support he
received from the boys’ parents. Peter Reichardt’s father Reinhold, for example, wrote to Noffke that
Peter had enjoyed spending his vacation with the border policemen and emphasized that Der Stern and its
editorial staff “abused the freedom of the press for the purposes of sensationalism.”803
In the interest of brining the negative press to a halt, however, Inspekteur Heinrich Müller
persuaded Noffke to drop his criminal complaint against Nannen. Noffke made it clear to Müller that he
agreed to do so “with a heavy heart only out of my respect and confidence in you personally.”804 With
Noffke’s agreement to withdraw his complaint against Nannen, the press lost interest. While the Interior
Ministry intended to increase recruiting for the Bundesgrenzschutz by sponsoring youth summer camps, it
could not afford negative publicity of this type. By 1965, its total effective strength had plummeted. The
interior Ministry estimated that unless the current trend was reversed, there would be only 10,800 men to
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patrol West Germany’s borders, a significant reduction from its post-Bundeswehr high of 14,629 men in
1960.805 Poor press relations might contribute to the public misunderstanding of border policing that the
recruitment campaign attempted to address. Interior Minister Lücke acted swiftly by permanently
suspending all future vacation stays (Fereinaufenthalten) for teens. Lücke sent an explicit directive to the
entire command staff which stated: “While acknowledging the helpfulness of border policemen in
assisting with the oversight of this program, I feel obliged for reasons of principle to order that children
and adolescents shall not be included in the future vacation stays held at BGS accommodations.”806
Conclusion
Unfortunately for the Interior Ministry, despite all the money and efforts devoted to recruitment,
the Bundesgrenzschutz never came close to reaching its pre-Bundeswehr personnel levels. The border
activity reports reflected that the organization was overwhelmed and suffering personnel shortages in all
of its command centers. But recruitment efforts did not fail because of tough hiring practices or from a
lack of innovative advertising methods. They failed largely because West Germany’s postwar economy
was particularly strong during the 1950s and 60s when unemployment levels had dropped to record lows.
Even though border policing provided young men with excellent benefits and training, they could afford
to be selective when considering career options during the years of the economic miracle. The lack of
interest in the organization was also driven by the new ideals of non-military masculinity that emerged in
the postwar era. In spite of the Interior Ministry’s efforts to promote border policing as a fun career, a
new generation of West German men preferred to work in civilian professions. Although the Interior
Ministry’s incentive that allowed young men to substitute their obligation for military service by serving
18-months in the Bundesgrenzschutz might have seemed beneficial at the time, it did not result in
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significant staffing increases.807 Instead, many young men opted for military service because it allowed
them to serve at bases closer to their homes. Moreover, the use of conscription for border policemen was
rejected by the SPD in 1962 on the basis that it was supposed to be a civilian police force not an army.808
Interior Minister Hermann Höcherl tried in vain, but failed to convince the Bundestag to authorize
conscription for the Bundesgrenzschutz, even after it was given combatant status in 1965 (see Chapter
6).809 Conscription for border policemen until 13 January 1969 when the Bundestag passed a law
authorizing conscription in response to the need for additional border policemen for internal security that
came about after the passage of the emergency laws. The amendment also applied to West Germany’s
state police forces and effectively ended the competition for personnel between the country’s police and
armed forces.810
Recruitment in the Bundesgrenzschutz also reflected a great deal of what historians have found
about the changing ideals of masculinity in the postwar era. The traditional approach of appealing to
young men by promoting border policing as an adventure was no longer effective on its own.
Advertisements and recruiting posters emphasized the benefits of border policing for long-term
professional career training alongside themes that promised a fun job. The Interior Ministry had to find a
better approach to promote the force since the promise of living in barracks did not appeal to a newer
generation of men drawn to the individualism and consumerism of modern culture. The marketing of the
Bundesgrenzschutz as a “fully motorized” police troop, for example, was one way to demonstrate for
recruits that the force was both a modern and innovative career choice. Another approach was to
emphasize that one could be a border policeman while still being encouraged to enjoy the benefits of
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civilian life that were included in other professions. Despite these innovative efforts to reach West
Germany’s new generation of young men, the Bundesgrenzschutz remained a conservative organization
that framed an ideal type of masculinity it expected of its recruits. Like the Catholic and Protestant Youth
movements, border policing also functioned to train young men that loyalty to family and state took
precedence over individualism. As the conservative antithesis to the Halbstarke counterculture, border
policemen were expected to be strong state servants and family men
Innovative recruitment methods alone, however, were insufficient to sustain adequate staffing
levels and thus conscription was the only option to bring the force up to its full strength. The fact that the
government was willing to amend its conscription laws further reinforced the organization’s significance
to the West German state. Even the competition for recruits between the police and army was a result of
the government’s stubborn defense of what effectively was its only non-NATO-controlled force option.
A simple solution might have been achieved in 1956 if the Interior Ministry had followed the SPD’s
suggestion to transfer those men who opted out or were rejected for military service to the state police
(See Chapter 3). Certainly, this approach would have made more sense economically considering the
high advertising costs and personnel commitments needed to support recruitment campaigns. Besides,
there were already thousands of federal customs officers (Zollgrenzschutz), the U.S. Army and individual
state police forces such as the Bavarian Border Police (Bayerische Grenzpolizei) standing watch over the
Iron Curtain.
Besides underscoring the state’s reluctance to disband its only non-NATO force, however, the
recruitment campaign also revealed important insights into West Germany’s democratization and in
particular, the re-civilization of its postwar national security. To be sure, the Bundesgrenzschutz
recruitment propaganda reinforced stereotypical images of the east as dangerous and was aimed at
convincing strong young men to volunteer for service. But the actual process of finding, screening, and
hiring the ideal candidate reflected that the organization was also looking for men who demonstrated the
democratic values and practices of the new postwar state. During the application process, for example,
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candidates had to declare in writing that they were not, nor would ever be part of or support any radical
political organizations. Failure to abide by this oath would be grounds for the immediate termination of
their employment. Brochures and leaflets provided to recruits emphasized that they must be loyal to the
ideals of liberal democracy and tolerant of their fellow citizens even if they personally held opposing
views. Recruiters emphasized this approach because they wanted candidates to understand that they
could maintain their own personal views so long as these were not manifested in their duties. The object
was to increase rather than limit the number of those interested in the career. Of course candidates could
and often did withhold revelations about their private political opinions during the screening process. Yet
they also understood that any manifestation of anti-democratic opinions or attitudes in their official
capacity jeopardized their police careers. But as the scandal in Der Stern made clear, border policemen
were also subjected to the new critical public. The published images of young boys holding rifles
damaged the reputation of the Bundesgrenzschutz and evoked memories of the Nazi past. As the next
chapter will demonstrate, however, in spite of occasional missteps like the scandal in Der Stern, the
values of liberal democracy were reinforced by the organization through its continuing education and
training programs.
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Chapter 5: Training, Education, And Professional Ethics in the BGS
“Watch, stand in faith, be manly, and be strong!”811
“Today we face a historic task: we have a mandate to build a police force…which draws upon
lessons from the past to forge a new path forward. Therefore, we must ruthlessly eradicate outmoded
training. We reject drills that foster blind obedience…all party politics are forbidden…those habits
remaining from war service, which one might still be attached to, are to be forgotten.”812 With these
words, on 30 May 1951, Dr. Otto Dippelhofer, director of the first Bundesgrenzschutz School in LübeckSt. Hubertus outlined the philosophical approach for educating West Germany’s first border police noncommissioned officers (NCOs). Dippelhofer’s instructions to abandon the ways of the past are notable
considering his own past: he had been a Nazi Party member and high-ranking officer in the Waffen SS.813
As an officer in the Feldgendarmerie (Military Police), he led various police battalions on the Eastern
Front and, according to his military service record, he also led a police regiment in Einsatzgruppe D while
it was active in the Ukrainian region of Rostow.814 His legal background and law degree also earned him
a prominent position on the SS und Polizeigerichtsbarkeit (SS and Police Court) where he served a twoyear term on the Eastern Front.815 If a man with Dippelhofer’s background was in charge of training new
border policemen and their leaders, what sort of force was West Germany’s government planning to
create?
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This chapter explores the methods, subjects, and objectives in the training and education of
border policemen. According to the Sociologist George E. Berkley, “nothing is more vital to the creation
of a democratic policeman than education.”816 This was relevant in postwar West Germany where most
of its policemen had previously served under the Nazi dictatorship. My analysis therefore seeks to
answer the following questions: What topics and subject matter did border policemen have to master as
part of their basic training? What were new recruits and officer candidates taught about the moral
consequences of handling weapons and using deadly force? How influential was the Wehrmacht and its
veterans? To what extent and it what manner did instructors deal with Germany’s Nazi past? How did
the Cold War and anti-Communism shape police training? Who were the instructors and what books and
teaching methods did they use? What social, cultural, and political values were emphasized? Finally, and
most importantly, to what extent were the instructors successful at instilling democratic values in their
students? Answers to these questions offer important insights into the moral, political, ideological, and
cultural values expressed by Bundesgrenzschutz and its personnel during the Cold War. They also shed
light on the ongoing struggle between continuity and change that shaped the organization, its personnel
and its long-term development.
The Challenges of Turning Soldiers into Policemen
The influence and continuities of Prussian military traditions and especially those reinforced by
Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht were clearly reflected in the early training of border policemen. Since the
Bundesgrenzschutz was established during the rearmament debates (see Chapter 1), its personnel were
trained in military tactics. This was underscored by the Adenauer government’s effort to select the men
with leadership experience from the Wehrmacht for key officer and training posts. What this
demonstrated, at least initially, was a strong orientation towards pre-existing practices in West Germany’s
police forces instead of a clean break from the past. As early as 1950, a top-secret memorandum by
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Adenauer’s staff to the Allied High Commission requested the transfer of all military personnel records
from the Wehrmacht Information Office (WASt) in Berlin to Koblenz.817 The memorandum specifically
called for an end to the Allied ban against Wehrmacht veterans serving in the police and suggested they
“would doubtless be of great value for the morale of units to be newly formed. This would apply even
more in the case of members of former crack units.”818 The reference to “crack” units referred to elite SS
military police forces. Officials in the Interior Ministry specifically sought veteran policemen and
soldiers to lead and train the newly formed police force because they already had extensive practical
experience. Staatssekretär Ritter von Lex reported to Adenauer’s Chief of Staff Hans Globke that retired
General Anton Grasser was a leading candidate to organize training for the first Bundesgrenzschutz
recruits. Grasser was a veteran Wehrmacht officer who was recognized by his superiors for his ability and
zeal to indoctrinate his subordinates in the values of National Socialism.819 Lex also pointed out that 56%
of the staff officers and 42% of those assigned to company-level leadership posts were Wehrmacht
veterans.820 Although the Adenauer government chose former soldiers based on their proven leadership
experience, the decision to make them instructors fit the wider policy of postwar integration. In his study
of professional soldiers, Bert-Oliver Manig has argued that the government rehabilitated Wehrmacht
elites by assigning them important, or even prominent positions of authority in a “conflict-laden process”
that functioned as “the medium of their transition to democracy.”821 In other words, the democratic
learning process was achieved by giving these men integral roles in organizations like the
Bundesgrenzschutz as long as in practice they conformed in language and deed with postwar democracy.
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On 29 June 1951, the first 1400 officer candidates completed their basic training at the newly
established border police school in Lübeck-St. Hubertus.822 These first men formed the leadership cadres
needed to train and organize up to 10,000 incoming recruits. At such an early stage, there simply was
insufficient time to develop detailed training guidelines, manuals and principles that were specific to the
task of border policing. Because most of these first men and their leaders were veteran soldiers, the
training was consistent with the military drills and discipline they experienced in the army. Military-style
training effectively built small unit cohesion, esprit des corps, and a functional chain of command. Thus,
it differed very little from the basic training provided by the army.823 At the same time, if the objective
really was to establish a civilian police force, as Adenauer and his supporters had repeatedly claimed, then
new methods and guidelines were urgently needed. Nevertheless, as it stood in 1951, the first recruits
were trained like soldiers and this was consistent with justifications given by West Germany’s
conservative government that the Bundesgrenzschutz was a response to East Germany’s Volkspolizei (See
Chapter’s 1 and 2).
The military drills, regimentation, and profound influence of Wehrmacht models on
Bundesgrenzschutz training had long-term effects on perceptions of the organization and its personnel.
When its first steel-helmeted Hundertschaften (companies) appeared in public wearing the classic field
grey army uniforms, they seemed to confirm fears that the organization and its men were heirs to Prussian
traditions many believed were the root of Germany’s evils. Indeed, for the Allied powers, as Christopher
Clark has aptly suggested, “Prussia…was the very source of the malaise that had afflicted Europe…the
reason why Germany had turned from the path of peace and political modernity.”824 The press was quick
to point out these comparisons. An article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung suggested that the
choice of field grey and steel helmets for border police uniforms should have been forbidden because it
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invoked militaristic images of Nazi Germany.825 These perceptions are certainly understandable given the
long relationship between policing and the army in Germany’s past. But as the first group of officer
candidates began their training, the instructors were surprised at how unprepared these men were for
leadership roles.
At fifty-five years of age, Colonel Heinrich Müller was one of several experienced veteran
soldiers with law enforcement backgrounds selected as an instructor for these first officer candidates.826
His record was typical of men from his professional cohort, which reflected continuities between civilian
policing and the army. He began his police career in 1926 with the Prussian Schutzpolizei. Between 1931
and 1935 he worked with the Bereitschaftpolizei in Essen and as a Lieutenant Colonel with the
Landespolizei in Düsseldorf. In 1935, he was transferred to the Wehrmacht. During the Second World
War he fought with a machinegun company and also taught at the Prussian War Academy
(Kriegsakademie). In 1945, he was captured and held by the Americans as a POW and was released in
1947.827 He joined the Bundesgrenzschutz in 1951 and later rose through its ranks to eventually become
its Inspekteur (Chief) during the 1960s.
In December 1951, Müller wrote a candid analysis for the Interior Ministry about these first
officer candidates. His observations demonstrated that the Bundesgrenzschutz failed to live up to the
hyper-militarized stereotypes propagated by the press.828 According to Müller, these men came from
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every branch of the National Socialist armed forces including the army, navy, air force, and Waffen SS.829
Most of them, he suggested, lacked even the basic skills expected of veteran soldiers, especially in the
handling of standard infantry weapons. The reason for this deficit can be explained by the fact that many
of them were conscripted as teenagers at the end of the war and thus most were sent to the front with
almost not training whatsoever.830 As a veteran of a machinegun company, he was concerned that most
candidates were unfamiliar with the standard German MG-42 (Machinegewehr – Machinegun model 42).
Many of them had never even completed their basic high school education (Abitur) because it was
disrupted by the war and their time spent as POWs. He believed that these men were unable to “mentally
educate themselves because of prolonged captivity and postwar economic hardships.”831 While he
reported that the results with older married men were somewhat better, he argued the chances of further
development in this group were still low. They defied, at least as he described them, the stereotypical
Prussian military elite that was supposedly the root of Germany’s misfortune. He explained that in spite
of their best intentions, most of them had none of the leadership skills he expected. He concluded by
expressing his sincere hope that future courses with younger candidates might produce more promising
results.832
Although instructors like Heinrich Müller and Dr. Otto Dippelhofer, were shaped by their lengthy
military and policing careers, they understood that training men for war was significantly different from
teaching them to be civilian policemen in a democracy. The challenge was to prepare the
Bundesgrenzschutz for both possibilities – domestic unrest and/or foreign invasion. The
Bundesgrenzschutz was charged with guarding the border as a non-military response to minor incidents
before they turned into larger, possibly nuclear conflicts between the superpowers. If a Soviet invasion
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did occur, however, border policemen were expected to fight as combatants in delaying actions until
heavier NATO forces could be deployed.833 Recruits also had to be trained in traditional law enforcement
principles because they might be called upon in local emergencies to reinforce the state and municipal
police.
Past policing models remained influential, but West Germany’s politicians were ideologically
committed to forming new democratic, civilian police forces after the war. The preamble to the
organization’s first training guidelines explained this approach: “The Bundesgrenzschutz is a new
institution that consciously does not follow former models in education and training, but seeks to build up
an organization that is closest to the people, taking into account the experiences of the past.”834 This new
philosophical approach to training demonstrated, at least in principle, how border police leaders attempted
to adapt their experiences and past training models to support the state’s new democratic political
framework. Although there was no way to completely erase the negative influences of militarized
policing and its legacies, this philosophical shift was an important first step that provided a foundation to
the evolving learning process.
The new approach was also evident in the written guidelines for officer candidate training as
outlined by Dr. Dippelhofer. He emphasized that while the objective of an army tactician was to teach
leaders how to seek out and “annihilate the enemy,” policemen were bound by stringent legal
requirements and taught to restore order, peace, and security.835 Thus, Dippelhofer argued, that “the
officer in the BGS must therefore be trained not only to assess the tactical situation, but also the legal
situation. If he wants to fully pursue his profession and always act according to the principles of sound
police science, he must respect and have knowledge of the law in order to apply it legally and
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proportionally.”836 The guidelines also described desirable personal characteristics and traits the
organization was hoping to find and develop in its leaders. The ideal candidate, according to Dippelhofer,
was a man who led his subordinates by his own example and one who had already worked his way
through and experienced the hardships of the lower ranks.837 They were looking for someone who
possessed strong intellectual traits without being arrogant towards subordinates. Dippelhofer was clear to
point out, however, that while the knowledge required to be a good leader was extensive, the ideal officer
candidates should also be pragmatic “doers” rather than exclusively focused on the theoretical aspects of
criminal, administrative, and constitutional law. Thus, the Bundesgrenzschutz wanted leaders who were
well rounded, but also knowledgeable, pragmatic, and action oriented.838
Dippelhofer’s statements were striking considering his record of service with Nazi police
battalions. How can we explain his progressive thinking towards border police training considering the
darker side of his service record? His legalistic approach to training is unsurprising considering that he
was highly educated and experienced in law and public policy before the war. But he was no different
than countless others like him who were reintegrated into postwar society during the Adenauer era.839
Some of these men lied or were deliberately vague about their pasts to avoid any accountability for
criminal activities. Certainly, the politics of rearmament and anti-Communism played a significant role
here too, since the Western Allies needed German support as a bulwark against the Soviets in the Cold
War. But as Norbert Frei and many other historians have already shown, the Adenauer government was
uninterested in widespread prosecution of war criminals and thus discouraged comprehensive efforts to
investigate the pasts of men like Dippelhofer. This was reflected in the “myth of the clean Wehrmacht,”
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which asserted that Germany’s army had fought an honorable war and that criminal behavior was only
perpetrated by a minority of Nazi fanatics.840
But the relaxation of denazification proceedings and the passage of amnesty laws, which enjoyed
widespread partisan support in the Bundestag, were also significant.841 The problem for postwar West
German society was indeed complex, but the preference to focus on the future and forget the past raised
penetrating moral questions. As Klaus Naumann has emphasized, the collective “hushing up of certain
aspects of the past was especially effective as a means of integrating postwar German society” and
“exoneration and denial were two possible strategies assiduously resorted to.”842 Thus, men with
questionable past records found themselves right back in leading public posts after the war. This was
particularly true of those whose law enforcement careers spanned more than one political regime. Men
like Otto Dippelhofer had two paths to choose from if they wanted to regain prominent positions: They
either had to outwardly display loyalty for democracy, or keep their illiberal views to themselves. For
those who ideologically embraced democratic values and norms, they had to undergo an internal learning
process whereby they cognitively acknowledged and recognized their illiberal beliefs were wrong. For
many of them, the bitter consequences of the war followed by the humiliation of defeat were convincing
enough to change their internal beliefs. Others, however, merely conformed to the politics of whatever
regime held power and kept their ideological beliefs to themselves or within the closed groups of trusted
friends. Evidence of which men adapted to democracy in practice, but maintained authoritarian
ideological beliefs versus those who adapted in both practice and spirit is difficult to come by.
Nevertheless, for the postwar state, it was more important that its civil servants practiced democracy to
prevent any who still had illiberal beliefs from transforming them into action.
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Starting from Scratch: Training and its Development
While the officer candidates began their training in June 1951, instruction for the first class of
new border police recruits did not begin until October.843 At this time, the curriculum for basic training
was only designed to provide these men with the most rudimentary skills in weapons handling and tactics.
The Interior Ministry’s main objective was to get the force up and running since eight months had already
elapsed since the Bundestag authorized its establishment (See Chapter 1). Whenever practical, men with
military experience were organized into ready-reserve units that could be immediately deployed to deal
with any sudden emergencies.844 For the new recruit beginning his basic training, the
Hundertschaftsführer (company leader) was considered the most important figure in his life. And for the
staff assigned to the border police school, supporting the mission of the Hunderschaftsführer and his
mentorship of the new recruits was their sole purpose.845 The company provided the basic organizational
structure of daily life for a recruit and was quite literally his home away from home. The paternalistic
Hundertschaftsführer represented his main supervisor, teacher, and disciplinarian.
While the concepts of discipline and obedience were often controversially linked to Prussian
militarism and Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht, they were also key elements in training men to work together
as a team rather than as individuals.846 The opponents and critics of the Bundesgrenzschutz, especially
those in powerful trade unions representing the Länder police (Gewerkschaft der deutsche Polizei – GdP
and Gewerkschaft Öffentliche Dienste, Transport und Verkehr – ÖTV) often pointed to its militaristic
training as evidence that it was a backwards or anti-democratic organization.847 Because of perceptions
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like this even the founders of the West Germany’s Bundeswehr were reluctant to accept border policemen
without closer scrutiny, especially men from its officer corps.848 But these perceptions were not based on
anything specific reflected in the actual border police training doctrine. The written instructions for the
first recruit training classes, for example, defined the concept of discipline in a manner that emphasized
teamwork rather than strict obedience to higher authority. According to the instructions, “no force can
exist without discipline. Discipline is not based on fear of punishment, but rather springs from the
knowledge of each individual, that the complex task of border protection can only be met by a willing
submission of the individual to the whole.”849 This non-traditional notion of discipline was based on the
concept of teamwork in carrying out a task or mission rather than the Prussian idea of blind obedience.
Colonel Heinrich Müller spoke extensively about the need to abandon the draconian disciplinary
practices of past training doctrine in a lecture about authority and obedience presented to border
policemen at the Protestant Academy in Kurhessen-Waldeck.850 Imposing any form of blind obedience
within the ranks, he insisted, was anathema to what border police leaders were trying to achieve through
discipline. He emphasized that although there would always be a need to punish those who broke the
rules, discipline had more value when used as positive reinforcement. Of course the giving and following
of basic orders was always an essential facet of leadership, but Müller suggested those leaders who
reflected fairness in their approach to discipline had a greater chance of winning the support and respect
of their men. Citing the German novelist Walter Flex, he explained, “whoever has the heart of his people
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also has discipline.”851 Müller’s use of the quote from Walter Flex was emblematic of the cultural shift in
patriarchal authority that took place in the 1950s and 60s. Till van Rahden has argued that although the
“hierarchical conception of authority based on tradition and the spirit of order and obedience still
prevailed…it began to give way to an idea of authority based on trust embedded in egalitarian social
relationships.”852 Tough, military masculinity was gradually replaced by the notion of patriarchal
authority based on the model of a firm yet “gentle” father figure.853 Thus, Müller’s speech can be seen as
an attempt to emphasize this new, or democratic, principle of patriarchal authority to junior leaders of the
Bundesgrenzschutz and it was reflective of broader efforts to reconfigure scial norms after the
catastrophic effects of the war.
This framing of discipline, one that rejected the notion of blind obedience, is still used to
reinforce teamwork and professionalism in most modern democratic police training models.854 Critics,
especially those among the Social Democrats, however, feared that the socialization of new border
policemen in a paramilitary environment and their training by former soldiers might negatively influence
what was supposed to be a civilian police organization.855 These concerns were not unfounded.
Sociological analysis by B.K. Greener and W.J. Fish has shown that “training [the police] by the military
is more likely to be oriented towards elimination of an enemy threat, which can lead to disconnection
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between the police force and the community it is supposed to serve.”856 Nevertheless, in their public
comments and writings, leaders such as Dr. Dippelhofer and Heinrich Müller were already calling for
training programs that rejected this mixing of policing and military tasks.857 Still, the Interior Ministry
faced criticism because of its preference for selecting Wehrmacht veterans for its training posts. Critics
feared choosing former soldiers might lead to an ideological re-militarization of the police. Men who had
been in the military were also familiar with most of the weapons, uniforms, and equipment used by the
Bundesgrenzschutz.858 Moreover, since millions of men served in Nazi Germany’s armed forces, finding
those who were not veteran soldiers in the 1950s and 60s was difficult.859 Still, memories of civilian
policing and its ambivalence, or, in certain cases, complicity with the radical right in undermining
Weimar democracy, produced long-term skepticism of the relationship between policing and the military
in postwar Germany, especially on the political Left.
In spite of efforts by the training staff at Lübeck-St. Hubertus to emphasize civilian policing
doctrine, military tactical exercises remained popular among the men. The Border Police Psychologist,
Dr. Leonhard von Renthe-Fink, supervised the curriculum development committee (Referat I C 5) and
was keenly aware of the challenges in ideologically and pragmatically demilitarizing the police. During
the Third Reich, Dr. Renthe-Fink had been a Wehrmacht psychologist and a leading member of its
“Inspectorate for Aptitude Testing.” Like many psychologists of his generation, the Wehrmacht offered
steady work and a chance to test his theories. For the Bundesgrenzschutz, he observed and reported on
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the effects and quality of the instruction provided to border policemen.860 From his perspective, there was
an insufficient focus on the role and duties of policemen or for that matter on any topics related to the
study of civics or law. He found that topics such as ethics, political ideology, and professionalism were
completely ignored in comparison to military themes. Thus, he recognized early on that more
instructional focus should be directed towards law enforcement. More problematically, however, he also
observed that, “there was a particular open disdain by the training staff for any police related topics.”861
At least outwardly, what he saw contradicted the intent to separate policing and soldiering as stressed by
Dr. Dippelhofer in his public and private comments. This obvious contradiction can be explained from
two perspectives. First, during the early 1950s, the majority of border policemen were veteran soldiers
back in the armed service of the state and living in the familiar surroundings of former military barracks.
Secondly, by law, border policemen had no exclusive powers of arrest and had to turn individuals they
detained over to state police forces.862 These men were focused on external rather than external security
and believed typical law enforcement procedures were not applicable to their duties. Nevertheless,
having a psychologist oversee and provide input to change the organizational culture and develop
effective police training programs was innovative for its time even though he was also a Wehrmacht
veteran. It demonstrated that the Interior Ministry was serious about improving the overall quality of the
training programs and minimizing the influence of the Wehrmacht. There were, however, no short-term
solutions to overcoming the strong historical relationship between policing and the army. To change the
military acculturation that had shaped the lives of these men before they joined the Bundesgrenzschutz
was more challenging. More time was needed to overcome the military traditions even though there was
a significant top-down effort to do so. In 1951, the West German government was focused on rapidly
860
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deploying its border policemen along the inner-German border as a response to the Volkspolizei. For the
time being, the increased promotion of civilian themes in training would have to wait until its staff could
make the necessary improvements.
Dr. Renthe-Fink’s detailed analysis, however, was influential in identifying several problem areas
and helped to develop future education and training programs. He emphasized that the men who were
expected to fill leadership positions, especially at the line-level in platoons, needed much more training.863
Moreover, he argued that during the forthcoming training cycle, police science, civics, politicalideological training, professional ethics, and psychology should be given greater priority. To accomplish
this, he recommended that training plans for these topics be adapted to match those already in use at the
state police schools, especially the course plans recently developed by the Interior Ministry under the
supervision of Ministerialdirigent and Prussian Schutzpolizei veteran Ludwig Dierske.864 Dr. RentheFink also recommended that instructors should primarily consist of civilian academics specializing in
legal studies or senior police officers with advanced law degrees. The challenge was to take these
important theoretical topics and present them in such a manner that they were interesting, practical and
useable by border policemen.865 It is telling that members of the training staff and the Interior Ministry
were already taking these decisive steps to civilianize training at such an early stage of the organization’s
development. Although by 1950, former Wehrmacht General Wolf Graf von Baudissin’s philosophy of
Innere Führung (moral leadership) was discussed by officials in the Amt Blank (Ministry of Defense), its
influence remained largely theoretical until the Bundeswehr was established.866 In all likelihood,
however, early discussions of Innere Führung did influence Bundesgrenzschutz leaders since they were
all Wehrmacht veterans and the organization was used as a source for the first Bundeswehr recruits (see
Chapter 3). By the 1960s, Innere Führung was a topic regularly featured in border police officer
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candidate training plans.867 Nevertheless, in spite of some lingering problematic influences in its training
programs, the motivation for reform and the focus on more topics related civilian law enforcement
practices came from within the border police command staff.
An interesting aspect of Dr. Renthe-Fink’s analysis pointed to a complete lack of education for
border policemen in subjects relating to political ideology.868 He used the East German Volkspolizei and
its political training as a hypothetical model for how this could also be accomplished in the
Bundesgrenzschutz. He cited intelligence reports from the Bundesministerium für Gesamtdeutsche
Fragen (Federal Ministry for Intra-German Relations) that reflected the number of hours Volkspolizei
recruits and their officers spent studying political topics, especially the ideologies of Marxism, Leninism,
and the history of the German Revolution. These reports showed that the Volkspolizei spent a total of
forty hours per week on training related to these topics. While he was quick to dismiss the Marxist
subject matter as “pure propaganda,” he suggested there were two primary learning points that West
Germany’s border policemen could adopt for their own training.869 First, he believed it was critical to
understand the worldview and political ideologies of their eastern enemies. Secondly, he argued, “while
the west has no closed ideology like Marxism, more could and should be done to consolidate our own
worldview and, more importantly, to develop the critical thinking and reasoning skills of our officers.”870
To accomplish this, he emphasized the importance of professional ethics training under the framework of
what he called the “Oxford Movement,” which was more popularly known at the time as “moral
rearmament.”871 The movement was founded by the American Christian Evangelist Frank Buchman
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during the 1920s and gained popularity again during the Cold War as an ideological response to the
material-atheist worldview of Communism.872 The central objective of the movement was to change the
lives of followers by bringing them into a closer relationship with God. According to Historian Daniel
Sack, those who advocated moral rearmament “drew on a wide variety of theological ideas and religious
practices, mixing them with psychological theories and a hefty dollop of popular culture.”873 RentheFink’s invocation of this approach as a basis for implementing some form of political-ideological training
reflected his participation in the broader anti-Communist movement in the Western world.
Officer-Candidate Training
As the first training year progressed, key officials in the Interior Ministry worked with the
training staff of the Border Police School to evaluate the effectiveness of their programs. These officials
were concerned with developing excellent officer candidates since the men leading the platoons and
companies were supposed to be role models for the younger postwar generations of recruits. The training
staff’s greatest challenge was finding new officer candidates who had completed their high school leaving
certificate (Abitur).874 They would need further education before they could be considered for promotion.
In response to this shortcoming, the instructors developed a special junior officer program for men who
lacked their Abitur. In July 1952, Lehr sent Oberregierungsrat Kretschmann as an observer to LübeckSt. Hubertus to assess the overall effectiveness of the program. Lehr wanted to find out if Müller’s
observation regarding the lack of high school education was indeed an obstacle to the prospect for
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promotion? Kretschmann spent two days observing the officer candidates and presented his findings to
the Interior Ministry in a comprehensive report.875
He sat in classrooms to observe instructors, participated in staff curriculum development
meetings, watched the remediation process of men who failed exams, and evaluated the platoon leaders
courses.876 His analysis gives us closer insights into the students, curriculum, and staff included in this
program. It also demonstrated the challenges West Germany’s government faced in creating a
professionalized national police force in the aftermath of the war. The program included forty-four men
from all over Germany ranging from entry-level policemen (Grenzjäger) up to the rank of Sergeant Major
(Hauptfeldwebel). The ages of the candidates varied, but were classified into the following three
groupings: twenty-eight between the ages of 20 and 25 years, ten between 26 and 30 years, and six who
were between 31 and 40 years. Forty-one of these men were judged by their instructors to have “average
maturity” while only three were rated as being above average. Only fourteen candidates had completed
Volksschule (combination of primary and lower secondary education) thirteen of which had what
Kretschmann described as extra training in technical or vocational skills.877 Their teachers, all of whom
were secondary school instructors, also came from throughout Germany. They ranged in age between 30
and 45 years, all with combat experience as frontline reserve officers. The Headmaster, Dr. Hoffmann,
was the current Principal at the Oldenbourg secondary school and had also been a teacher in the
Wehrmacht.878
The candidates were instructed in the following topics: German, history, civics, mathematics,
natural sciences (physics, chemistry and biology), geography, and foreign languages (English and
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French).879 Foreign languages in particular were considered important for policemen expected to patrol
and monitor the state’s international borders. Only those men who scored above average in all subjects
would be acceptable for promotion. The results for the forty-four men who took part in this special
program were telling. Only twenty-one of them, or 48% were considered acceptable.880 Three of those
who failed had been highly decorated NCOs from the Wehrmacht, one of which held Nazi Germany’s
coveted Knights Cross (Ritterkreuz) award for bravery. While the instructors explained that these three
men were indeed decent policemen with superb combat records, they lacked the basic educational
requirements expected of anyone promoted to a civilian police leadership rank.881 Thus, contrary to the
critics who believed the prevalence of veteran soldiers would overly militarize the Bundesgrenzschutz,
Kretschmann’s report showed that education was more desirable for its leaders than a record of heroic
deeds in combat.882 Moreover, Kretschmann also explained that there was a platoon leaders course taking
place at the same time where out of the twenty-two candidates, all of whom combat veterans of the birth
cohort 1917-1925, only six candidates passed. Here again, one of those who failed was a Knights Cross
winner with an outstanding combat record, but who was unable to meet the most basic reading and
writing requirements for promotion. The minimum qualifications needed to advance in rank were such
that even those who had distinguished themselves in combat as soldiers were not automatically qualified
to become civilian police officers without demonstrating an aptitude for the job.883
The experiences of the first instructors and staff at the Border Police School showed that training
in the Bundesgrenzschutz had a rough start. Even veteran soldiers with previous law enforcement
experience struggled to adapt to the new demands of democratic policing. In spite of these challenges,
however, the Interior Ministry and its teaching staff were determined to improve the quality and quantity
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of training for leaders and their personnel. Many men were thus passed over for promotion even though
they were combat veterans. The knowledge, skills, and abilities demanded of civilian policemen were
significantly different than those needed to be a soldier. If West Germany’s border police force was
going to survive, then the education and training of its personnel, especially those selected as officercandidates, had to evolve. Senior members of the staff, such as Colonel Müller and Dr. Dippelhofer,
recommended that more instruction in subjects related to law, civics and democracy were necessary. In
addition to increasing the course hours devoted to legal topics, Müller recommended that instructors
engage with their students in debates and conversations designed to enhance their critical reasoning
skills.884 Müller’s open discussion format showed how education and training in the Bundesgrenzschutz
was reflective of the broader discussions culture that emerged in 1950s West Germany.885 Policing in a
democracy demanded officers who had the ability to think and carefully weigh the moral consequences of
their decisions. The old notion of making important decisions based upon a rigid obedience to orders
from above was no excuse for abusing one’s authority.
The emphasis on critical thinking skills for border policemen emerged in conjunction with similar
discussions taking place among former Wehrmacht generals about the merits of Innere Führung (See
Chapter 3).886 The concept, which is best described as a moral leadership philosophy or personal code of
conduct, was supposed to guide soldiers, and in this case policemen, in carrying out their duties. Soldiers
were now held accountable for their actions and could not, as had been the case in the Third Reich, use
the excuse that they had no choice but to follow orders from above no matter how criminal or immoral
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they might have been. Teaching policemen the philosophy of Innere Führung was intended to make them
better critical thinkers and force them to seriously consider the moral consequences of their actions. 887
One educational approach relevant to Innere Führung and popular among border policemen were
the debates over ethical questions surrounding the Nazi past, especially those connected with the antiHitler resistance movement. The focus on the plot to kill Hitler in the Federal Republic was a catalyst for
conservative politicians to advance the argument that the anti-Nazi resistance proved the fallacy of
collective German guilt for the criminal polices of the Third Reich.888 Oberregierungsrat Kretschmann
claimed, “the treatment of the resistance movement against Hitler is one of the most difficult problems of
national political education because it touches on the boundary of responsibility…the ethics of acting out
of an inner state of emergency has always been controversial.”889 Many of Germany’s veteran
Wehrmacht officers, especially those in veterans associations and members of the Dienstelle Blank, were
bitterly divided in their opinions of the resistance movement (See Chapter 3). The Verband deutscher
Soldaten (VdS) veterans association, for example, would not publicly support rearmament until the honor
of the Wehrmacht was restored and fought against any privileged status reserved for members of the
resistance.890 Men like General Hasso von Manteuffel believed the plotters had betrayed their oath of
loyalty and were thus unreliable as leaders in the new Bundeswehr.891 The same rifts and divided
opinions were reflected in the discussions among border policemen whenever the July 20 plot was
discussed. The Bundesgrenzschutz was criticized for sending honor guards to the funerals of General
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Guderian and Field Marshal von Rundstedt because they remained loyal to the Nazi regime and took part
in actions against the conspirators in the aftermath of the assassination attempt.892
Historian Wolfgang Foerster’s biography, Generaloberst Ludwig Beck, as well as relevant
readings on the Third Reich from Otto Breiting’s text on political education in the Bundesgrenzschutz,
were used as a basis for instruction and debate on the Anti-Hitler resistance.893 Whereas Foerster’s book
describes Beck in hagiographic terms, Breiting more problematically explained the Third Reich as a
lesson of how democracy can and did ultimately fail solely because of “one man and his clique.”894 This
narrow perspective and selective distancing ignored the widespread support the Nazis enjoyed or the
general knowledge of the war crimes perpetrated by the Wehrmacht during the war. Thus, men like
Ludwig Beck and Colonel Stauffenberg were presented as ideal examples of Innere Führung because
they acted against the Nazi regime according to their conscience even though it cost them their lives. In a
Die Parole article dedicated to the twentieth anniversary of Stauffenberg’s attempt to kill Hitler, CurtWolf Roeder explained its importance for border policemen by pointing out Field Marshall Keitel’s
closing speech at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trial in which he admitted that he “failed to see the limits
of a soldiers duty” and would have rather chosen death than permit himself to be “dragged into the
networks of such pernicious rulers.”895
Colonel Müller believed that lively debates and discussions on topics such as the plot to kill
Hitler helped to increase the education levels of policemen. He explained to Interior Minister Lehr that
the open discussions between instructors and students at Lübeck was a promising model that should be
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encouraged outside the academy at the company and platoon level.896 He suggested this would build the
credibility of border police leaders to their men and foster open relations between supervisors and
subordinates. He wanted leaders to use literature, films, visits to local historical monuments and even
museums as a means to encourage debates that could be facilitated by subordinates acting as class
officers. The object of these discussions was to encourage an intellectual exchange of ideas surrounding
politics, science, education and other contemporary issues that might benefit all the participants. Some of
the subjects he recommended included: The Schuman Plan, European thought, Socialism, Bolshevism,
and the moral rearmament movement of Frank Buchman.897 Other areas that Müller found relevant were
the foundations of Hellenistic culture, Christianity, and the expression of Western culture in painting,
architecture, music, theater, and film. He wanted to facilitate debates rather than simply delivering
anecdotal lectures. Müller insisted, “The subjects selected for discussion must be presented in a manner
that encourages everyone to participate. A mere listening to lectures does not accomplish this. Only by
elaborating the topic of discussion is there any benefit gained by the men.”898
What Müller was suggesting amounted to providing border policemen with the foundations for
developing better critical thinking skills. This is interesting at such an early stage of the organization’s
development and clearly demonstrated that a grassroots effort for improved education based in the
humanities began to emerge from within its ranks. This was a good beginning, but many problematic
legacies of Germany’s recent past remained. Many of the topics Müller suggested for these discussions,
for example, still emphasized the moral superiority of Western culture based upon Christian values.
Konrad Adenauer and his conservative Christian Democratic party played an influential role here. As
Owen Chadwick remarked, “Adenauer’s tough personality symbolized a Christian, pro-West, antiCommunist, anti-Russian stance – defend liberty and the right to worship by arming the West against the
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Eastern threat – and for a time he helped to make the Cold War colder.”899 This stance opened space for a
continuation of problematic themes championed by the Nazis in their depiction of the East as the region
of “wild Asiatic hordes.”900 Müller’s memorandum thus reflected the many profound contradictions and
non-linear evolution of West Germany’s democratization. On the one hand, his proposal of a liberal
education emphasizing critical thinking skills seems remarkably innovative for its time. The assigned
reading list he recommended as a basis for these discussions, for example, included over sixty titles with
works by Jacob Burckhardt, Max Planck, Benedette Croce, Søren Kierkegaard, Schiller, Goethe, and
Shakespeare.901 On the other hand, Müller also spoke about Oswald Spengler’s controversial Decline of
the West in hagiographic terms.902 Spengler’s monumental work was a favorite of conservatives because
it emphasized elite culture and authoritarianism. According to Walter Sturve’s analysis of 1920s
Germany, Spengler “added his voice to the cries on the Right for a great leader to alleviate the sufferings
of the German people and overcome internal conflicts.”903 While Spengler’s relationship to Hitler and the
Nazis before his death was ambiguous, the movement embraced many points of his philosophy that
rejected liberal ideals and called for an authoritarian or “Caesarist” form of rule.904 According to Müller,
“Spengler’s [book] Untergang [downfall/decline] should be read by every officer because it remains such
a superior historical overview with profound implications in all fields.”905 He also recommended writings
by the influential Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset who argued against the dangers of democracy
because of its empowerment of the masses who were unqualified to rule without an aristocratic “elite” to
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guide them.906 The significance of his preference for the works by Spengler and Ortega y Gasset reflected
that while he encouraged improved critical thinking skills for border policemen, he also championed the
ideals of the 1920s conservative revolution and 1950s conservatism in his thinking about training and
education. Müller’s ideas reflected the ongoing organizational struggle between continuity and change
that shaped the longterm development of the Bundesgrenzschutz.
Training and the Problematic Legacies of Counterinsurgency Warfare
The contradictions between the emerging democratic policing models in the Federal Republic and
the conservative political legacies that predated Nazi Germany were especially prominent in how the
Bundesgrenzschutz approached counterinsurgency training. In contrast to Müller emphasizing the value
of a traditional education in the humanities, the popularity of counterinsurgency themes in training
reflected the ongoing struggle between change and continuity in the Bundesgrenzschutz. The fear of
border infiltrations by gangs of communist insurgents or members of the Volkspolizei were a central
feature of these topics. The training vocabulary alone evoked controversial themes. Counterinsurgency,
or Bandenbekämpfung (Anti-Bandit-Warfare) as it was labeled in the course plans, was described as the
preferred method for fighting criminal gangs, smugglers, and agents during training year 1952/53.907 The
German word Bandenbekämpfung was closely associated with anti-partisan warfare and the
annihilationist policies in Nazi occupied Europe where it was used to justify reprisals against civilian
populations.908 According to historian Hannes Heer, Bandenbekämpfung was a term used at the direction
of SS and Nazi German Police Chief Heinrich Himmler to deliberately label all partisans as criminal
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bandits who were undeserving of any quarter when captured.909

Like the Wehrmacht and SS units many

border policemen came from, the command staff of the Bundesgrenzschutz also formed Einsatzgruppen
(special action squads) and Jagdkommandos (hunter units) to combat criminal gangs and smugglers
operating in border zones. The use of the term Einsatzgruppen was especially troubling because it
evoked the mobile killing squads of SS security policemen (Sicherheitspolizei) used to hunt down and
shoot millions of Jews during the war.910 The training plan specified that men chosen to staff these units
must “have excellent shooting skills, be capable of independent action, and be in top physical condition to
endure long periods outdoors in inclement weather.” Moreover, the men had to have “excellent hunting
skills, be cunning and agile, skilled in the use of camouflage and trapping, and able to use detection
dogs.”911 Specialized units such as these, particularly named in this manner, gave critics of the border
police justification to question the motives of the organization. They certainly seemed to defy what the
Allied powers and West German lawmakers envisioned for democratized policing in the postwar era.
More problematically, however, evidence in organizational journals directly linked the focus on
counterinsurgency or Bandenbekämpfung, as it was referred to in the Bundesgrenzschutz, to the violent
measures used against Soviet irregular fighters during the Second World War and even earlier street
fights between policemen and communists in the 1920s. The retired Schutzpolizei Colonel Herbert Golz,
for example, authored a lengthy “lessons learned” article that was published in Die Parole over three
separate issues.912 Golz provided readers with a history of irregular warfare going back to the francstireurs (free shooters) – civilian irregular fighters who attacked the Prussian Army occupying France at
the end of the Franco-Prussian War. The paranoia and fear of francs-tireurs were major justifications for
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the targeting of civilains in 1870-71 and again during the beginning months of the First World War.913
His primary focus, however, were the Soviet partisans of the Second World War, which he said were very
dangerous because of “ancient Slavic habits particularly endemic to the Balkans.”914 Golz claimed that
border policemen must be trained to deal with insurgents because they were likely to encounter them in
their duties at the frontiers. He argued that the best way to combat insurgents and communist fifth
column agents was to form Jagdkommandos, which proved to be the most effective method from
experience in the war against the Soviets. These units could then be used to track down, encircle and
ultimately “crush” the insurgents.915
Another article in Die Parole emphasized the Prussian Schutzpolizei’s violent suppression of
striking communist workers at the Leuna factory in 1921. The article advocated this incident as an ideal
model for training border policemen to counter social unrest.916 There were 35 policemen and 145
civilians killed in the assault against the Leuna factory. More problematically, the Schutzpolizei carried
out reprisals by executing captured strikers on the spot without trial. The head of the operation, Police
Colonel Graf von Poninski, was placed in command of the state police training school at Brandenburg an
der Havel during the 1920s where his suppression of the strikers was used as a model for crushing
communist riots.917 The uprisings of 1921 were a foundational myth for both the German Communist
Party (KPD) and the Socialist Union Party (SED); they and also inspired the postwar monumental art
movement in East Germany. According to the art historian Claudia Mensch, the revolt was “a key
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moment of recovery for the German Communist Party after the debacle of the failed 1919 revolution.”918
The Die Parole article was written by a former Lieutenant Colonel in the Schutzpolizei who took part in
putting down the uprising. It emphasized the key use of artillery against the workers, which ultimately
gave policemen the upper hand; it also recommended the usefulness of similar tactics and equipment for
the Bundesgrenzschutz.919 The 1921 Schutzpolizei attack at the Leuna factory as a model for border
policemen in the 1950s reflected the striking continuities in militarized policing themes that predated the
National Socialist era.
Many of these problematic themes lasted well beyond the 1950s. They re-emerged again in the
1960s after the Bundestag awarded combatant status to the Bundesgrenzschutz and coincided with the
publication of a “Street Fighting Manual” used to train border policemen in urban combat tactics.920 It
was written by Colonel Karl Winkelbrandt, the Interior Ministry’s Director of Education, Training, and
Support for the Bundesgrenzschutz. Winkelbrandt was typical of many senior border police leaders. He
began his law enforcement career with the Prussian Schutzpolizei in 1928 working his way up to the rank
of Lieutenant. In 1936, he was drafted into the Wehrmacht where he served as a staff and training officer
in various units during the war.921 When the manual was first introduced, it was accompanied by a lecture
on the 1944 Warsaw Uprising given by Schutzpolizei and Wehrmacht veteran Lieutenant Pantenius.922
Pantenius had been an instructor at the Wehrmacht Kampfschule für Strassen- und Festungskampf
(Combat School for Street and Fortress Fighting) and also led Volksgrenadier Infantry Regiment 690 in
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action against the Polish Resistance at Warsaw.923 He explained to his audience that present day tensions
with Eastern Europe were such that understanding street-fighting tactics as experienced by the
Wehrmacht against the Polish resistance was critical for border policemen.924
But officials in the Interior Ministry who worried about the negative perceptions these themes
might evoke, acted quickly to revise the manner in which the street-fighting manual was presented to
border police trainees. When the manual was first published in draft form, the Bundesgrenzschutz was
under attack from Werner Kuhlmann, head of the state police union (GdP), who accused the West
German government of secretly attempting to re-militarize its civilian police. Colonel Winkelbrandt’s
introduction and preface were especially problematic because it spoke of using artillery and anti-tank
weapons in urban combat, which the Interior Ministry correctly pointed out were purely military
options.925 Regierungsdirektor Dr. Einwag and Bundesgrenzschutz Inspekteur Heinrich Müller worked to
rewrite Winkelbrandt’s preface and introduction by omitting all references to heavy military weapons.
Whereas the original introduction spoke about the need to “attack” and “dominate” subversive forces
concealed in “built-up urban areas,” the revised language outlined “the need for border policemen to be
familiar with inhabited urban dwellings in case there is a need for law enforcement to respond for an
emergency.”926 Even the idea of border policemen having the need for a “Street Fighting Manual” was
problematic, not to mention the awkward references to the Nazi suppression of the Warsaw Uprising in
1944 as a model case study of urban warfare for policing in a democracy. The persistence of these
problematic themes reflected the divergent opinions and experiences of veteran policemen who served as
instructors. The intervention by the Interior Ministry to edit and remove the references to obvious
military themes shows that the process of civilizing the Bundesgrenzschutz needed constant attention.
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But it also showed the layers of accountability in the organization as its senior leaders constantly
negotiated what was acceptable and problematic in the discourse of its training doctrine.
While problematic legacies in training doctrine and particularly the naming of special border
police units as Einsatzgruppen and Jagdkommandos (discussed above) evoked troubling memories of the
harsh policing methods in Weimar and Nazi Germany, border policemen in these units were trained and
used for completely different objectives. There is no evidence of anti-democratic practices manifested in
the actions or behavior of border policemen as they carried out their duties. During the 1950s, for
example, black marketeering and smuggling remained prolific along all of West Germany’s borders.927
At that time, coffee, always in short supply and in heavy demand, was pedaled by bands of criminals
popularly known as Rabbatz gangs. The Rabbatz bands were highly mobile and enjoyed a mythical
“Robin Hood” status among those living in the border regions because they delivered luxury consumables
and goods that were otherwise too expensive or unavailable.928 Local residents and business owners often
helped and supported the Rabbatzer by providing shelter and helping them to elude capture by local
authorities. In 1952, the Einsatzgruppen and Jagdkommandos of the Bundesgrenzschutz carried out
“Operation Martha” to fight smuggling along what was known as the German-Belgian “coffee border.”
The Border Police Lieutenant Colonel Kurt Andersen, a tough combat veteran of two wars and member
of the interwar Baltic Freikorps, led the operation. Under his command, the coffee smuggling in the
region was effectively, albeit temporarily, disrupted. In commending Andersen for his leadership,
Interior Minister Robert Lehr noted that the Einsatzgruppen and Jagdkommandos under his command
arrested 1,581 smugglers, seized 36 luxury vehicles, 300 pounds of coffee, significant amounts of
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tobacco, jewelry, and other consumables totaling over 655,884 DM.929 More importantly, the operation
took place without incident and there were no injuries suffered by policemen or any of the smugglers they
arrested. Operation Martha shows that there was a distinct difference between the rhetoric and names of
these units and their actual operational use. Thus, border police Einsatzgruppen and Jagdkommandos
were used as a measured approach to combat smugglers in spite of the terrible legacies these terms
evoked from the Third Reich.
Besides preparing and using these new specialized police units to combat the financial burden of
smuggling, the training plan for 1952/53 also included additional elements that reflected a clear break
from the problematic policing methods of the past. The authors of the plan, for example, pointed out that
there was still a serious deficiency in training border policemen in civilian law enforcement techniques.
The introduction to the plan emphasized, that “our border policemen and NCOs still lack a systematic
legal basis in their training that is provided as standard material in state police academies…they need
these tools in order to ensure that offenders are treated justly.”930 The lack of legal and traditional police
science subjects such as criminal investigation techniques, collection and preservation of evidence, and
preparation for trial testimony set members of the Bundesgrenzschutz apart from their counterparts in
state and municipal police forces. Nevertheless, the instructors and training staff recognized these
deficiencies and gradually increased the course hours to accommodate these topics as the organization
evolved during the 1960s and 70s.931
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The Use of Force and the Evolution of Basic Training Programs
Another training category reflecting this gradual shift towards democratic policing dealt with
shooting and fire discipline skills. In democracies, the taking of another human life by agents acting on
behalf of the state is always a last resort that must be both legally and morally justified.932 Thus, how
policemen were trained when to shoot, or more importantly, when not to shoot was critical. In the
1952/53 training plan, the authors pointed out that recent exercises carried out with blank ammunition
showed that border policemen often fired “wildly” without regard. Most likely, this reflected their
military experience where the objective was to eliminate the enemy at all costs. As Sociologists Michael
Wiatrowski and Nathan Pino have recently argued, changing the training philosophy among policemen in
democratizing societies is challenging because “it is common that significant former police officers
remain in their positions, or demobilized soldiers are given positions in newly formed police forces.”933
Considering that most border policemen came from the Wehrmacht, it is unsurprising that the teaching
staff attributed this “wild” shooting to the lack of civilian law enforcement training.934 Moreover, the
1952/53 plans emphasized accurate single shots at clearly identified targets over indiscriminate shooting.
In terms of when to shoot, instructors were reminded that “it should always be remembered that every
single shot fired must be fired deliberately and appropriately and must be legally and morally justified as
a last resort to protect human life.”935 These strict rules of engagement for shooting reflected the distinct
difference between border policemen and soldiers even though many of them had come from the
Wehrmacht. Despite their militarized uniforms and equipment, the personnel in the Bundesgrenzschutz
were trained and functioned along the lines of a democratic law enforcement agency.
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By the mid 1950s, two events shaped the further development of training in the
Bundesgrenzschutz. First, in response to the uprisings in East Berlin, the Interior Ministry succeeded in
gaining approval from the Bundestag to increase the force by 10,000 men. Training had to be expanded
and professionalized to accommodate the potential influx of so many new recruits, a significant number
of which would enter service without prior law enforcement or military experience. Secondly, by 1955,
the West German government had already decided to use the Bundesgrenzschutz as the nucleus for a new
army – the Bundeswehr. Thus, in addition to the ongoing objective of preparing border policemen for
traditional law enforcement duties, motorized infantry and combat tactics were still heavily emphasized as
part of their foundational training. In anticipation of these developments, however, the Interior Ministry
and the staff of the Border Police School in Lübeck-St. Hubertus worked diligently on creating training
plans to meet the demands facing this new cohort of border police recruits.
The expansion of the Bundesgrenzschutz to 20,000 men in 1953 necessitated the development of
standardized training procedures. Until then, the expediency of getting border policemen into the field
meant that the training for entry-level candidates was rudimentary and significantly limited. This all
began to change in 1955 when a comprehensive basic-training plan was issued under the direction of the
organization’s Chief, retired Wehrmacht General Gerhard Matzky.936 Matzky managed the force from his
post as Ministerialdirigent in the Interior Ministry’s Office of Public Safety. He was a long-serving
combat veteran and strong advocate of Prussian conservatism. He was influential in shaping the
Bundesgrenzschutz during the Adenauer era before the construction of the Bundeswehr. A leader of his
standing who had previously served in the radical paramilitaries of the 1920s and in Von Seeckt’s
Reichswehr appeared to many critics as the antithesis of civilian policing.937 In spite of his personal
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service record, however, Matzky did more to embrace the civilianization of policing than most critics
recognized. When he took over leadership of the organization from retired General Anton Grasser, for
example, Matzky made most if not all of his public appearances in civilian clothing rather than in
uniform. He deliberately appeared at border police training exercises and maneuvers wearing his
trademark gray business attire signaling to subordinates and members of the public alike that the
Bundesgrenzschutz was under civilian leadership.938 Matzky’s effort to embrace civilian policing both in
appearance and practice showed how key individuals contributed to democratization at the grass roots
level. This was vital since Matzky through his long military service had earned the respect of veteran
soldiers. He led by example in words and deeds, which helped to convince others that democratic
policing was the correct path forward.
The new basic-training plan was an intensive six-month program lasting a total of twenty-three
weeks.939 Before beginning, recruits participated in a one-week orientation where they met the training
staff and learned what was expected of them over the next six months. Once they began, a typical
training week consisted of 48 hours of instruction that included classes, practical exercises, and regular
physical fitness drills. Recruits received a total of 1,104 hours of formalized instruction. They were
given 377 hours of classes with 60 hours focused on legal studies, police and border protection law, and
criminal law and procedure.940 The addition of these course hours was in direct response to observations
by the staff in Lübeck-St. Hubertus that border policemen lacked significant education in these critically
important topics. This deficiency was also noted as a weakness for Bundesgrenzschutz members who
later applied to join state and municipal police departments. The commander of the State Police School
(Landes-Polizeischule) in Freiburg im Breisgau, for example, remarked that border policemen who
attempted to join the state police in 1954 lacked basic legalistic training and often failed to meet the
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minimum requirements for graduation.941

The remaining 317 hours of classroom instruction consisted

of courses focused on the border police chain of command, firearms safety procedures, first aid, politics
and current events, the principles of combat, and technical subjects such as vehicle maintenance and radio
operations. Recruits were given a two-week period of vacation, but had to spend significant amounts of
free time studying for the regular examinations. If a recruit failed any examinations they were given
remedial training and might ultimately be dismissed from the program unless they showed measurable
improvements.942
Besides regular classroom instruction, trainees completed over 391 hours of in-field exercises that
included military drill and marching. The purpose of these drills was to build teamwork and instill pride
in the candidates rather than make them into soldiers. 92 of these hours were devoted to weapons
handling where a recruit had to successfully demonstrate firearms safety and the nomenclature of the
weapons they might have to use as border policemen. The weapon types ranged from basic pistols and
rifles up to heavy machineguns, mortars, and hand grenades. Candidates also underwent 115 hours of
live fire exercises with these weapons. Here again, the men had to pass a series of tests on the firing
range that showed their level of proficiency with individual weapons or they risked failure in the program.
Firearms safety was strongly emphasized and the men were taught to assume every weapon they handled
was loaded. The final phase of their basic field training included 184 hours split between simulated
combat exercises with blank ammunition and practical exercises in patrol field-craft. These exercises
included driving all-terrain vehicles, constructing barricades, and using outdoor survival skills. Recruits
also had to pass a demanding orienteering course using a map and compass, demonstrate the effective
uses of camouflage, and take part in several night exercises where they were required to stay outdoors for
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long periods of time. Training accidents sometimes occurred on the shooting range with negligent
handling of firearms, but more often than not, recruits were injured in vehicle accidents.943
In 1955, the Interior Ministry also introduced a series of handbooks to assist candidates
successfully pass their six-month basic training.944 These guides provided trainees with detailed
explanations for the subjects they were required to master and also functioned as useful study references
for the exams they were expected to pass. They were the first in a series of publications that covered all
aspects of Bundesgrenzschutz training and later evolved to include manuals for NCO and leadership
courses as well as guides for the technical services needed to perform certain border police duties. The
basic training manuals were very explicit and included detailed images combined with specific
instructions for the proper methods to carry out a variety of tasks.945 The instructions covered everything
from the proper carrying of their weapons and the best positions from which to safely fire them at the
range and in the field. These manuals included explicit images for the recruit to visualize the task he was
expected to perform.
Considering the Cold War context of the 1950s, especially the fears of a Third World War, a
significant section of each training manual was focused on how to survive atomic attacks. The fear of
atomic weapons was based on the threat of war breaking out between Soviet and U.S. forces along the
inner-German border. The armed forces on both sides of the demarcation line had tanks and artillery that
were capable of firing smaller or tactical nuclear munitions. In fact, the NATO defense of Western
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Europe relied on the use of these tactical nuclear weapons.946 Since border policemen would be the first
to encounter Soviet invasion forces, their training manuals emphasized that, “nuclear explosions surpass
all other weapons with their devastating effects and should be expected to take place anywhere at any
time.”947 Diagrams showed the destructive radius of atomic explosions and their effects on buildings and
terrain. Trainees were warned that they should always be alert to the dangers of fall-out and especially
the harmful effects of radiation. The manuals included instructions on how to find the safest places to
take shelter in an attack.948 The focus on atomic war was important since border policemen were
responsible for patrolling the front lines of what many expected might become a flashpoint for a nuclear
third world war. For West Germans, the NATO strategy of nuclear deterence meant the destruction of
their nation if war did erupt between East and West on the inner-German border. Training policemen
what to do in case atomic weapons were used provided them with at least some basic skills even though
the likelihood they would survive an attack was low.949
The Interior Ministry’s publication of the basic-training syllabus and the detailed instruction
manuals it produced for new recruits sheds light on the evolution and professionalization of training in the
Bundesgrenzschutz. With 10,000 more recruits potentially joining the organization between 1953 and
1955, the Command Staff could no longer afford to allow expediency to replace structured forms of
training. Border policemen were expected to know more than just simply how to fire a weapon and
march in formation. Yet as the 1955 syllabus showed, a majority of the field-service course hours (391)
were still devoted to the tactics, shooting, and simulated combat exercises of a militarized police force.
Moreover, even the classroom hours (317) were largely focused on these topics. Only sixty hours were
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allocated to legal training.950 The overemphasis on military tactics in basic training, however, can be
explained by the West German government’s decision to use border police units as the foundation for the
new army. Many key officials in the Interior Ministry, including Gerhard Matzky, believed at the time
that most of the men in the Bundesgrenzschutz would choose to join the army.951 Thus, providing
enhanced military-style training made sense to officials in the Interior Ministry as they negotiated with
the Ministry of Defense over how best to construct the Bundeswehr. While the limited instruction in nonmilitary topics stands out prominently in the 1955 syllabus, civics, law, and political education remained
important topics nonetheless.
The fact that the Interior Ministry was determined that its instructors and staff taught new
policemen about the importance of democracy in their profession is reflected in the course syllabus and
the writings of those chosen to teach these classes. From this perspective, it is clear that the Interior
Ministry wanted its training and education programs oriented towards the nuances of democratic policing
methods. Border policemen were taught that people’s homes could not be searched without a search
warrant and these warrants had to be based upon probable cause given under oath to a judge. The students
also received instruction by civilian lawyers who covered legal topics such as the exercise of authority
over individuals including limits on the rights of policemen to detain, search, and seize persons or
property.952 In addition to the fundmental basics of democratic policing methods based on the respect of
civil rights, border policemen were also given political science courses aimed at teaching them the
importance of democracy. The political science courses included a combination of lectures and readings
from historical case studies and current events. As stated in the syllabus, “the study of current events in
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politics is intended to help the recruit develop their own opinions through discussion and lively debate
with their instructors. The ultimate goal is to develop in the men a deep commitment to the democratic
system of government and ensure their steadfast loyalty to the state.”953 Captain Amberg, one of those
responsible for teaching political science courses at the Border Police School, wrote an article in the
journal Der Grenzjäger further emphasizing the importance of political education.954 Amberg cited what
he called the “twin failures” of 1918 and 1945 as the best justification for teaching recruits about politics
and democracy. Since police and military forces are important state institutions to exert control over the
public, understanding how they were used during the German Revolution and by the Nazis to suppress
internal resistance were valuable pedagogical lessons to prevent a repeat of past abuses. Amberg argued
that while discipline and obedience were important principles for law enforcement officers, the higher
objective was to balance these principles with the individual freedoms and independence demanded by
citizens in a democracy. For Amberg, the most important goal of political education was thus to “loosen
up our authoritarian thinking and leadership methods, which have been handed down to us through
historical tradition and which are still very much alive as self-evident habits in all facilities.”955 He
recognized that even democratic states like West Germany could use their monopoly of coercive violence
to undermine the civil rights of citizens. Thus, what Amberg and his fellow instructors hoped was that
the political eductaion they provided to their students made them better critical thinkers who were
ideologically committed to democracy.956
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Professional Ethics Training
1955 also marked the beginning of an extensive and formalized professional ethics program for
border policemen. The ethics training curriculum showed that the Bundesgrenzschutz was part of what
historians have argued was a wider “re-Christianization” movement in postwar West Germany.957 Ethics
courses for border policemen were institutionalized during the Adenauer era, but remained part of the
routine ongoing training well into the 1970s and early 80s. While newly hired policemen were given
ethics classes during their basic training, the Interior Ministry believed the subject was important enough
to include as part of the continuing education it provided all of its personnel at every level in the
organization – especially those in leadership positions. But what the Interior Ministry and its border
police clergy envisioned for professional ethics was much more complex than simply teaching personnel
to differentiate between right and wrong. Instead, they set out to completely indoctrinate young men and
their leaders with a socially and politically conservative worldview, which they believed was vital to
preserving the “Christian West.” Christian ethics were used as the foundation for teaching policemen that
it was their manly duty to embrace democracy.
The emergence of this training during the 1950s and its continuation throughout the Cold War
was a calculated response to the perceptions of moral danger underscoring the fears of communism by
West Germany’s conservative elites. Yet it was also a consequence of what conservatives feared about
the creeping influences of mass society associated with Americanization and the disruption of traditional
gender roles. A critical aspect of re-defining gender was focused on the family and especially the
transition from a patriarchal, authoritarian father to one that was distinctly democratic. As Till van
Rahden has argued, Christian ethics were an important factor in how West Germans attempted to reestablish democracy in the aftermath of war and genocide. Thus, professional ethics training by the
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Christian churches in the Bundesgrenzschutz also functioned as a site for reconstructing gender and
especially West German notions of a new, non-militarized masculinity in the aftermath of the war.958
The Korean War coupled with Soviet crack-downs on popular uprisings in Berlin, Budapest, and
later during the Prague Spring caused many West Germans to believe it was only a matter of time before
these regional tensions would boil over into another, most likely nuclear world war. The surprise
construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961 and the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962 also contributed to these
ubiquitous Cold War fears. From this perspective, the ethics curriculum also tells us a great deal about
the political-ideological framework of the Bundesgrenzschutz. It especially reflected how the
organization’s leaders hoped to shape the worldviews and lives of their subordinates. If their personnel
were lacking these “ideal” qualities, then the leaders and instructors believed professional ethics was the
best solution to deal with their shortcomings.
The training was provided over multi-day periods on a quarterly basis in each of the border police
regional commands and was administered through members of its Evangelical and Catholic Seelsorge
(Police Chaplains/pastoral Care); attendance was mandatory. Prior to 1955, however, there was only one
Catholic – Father Reinhold Friedrichs, and one Evangelical – Pastor Leis, assigned to handle all spiritual
care duties for the border police.959 By 1965, the Interior Ministry had reached a formal agreement with
administrative leaders from both the Catholic and Evangelical churches for the curriculum of professional
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ethics courses.960 There was very little variation in the subject matter or objective of ethics training
despite subtle differences between the two confessional doctrines. In fact, in some cases, the students
were provided with ethics programs presented jointly by both Catholic and Evangelical chaplains.961 The
common ground between both confessions relied on a specifically Christian ethos. Like other instruction
provided to border policemen, and West Germany’s democratization more generally, however,
professional ethics reflected many contradictory themes.
On the one hand, border policemen and their leaders were provided with a comprehensive
morality-based education that included a series of regular lectures, detailed assigned readings, and open
debates. The aim of which was to encourage personnel to think about the complex issues they might
encounter in both their professional and personal lives. Policemen, after all, were empowered by the state
to make life and death decisions. From this point of view, lectures and discussions attempted to square
Christian teachings with the right to kill and also the use of nuclear war as a means of self-defense.962 On
the other hand, however, the training emphasized ethno-chauvinistic tropes about the superiority of the
Christian West and supposed backwardness of eastern cultures. Bolshevism in particular, was the main
ideological target of the clergy and instructors who taught these courses. Chaplains and ethics instructors
broad-brushed eastern or “Asiatic” culture as inherently Bolshevist and claimed it was the greatest
existential threat to the Christian way of life in the West. They employed the same ideological rhetoric
and stereotypical labels used by the Nazis to justify their annihilationist war against the Soviets.
Although there is no measurable data, most likely many of the clergy conducting this training, like the
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border policemen themselves, were Wehrmacht veterans. Historians have shown that thousands of
chaplains from both confessions served in the German army during the war and many of these men would
have been active on the Eastern Front. In her study of the Wehrmacht’s Catholic Seelsorge, Lauren Rossi
suggested that 17,000 priests served in a variety of military roles during the war.963 Thus, continuities in
the xenophobic framing of Bolshevism in Bundesgrenzschutz ethics training was still grounded in themes
from the war of annihilation against the Soviet Union..
In 1954, the Interior Ministry outlined the objectives, content, and methodological approach of
ethics training, which targeted the moral preparation of young border policemen for their careers. This
approach was particularly aimed at defining an ideal type of masculinity for men in the
Bundesgrenzschutz and reflected broader tensions among conservatives in re-defining gender roles in the
aftermath of the war. One of the objectives of ethics training, for example, was to shape the morals of
young men by “affirming the life values of home, emphasizing a civic attitude through service to the
community, and helping individuals to live responsibly.”964 To accomplish this, the content of the
programs emphasized, “all life is orderly life, which is shaped by causally predetermined and inherent
principles of order independent of man.” The goal was to teach young men to live according to a
specifically conservative moral code by rejecting the prevailing materialistic worldview that placed
individual needs above those of the community. The clergy also hoped ethics would function to counter
the lure of the hyper-sexualized, materialistic lifestyles associated with American culture. Christianity
was the fundamental principle at the basis for all ethics training in the Bundesgrenzschutz. Instructors
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used books, magazines, films, newspapers, and their own life experiences to “shape and formulate in their
students the realities of what they might encounter in both their professional and personal lives.”965
A pedagogical map outlining the sphere of professional ethics was included with the Interior
Ministry’s plan. It depicted a hierarchical order showing the relationship between ethics, religion, and the
cosmos on the one hand and contemporary issues facing policemen in their personal and professional
lives on the other.966 God as the divine creator and giver of all universal law was at the center of the map
and linked to all the moral issues listed in descending order. Ethics was presented as the framework that
kept policemen honest and helped them cope with the dangers of their profession. Under the heading
“Ideals and Duty of the BGS,” ethics was defined as: “Founded in the order of nature and the creation of
life; given by nature-order image for inclusion in a well-planned whole.” A line directly linking the
concepts of heterosexual marriage and family to “the fate of the nation” reinforced traditional gender
roles. Marriage was especially defined as forming the ideal relationship between men and women. The
focus on marriage reflected both the crisis in masculinity and the breakdown of the family that were
consequences of Germany’s defeat in the Second World War. Thus, marriage and ultimately procreation
were highlighted as a corrective response to the category labeled: “The sex drive and its abuse.”967
Sexual promiscuity was a particular target of ethics training by border police chaplains from both
confessions. This underscored the fears of postwar conservatives that the decadence of materialism and
especially Americanization with its flamboyant styles, music, and aggressive consumerism were
significant cultural threats to the nation’s future.968
Although there are very good activity reports that explain the subject areas covered for a given
professional ethics class or period, detailed descriptions are not provided about how the students reacted
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to this material or if they found it useful. The instructors always simply noted in their activity reports that
their presentations were well received by the students and led to lengthy, productive discussions.
Nevertheless, we can determine a great deal about the general themes from the descriptions and titles of
the topics they presented. Gender relations and especially masculinity from the conservative perspective
were consistently represented. Again, very little distinction in the interpretation of gender relations is
noted between the two confessions. Chaplains of the Evangelical and Catholic Seelsorge, for example,
presented the following gender related topics to students at Border Police Command Middle: “Man’s duty
to his family, border policemen and the proper attitude towards women, the cardinal virtue of prudence,
look before you leap: rules of thumb for selecting a wife, and natural joy in a relationship.”969 The focus
on sex within marriage was part of what Dagmar Herzog has argued was a wider postwar conservative
shift away the partially more permissive sexual culture emphasized during the Third Reich.970 Similar
topics such as courses covering sexually transmitted diseases, birth control through abstinence, the right
to life, sexual relations, and friendship between men and women were still being presented into the 1960s.
The topic of birth control, however, was noticeably missing on the activity reports of the Catholic
Seelsorge. The slogan propagated by chaplains from both confessions for professional ethics reflected the
conservative interpretation of masculinity quite well: “Watch, stand in faith, be manly, and be strong!”971
Christianity, the instructors argued, was the core value or moral compass that offered the best
defense against the twin dangers of materialism and communism. It was literally the philosophical basis
for indoctrinating young policemen and their leaders with a morally conservative worldview and lifestyle.
A lecture given by Colonel Heinrich Müller at the meeting for members of the Protestant Academy in
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Hofgeismar entitled “Christian Beliefs and the Troops,” for example, sheds significant light on the reChristianization movement taking hold in West Germany and linked the movement directly to ethics in
the Bundesgrenzschutz.972 Müller was an influential leading personality in border police training
programs. From his perspective, the purpose of ethics was to ensure that those who guarded West
Germany’s borders were inseparable from a Christian worldview. He argued “the Westerner cannot
disconnect from the embrace of Christianity, unless he denies his Western existence [and] cannot be a
Westerner without being a Christian at the same time.”973 His position reflected a strikingly narrow and
nativist platform. In his analysis, for example, Jews or other non-Christian denominations for that matter
were simply not considered within the exclusivist status he reserved for the “Westerner.” This is
somewhat unsurprising given his strong advocacy for the pedagogical uses of Oswald Spengler’s
philosophies in Decline of the West.974 But staking out such an exclusionary platform not only
demonstrated the dominant conservatism of senior Bundesgrenzschutz leaders, but also showed they
interpreted their role for the state as a critical part of the larger and ongoing ideological battles between
East and West.
Müller also made it perfectly clear that the Bundesgrenzschutz was not just protecting a physical
border, but more importantly, was tasked with safeguarding a “cultural” border against dangers from the
East. He claimed, for example, that border policemen were “in the middle of a huge German battle
between East and West that threatens to crush us. In the midst of this struggle, we [border policemen]
have been given a special position as guardians of a cultural border and ultimately are responsible for
defending our Western heritage.”975 He suggested that this cultural border was a divide between the ills
of modern American culture on the one hand, and the excessively technological life of the Soviet state on
972
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the other. Thus, he argued it was important for policemen to understand that a significant aspect of their
duty was to “find a way that strikes a path between the dull flatness of the Asian steppes and the cold
objectivity of the American skyscrapers.”976
For Müller, however, the primary threat came from what he called the “Asiatic far east.” He
suggested that Russia was still living with the memory and influences of thirteenth-century Mongol
invaders; Moscow, he insisted, “thrives on the myth of Genghis Kahn.” He argued border policemen

Figure 5.1
Political cartoon, Die Parole 13, no. 8 (15 August 1963)
needed Christianity as a means to shield the West against the new modern threat emanating from the
Asian steppes.977 His explanations revived the racist stereotypes of Nazi propaganda, especially its claim
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of defending Europe from the dangers of “Asiatic Hordes.”978 Although it is difficult through
documentary evidence alone to evaluate the effects of these ideas on the students, a post-lecture report by
Bundesgrenzschutz Pastor Ulbrich claimed the lively student debates that followed a given lecture
affirmed their commitment to the “Christian profession.”979 The re-emergence of these problematic
themes reflected one way West Germans reframed the legacies of the Nazi past into useable narratives for
the present. For West Germans, the war against the East never really ended in 1945. The “Bolshevik
hoards,” many believed, was only temporarily halted in Berlin waiting for an opportunity to conquer the
rest of Germany and ultimately, the rest of Christian Europe as well. These tropes pre-dated the Cold
War and were already entrenched in the German memory during the Kaiserreich.980 The Soviet
suppression of popular uprisings in East Berlin and later at Budapest and Prague reinforced these fears.
Western Allied support for the Federal Republic as a front in the Cold War also helped to legitimize these
controversial themes because they viewed the Soviets as a common enemy to the free world.981
Evidence of the popularity of these narratives can be found among border policemen who were
veteran soldiers. In a letter to the editor of the journal Der Grenzjäger, for example, a border policeman
argued that he should be able to wear his original combat medals even though they still displayed the
swastika. Although this was forbidden in spite of his demand, he justified this arguing that Nazi Germany
had already been “fulfilling a European mission by fighting the Bolshevists, which should be recognized
by the western world since it is now also engaged in the struggle against the advance of Bolshevism.”982
Beginning in March 1955, the journal Die Parole built upon these ethno-chauvinistic themes in a six-part
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article by Bundesgrenzschutz Major Reischle entitled “The Defense of the West.”983 Reischle claimed that
historically, the greatest existential threat to the West had come from the Asian steppes. He supported his
thesis by analyzing six decisive battles between East and West.984 For Reischle, fending off Eastern
enemies was literally a struggle for the very survival of the Christian West (Abendlandes); and it
depended exclusively upon the superior “quality” of its men and their leaders.985 David Messenger and
Katrin Paehler have suggested that these narratives and many others like them helped the German
conservative elite “disassociate” themselves from the crimes of the annihilationist war in the east; it was
consistent with what they identified as a “value-conservative, post defeat, broadly Christian
Schicksalgemeinschaft (community of fate)” that was deliberately recast for “consumption in the Federal
Republic.”986
Even the basic textbooks used for civics courses in the Bundesgrenzschutz emphasized the
superiority of the Christian worldview as a central tenet of democratic policing. The instruction book
used for political and civics education, for example, emphasized Christianity as the foundation for all
decisions a police officer makes between right and wrong.987 Besides its function as an ideological
instrument for teaching morals, however, Christianity and its defense were considered primary duties for
all West German policemen. The authors explained that policemen were responsible for protecting life
and property, but were also charged with upholding the “moral and social rules and norms” of society.
More specifically, they were supposed to contribute to the “peaceful and prosperous co-existence of the
people by defending their honor, decency, and the external ecclesiastical order against any anti-social
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elements.”988 The references to defending an “ecclesiastical order” went beyond the fundamental
democratic duties of policing – the protection of life and property - and extended them to include a
specifically religious, or in this case, a Christian community. While this undoubtedly reflected the
widespread anti-Communism of 1950s West Germany, it also showed the state’s willingness to employ
force as a guarantor of its cultural and ideological values.
Examples of the influences of Christianity and the problematic ethno-chauvinistic descriptions of
those excluded from the christliches Abendland (Christian West) were particularly prevalent in the 1950s,
but remained popular themes in professional ethics training well into the 1970s and beyond. The fears of
materialism and abandonment of religion as expressed in this ideological indoctrination was part of a
wider cultural reaction by conservative postwar society against modernist influences. As Axel Schildt
and Arnold Sywottek have argued, the “Conservative rhetoric of a christliches Abendland not only helped
establish the Federal Republic as a bulwark against the Soviet Union, it also hindered the development of
liberal, democratic attitudes.”989 In 1956, for example, Die Parole published a lengthy article entitled,
“What Does the West Have to Defend?” – an assessment of the professional ethics curriculum from a
recent workshop held at the Protestant Academy in Hofgeimsar.990 The workshop included a joint lecture
by Pastor Jentsch and Bundesgrenzschutz Colonel Voigt on the: “Possibilities and Limits of a Defense of
the Christian Heritage.” The lecture identified three “enemies of Christianity” two of which were external
threats and one that emerged internally from within West German society. Of course, Bolshevism was
the first external enemy, but the instructors also argued that Christians were under threat and outnumbered
by “Mohammedanism and Hinduism” as “religions that incorporated all colored peoples of Asia and parts
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of Africa (not controlled by Bolsheviks).”991 The third, or internal threat was the rejection of religion and
its replacement by the pursuit of material wellbeing in the West, especially by the younger generation.
The instructors emphasized that reckless materialism would undermine the moral fabric of society and
pave the way for West Germany’s foreign enemies to easily destroy its Christian culture. They argued
that unless people recognized the “elementary truth of a divine order against the dubious nature of the socalled economic miracle, there would be no inner strength to face the spiritual confrontation with the
forces of darkness.”992
To be sure, this Christian conservative worldview was not specifically German, but rather
emerged as part of a much wider global response by the West to the cultural polarization of the Cold War.
Similar attitudes, for example, were popular in the conservative Evangelical Christian movement in the
United States. David Settle has suggested that U.S. presidents from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan
publicly expressed using “America’s spiritual strength” against Communism while “churches and
religious leaders employed a language of a holy war when describing the Cold War.”993 It should come as
no surprise then that these attitudes remained popular in the Bundesgrenzschutz, and were prevalent in
professional ethics training for the duration of the Cold War. Thus, in 1978 when border police instructor
Otmar Stöcker described modern developments such as women in the workplace and so called “latchkey” children as spiritually damaging to German families, he was echoing and reinforcing similar themes
about gender roles popularized in the 1950s.994 According to Stöcker, the modern demands of economic
wellbeing and the need to conform or “keep up” with others had undermined the “spiritual substance” of
the family. The family and its role in shaping the moral education of its members had been eroded. He
referred specifically to the philosophies popularized by the American Sociologist David Riesman in his
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1950 book The Lonely Crowd, which Stöcker said should be required reading for all border police
instructors. Riesman’s book analyzed American culture using three separate frames of reference: “otherdirected,” “inner-directed,” and “tradition directed.”995 For Stöcker, society had drifted into the “other
directed” category because people mimicked or conformed to the lifestyles of the crowd and lost their
individuality. Newspapers, television, and popular culture rather than core family values were now
shaping behavior. He argued professional ethics training should re-emphasize the religious and Godfearing values characteristic of Riesman’s “inner-directed” frame of reference.996 Stöcker’s use of
Riesman’s ideas can be directly linked to Colonel Heinrich Müller’s 1955 lecture at the Protestant
Academy in Hofgeismar in which he argued that border policemen “must follow the American
Sociologist David Riesman’s model of an inner-directed man – one that is guided by their own conscience
as set by religious and moral principles.”997
The professional ethics curriculum shows that the Bundesgrenzschutz remained grounded in
1950s conservatism, yet this did not impede the evolution of the organization into a modern democratic
police force. In spite of their conservative values and ethics, border policemen still supported the
democratic state and believed they had an important function in defending it. As Axel Schildt and Arnold
Sywottek have aptly suggested about postwar West German society more generally: “The positive
assessment of social modernity in contemporary commentaries reflected the belief that liberal principles –
such as individual achievement, individual freedom, or equality before the law – could be combined with
traditional values of the family and conceptions of morality grounded in religion.”998 The professional
ethics program in the Bundesgrenzschutz is a good example of what Schildt and Sywottek described.
Although the instructors and chaplains warned against the moral dangers of individualism and
emphasized problematic ethno-chauvanistic themes, they also produced a curriculum that linked the
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traditional role of the father as the defender of his family with that of the moral duties of border
policeman as defenders of the democratic state. Thus, teaching the men traditional values and ethics, in
spite of some lingering problematic themes, was still compatible with and enabled West Germany’s
democratization because these concepts were merged in the curriculum. To be good, God-fearing family
men also meant that policemen had a moral obligation to to promote and defend democracy.
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Conclusion
In addressing the first class of Bundesgrenzschutz NCOs, Dr. Dippelhofer’s challenge to forget
past habits and “ruthlessly eradicate outmoded training” was a noble objective indeed. Yet, as this
chapter has demonstrated, the evolution of professional training was not linear; in many ways it reflected
the ongoing struggle between continuity and change linked to the wider social and cultural challenges of
West Germany’s postwar democratization. This helps to explain why problematic concepts such as
Bandenbekämpfung and the ethno-chauvinistic characterizations of “outsiders” existed alongside
progressive reforms and calls for increased education. Whereas the controversial naming of special
“bandit fighting” units as Einsatzgruppen or Jagdkommandos evoked Germany’s legacies of racial
warfare, they were used quite differently than their predecessors. Hunting coffee smugglers and staging
mass arrests without injuring the suspected perpetrators or denying their constitutional rights to a fair trial
is one of many notable examples reflecting the challenges of a society undergoing democratization in the
aftermath of war and dictatorship. Another can be found in the Interior Ministry’s immediate censure of
the “Street Fighting” manual, which in its draft form advocated the “attack” of urban dwellings with
heavy weapons. The definition for what was and was not acceptable language for democratic policing
models was constantly evolving. There was an underlying tension between continuity and change.
Although some practices were abandoned, others were adapted or re-purposed to fit the new approach to
policing.
Bundesgrenzschutz training also reflected the strong influence of Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht
and the longstanding relationship between soldiers and policemen traceable to the Kaiserreich. Thus,
when Konrad Adenauer established his federal police force, it was unsurprising that he favored
unemployed Wehrmacht officers and policemen to train the first recruits. While this can be partially
explained as a consequence of rearmament and the demand by conservatives to restore the honor of
German soldiers, it also reflected practical realities. In the aftermath of the war, very few men, even those
who only fought as teenage conscripts, escaped military service; many had also been POWs. Because so
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many of these men were already shaped by the regimentation of military life, their experiences were
useful in building the quasi-military structures needed to form a civilian police force from scratch. As Dr.
Renthe-Fink’s reports showed, however, even though military training topics remained popular,
promotion to higher ranks depended upon education and merit regardless of whether one had a record of
heroic deeds in combat. It was strong evidence that expertise, skills, and education had begun to replace
military principles.
Unlike soldiers, border policemen were trained to respect human life and discouraged from
shooting anyone unless it was a last resort for self-defense or to protect the life of another. Shooting had
to be both morally and legally justified. Policemen were trained to fire single, aimed shots as opposed to
soldiers who fired their weapons to attack and destroy their opponents. Thus, border police training
emphasized the democratic principles of policing aimed towards the protection of life and property over
engaging with and annihilating an enemy. Nevertheless, the unique internal-external security role of the
Bundesgrenzschutz meant its personnel had to be trained to confront both possible threats. This dilemma
generated controversy and exposed the organization to ongoing criticism for confusing the lines between
policing and soldiering. This controversy peaked after its personnel were given combatant status in 1965.
While the training staff recognized the need to balance the curriculum by increasing the instruction hours
for topics related to civilian law enforcement, this was never really achieved until major revisions of the
Basic Law were passed in 1972 (See Chapter 7).
Finally, the ongoing professional ethics training programs revealed a great deal about the
political, moral, cultural, and ideological values of the Bundesgrenzschutz. Of course, given the Cold
War context and the role of border policemen in defending West Germany’s external borders, antiCommunism played a prominent role here – especially while Adenauer’s CDU retained its power base.
The re-emergence of ethno-chauvinistic stereotypes of eastern and especially Asian cultures were directly
linked to anti-Communism and the fear of Soviet invasion made more ominous by the danger of nuclear
war. Although President Kennedy’s had declared that “a wall was a hell of a lot better than a war,” the
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Soviet crackdowns in Budapest, Prague, and the Cuban Missile Crisis increased fear that a new war was
possible.999 It was this largely imagined war that border policemen believed, in spite of détente, that they
would likely face at the demarcation line. The role of Christianity and its rejection of the “godless
atheism” of Communism was influential in the selection of topics for the lessons by both the Evangelical
and Catholic Seelsorge. Yet the subject matter also reflected the fears of postwar conservatives that the
cultural threat from Americanization challenged traditional social and cultural norms.
In the aftermath of Germany’s collapse, training in the Bundesgrenzschutz had greater meaning
than simply preparing a young man to guard the borders. Instead, it functioned as a postwar site of
reconstruction where, to use David Messenger and Katrin Paehler’s phrase, conservative society
attempted to redefine or “recast” young policemen into its own version of an ideal type of new German
man – in this case one who was a loyal, strong, man of Christian faith, devoted to God, country, and
family. As the organization evolved into the 1960s, the imagined war border policemen believed they
would have to fight against the forces of the East was influenced by insurgent warfare in Algeria,
Vietnam, and other regions of the developing world. As the next chapter will show, by 1965, the
Bundesgrenzschutz entered a new phase of militarization as its command staff planned and trained for the
possibility of a guerilla war on the inner-German border.
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Chapter 6: Border Policemen as Military Combatants
Our group was captured by American soldiers and taken to a farm while being subjected to repeated
physical abuse. We could not believe our eyes when we found ourselves locked in prepared torture
chambers. In these inhumane conditions, we were subjected to unbearable noises and extremely hot
temperatures. The American soldiers then took us from our cells for interrogation; they tied us to chairs
and poured large volumes of cold water over us. We were then beaten with clubs and kicked; one of our
officers was stripped naked, taken outside and tied to a tree by his genitals.1000

Figure 6.1
Mortar practice, Die Parole 9, no. 3 (15 March 1959)
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At first glance, the quote above might appear to have described a group of insurgents captured
and taken to a CIA interrogation center during the post-9/11 era. Remarkably, however, this report came
from a border policeman who participated in a 1964 joint U.S.-West German war games exercise known
as Übung Südbayern (exercise south-Bavaria). Bundesgrenz schutz personnel played the role of the
enemy forces. During the exercise, which simulated a border infiltration by communist guerillas, the
policeman and his colleagues were captured by American Green Berets assigned to the U.S. 10th Special
Forces Group who were training for deployment to South Vietnam.1001 What was going on here? Why
were civilian border policemen engaged in counterinsurgency training? What was the purpose of using
such harsh interrogation and, ultimately, torture techniques during a hypothetical exercise? Even more
striking was the opinion of Border Police Command that the treatment of its personnel at the hands of the
Green Berets was appropriate because exercises such as these were valuable for training policemen to
fight communist insurgents - or “bandits” as they were referred to in the documents.1002 The German term
banden or “bandit” had been used for counterinsurgency warfare (bandenbekämpfen) during the Second
World War. In 1965, after a contentious public debate, the Bundestag voted to legally recognize
members of the Bundesgrenzschutz as military combatants. Border policemen could now defend federal
territory by fighting external enemies – a task that was previously reserved for the Bundeswehr.
This chapter explores what was a new phase of militarization that affected the Bundesgrenzschutz
during the 1960s. The shift in what had been its gradual transformation into a civilian police force was
influenced by the Cold War and the small wars of decolonization fought in the developing world.
Surprisingly, few studies have investigated why border policemen were given combatant status and those
have focused primarily on analyzing the legal, sociological and political aspects of the legislation.1003 As
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this chapter will show, border policemen played a greater role in the controversial politics surrounding
West Germany’s national defense than historians have previously acknowledged. What was a civilian
police force with less than 20,000 men expected to do if confronted by an invading army? How did the
legacies of Germany’s military past shape the debate for those with a stake in its outcome? How did
officials in the Interior Ministry convince West German lawmakers to support their plans considering the
longstanding fears many of them held about mixing military with policing duties? In what manner did the
Cold War and fears about an attack from Communist forces influence the government’s decisions? What
role did police labor unions have in shaping the final outcome of the debate? Finally, what does this
change in policy tell us about the state of democracy in West Germany? The debate over border
policemen as combatants emerged against the background of America’s expansion of the Vietnam War
and the outbreak of various small wars in the developing world linked to decolonization. During the
1960s, the fear of small guerilla wars with Communist insurgents was also fresh on the minds of many
West German security experts at the Interior Ministry. These asymmetrical conflicts shaped an
“imagined war” that border policemen believed they would have to fight in spite of the growing détente
between governing elites in the Cold War. East German border security forces also imagined and
prepared for war with the West. The militarization of the Bundesgrenzschutz was thus a West German
response to this imagined war and shows how its democracy was imperfect – problematic themes and
practices could and did co-exist alongside liberal reforms and professionalization.
Cold War Tensions and Emergency Legislation
Although the division of Germany and possession of nuclear weapons by both superpowers led to
an uneasy integration of both German states into antagonistic Cold War blocs, there was still plenty of
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global tension for West Germans to be concerned about as the sixties began. The 60s were a decisive
period that historians have suggested represented the height of the Cold War.1004 In May 1960, a U.S. spy
plane was shot down deep inside the Soviet Union and its pilot, Francis Gary Powers, was captured and
held prisoner.1005 In April 1961, a proxy force of CIA Cuban Exiles landed at the “Bay of Pigs” and
failed in a blundered attempt to overthrow Fidel Castro’s communist regime.1006 Later that same year,
Berliners awoke to discover that the Soviet backed East German government had begun building a wall to
seal off the communist sector of the city. The Berlin Wall, or what came to be known by most Berliners
as simply “the Wall,” was a lasting symbol of Germany’s postwar division and a powerful iconic image
of the global Cold War. Shortly after construction on the Berlin Wall began, East Germany integrated its
border policemen into the National Peoples Army (National Volksarmee – NVA), a move that increased
tensions and alarm in the West.1007 Then in 1962, the United States and the Soviet Union came the closest
they ever had to a nuclear conflict during a thirteen-day standoff over the deployment of Soviet nuclear
missiles in Cuba.1008 Thus, in spite of the strategic stability offered by borders, walls, and nuclear
weapons, these global incidents were a sign for many West Germans, especially those in its government,
that the prospects of the Cold War turning hot were still very real. Opinion polls conducted in the late
1950s showed that most Germans feared being caught in a nuclear conflict that would destroy their
nation. According to Holger Nehring, although most poll respondents were not pacifists, they had a
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“profound skepticism towards the military functions of the state.”1009 Moreover, NATO remained
focused on West Germany as the likely flashpoint for an east-west conflict and continually planned and
practiced for what many believed was an inevitable conflict with Soviet backed Communist forces.
Against this backdrop, the Federal Government began working on a series of new laws aimed towards
protecting the free democratic order of the state in case of an internal security threat such as civil unrest.
These legal debates culminated with the passage of the Notstandsgesetze (Emergency Acts) on 30 May
1968.1010
In 1960, however, the Bundesgrenzschutz remained somewhat of an anomaly in West Germany’s
national security system; was it a police better suited for internal security or as a military force for
external defense? It was this ongoing question about its national security role in combination with the
debates over emergency legislation that prompted the Interior Ministry to look more closely at how the
Bundesgrenzschutz might be used in case of a war or conflict with Communist forces. The East German
government’s decision to militarize their border police by integrating them into the NVA prompted the
Interior Ministry to act with greater urgency in addressing this question. To be sure, the first draft
proposal of the new law authorizing border policemen to fight as combatants followed this new East
German policy.1011 At the time, Ministerialdirektor Hans Schneppel, head of Interior Ministry’s Police
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Branch (Polizeiabteilung) had already requested that the Foreign Office and the Federal Ministers of
Justice and Defense explore how the international laws of war applied to all of West Germany’s civilian
police forces.1012
Like so many others in Adenauer’s Interior Ministry, Hans Schneppel had previous law
enforcement experience. After attending law school, he began his career as a member of the Prussian
Political Police in Berlin and was among the first men to join the newly formed Gestapo (secret political
police) shortly after Hitler came to power.1013 In the Gestapo, Schneppel’s specialty was hunting
Communists and he was the agent responsible for signing the arrest warrants for the two men accused of
starting the infamous Reichstag fire in 1933.1014 In a top-secret memorandum, Schneppel asked the
federal ministers for feedback about all of West Germany’s civilian police forces, but particularly focused
his questions as they related to members of the Bundesgrenzschutz. In the event of a war, he wanted to
know whether border policemen who fought and resisted enemy soldiers would be protected under
international law.1015 If not, he asked whether a legal means by way of amending existing laws or passing
new emergency legislation was necessary. He believed it was imperative to address this question since
confrontations with enemy soldiers were more likely at border outposts than in West Germany’s interior
regions. In conclusion, Schneppel explained: “A clarification of the international legal position of our
police in all conceivable situations is inevitable. The Members of the German Police, who during the last
war suffered severely from the fact that such a clarification had not taken place at the time, are rightly
expecting this to happen.”1016
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Schneppel’s reference to the German Police “suffering” during the last war reflected the
policemen who were ordered to enforce reprisal killings as part of counterinsurgency operations that were
later determined to be criminal acts. But the execution of reprisal killings and counterinsurgency
measures by militarized security forces during wartime was a problematic legacy of Germany’s past that
predated the Third Reich and had previously been the subject of debate in response to the murder of
Belgian civilians by German forces in 1914.1017 The historical context of these debates were important
because the Interior Ministry wanted to ensure that members of the Bundesgrenzschutz were immune
from prosecution if they fought with irregular Communist forces at the border. As Isabel Hull’s recent
work on the laws of war demonstrates, among the many charges leveled at Germany after the First World
War was that its conduct violated international Law. According to Hull, “Imperial Germany” was
branded “as a criminal state that disregarded law altogether.”1018 These accusations along with the
controversial “war guilt” clause of the Versailles Treaty was bitterly contested by the German Foreign
Office during a postwar propaganda or “innocence” campaign to discredit the Allied powers for their own
conduct.1019 After the Second World War, international law played a much more prominent role in the
judgment of Germany’s conduct. The trials of Nazi war criminals first and most famously at Nuremburg,
but also during many follow-up proceedings, formally established that Germany’s conduct had violated
international law. Members of Nazi Germany’s security police forces and those who commanded them
were often charged with murder for perpetrating reprisal killings under the pretext of anti-partisan
warfare. Many of the men accused of these crimes justified their conduct by pointing out that reprisals
were permitted under the international laws of war.1020 Neither the 1907 Hague nor the 1929 Geneva
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Conventions specifically prohibited reprisals against non-combatants; it was only the revised 1949
Geneva Conventions that outlawed this practice.1021
Schneppel’s inquiry and the responses to it were evidence that Germany’s past experiences with
international law shaped the approach of the Interior Ministry towards border policemen. Defense
Minister, Franz Josef Strauss, for example, pointed out that German policemen in the Second World War
actively took part in combat operations and were especially effective against partisans, but also as security
forces protecting key infrastructural sites (Objektschutz).1022 He suggested it would be necessary to
“distinguish the police services with combatant status from those with only civilian tasks by means of
special symbols, whereas, in the case of an integration of all police formations and servants into the
armed forces, the police uniform would already serve this purpose.”1023 Ministerialdirigent Walter
Roemer responded on behalf of the Justice Ministry.1024 Like Schneppel, Roemer was another veteran
jurist of the Third Reich who easily found a new job in the Adenauer government. He had served the
Nazi regime as a prosecutor for the Bavarian State Court in Munich where he was responsible for
enforcing death sentences, among them, the execution of Sophie Scholl and other members of the White
Rose resistance movement.1025 Roemer’s opinion was that border policemen might be considered either
combatants or non-combatants depending upon what actions they took once hostilities began. Like
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Strauss, Roemer pointed out that as long as members of the Bundesgrenzschutz were easily identifiable by
their uniforms, they should be afforded the protections guaranteed under international law.1026
According to the Defense and Justice Ministers, it appeared that border policemen were already
covered by the international laws of war as long as they were wearing uniforms. Language in both The
Hague and Geneva Conventions supported this initial assessment. Article 1 of the 1907 Hague
agreements, which was carried over into the 1949 Geneva Conventions stated:
The laws, rights, and duties of war apply not only to armies, but also to militia and
volunteer corps fulfilling the following conditions: 1. To be commanded by a person
responsible for his subordinates; 2. To have a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable at a
distance; 3. To carry arms openly; and 4. To conduct their operations in accordance with
the laws and customs of war.1027

Moreover, Article 2 permitted anyone who is confronted by the sudden approach of an enemy armed
force to spontaneously defend themselves whether in or out of uniform as long as they carry weapons
openly in plain sight.1028 So even irregular fighters were afforded protection under international law as
long as their weapons were not concealed. Since border policemen were always in uniform while serving
at their posts and clearly could not be mistaken for irregular fighters, there was no reason, at least on its
face, for new legislation recognizing them as combatants in case of war.
But the relying exclusively on what was expressed in the Geneva and Hague Conventions was not
enough. The Interior Ministry wanted explicit legislation to protect its policemem because it feared the
international laws might be turned against them. There was no consensus over legal interpretations and
postwar West Germans were still influenced by the legacies of what many saw as victors’ justice – that is
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justice as determined by those who emerge as the winners.1029 On 22 June 1960, Interior Ministry
Staatsekretär Sigfried Fröhlich wrote a top-secret memorandum summarizing the opinions expressed by
the Justice, Defense, and Foreign Ministries on the international laws of war.1030 The memorandum
staked out the opinions of the various federal ministers about the Bundesgrenzschutz, the Bavarian Riot
Police (BePo), the Individual Police Service (Einzeldienst), and the Auxiliary Police.1031 According to Dr.
Fröhlich, however, the positions expressed by the ministers reflected a general lack of consensus over
what was expected from West Germany’s police forces, and the Bundesgrenzschutz in particular, if they
did encounter an enemy armed force. The ministers were unable to agree upon which international laws
of war, if any, covered policemen who attacked enemy soldiers as part of an offensive action. Thus, for
the time being, he considered the matter unresolved.1032 For Fröhlich and his colleagues, Germany’s
negative experiences with international law in the aftermath of their judgment by the victors in two world
wars must have weighed heavily on their thinking of how to use the Bundesgrenzschutz in case of another
war. With the potential of a new war looming, they wanted an added layer of legal insurance for their
police officials rather than relying exclusively on competing interpretations of international law. These
efforts to find solid legal justifications clarifying the “military” role of policemen opened a polemical
debate between the federal government and the police trade unions. Both sides in this debate enlisted
their own legal experts to advance interpretations of international law that supported their cause. The
debate also reflected the competing politics of postwar memory whereby critics and supporters alike
invoked the past uses of the German police and militarism to justify their arguments. The debate showed
that problematic themes and the tendency towards militarized policing in West Germany did not
completely vanish with the collapse of the Third Reich.
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Competing Legal Interpretations and Memories of Germany’s Militaristic Past
The controversy was already stirring when Ministerialdirigent Schneppel first solicited input
about international law from his fellow state ministers. While the Allied Occupation Authority (HICOG)
encountered resistance from policemen to the ban on militarized policing in West Germany, by 1960 most
state and municipal forces had complied with this objective.1033 The newly formed federal government
under Chancellor Adenauer fought hard for establishing the Bundesgrenzschutz in 1951 and preserving it
in 1956 on the sole premise that it was strictly a civilian police force and not a clandestine army as alleged
by many critics.1034 Awarding any policemen combatant status contradicted the postwar aim to
demilitarize all civilian police forces in West Germany. Dr. Hans Jess, a CDU representative in the
Bundestag who had also been a prewar police chief from the city of Schwerin, wrote directly to
Schneppel and requested that he refrain from further secret discussions or inquiries about the matter until
lawmakers could weigh in. Jess feared that the police trade unions would strongly condemn and protest
any mention of West Germany’s policemen as combatants. He explained that the unions had always
“expressed their support for a clear separation of tasks between the police and the Bundeswehr.”1035 Even
Interior Minister Hermann Höcherl proceeded cautiously when discussing the matter because he believed
it would invite criticism from the Left and possibly present the GDR with fodder for its propaganda
campaign against the Federal Republic. In 1962, he opened further secret discussions with the Interior
Ministers and Senators of West Germany’s Länder to secure combatant status for their forces. At a
conference held in Bad Reichenhall on 17-18 May 1962, the delegates unanimously agreed that
combatant status was necessary to protect all of West Germany’s policemen from potential allegations
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that they violated international law.1036 While the delegates agreed to move forward with new legislation
to this effect, many state ministers expressed concern that the GDR would exploit the decision and use it
to accuse the Federal Republic of aggressive politics. But Höcherl insisted the best way to prevent action
by the GDR was to combine combatant status for the police with other emergency legislation where it
would be “least noticeable and would provide the fewest possible starting points for propaganda.”1037
Although combatant status was initially part of the larger effort to pass new emergency laws, the two
issues were never combined into one legislative package.
In spite of the Interior Ministry’s efforts to keep their combatant status plans secret, the West
German police unions – the Gewerkschaft deutscher Polizei (GdP) and also the Gewerkschaft Öffentliche
Dienst, Transport und Verkehr (ÖTV) – learned about them from their membership. Union
representatives immediately went on the offensive and enlisted the assistance of highly respected legal
scholars to refute what they saw as a deliberate effort by the federal government to re-militarize civilian
policing. The differing positions of each side with a stake in the outcome of the debate showed how
competing memories of Germany’s past were adapted to justify a particular course of action. Whereas
the Interior Ministry relied on rules that governed the German armed forces in both World Wars to justify
new legislation, the Police Unions turned those same arguments against the government to oppose any
new laws declaring policemen as combatants. Beginning in early January 1963, the main Police Branch
(Hauptfachabteilung Polizei) of the ÖTV requested that Professor of international law, Dr. Friederich
“Fritz” Berber from the University of Munich, provide an analysis on whether policemen could serve as
combatants in a war.1038 Dr. Berber was a respected legal scholar who once served as a special advisor to
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Hitler’s notorious Foreign Minister, Joachim von Ribbentrop.1039 His report was an extensive analysis of
the international laws of war – both the Fourth Hague Conventions of 1907 and the Geneva Conventions
of 1949 - as they related to civilian police officials. He found that West Germany’s civilian policemen
were not entitled to the protections guaranteed under the international laws of war. He argued that neither
the Hague Conventions nor the newly revised Geneva Conventions considered civilian police forces in
any of the categories outlined for combatants. He emphasized policemen were considered
“noncombatants” under international law and strictly forbidden from taking part in any direct activities
against enemy forces.1040
Berber’s analysis directly contradicted the opinions given to Hans Schneppel by the Justice,
Defense, and Foreign Ministries suggesting policemen were covered by the international laws of war if
they were in uniform and carried their weapons openly.1041 Instead, Berber argued that subordinating
civilian police forces to the Bundeswehr was the only legal means in which policemen could be classified
as combatants. He also pointed out that Article 5 of the Geneva Conventions permitted civilian
authorities to continue their work on behalf of the local population even during a hostile occupation by an
enemy force. The purpose of Article 5 was to ensure that basic functions of civilian infrastructure such as
the police, medical, and fire services remained intact to protect populations living under martial law.
According to Berber, under Article 5, “the occupation power is prohibited from changing the position of
civil servants or judges in an occupied territory and the concept of civilian servants also includes, of
course, the police.”1042 If policemen engaged in combat operations, they would forfeit their right to the
protections as “civilian authorities” under Article 5 and might be subjected to severe punishment by
enemy forces.
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Remarkably, Berber’s analysis included troubling examples from Germany’s military past, and
specifically its invasion of Belgium in 1914, as examples of what he called a “blurring” of policing and
military tasks. He claimed this misunderstanding of roles led directly to the “disastrous consequences” of
the franc-tireur war of 1914.”1043 His use of the German atrocities against Belgian civilians in analyzing
whether contemporary police officials could be considered combatants reflected the lasting influence of
Germany’s negative experiences with international law. More problematically, however, Berber drew
upon and reinforced the myth that Belgian citizens, and specifically, its paramilitary Garde Civique, had
engaged in an illegal “people’s war” against invading German soldiers. Thus, from his perspective, the
harsh reprisals perpetrated against the Belgians were their own fault since they failed to distinguish their
army from their civilian police forces. He completely ignored that Germany had blatantly violated
Belgian neutrality and initiated a war against civilians as a response to fears, not the reality, of the franctireur.1044 To support his claims, he relied exclusively on the writings of Professor Christian Meurer, a
lawyer employed by the German government in 1921 to defend the Imperial Army’s actions in Belgium.
In their seminal study of the German atrocities in Belgium, John Horne and Alan Kramer showed that
Meurer essentially “whitewashed” the German army of any responsibility in the murder of Belgian
civilians. Moreover, they argued, “for Meurer, Belgian popular resistance had flouted international law
and prompted legitimate German reaction on the grounds of military necessity.”1045 Berber’s report
makes it clear that he agreed with Meurer’s findings and specifically in his description of the Belgian
Garde Civique as what Meurer called a “hermaphrodite meddling of the armed forces and the police.”1046
And because the Garde Civique resisted the German invasion, Berber suggested that they forfeited their
protection as civilians under international law, the consequences of which led directly to “the bloody
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massacre of the Belgian peoples.”1047 Berber’s use of examples from the First World War might have
been a deliberate attempt to avoid the more obvious and recent comparison of Germany’s actions in the
Second World War.
Since Berber’s analysis was written on behalf of the police unions, it was clearly aimed at
convincing the federal government that policemen could never be considered combatants and still be
treated as civilians. But the federal government countered with its own legal experts. Dr. Heinz
Knackstedt, an attorney assigned to the Ministry of Defense, was the first expert to weigh-in on behalf of
the government. According to Knackstedt, police forces, and the Bundesgrenzschutz in particular, did not
have to be subordinated to the Bundeswehr to be protected under international law.1048 He concluded,
“there are no laws that a state must have only one class of armed forces, all of which had to be organized
under the same department.”1049 For Knackstedt, the Belgian Garde Civique was clearly an example of a
“militia” covered by both the 1907 Hague Conventions and the Geneva Conventions. Moreover, he
argued that Berber’s opinions of the Garde Civique as an illegal executor of a “people’s war” was
incorrect. Instead, he compared it to forces like the Waffen-SS, military police battalions, the
Reichsarbeitdienst (Reich Labor Service - RAD), and the Volkssturm (home guard), which he said were
all examples of the different types of German armed forces protected under international law during the
Second World War. For other nations, he cited comparable examples to include the British Home Guard,
the Polish State Police, and the Soviet NKVD, which were all forces with military roles, but still under
the jurisdiction of a civilian Interior Minister rather than the army.1050 Thus, according to Knackstedt, a
state’s civilian police forces could participate in combat operations without belonging to the Ministry of
Defense and still be afforded the protections of the international laws of war. He concluded, “the BGS
can, therefore, be fully autonomous alongside the Bundeswehr and be part of the jurisdiction of the
1047
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Interior Ministry, but nevertheless be part of the Federal Republic of Germany’s armed forces while
remaining civil servants.”1051 Knackstedt’s use of Germany’s past reflected one example of how these
competing narratives were used to inform and justify both sides of the combatant status debate. To be
sure, what he and the others who supported using border policemen as combatants intended was to find
any legal precedent that justified their position. Whether it was examples from the First or Second World
War, the Interior Ministry drew upon these narratives to support the passage of new legislation.
Memories of the German Revolution and the violent street fighting between Communists, police,
and right-wing paramilitaries also played a role in these competing narratives. In 1963, when the federal
government first introduced formal legislation to award the Bundesgrenzschutz combatant status, the
border police journal Die Parole ran a monthly feature by the Hamburg Journalist Walther von
Schultzendorff under the title “Bürgerkrieg in Deutschland” (Civil War in Germany).1052 It was at this
same time that border police Inspekteur Heinrich Müller and his Command Staff began secretly planning
how they could use their personnel in combat (see below). While the article series also included features
about radical right-wing activities, such as the Kapp-Lüttwitz Putsch and Hitler’s failed 1923 coup
attempt, the thematic focus was overwhelmingly directed towards comparing Weimar Communist
radicals with forces from Soviet-backed East Germany. The fears of civil war and the use of police to
fight communist guerillas played a significant role. The introductory article, for example, directly linked
the East German Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands (Socialist Unity Party – SED) with the leftist
radicals in the Weimar Republic. The narrative link between all twelve articles, however, emphasized the
importance of police as combatants in maintaining order against radical uprisings. Shultzendorff argued
the following: “From the Spartacus uprising in Berlin in January 1919 to the bloody street fighting in
Hamburg in October 1923, again and again, the communists tried to seize power with armed insurrections
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in the hope of replacing democracy with the dictatorship of the proletariat – and this was only prevented
by the police bands all over Germany who had to pay a high price.”1053 The article series reflected what
some scholars have called the “Weimar Syndrome” - an expression of fear that West Germany’s
democracy would suffer the same fate as its republican antecedent.1054 According to Dirk Moses, the
Weimar Syndrome “contributed to the hysteria and paranoia of postwar West German politics…the
passionate effort of Bonn intellectuals to ensure that the turmoil of the 1920s would not ruin the Federal
Republic meant that some of the spirit of those years would live on decades later nonetheless.”1055
Konrad Adenauer regularly invoked the street battles of Weimar Germany as justification for his original
plans to build a paramilitary federal police force. But this narrative contradicted opponents of the
government’s plans who saw in it a warning of what might happen if civilian policing returned to the
oppressive, militarized law enforcement tactics deeply ingrained in Germany’s past.
It was during these debates over combatant status that the chairman of the GdP, Werner
Kuhlmann, first emerged as an outspoken critic of the federal government and the Bundesgrenzschutz in
particular. As a teenager, Kuhlmann was active in socialist youth groups, and particularly the leftist
Sozialistische Jugend Deutchlands (SJD), popularly known as the Falcons.1056 Like many other young
men of his generation, he joined the RAD and was later drafted into the Wehrmacht. After the war, he
joined the Länder Police in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia. As a policeman, Kuhlmann continued
his political activism and became a prominent trade unionist and member of the SPD. In 1958, he was
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elected Chairman of the GdP and held this influential post until 1975.1057 On 24 January 1963, the
Committee for Internal Affairs officially introduced a bill recommending that the Bundestag revise the
Federal Border Police Act of 1951 to recognize border policemen as combatants.1058 The Conference of
Interior Ministers for West Germany’s Länder followed suit and voted unanimously in favor of including
their own state police forces, but rejected any legislation that might subordinate them to the
Bundeswehr.1059 Kuhlmann protested the actions by the Federal and Länder administrations. In an open
letter to representatives in the Bundestag, he declared: “We [GdP] have vigorously opposed this creeping
process of the merging of police and military tasks in the interest of a clear delineation. The police
institution is, as a matter of fact, just as unsuitable for combat as the Salvation Army!”1060
Representatives of the Bavarian GdP branch also wrote to their Interior Minister, Heinrich Junker, and
strongly condemned the Conference of Interior Minister’s decision to do the same for Länder policemen.
The representatives alleged “the negative reaction of the police officers to this plan confirms the strong
position of the union to limit the jurisdiction of the police in emergency situations to defend against
dangers in the interior of the Federal Republic and clearly distinguish it from military tasks.”1061 This
reaction was based on the fear by labor unions that a heavily armed militarized police force could be used
like an army to suppress strikes as was common during the Weimar era.
In March 1963, Kuhlmann published a scathing 32-page written condemnation of the
government’s plans to recognize policemen as combatants, which appeared as a brochure under the title:
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Police Must Remain Police!1062 The publication cover included a full-page glossy photograph of a steelhelmeted border policeman firing a mortar. The brochure included references to the previous analysis by
the GdP’s legal expert, Dr. Berber, as well as two new interpretations by Dr. Felix Ermacora and Dr.
Andreas Hamann.1063 Both men had divergent backgrounds, but held similar opinions. Felix Ermacora,
for example, was a liberal professor of International Law at the University of Innsbruck and a prominent
advocate of human rights who later held many leading diplomatic posts for the United Nations. Andreas
Hamann, on the other hand, was a conservative lawyer and social sciences professor at the Hochschule für
Sozialwissenschaften in Willhelmshaven who had been a member of the Nazi Party and the
Sturmabteilung or SA.1064 Both Ermacora and Hamann agreed that the government’s plans to make
policemen military combatants was outside the scope of international law and also violated civil service
regulations in West Germany’s Basic Law. They pointed out that there was no provision or mention of
police forces in either the Geneva Conventions of 1949 or the earlier Hague Conventions of 1907. Thus,
according to their interpretation, policemen were “civilian non-combatants” and should avoid engaging in
fighting against the enemy at all costs.
Ermacora and Hamann also emphasized that Article 12 of West Germany’s Basic Law – the
freedom to choose one’s profession - protected the rights of civil servants from action by the government
to impose or change working conditions from those existing at the time of employment. In other words,
according to their interpretation, the government’s decision to give civilian policemen military duties
violated Article 12 by fundamentally altering the profession from what it was at the time they originally
accepted employment. They suggested that protecting vital infrastructure - Objektschutz as it was
referred to in military doctrine – was a task for the armed forces and policemen could only perform these
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duties if they were transferred to the Bundeswehr. They pointed out, however, that while the Interior
Ministers of the Länder agreed to award state policemen combatant status, they were unanimously
opposed to subordinating them into the army. Ermacora and Hamann argued, “in a democratic
constitutional state, the only legally faultless alternative [for policemen to engage in combat] has to be
covered by international law.” While Ermacora and Hamann argued against the mixing of police and
military roles, Ermacora believed the Bundesgrenzschutz was exceptional because it was a “special”
police force (Sonderpolizei). He suggested, therefore, that nothing stood in the way of the government
passing legislation to make it part of the armed forces in the event of a war.1065 By contrast, however,
Kuhlmann claimed: “The police have already been abused in Germany for tasks that are foreign to their
lives – this historical example should warn and frighten us. One cannot condemn the abuse of the police
during the last war, and at the same time reconsider the circumstances under which military use of police
forces can continue in the future.”1066
Kuhlmann’s protests and especially his detailed brochure outlining the analyses of Professors
Ermacora and Hamann made headlines in West German newspapers and professional police journals.
The publicity was problematic for the Interior Ministry, especially because such a well-respected human
rights advocate like Felix Ermacora took a stand against their plans to award combatant status to the
police.1067 The notion of human rights as a political language was influential in postwar West Germany as
the new state and its officials searched for a way forward that contrasted with the legacies of the Third
Reich. Thus, Ermacora in particular spoke with a good deal of credibility and his opinion on combatant
status mattered to the Interior Ministry. Lora Wildenthal has argued that by emphasizing human rights
across a broad spectrum of institutions, “West Germany self-consciously measured their progress away
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from dictatorship.”1068 The police unions were using the political language of human rights to resist the
government’s plans to militarize the police with combatant status. Not everyone, however, was swayed
by this strategic use of human rights. The Hanseatic Interior Minister and future SPD Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt, for example, publicly criticized the GdP and its “legal experts” for politicizing the issue.1069
Schmidt claimed that Kuhlmann’s fear of West Germany returning to policing methods of the past was
“unfounded and absurd.” Schmidt explained to reporters that awarding combatant status to policemen
was not a move towards re-militarization, but simply provided them with the legal authority for their own
protection to “act within the framework of the laws and carry out their duties in a war without being
viewed by the enemy as irregular fighters.”1070 In fact, a poll by the magazine Der Spiegel found that
many state policemen were surprised that the Interior Ministers of the Länder voted overwhelmingly in
support of the proposal. Even the local Hanseatic Association of Social Democratic Policemen
(Arbeitsgemeinschaft sozialdemokratischer Polizeibeamten) turned against Schmidt and publicly declared
that its members refused “to return to a position that reflected the years 1933 to 1945.”1071
Correspondence between officials at the Interior and Defense Ministries reflected the tensions
surrounding the legal rebuff of the government’s plans by the police unions’ experts. The government
moved to counter these findings, but also recognized the validity of the arguments against their plans.
Ministry of Defense Oberregierungsrat Dr. Otto Hinz, for example, wrote to his colleague Ministerialrat
Gieseler, and explained that, “apart from a few inaccuracies, the expert opinions on International Law are
essentially correct.”1072 Hinz emphasized that the government would have to address these findings if
they chose to move forward with further plans to address the combatant status of police forces. Hinz
suggested that a future “international investigation into the combatants’ status of the police would have to
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be based on the duties of the police, which will be necessary for a number of reasons in case of a war…It
would then have to come to the conclusion that the police needed combatant status.”1073 So rather than
accept the findings, which they largely found to be credible, officials in these ministries looked for
alternative approaches and/or loopholes in the law to justify their actions. Dr. Hans-Hugo Pioch of the
Interior Ministry’s Police Branch also wrote to the Defense Ministry with suggestions on how to counter
the police unions’ experts.1074 Pioch explained that he had reached out to historians at the Institute of
Contemporary History and the Militärgeschichtliches Forschungsamt (Military History Research Institute
- MGFA) seeking clarification on the role of the police in past conflicts. It was Pioch’s opinion, based on
documents he obtained from these historians, that the precedent for legally recognizing policemen as
combatants was already established during the Second World War.1075 For reference, he attached copies
of orders to that effect issued by Chief of the Wehrmacht High Command (OKW) – Wilhelm Keitel, from
28 August 1944 expressly declaring that uniformed members of the German police were combatants
under the terms of the Hague Laws of War on Land.1076
Dr. Stahl, a historian at the MGFA, provided Pioch with a more detailed analysis of the role
played by German police battalions in the Second World War, and specifically, the combat duties of Nazi
security forces against partisans.1077 Stahl explained that Nazi security police forces including the
Ordnungspolizei (Order Police – OrPo), SS battalions, and units of the SD (Sicherheitsdienst – security
service) were given responsibility for counterinsurgency operations – Bandenbekämpfung – and were thus
considered combatants. Moreover, Stahl pointed out “there is no documentary evidence that members of
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these security police forces were treated any differently from regular soldiers if they were captured.”1078
Stahl emphasized that their combatant status was never really questioned during or after the war. And
Bandenbekämpfung operations were explicitly military tasks that were under the jurisdiction of the
Reichsführer-SS and Chief of the German Police, Heinrich Himmler. Stahl said that the problem during
the war had less to do with policemen functioning as soldiers, but rather “the unfortunate fusion of police
and ideological political tasks imposed on the police under Himmler’s leadership.”1079 Pioch’s letter and
his use of documentary support from the Second World War again reinforced the striking competing use
of memory on both sides of the debate. Whereas members of the police union pointed to legacies of the
Nazi era, where police forces operated as regular soldiers during the war, as a reason to fight what GdP
Chairman Kuhlmann warned was a “creeping process of militarization,” the Interior and Defense
Ministries emphasized examples from Nazi policing to justify their policies.1080 These underlying
tensions over the legacies of policemen used as soldiers were not isolated to the combatant status debate.
As historians have shown, the tensions were part of the broader postwar memory culture of West
Germany.1081 As Germans rebuilt in the aftermath of the war and attempted to move forward, certain
aspects of the past were forgotten or ignored. Yet, other experiences were re-shaped or used in a manner
to distance themselves from the negative legacies of National Socialism.1082 In this case, Dr. Stahl of the
MFGA drew an ideological separation between the function of policemen in combat and their criminal
use and abuse by Himmler. The uses of memory in the combatant status debate was therefore a
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manifestation of this wider process of remembering and forgetting that shaped how West Germans dealt
with the war.1083
Because the police unions publicized the opinions of their experts (Berber, Ermacora, and
Hamann) the Interior Ministry turned to yet another legal scholar, Dr. Ulrich Scheuner, for support.
Scheuner was a conservative professor of Public Law at the University of Bonn and had a dubious past
like some of the others involved in the ongoing debate. During the Third Reich, he was professor of
Public Law in Jena and an ideologically committed member of the Nazi Party.1084 He was a prolific
writer and in many of his early publications, Scheuner defended the Nazi Party’s racial laws and
specifically provided legal justification for the Reichstag Fire Decree and the Enabling Act.1085 He even
justified the Nazi Seizure of power in 1933 as a uniquely German form of revolt against the individualism
of Weimar democracy.1086 In his extensive analysis, Scheuner emphasized that Berber, Ermacora, and
Hamann were essentially correct to point out that outside of self-defense, civilian policemen were unable
to legally take part in combat without being part of the state’s armed forces.1087 Like Dr. Berber,
Scheuner problematically used the German atrocities in Belgium as an example of what could potentially
go wrong when the duties of policemen and soldiers were mixed.1088 He also agreed with the police
unions that Article 12 of the Basic Law made it unconstitutional for the Interior Minister’s of the Länder
to change the working conditions of their policemen by using them to defend against external military
attacks. Thus, Scheuner’s report dealt a decisive blow to the state Interior Ministries and their plans for
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giving Länder policemen combatant status.1089 GdP Chairmann Werner Kuhlmann’s publication, “Police
must Remain Police,” appeared to have served its purpose – the legal scholars on both sides of the debate
agreed that Article 12 of the Basic Law excluded West Germany’s state policemen from military duties.
Scheuner did, however, argue in support of the Interior Ministry’s plans to move forward with
awarding combatant status to members of the Bundesgrenzschutz. He stated very explicitly that the
government’s proposed amendment to revise the Border Police Act of 1951 was perfectly legal.1090 As a
“special paramilitary” police force, he claimed it already met the requirements under international law for
an armed force. It was his opinion that a revision of the existing laws would not jeopardize the civilian
status of its personnel in peacetime. He suggested that the proposed amendment was the only
requirement necessary to comply with the existing international laws of war.1091 After all, as Scheuner
pointed out, it was the individual nation-state and not international law that determined who was included
in its armed forces. Like Dr. Pioch, Scheuner used the memory of the Nazi past to justify his position.
He explained that Germany had deployed many different fighting forces during the Second World War,
such as the Waffen SS and the Ordnungspolizei, which were used in combat operations and covered by
international law.1092 Moreover, he explained that the Bundesgrenzschutz was really a mobile
gendarmerie organized and used in the same manner as the French and Belgian gendarmeries, the Italian
Caribinieri, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the Greek Security Corps, the Spanish Guardia Civil and
paramilitary units in many other European nations. All of these forces, he argued, had civilian duties
during peacetime and were transferred to the army in the event of a war.1093
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Revisions and Compromises: the Influence of Trade Union Politics
Dr. Scheuner’s report was a turning point for the Interior Ministry. As a response to his findings,
the draft amending the Border Police Act of 1951 was revised.1094 The Interior Ministry justified the
revisions by citing various points from Dr. Scheuner’s analysis, including his argument that the
Bundesgrenzschutz did not have to forfeit its civilian status in peacetime even though during a war its
members were given the status of military combatants.1095 Moreover, the Interior Ministry also claimed,
at least for their own federal policemen, that Article 33 superseded their civil service “career choice
rights” as outlined by Article 12. According to the draft, under Article 33, “the defense of dangers to the
liberal-democratic order in the Federal Republic is to be regarded as an ‘overriding community interest’
which can legitimize an interference with the fundamental right to freedom of choice.”1096 The GdP and
ÖTV, however, rejected the Interior Ministry’s interpretation of Scheuner’s analysis and by May 1964
had succeeded on the basis of Article 12 in stopping the State Interior Ministers from awarding combatant
status to their municipal and Länder police forces.1097 This decision by the Länder governments had no
effect on the Bundesgrenzschutz because they had no jurisdiction over federal policing. The federal
Interior Ministry proceeded with their amendment nevertheless and this reflected the ongoing differences
in approaches to policing at the state and federal levels of government – the ever-present tensions of West
German federalism. Yet it also demonstrated the influence wielded by the police trade unions (GdP and
ÖTV) in shaping the policies of the federal state in determining their own working conditions.
The trade unions successfully blocked the Interior Ministries of West Germany’s Länder from
implementing the plans for making state policemen combatants that they unanimously agreed to at Bad
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Reichenall.1098 Nevertheless, for GdP Chairman Werner Kuhlmann, this was only a partial victory. On 5
April 1965, he wrote a letter of protest directly to the Bundestag before their final approval of the new law
awarding combatant status to members of the Bundesgrenzschutz.1099 For Kuhlmann, there simply could
be no mixing whatsoever of military and civilian law enforcement duties in one organization. In his
letter, he explained that giving border policemen combatant status was probably justified, but only if they
were stripped of their civilian law enforcement duties.1100 He claimed, for example, “it cannot be denied
that a motive for giving border policemen combatant status is admissible in the interests of their own
welfare. The incompatibility, however, comes from the fact that a police force assumes military tasks
normally reserved for armed forces and would cause significant uncertainty for those involved.”1101 Thus,
according to Kuhlmann, the only option for the Bundestag would be to remove the classification of the
Bundesgrenzschutz as a “police force” and place it directly under the Bundeswehr as an instrument of
external security.1102 For the ÖTV, the central focus of their arguments against the amendment was their
claim that it was unconstitutional under Article 12 of the Basic Law. Making border policemen
combatants, they insisted, violated their civil service rights to choose their profession.1103
Despite the ongoing protests by the police trade unions, on 12 May 1965, the Bundestag voted
unanimously to pass the amendment confirming the Interior Ministry’s request that its border policemen
were legally considered military combatants.1104 The law went into effect on 11 July 1965. The
amendment was a rare moment when all of West Germany’s political parties were of one mind on
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national security matters. It was a distinct break from the contentious debates over security and the
Bundesgrenzschutz in particular during the past decade (See Chapters 1 - 3). In presenting the
amendment to his colleagues, Representative Artur Anders (SPD) declared: “The purpose of this law is to
ensure the welfare and personal safety of BGS members who take part in an armed conflict. We have
thus saved our border policemen from being treated as partisans by the enemy in such a conflict and, as
such, exposed to all the dangers.”1105 How can this unanimous agreement be explained – especially in
terms of the SPD, which had routinely criticized the federal government’s use of the Bundesgrenzschutz?
On the one hand, it appeared as a direct response to the incorporation of East German border policemen
into the NVA. Yet, on the other hand, the explanation for the unanimous agreement was based on the
political compromise that denied combatant status to West Germany’s Länder and community police
forces. These police forces remained civilian institutions in accordance with the Geneva Conventions of
1949. For its state and local forces, the federal and state governments agreed to work cooperatively with
other nations on negotiations for a multilateral International Police Agreement. The Bundestag Vice
President Erwin Schoettle (SPD) specifically mentioned these compromises as a key to the success of the
new legislation.1106 Remarkably, in comments leading up to the final vote, Bundestag deputies from all of
West Germany’s political parties thanked the GdP and ÖTV representatives for “their great efforts in
drawing up the legal opinions, which completely clarified and delimited the tasks of West Germany’s
various police organizations and the consequences arising from them.”1107 Nevertheless, in spite of the
compliments given to the GdP by the Bundestag and the exemption of state policemen from combatant
status, its leadership stood firm in their opposition to any use of policemen as soldiers. Thus, the GdP
rejected any compromise on this subject. The SPD justified its support for the legislation because the
compromise limited combatant status to the Bundesgrenzschutz. Since the GdP exclusively represented
state and municipal policemen, the vote by the SPD had no effect on the GdP’s constituency.
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A Force to Fight West Germany’s Small Wars
How did members of the Bundesgrenzschutz react to these developments and the change in their
legal status? To be sure, archival evidence shows senior border police leaders were already preparing
their men for war before and during the combatant status debate. They embraced the responsibility to
fight West Germany’s enemies if necessary and this development exposed the ongoing struggle or tension
between continuity and change that shaped the organization over its long-term evolution. The responses
and actions of border police leaders to the change in status shows that problematic themes and legacies
remained prevalent even though the Bundesgrenzschutz was a democratic national police force. Chief
Inspekteur Brigadier General Heinrich Müller led the organization at this time and welcomed the Interior
Ministry’s plans because he and many of his subordinate commanders still wanted a national defense role
despite the fact that many of them were rebuffed as candidates for the Bundeswehr in 1956 (See chapter
3). Müller’s command staff consisted entirely of men from the conservative milieu of veteran Wehrmacht
and even some Reichswehr Officers, almost all of which had led troops in combat or at least served as
senior members of the General Staff. Many of them were considered Prussian traditionalists because they
believed military reformers like General Wolf Graf von Baudissin and his concept of Innere Führung
were too idealistic. Indeed, during the 1950s, the Bundesgrenzschutz was an ideal job for many of these
veterans because they served with collegaues who had similar opinions and formed a sort of
schicksaalgemeinschaft or “community of fate.” Some of these men already caused controversy and
negative press by advocating a greater military role for the Bundesgrenzschutz, most famously during the
Bonin scandal (see Chapter 3).
In December 1963, Müller authored two secret documents that outlined his vision and operational
objectives to use border policemen in a war or conflict with guerilla forces. These documents showed
that for border policemen, like their colleagues in the Bundeswehr, militarism and especially combat on
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the Eastern Front was still influential.1108 The first dealt specifically with leadership and command of
policemen in combat.1109 According to Müller, “stand-alone BGS tactics” were needed because in his
opinion, “it is a fallacy to believe that a BGS division deployed alone in the field could defend or retaliate
against an attack without suffering bloody losses.”1110 Instead, he suggested border policemen would be
most effective using their mobility to fight subversive forces of the enemy including what he called:
“bandits, sabotage groups, guerillas, and parachutists.” Border policemen, he insisted, were best suited to
strike these enemy forces with “hit and run” tactics before rapidly withdrawing. He suggested that the
men must be trained to expect they will be quickly outnumbered and might have to face many opponents
at once thus forcing them to operate on interior lines.1111 To be sure, Napoleon Bonaparte and Frederick
the Great famously used the operational doctrine of interior lines to fight much larger forces and the
concept was further developed by military theorists such as Antoine-Henri Jomini and Carl von
Clausewitz.1112 Müller would have been very familiar with these theorists and the “art of war” more
generally from his prior service as an instructor at the Prussian Kriegsakademie (War Academy). The
staff of the Reichswehr, some of whom like Müller were now serving as senior members of the
Bundesgrenzschutz, had advocated similar uses for Weimar era volunteer border guard forces that fought
Communists and defend the landed estates of the Junkers on Prussia’s eastern borderlands during the
immediate aftermath of the First World War.1113 These same men were also influenced by their role
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fighting Soviet forces on the Eastern Front and had supported Colonel Bogislaw von Bonin’s static border
defense strategy that caused so much controversy during the re-armament debates (see Chapter 3).
Müller argued that the model for Bundesgrenzschutz leaders on the battlefield should be grounded
in these same Prussian-era strategic lessons. He suggested: “The prerequisites for leadership under these
circumstances are critical. I would therefore like to introduce the ideas of Moltke, Count York von
Wartenburg, and Clausewitz, who are again valid for us – of course in a transcendent sense – for the
fundamental tasks, strength, and armament of the BGS.”1114 From these three Prussian theorists, Müller
emphasized that bold attacks, rapid movement, and tactical withdrawal were the objectives of border
police leaders when suddenly faced by larger enemy forces in the field. He also outlined some of the
other duties NCOs and officers might think about in the event of a war including: area reconnaissance,
prisoner interrogation, and the securing of roads, bridges, and other key infrastructural nodes.1115 This
document clearly reflected how senior leaders like Müller envisioned the role of their men in the event of
a war with communist forces. But it also revealed that in spite of repeated denials by officials in the
Interior Ministry that the Bundesgrenzschutz was only a police force, the legacy of militarism and the
Prussian General Staff in particular, was still very influential in the operational thinking of its leadership
cadre. Whereas von Baudissin looked to Prussia’s nineteenth century military reformers and the army to
“make the subjects of the sovereign into citizens of the nation,” Müller used them as examples for élan in
combat.1116 The difference in these uses of Prussian military history exposed the tensions between those
like Müller in the traditionalist camp and the more progressive-minded men in the Bundeswher like
Baudissin.
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This was even more apparent in a second top secret planning document issued by Müller eight
days later, which built upon the observations in his previous writings.1117 He suggested, for example, that
regardless of the outcome in the ongoing combatant status debate, the Bundesgrenzschutz could “not
afford to wait for the emergency decrees” before taking decisive steps to train its personnel for combat.
What Müller was referring to was the parliamentary debate over whether to increase the size of the size of
the organization by an additional 10,000 men as part of the emergency decrees – a prospect that
ultimately failed to pass.1118 The combatant status for border policemen was legislated separately from
the emergency decrees. And since militarized training for policemen was controversial, Müller insisted
that all plans be kept confidential for “political reasons.”1119 He clearly recognized the potential for
negative press if members of the public or West Germany’s police unions learned that border policemen
were being trained for military duties before the Bundestag passed an amendment. From Müller’s
perspective, the Bundesgrenzschutz was the only force capable of fighting what he termed West
Germany’s “small wars” – in other words, combat against irregular forces and “bandits,” which he
claimed were being trained by the Soviets to overthrow the state from within.1120 He argued that neither
the Bundeswehr nor the state police forces were prepared to fight this “insidious enemy” and that the
“population of the Federal Republic would be utterly helpless and terrorized into submission against the
brutal measures of these fighting groups and thus the responsibility and the burden of this defensive fight
will have to be borne by the BGS.”1121 And these guerilla-small wars themes were further promulgated in
the articles appearing in the monthly border police journal Die Parole under such titles as “Kampf gegen
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Banden und Agenten,” and “Rote Methoden im Kampf um Asien” (fight against bandits and agents, red
methods in the fight for Asia).1122
These documents show that what Müller and his command staff feared and were preparing for
was defending against subversive or guerilla tactics. The fear of Bürgerkrieg or civil war, which might
erupt along the Iron Curtain against units of Volkspolizei or militarized East German border guards, was
also a primary concern. Because of this, he devoted an entire section of the planning document to
“unconventional warfare, guerilla tactics and small wars.” To fully emphasize these dangers, he used
quotes from Chinese Premier Mao Zedong, Indonesian Army General Abul Nasution, and U.S. President
John F. Kennedy.1123 Thus, for example, he pointed to the strategy of smaller forces fighting a protracted
war against a lager foe whereby as Mao suggested: “We wear down the enemy until he is fatigued and
then strike him.” Or Abdul Nasution’s dictum that a defender must never forget “guerillas move like lice
among the population.”1124 He also reiterated John F. Kennedy’s warning that “the security of the free
world cannot only be endangered by an atomic attack, but also a crumbling process on the periphery,
carried out by forces of subversion, an indirect and externally unrecognizable aggression, an insurrection,
or a diplomatically extortionate small war.” Finally, he referred to U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara who said “the struggle of subversive warfare is possibly the decisive struggle with
Communism in this decade.”1125 What McNamara was referring to here was a protracted guerilla war.
Müller and other leaders in the Bundesgrenzschutz believed insurgents supported by the Soviet Union
would wage a campaign to defeat democracy from within in advance of a larger conventional attack.
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Müller and his colleagues were influenced by their experiences against Soviet partisans on the Eastern
front, but also from their understanding and observations of colonial wars in the developing world.
By evoking these fears of guerilla warfare, Müller’s thinking reflected how global Cold War
tensions and his own military experience shaped his vision for the uses of policemen in combat. The
prospect of fighting small wars against irregular guerilla bands was fresh on his mind during the 1960s,
when both the United States and Soviet Union regularly engaged in proxy wars to gain strategic influence
in developing countries around the world. The United States was also expanding its role in Vietnam and
globally many decolonization wars were fought in places like Malaya, Algeria, and Kenya – topics that
were regularly featured in Die Parole articles.1126 These articles were conceived so that readers would
gain an understanding of the type of conflict and the enemies they might face – in particular guerilla-style
wars against ideologically driven insurgents. Lora Wildenthal’s study on the political uses of human
rights by postwar West Germans shows how West Germany’s New Left formed “solidarities with nonGermans such as foreign students, foreign guest workers, and anti-national liberation movement
activists.”1127 This was unsettling to conservative leaders in the Bundesgrenzschutz. The radical
movements spreading across Europe – that were depicted as potential enemies in border police literature –
romanticized the stereotypical guerilla fighter during the 1960s by embracing the images of iconic figures
such as Fidel Castro and Che Guevara among many others.1128 Both Castro and Guevara were regularly
demonized as conspiratorial figures in Die Parole political cartoons. To be sure, Müller believed the
Bundesgrenzschutz would play a decisive role in defending the Federal Republic against both
asymmetrical – radical terrorist movements – and convention armed forces like the Volkspolizei. For he
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and members of his staff, it was simply a matter of time before the ongoing East-West tensions led to
confrontations that might start in the form of an illegal border crossing or a terrorist attack by a
communist guerilla force.
While the Interior Ministry’s plans to make military combatants out of the police was welcome
news to the leadership cadre of the Bundesgrenzschutz, they had already assumed a quasi-military role
along West Germany’s frontiers. Its units and their personnel regularly took part in NATO war games,
most notably, the controversial Fallex 62 exercise that led to the infamous Spiegel Affaire (See Chapter
4). In exercises like Fallex 62, border policemen were supposed to disrupt enemy forces by using their
mobility to strike and retreat. Border policemen also guarded vital infrastructure sites and were assigned
to contain guerilla fighters. In other words, the Bundesgrenzschutz was used in Fallex 62 and other
NATO exercises as a delaying force until they could be relieved by heavier armed forces. Since they
were stationed at the border ad would be the first to encounter an invading enemy army, they were
incorporated as part of the larger NATO war plans. According to Helmut Hammerich, “during the Cold
War, the North German Plain and the Fulda Gap were considered the most probable axes of advance for
Warsaw Pact forces.”1129
The Bundesgrenzschutz regularly patrolled the region around the Fulda gap and was thus
considered an important resource to assist NATO if an attack developed in this area. But the participation
of border policemen in exercises like Fallex 62 sometimes caused problems. During an exercise known
as Übung Südbayern, for example, the Bundesgrenzschutz found itself in the middle of a controversy that
came to the attention of West Germany’s police unions. The Interior Ministry first learned of these
problems in February 1973 when GdP Chairman Kuhlmann brought it forward as part of a general
complaint against police militarization in the campaign against the Baader-Meinhoff gang (See Chapter
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7).1130 Most of what we now know about Übung Südbayern comes from the after action report of the
officer in charge and the Interior Ministry’s 1973 investigation.1131 The exercise took place between 1
and 28 April 1964 and was supposed to test the abilities of border policemen and U.S. soldiers to fight
guerilla bands and practice interrogation techniques. The German word used to describe the activity was
Bandenbekämpfen – or bandit fighting, which was a problematic term used to describe anti-partisan
warfare by German security police units in the Second World War (See Chapter 5). There were 196
border policemen that volunteered to act as enemy “bandits” and of these, 20 were captured by the Green
Berets and brought to the interrogation center on a farm in the Bavarian village of Lenggries.1132 In the
after action report, Major Sleik, who was the senior Budesgrenzschutz officer, admitted that some of the
men had complained to him about rough treatment. Many of them, he claimed, had reported they were
injured in beatings inflicted on them by U.S. soldiers. It was Sleik’s opinion, however, that “in order to
prepare the men for these kinds of emergencies, they had to be exposed to such hardships” because it
replicated what they would ultimately have to face in combat.1133 An attachment to Major Sleik’s report
included a listing of allegations from policemen who wished to remain anonymous. Many of them alleged
they had been “tortured” during mock interrogations. One of the men stated that Major Sleik simply
stood by and laughed rather than put a stop to it and then afterwards threatened them all with discipline if
they “violated their oath of secrecy.”1134
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In 1973, the Bundestag Internal Affairs Committee asked the Interior Ministry to investigate the
allegations and report its findings.1135 The matter was assigned to recently retired Staatssekretär Dr.
Hermann Maassen. At the conclusion of his investigation, Dr. Maassen found that the border policemen
interrogated by the U.S. Special Forces during Übung Südbayern were indeed mistreated, especially since
none of them had given their express consent for the physical abuse they suffered.1136 He insisted,
however, that the two most serious allegations – that an officer had been tied to a tree by his genitals, and
others had been beaten with sticks – were completely unfounded. He learned that the techniques
employed by the Americans were experimental and had only been approved by Special Forces Command
six days before the exercise began. According to Maassen, some of the techniques approved for use by
the American interrogators included pouring cold water on prisoners, using leashed dogs to inflict fear,
threats of physical abuse, placing prisoners into kneeling and other uncomfortable positions, and
temporary restraint. These tough methods were used to see how soldiers would react to them.
Nevertheless, Maassen claimed that this one single incident of harsh training “cannot be used to condemn
the overall training methods used in the Bundesgrenzschutz.”1137 Remarkably, the incident failed to
provoke any debate among West Germans about American interrogation methods other than the original
complaints from the border policemen who were subjected to them. The reason why the incident did not
provoke a wider debate about the American methods had to do with the timing of when the public became
aware of it. The operation in question – Südbayern – took place in 1964 whereas Kuhlmann’s statements
to the press about it were first made nine years later in 1973. By 1973, West Germans were more focused
on domestic terrorism and the Bundesgrenzschutz had a larger role in promoting stronger internal security
(see Chapter 7).
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In spite of Dr. Maassen’s findings that the abuses perpetrated during Übung Südbayern were
isolated, it definitely showed that the Bundesgrenzschutz was fundamentally training and functioning
more like a military than a civilian police force. What other possible justification could the Interior
Ministry give for carrying out joint exercises with elite members of the U.S. Special Forces preparing for
combat in Vietnam? Moreover, both Fallex 62 and Übung Südbayern took place before any legislation
was passed authorizing policemen to take part in combat.1138 During an introductory lecture at the
quarterly meeting of his Command Staff in January 1964, Müller claimed that Fallex 62 demonstrated the
confusion between the state and federal governments over the role of police forces if a national
emergency were declared.1139 In commenting on international and domestic affairs, he pointed out that
the “Cuba Crisis” demonstrated that a nuclear war would lead to the destruction of the world, but that
border policemen must remain vigilant to defend the state against a covert or limited war carried out by
subversive means. He also suggested that the government was finally realizing the value of the
Bundesgrenzschutz to fight these subversive enemies as reflected in the proposed combatant status
legislation.1140 Müller concluded that the “BGS cannot remain in an ivory tower…the fight over
combatant status has been particularly vigorous and I don’t see the point of the sides in this
debate…however, the loss of combatant status for the Länder police has to be seen as the potential price
to pay for its success in the BGS.”1141 In other words, for Müller, the main concern was ensuring that his
border policemen were legally recognized as combatants regardless of what happened at the state level of
government.
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Preparing for Bürgerkrieg (civil war) in Divided Germany

Figure 6.2
Border policemen destroying bunkers, BArch-K B106/17074
The revision of the Federal Border Police Act of 1951 read as follows: “The Federal Border
Police authorities may, in the event of securing the federal territory outlined in section 2, also use
weapons to defend against military attacks.”1142 Now that the Bundesgrenzschutz was legally permitted to
fight in the event of a war, its Command Staff intensified the guerilla – small wars training curriculum.
Shortly after the law passed, the Border Police School in Lübeck-St. Hubertus published the first draft of
a “Street Fighting Manual,” which emphasized tactics for urban combat and house-to-house fighting.1143
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The manual was introduced along with a lecture about Wehrmacht urban fighting tactics during the 1944
Warsaw Uprising (See Chapter 5). Another war game exercise, Übung Hessen, took place over a five day
period from 10 to 15 October 1965; this time, it only involved border police units.1144 In summarizing the
lessons learned from Übung Hessen, Inspekteur Müller pointed out that the exercise demonstrated the
importance of leadership in overcoming what were designed to be “insurmountable” tasks for border
police units. At the beginning of the exercise, for example, policemen were assigned to protect 450 key
civilian infrastructural objects such as factories, power plants, and hospitals. Müller reported that the unit
leaders had to decide which objects were most important and whether it was better to stay in a defensive
position or actively seek out and “hunt down” the enemy. He was critical of the commanding officer
Grenzschutz-Gruppe Süd (border police group south) who instantly went on the attack and thus left the 90
infrastructural facilities he was assigned to guard undefended; the result was 89 of them fell into the
hands of the Communist insurgents.1145
Again and again, Müller emphasized the importance of Prussian military history to shape the
leadership lessons he wanted his command staff to learn from Übung Hessen. In criticizing actions by the
leader of border group south for leaving vital points undefended, he turned to two examples from
Frederick the Great’s campaigns during the Seven Years War and explained: “We need commanders who
can lead to a Leuthen rather than to a Kunersdorf.”1146 Müller claimed that the point of using military
history to evaluate commanders in the exercise had less to do with finding concrete solutions to complex
problems, but rather enabled his men to understand the “initiative” that differentiated poor from effective
leaders. He also insisted, however, that his objective was not to “introduce predominantly military
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thinking in the BGS.”1147 For Müller, the outcome of a specific battle or its particular historical period
was immaterial. Quoting from the memoirs of the Prussian strategist Count Alfred Schlieffen, he
reminded his subordinate commanders that in every battle “the basic principles of leadership remain, and
one of these laws is that one cannot defeat the enemy without attack.” In fact, in analyzing Übung
Hessen, he repeatedly quoted from the memoirs of Prussian leaders the likes of Schlieffen, Helmuth von
Moltke and even Reichswehr General Hans von Seeckt.1148 On the one hand, Müller’s use of military
leaders who predated the Third Reich might be read as an attempt to find useable military traditions free
from the burden of National Socialism. Yet, on the other hand, these same leaders were influential for
officers serving on the Wehrmacht General Staff. To be sure, he probably invoked these examples
because they would have been familiar to him from his tenure as an officer at the Nazi Kriegsakademie
rather than from a conscious attempt at distancing the border police from problematic legacies.
While Müller claimed he never intended to “introduce military thinking in the BGS,” this is
precisely what he was doing. His analysis of Übung Hessen read like a “who’s who” of the Prussian
General Staff and replicated many of its famous dictums such as the famous battlefield leadership
doctrine encompassed by the German term Auftragstaktik (flexible command).1149 Auftragstaktik reflected
the Prussian military concept that once given a combat mission and the means to carry it out, subordinate
commanders on the battlefield had to use their own initiative within the mission’s parameters to achieve
victory.1150 In other words, Auftragstaktik relied on the ability and creativity of the individual combat
leader to carry out the objectives of a given plan or mission using his own skills rather than following a
rigid set of orders from superior officers. Müller defined it using the following quote from General von
Seeckt: “Auftragstaktik is based on the healthy idea that the one who bears responsibility for success must
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also choose the way to achieve it.”1151 Müller also emphasized Moltke’s definition that “simple action,
carried out with success, will most certainly achieve the objective.” Übung Hessen must therefore be
seen as a military exercise that defied the principles and duties of civilian law enforcement.1152 That
border policemen were functioning as combatants and relying on Prussian military doctrine showed how
it continued to influence senior leaders on the Bundesgrenzschutz command staff.
These ghosts of Prussia’s General Staff notwithstanding, what practical lessons did Müller want
his subordinates to take away from Übung Hessen? The key appeared in the second half of his analysis,
which focused exclusively on how to fight guerilla insurgents in a subversive war. To emphasize the
main points of his argument, he offered comparative examples of the French and American armies in
combat against insurgents in Vietnam.1153 For Müller, the French provided a textbook example of what
not to do because they fought the Vietcong guerillas using conventional means and thus suffered what he
called “pin prick attacks” that slowly demoralized the army during a ten-year protracted war. He
suggested that their (French) stubborn defense of villages such as Dien-Bien-Phu ultimately proved
counterproductive and failed in the same manner as those Border Police commanders who attempted to
protect every assigned objective during Übung Hessen.1154 In his opinion, focusing exclusively on
defensive object protection (Objektschutz) without attacking and destroying the opponent was a recipe for
disaster. Müller found the American use of Special Forces against the Vietcong guerillas to be much
more effective when fighting insurgents. The Americans, he claimed, used their Special Forces to
covertly strike at known guerilla villages while deploying their stronger combat forces to protect lager
objectives.1155 Using this American model, Müller suggested that a similar solution for border policemen
in Übung Hessen might be replicated by using one police unit to protect selected objects while another
could actively “hunt and attack guerilla forces.” Müller’s analysis clearly reflected the influence of U.S.
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Special Forces guerilla warfare doctrine and the conflict in Vietnam on the Bundesgrenzschutz that was
expressly demonstrated during Übung Südbayern. Thus, by the time Übung Hessen took place, West
Germany’s border policemen were already legally and spiritually militarized.1156
The preparation of the Bundesgrenzschutz for guerilla or civil war went beyond their activities in
war games exercises. During the quarterly Command Staff meetings, senior leaders discussed a
significant amount of training and pedagogical material devoted to guerilla, revolutionary, and civil war
tactics. Officials in the Interior Ministry’s Security Branch put together a comprehensive “subversive
war” reading list that was distributed to all of the Border Police Command centers (GSK).1157 The
reading lists included works by Mao Zedong, Che Guevara, Abdul Nasution, Ho Chi Minh and many
others. The list was extensive and the titles included subjects such as: civil war, partisan war, the
resistance of middle Germany, the civil war army, communist strategies in Asia, warfare in the dark,
partisan warfare in the Soviet Union, small war and total resistance, subversive war, behind the front,
behind enemy lines, and mountain warfare. The subject described as the “resistance of middle Germany”
referred to Germany’s position in the middle of Europe with no significant natural barriers. A second
reading list with many more additional works on guerilla warfare was circulated in the meetings and listed
the specific libraries where the books and articles could be found – many of which were already held by
the Interior Ministry.1158
Why did the leaders of the Bundesgrenzschutz imagine that they might have to fight a civil or
guerilla war? To be sure, outside of war game exercises such as Übungs Südbayern and Hessen, there is
no evidence to suggest that border policemen ever engaged in combat with communist guerillas.
Occasionally, however, West German border policemen did confront NVA border guards and incidents
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did occur such as the seizure and temporary detention of a Bundesgrenzschutz patrol by NVA border
guards in disputed territory near Grasleben-Weferlingen.1159 Incidents such as this along with what
border police leaders perceived from the Western counterinsurgency campaigns in Vietnam and Algeria
played a significant role in stoking fears of a small or guerilla war erupting at some point along the innerGerman border. Localized border tensions between security forces following the incorporation of East
German border guards into the NVA caused significant angst for the West German government. But
opponents on both sides of the border fundamentally believed a German-German civil war might begin
with a clash between local security forces. Thus, the incorporation of East German border guards into the
NVA and the response by West Germany awarding combatant status to its border policemen directly
resulted from these mutually held fears.
To understand how fears over the threat of civil war underscored the combatant status debate, it is
necessary to look at how forces on both sides of the divide viewed each other. At the quarterly meeting
of Bundesgrenzschutz commanders on 24 November 1965, BGS-Major Jansch presented a lecture with
detailed intelligence about the status of NVA border guards.1160 He emphasized that recent estimates
suggested the number of East German border guards had reached 50,000 by 1963. He claimed these
forces had better equipment, housing, and training now that they had been taken over by the NVA.1161
What is striking about Major Jansch’s report, however, is the number of minor or localized incidents he
reported between East and West German patrols. According to Jansch, in 1963 alone the Border Police
Command at Hesse reported some 6,000 minor incidents, mostly related to observations of NVA troops
and intelligence gathering by Bundesgrenzschutz officials. From these 6,000 reports, however, there were
600 incidents he classified as “attacks,” where NVA border troops deliberately crossed into disputed West
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German territory on reconnaissance missions.1162 He pointed out that this dramatic increase in
“provocative” incidents along the rural border began in 1961 after the construction of Berlin Wall made it
more difficult for refugees to flee west through the city. According to Jansch, the Berlin Wall was a
decisive development that transferred tensions from the divided city out to the rural regions of the innerGerman border.1163
The GDR viewed the decision legally recognizing members of the Bundesgrenzschutz as
combatants with the same alarm expressed by West Germans over their consolidation of border guards
into the NVA. Detailed GDR intelligence reports from East German archives show that they had an
excellent understanding of the personnel, arms, and organization of their potential adversaries on the other
side of the border.1164 The reports reflected that they too feared the possibility of a civil-war style conflict
along the inner-German border and were particularly suspicious of border policemen taking part in NATO
war game exercises.1165 For GDR analysts, West German border policemen were simply a part of the
Bundeswehr disguised as a police force that would in all likelihood increase provocations and tensions at
the inner-German border. They were concerned about the armaments and superior mobility of their
counter-parts, especially their recent acquisition of the British light armored reconnaissance vehicle
known as the Saladin.1166 The Saladin was essentially a small tank equipped with two medium
machineguns and a 76.2-millimeter main gun capable of firing armor piercing projectiles (See Figure
6.3).1167 The report also provided a detailed analysis of the present status of Bundesgrenzschutz forces
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Figure 6.3
“Saladin” light armored vehicle, BArch-MA DVW1/25771b
and included a map of its main operational bases. The GDR estimated that Bonn would attempt to
increase the strength of its federal police force and potentially turn it against its own population. The
analysts concluded that West Germany had fundamentally “created an additional military formation that,
along with the Länder and riot police [BePo] can be used against its [West German] population at any
time.” Moreover, they also found that it “was in a strong position to carry out limited and independent
combat operations” against NVA border security forces.1168
Remarkably, many of these reports demonstrate that GDR analysts had a good working
knowledge of how the Bundesgrenzschutz was staffed, equipped and trained. Obviously, both states were
engaged in intelligence and counter-espionage activities against each other and the GDR reports all
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contained the following, obviously unheeded, warning: “This material is to be destroyed after
evaluation.”1169 GDR analysts described West Germany’s border policemen as a civil war army
(Bürgerkrieg-armee). In one report, under the subheading “Role and Importance of the BGS in the War
Plans of the Bonn Militarists,” analysts described the Bundesgrenzschutz in the following manner:
German imperialism and militarism began immediately after 1945 with the
remilitarization of West Germany. Even after the construction of a new army, the BGS
remained and shows that Bonn never had any intention of disbanding it. Our estimates
clearly show that German militarism is alive and well in the form of the BGS – a welltrained civil war force, which under the sole command of the [West German] government
routinely carries out deliberate provocations and military attacks along the East German
and Czech borders. The BGS is thus a fully motorized police army with officers
recruited from the ranks of the fascist Wehrmacht and who are indoctrinated and trained
in the spirit of fascist and revanchist traditions.1170
The report included detailed colored maps and organizational charts that precisely described where the
Bundesgrenzschutz units were stationed, how they were equipped, and details about the number and
caliber of their weapons (See Figure 6.4).1171 In yet another report, the analyst concluded that that, “the
preparation of the BGS is based on a purely military point of view and its personnel are trained with
NATO forces to attack and defend against guerilla forces.”1172 The intelligence reports and guerilla
warfare training of policemen on both sides of the demarcation line shows the escalation of mutual fears
among the Eastern and Western security forces. But the evidence also shows that in spite of the
beginning of détente as reflected in the diplomacy of governing elites, those on the ground level
responsible for security still believed they might have to fight their opponents on the other side.1173
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Figure 6.4
GDR map of BGS positions, BA-MA DVW1/25771b
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Conclusion: Militarized Police and West German Democracy

Figure 6.5
BGS grenade training, author’s private collection
While the Interior Ministry’s campaign to militarize the Bundesgrenzschutz ultimately succeeded
over the objections of police labor unions, what did this mean for West Germany’s long-term
democratization? In other words, did the equipping and training of border policemen to fight a civil or
guerilla war undermine the development of liberal democratic culture or signal a step backwards for the
Federal Republic? Was GdP Chairman Kuhlmann correct in his assertion that a “creeping process of
militarization” was blurring the lines between the duties of policemen and soldiers? As this chapter has
demonstrated, the competing memories of Germany’s experiences in two world wars was used for
different purposes by those on both sides of the combatant status debate. The police unions found abuses
by the police during the Third Reich to be a useable narrative against combatant status while the Interior
Ministry used Nazi policing to justify increased militarization. Yet, the efforts by labor unions such as
the GdP and the ÖTV were decisive in the final outcome of the debates. By enlisting the support of legal
scholars, the unions were able to shape the decisions of lawmakers and thus limited the scale of police
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militarization to the Bundesgrenzschutz. Although GdP Chairman Kuhlmann and his counterparts at the
ÖTV might have believed they only achieved a Pyrrhic victory, they did bring larger questions about the
role of West Germany’s police into greater focus. It was their activism and increased scrutiny that opened
space for the Interior Ministry to take an introspective look at what the Bundesgrenzschutz was and how it
could be used in the future. As the next chapter will show, it was the discussions surrounding the
emergency laws and combatant status more specifically that led to the first comprehensive postwar police
reform program.
Given West Germany’s status as a democratic state, how can we explain its attempt to militarize
its civilian police forces? First and foremost, its policies have to be considered from the perspective of
the regular incidents taking place along the Iron Curtain. Moreover, the Soviet crackdowns against the
popular uprisings in East Berlin and Budapest during the previous decade were still fresh on the minds of
most West Germans when the 1960s began. The construction of the Berlin Wall put more pressure on the
security forces stationed at the rural border as the number of illegal crossings increased. Against this
background, officials in Interior Ministry’s Security Branch believed policemen needed the protection of
international law if one of these border incidents expanded into a war between East and West.
Ultimately, they feared that Soviet or East German forces might execute policemen as partisans if they
resisted an armed attack. So from a purely legalistic perspective, the Interior Ministry and West
Germany’s lawmakers believed they were merely safeguarding the rights of policemen to be treated in
accordance with the international laws of war. From this perspective, the Cold War helped democracy
because it forced lawmakers to take a hard look at the legal justifications for using policemen as soldiers.
West Germany’s police unions, however, rejected the notion of mixing policing and military
tasks in one force. For the GdP and ÖTV, there could be no compromise – policemen were either
civilians or combatants, in which case they should be subordinated to the Bundeswehr. The unions were
therefore key in mitigating the extent to which the federal government could militarize its police forces –
a positive sign of a stable democracy on its own. But the polemical debate did not end with the
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unanimous parliamentary vote awarding combatant status to the Bundesgrenzschutz and denying it to the
state police. It did, however, expose the competing use of memory by all parties with a stake in the final
outcome of the debate. GdP Chairman Werner Kuhlmann, a chief opponent of the legislation, believed
the federal government’s plans threatened to return West German policemen to the oppressive roles
(Waffen SS and Ordnungspolizei) they held during the Third Reich. But the Interior Ministry countered
by using the Third Reich as a model example of how policemen fought as part of the Wehrmacht and
were treated as regular soldiers when captured, thus no new law was necessary. The debate also laid bare
the legacies enshrined in the international community’s condemnation of Germany as a belligerent nationstate in two world wars. Thus, according to legal scholars like Dr. Berber and Dr. Scheuner, for example,
one only had to look at the 1914 German atrocities in Belgium to see the dangers of mixing civilian and
military roles in a war – a problematic point of view that continued to whitewash Germany’s role in the
murder of over 6,000 innocent civilians.
For the Bundesgrenzschutz, especially its conservative Officer Corps, the willingness of the
federal government to recognize them as military combatants was welcome news. Inspekteur Müller in
particular liked to use Prussian theorists and military history to emphasize many of the leadership
principles he believed his men would need to face an enemy armed force. Although Müller’s use of
Prussian tradition can be viewed as part of the wider West German memory culture insofar as he invoked
examples of military leaders who predated National Socialism, it was also a subject he was familiar with
from his time at the Kriegsakademie. Nevertheless, border policemen had already been engaging in
military-style training for some time, to include several large NATO war game exercises like Fallex 62.
More troubling, however, they were also training closely with members of the elite U.S. Special Forces as
was apparent by the controversies surrounding Übung Südbayern. The recurring themes of guerilla, civil,
and small wars were prevalent throughout most border police training, doctrine, and literature at this time.
These subjects were driven by the proliferation of various U.S.-Soviet proxy wars waged throughout the
developing world, especially the growing U.S. role in Vietnam. Border policemen also believed the
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possibility of a German-German civil war was inevitable and this took on greater meaning after the East
German border guards were incorporated into the NVA. The routine provocations along the innerGerman border, which increased after the Berlin Wall was built, underscored these fears.
Given all of this controversy, combat training, military armaments, border provocations, and
Müller’s thematically problematic and often hagiographic use of Prussian military history, members of
the Bundesgrenzschutz fundamentally remained a police army without a war. Müller’s talk of Schlieffen,
Moltke, and Seeckt remained in the private sphere of secret documents and command staff meetings.
Moreover, the use of heavy armaments such as mortars, armored vehicles, and machineguns in the
Bundesgrenzschutz remained isolated to training exercises. Border policemen might have looked like
soldiers, but their legal status as military combatants made little difference to those outside of their ranks.
So for all the tension of the 1960s, they went about their routine patrol duties without ever having to
militarily defend West Germany against guerillas, subversive agents, or communist bandits. Reports show
that although they regularly encountered or at least observed East German security forces, these incidents
rarely caused problems that could not be resolved on a local level. In spite of the fact that a guerilla war
never materialized at the inner-German border most border policemen still imagined it would. The
persistence of the imagined guerilla war with the East among border policemen was based on the fact that
they were the only West German force allowed to patrol the border, which meant they would be the first
to encounter attacking enemy forces before NATO could respond. For this reason, preparations for and
fear of a potential for war were a significant focus for the organization.

Yet it was still a war that never

came. Instead, it would take the student protests of 1968 and domestic terrorism in the 1970s to push
border policemen closer than they ever had been to the use of force as combatants – and even then, the
government was reluctant to use them in this capacity (See Chapter 7).
While the chapter has shown that training and equipping the Bundesgrenzschutz for war was
controversial, it was largely inconsequential to West Germany’s liberal democratic culture. It did reflect,
however, the manner in which two poles of society could approach the same subject – policemen as
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military combatants - from contradictory perspectives. Thus, on the one hand, police labor unions could
work closely with lawmakers in limiting the application of the new law while on the other, conservative
border police leaders used it to invoke Prussian military doctrine and engaged in harsh training exercises.
More importantly, the combatant status debate shows us that it was not just the East German regime that
engaged in what Konrad Jarausch argues was a “curious revival of Prussian traditions under the
proletarian banner.”1174 Indeed, democratic West Germany’s Bundesgrenzschutz demonstrated how
Prussian traditions could and also did endure under a liberal-democratic banner. Problematic themes,
practices, and traditions did not have to be abandoned as a prerequisite for democracy to take hold in the
aftermath of dictatorship.
In the end, both sides in the debate came away with useful compromises. Rather than undermine
West Germany’s developing democratic culture, the Interior Ministry’s militarization of the
Bundesgrenzschutz had practical applications for civil defense. Its mobility, specialized vehicles,
telecommunications equipment, and patrol boats could also be used for supporting victims of natural
disasters. So rather than fighting communist forces in the 1960s, border policemen saw more action in
providing humanitarian aid to help victims of disasters, most notably, the catastrophic North Sea flood of
1962, which left thousands of Germans homeless and killed 315 people in the port city of Hamburg. In
fact, when recalling his 40-year career in the Bundesgrenzschutz, retired Captain Wolfgang Dohrmann
said nothing of fighting communists. Instead, for Dohrmann, the biggest hardship he faced was helping
victims of the North Sea flood by taking command of the field kitchens to feed those who lost their
homes. Dorhmann said running the field kitchens nonstop for three days without sleep was challenging,
but was an accomplishment that he took great pride in. The satisfaction of helping those in need reflected
the true spirit of his motivation to join and serve in the Bundesgrenzschutz.1175 Paradoxically then, in
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spite of all their military training, doctrine, and equipment, border policemen were most useful to the
postwar West German state not as combatants, but rather as public servants delivering humanitarian aid to
civilians in need.

Figure 6.6
BGS helping flood victims, Die Parole 12, no. 3 (15 March 1962)
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Chapter 7: Internal Security in the Post-Adenauer Era

Figure 7.1
BGS at Adenauer’s Funeral, BArch-MA, N848-47
On 19 April 1967, Captain Hubertus Grützner, the technical division chief at the
Bundesgrenzschutz barracks in Hangelar, learned Konrad Adenauer died at his home in Rhöndorf.
Shortly after the news broke, Grützner received an urgent phone call from Bonn alerting him that his
division would be responsible for transporting Adenauer’s remains during his state funeral. He
immediately called on his senior motor pool officer Werner Zylla and assigned him to select an
appropriate vehicle to transport the former Chancellor’s remains. Zylla chose a Hanomag AL 28 utility
truck from the fleet and had it modified into a flatbed hearse. On 22 April, Zylla drove the hearse to
retrieve Adenauer’s remains from his home. He was followed by a convoy of open trucks bearing squads
of heavily armed border policemen to escort die Alte (the old man) on his final journey to the
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Bundeskanzleramt at Palais Schaumburg where he would lie in state. As members of the press scrambled
for position in the narrow streets around his home, eight steel-helmeted border policemen in their
trademark field gray uniforms hoisted Adenauer’s flag-draped coffin onto their shoulders and solemnly
carried it to the hearse. The reporters and hundreds of people who gathered there remained completely
silent as three drummers from the Bundesgrenzschutz music corps beat a mournful cadence for the
pallbearers. Zylla recalled the burden of his responsibility at the precise moment when the pallbearers
secured Adenauer’s coffin to the hearse. Now he alone was responsible to ensure its safe arrival in Bonn.
He was extremely nervous and wondered how he would ever maneuver his oversized truck around
Rhöndorf’s narrow streets. Now that it was finally time to move, he turned the ignition key. Immediately
he knew something was wrong when he heard the telltale clicking sound of a dead battery. He tried again
and again, but began panicking, as the clicking sound only grew louder. Finally, to his great relief, the
old Hanomag finally sputtered to life and he began to slowly drive through the crowds of mourners.1176
The Chancellor’s death signaled the end of an era for many West Germans. Under Adenauer’s
paternalistic leadership, the roots for a strong economy and robust welfare state were firmly established.
Unemployment rates continued their record decline and the conservative Christian Democrats
(CDU/CSU) still held power. More importantly for my topic here, Adenauer and his Interior Ministry
had successfully preserved the Bundesgrenzschutz in spite of repeated demands by critics that it should be
disbanded. During the late 1960s the world began to change as the era of the “economic miracle” waned.
The United States expanded its military presence in Vietnam causing international protests and the rise of
the New Left. For West Germany, these changing times also brought new internal security challenges
such as the policing of massive public protests and violent domestic terrorist movements. But Adenauer’s
death also symbolized the end of the old Bundesgrenzschutz as a militarized national police force. In the
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decade that followed Adenauer’s passing, the organization was caught up in the debate over the
controversial emergency laws. Under the modernizing influence Willy Brandt’s Social Democratic
government, the Interior Ministry implemented reforms that gradually transformed the Bundesgrenzschutz
from a paramilitary force of veteran soldiers into a professional civilian law enforcement agency.
This chapter explores how the Bundesgrenzschutz evolved from the late 1960s into the 1970s
when West German democracy faced serious internal security threats from mass protests and violent
terrorists. It begins with the emergency laws debate in 1968 and concludes with the Federal Republic’s
struggle against terrorism. How did the student protest movement influence the policies and procedures
of the Bundesgrenzschutz? How were border policemen used to support state and municipal police forces
against violent demonstrations? In what manner did the emergency laws hasten reforms that modernized
the force? What role did the organization play in security operations for the 1972 Munich Olympics?
Finally, why were border policemen rather than soldiers used for counterterrorism operations? The
chapter will show these were pivotal years for the future of the Bundesgrenzschutz. When the
organization celebrated its tenth anniversary in 1961, its all-volunteer staff still largely consisted of
veteran soldiers and policemen. At that time, Interior Minister Gerhard Schröder spoke exclusively about
their duty to protect West Germany against external enemies. Ten years later, most of its personnel were
conscripts who had never served in the Wehrmacht. In commemorating the organization’s twentieth
anniversary, Interior Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher called it the “Police of the Nation” and emphasized
its role as part of an integrated internal security system. By 1977, it was nicknamed “Bonn’s Fire
Department” for its rapid, often airborne, response to any national emergency or crisis. After a daring
hostage rescue mission in Mogadishu the Bundesgrenzschutz proved that Germans could once again use
force without threatening the nation’s liberal democratic foundation.
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The Symbolic Role of the BGS in Adenauer’s State Funeral
When Adenauer died, the Bundesgrenzschutz was still a militarized national police force and this
was exemplified by its role in his state funeral, which has been largely ignored or at best misunderstood
by scholars.1177 Paul Betts has recently argued, for example, that border policemen were used in place of
soldiers to minimize German militarism and in particular, the role of the army in state funerals during the
Third Reich. Betts suggested that Adenauer wanted border policemen rather than soldiers represented
because, “it was the protection of West German borders and sovereignty that was for him the main issue
at stake.”1178 On its face, this claim makes perfect sense – West Germany was a democracy and as Betts
argued, its government “took great pains to distance itself from this legacy [militarism]…and consciously
refrained from having any military presence whatsoever.”1179 But this simply was not the case for
Adenauer’s services.1180 One only has to examine the unpublished planning documents and archival
footage of the services to find strong evidence that military pageantry played an integral role.1181
Beginning on 22 April 1967 a company of border policemen arrived in a military convoy at the tiny
Rhineland village of Rhöndorf to escort Adenauer’s remains back to Bonn (See above). A squadron of
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five Bundesgrenzschutz Bell UH-1D “Huey” helicopters escorted the convoy on its route.1182 Once the
convoy returned to Bonn, Adenauer’s coffin was placed in the foyer of the Federal Chancellery for
dignitaries and members of the public to pay their last respects. Late in the evening of 23 April, border
policemen transferred Adenauer’s remains to the Cologne Cathedral for another period of public viewing
before his funeral mass.
An “honor watch” consisting of six border policemen in steel helmets and field gray dress
uniforms guarded Adenauer’s coffin the entire time. In one photograph, the senior members of the
Bundesgrenzschutz Command Staff, all of which were Nazi Wehrmacht veterans, took their turn standing
guard over his remains. Four of these senior officers identified in the photograph included: Inspekteur
Heinrich Müller, a former member of the Nazi General Staff and War Academy; Brigadier General Willy
Langkeit, a highly decorated and legendary tank commander who led Nazi Germany’s Grossdeutschland
division; Brigadier General Detlev von Platen, another combat veteran of the Second World War; and
finally, Brigadier General Otto Dippelhofer, a member of the SS who also served with Einsatzgruppen D
in the Soviet Union.1183 While those attending Adenauer’s services would have no way of knowing the
individual military pasts of these men, there certainly was no deliberate effort to minimize their role or
that of the military more generally. The primary architect of Adenauer’s funeral was his controversial
Chief of Staff and close personal confidant Hans Globke – a former Nazi lawyer who offered legal
commentaries on the Nuremberg Laws and other racial legislation.1184 Thus, one did not really have to
look too far beneath the surface to find evidence of the military themes and personnel.
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The Federal Ministry of Defense was given primary oversight for the events and this all but
ensured a large military presence.1185 Once the public viewing ended and the funeral mass began, West
Germany’s armed forces relieved the Bundesgrenzschutz for the remainder of the funeral. At the
conclusion of the mass, the services took on an increasingly martial tone as a Bundeswehr honor guard
carried Adenauer’s coffin through the south entrance of the cathedral past ranks of steel-helmeted soldiers
with rifles.1186 As the soldiers were called to attention, Adenauer’s coffin was transferred to a military
vehicle that was originally designed for towing artillery – a caisson similar to the horse drawn versions
used in the United States for the Lincoln and Kennedy state funerals. Notably, all of the military and
Bundesgrenzschutz personnel involved in the ceremonies wore steel combat helmets rather than soft
headgear; most of them carried rifles and those who were officers sported dress swords and bayonets.
Swords and bayonets are symbolic weapons of war and play an important role in military ceremony. The
West German Luftwaffe (Air Force) flew a squadron of twelve Starfighter jets overhead in a powerful
display of combat air power as Adenauer’s coffin was moved from the cathedral to the Rhine where it
was loaded onto a Bundesmarine torpedo boat (S-Boot) for its journey to the cemetery in Rhöndorf.
Adding to the dramatic pageantry, Field Artillery Battalion 195 fired 23 shots from its howitzers in
Cologne and a further 68 shots as the torpedo boat passed under Bonn’s North Bridge. Once the boat
arrived at Rhöndorf, columns of armed soldiers from Feldjägerkompanie 700 lined the route from the
river to Adenauer’s grave in the Waldfriedhof village cemetery. Finally, as the coffin was lowered into
the ground, a Bundeswehr bugler played the Lied vom guten Kameraden (song of the good comrade) – a
tradition, like the U.S. song Taps, reserved for military burials.
The Bundesgrenzschutz was not given a significant role in Adenauer’s state funeral to minimize
the martial or militaristic themes, but rather because, like the Bundeswehr, it was an integral part of its
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postwar monopolization of state violence. Certainly, as the unpublished planning documents reveal, there
was no concerted effort to reduce the military presence or its display at Adenauer’s funeral. In fact, quite
the opposite was the case. To be sure, the final tribute to West Germany’s first postwar chancellor spared
nothing in its pageantry, symbolizing what Paul Betts aptly suggests was “the point that relations with
Germany’s former enemies in the West had been repaired.” It must also be remembered that the
Bundesgrenzschutz was West Germany’s first armed force and its personnel, largely consisting of veteran
soldiers, were used to construct the first divisions of the Bundeswehr in 1956 (See Chapter 3). So for
Adenauer, his federal border policemen were symbolically just as important if not more so than his army.
This is because West Germany’s army remained under the supranational control of NATO, while the
border police was a unilateral instrument of the state’s coercive forces. But Adenauer’s death was a point
of departure for the old Bundesgrenzschutz. It was founded in 1951 as a manifestation of the Chancellor’s
demands for more security in the aftermath of the Korean war and as such, the founding members of the
organization felt a special bond of loyalty to the “old man.” Yet the photograph of the border police
commanders, all veterans of Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht, standing watch over Adenauer’s remains also
signified the last vestiges of the old guard. By 1969, conscripts began replacing veteran soldiers as the
main source for new border police recruits and this resulted in an increase of more than 3,000 new
policemen by 1972.1187 Moreover, with the passage of the emergency laws coming just one year after
Adenauer’s funeral, the organization undertook a series of new reforms that helped transform it from a
paramilitary force into a modern law enforcement agency.
The Emergency Acts and Confronting Student Protests
The internal debate over what were collectively referred to as the “emergency acts”
(Notstandgesetze) was a consequence of the 1954 Paris Treaties, which ended West Germany’s status as
an occupied nation. Although the occupation had officially ended, the Allies could still act to protect its
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troops in West Germany until the federal government enacted emergency legislation.1188 The emergency
laws required cooperation between West Germany’s political parties because a two-thirds majority vote
was needed to pass the new laws. Thus, the debates lasted over more than a decade because the
Constitution had to be changed before the laws finally came into force.1189 In 1958, for example, Interior
Minister Gerhard Schröder created controversy when he proposed a series of new laws to increase the
powers of the executive branch.1190 In 1949, the framers of West Germany’s Basic Law had been
extremely wary of emergency laws and executive power more generally since Article 48 - the Weimar
Constitution’s emergency provision - was used effectively by the National Socialists to suspend and
ultimately overthrow Germany’s first democracy. Before the debate over the emergency laws that
replaced the Allied rights with German rights began, the framers already recognized as early as 1949 that
they would have to include language in the Basic Law to cover national emergencies such as civil unrest,
wars, and natural disasters. The challenge in 1949 was to craft legislation that could be used by the
executive branch to protect the state without giving it the power to suspend the basic civil rights at the
core of West Germany’s new liberal democracy. To be sure, all democracies struggle with how to
balance security without undermining civil rights in the process.1191 In 1949, however, the framers settled
on Article 91, which in case of a national emergency gave each state government the ability to call on
police reinforcements from neighboring states. Article 91 also gave the federal government authority
over police forces in any state that was unable to provide for its own internal security. The powers
granted by Article 91 were not exclusive and could be suspended at any time by a vote from the
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Bundesrat or once the emergency ended.1192 Article 91 did not account for the change in the status of the
Allied occupation of West Germany, however, which brought emergency legislation back to the forefront
of the national debate. The biggest opponents of Schröder’s initial proposals were the SPD deputies who
feared that emergency powers might be used to curtail the rights of trade unionists and specifically their
right to strike.1193
The debate over emergency legislation exposed West Germany’s domestic political fault lines.
Schröder’s proclamation that a national emergency triggered what he referred to as “the hour of the
executive” sounded strikingly similar to the authoritarian principles and opinions of the political theorist
Carl Schmitt who had openly served and justified the Nazi dictatorship.1194 Thus, Social Democrats and
trade unionists rejected Schröder’s proposals and West German legislators failed to find political
consensus over how best to implement amended emergency laws. When Hermann Höcherl took over the
Interior Ministry in 1961, emergency legislation returned to the center of parliamentary politics following
the surprise construction of the Berlin Wall.1195 Höcherl disagreed with his predecessor’s stance on
empowering the executive. Instead, beginning in January 1962, he negotiated new emergency legislation
with the SPD and particularly West Germany’s largest trade union – the Deutsche Gewerkschaft Bund or
DGB. While trade unionists welcomed his willingness to negotiate, they remained skeptical nonetheless.
They were cautiously optimistic, however, when he proclaimed to the press that emergency legislation
should protect rather than prohibit the right to strike.1196 In spite of Höcherl’s entreaties the debate over
emergency laws remained largely polarized. Then in 1966, the government of Adenauer’s successor
Chancellor Ludwig Erhard, collapsed because of tensions and power struggles between Erhard, the FDP,
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and those within his own party who had lost confidence in his leadership.1197 Kurt Georg Kiesinger, the
conservative Christian Democratic Minister President of Baden-Württemberg replaced Erhard as
Chancellor and took steps to form a coalition or alliance with the SPD, CDU, and CSU. It was this
coming together of a “Grand Coalition” in 1966 that moved lawmakers closer to enacting new emergency
legislation because they now the two-thirds majority.1198
Besides West Germany’s shifting domestic political landscape, the influence of détente with the
East during the 1960s and the reinforcement of border defenses along the Iron Curtain helped to stabilize
external security. But popular unrest, especially among West Germany’s youth, made internal security a
top priority for civilian law enforcement authorities. The Bundesgrenzschutz could be called upon to
support state police if an incident escalated beyond the resources of local authorities. Mass student
protests were one of the most significant internal security challenges of the late 1960s. The protests that
erupted in 1967-68 were part of a widespread global anti-authoritarian movement that had been steadily
building.1199 Young men and women around the world rejected existing governments and especially the
elites who ran them; they also called for greater democratization of traditional institutions such as
universities. In West Germany, students criticized their government’s hypocritical support of the United
States and its role in Vietnam. Student activists also rejected the emergency acts, which they believed
was strong evidence that West Germany might become an illiberal or fascist state. They viewed their
government as an authoritarian instrument of the ruling elites, many of which were former Nazis.1200 The
60s generation saw the Nazi assumption of power on 30 January 1933 as key to the replacement of
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democracy with totalitarianism.1201 According to historians, the youth protest movement perceived the
planned emergency acts as a “repeat” of the rise of fascism in 1933.1202
The student protest movement that led to confrontations with the state and local police in many of
West Germany’s cities during 1968 had its origins in Kiesinger’s 1966 coalition government.1203 The
“Grand Coalition” of West Germany’s political parties was grounded in the postwar SPD’s shift away
from its “Marxist roots.” Many on the Left saw the SPD’s compromise with its conservative colleagues
as a sure sign that West Germany was becoming an authoritarian state.1204 Moreover, the alignment of
political parties into the Grand Coalition moved the federal government closer than it had ever been to
passing the controversial emergency acts because it now had the required the necessary two-thirds
majority vote.1205 A leading force of the grassroots student opposition was the Sozialistische Deutsche
Studentenbund (Socialist German Student Union – SDS).1206
The anti-authoritarian movement of the late 1960s sparked violent clashes between the police and
young protestors around the world. This was no different in West Germany where SDS activists took aim
at the conservative Axel Springer publishing house. Springer’s articles attacking students particularly
angered many young men and women, but the publisher was also emblematic for everything they stood
against – a hypocritical authoritarian government of elites. Many of Springer’s articles spoke favorably
of West Germany’s support for American efforts in Vietnam.1207 The stationing of U.S. combat forces on
West German soil was problematic for activists because they believed their government was providing a
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staging area for the Vietnam War. But West Germany’s youth movements also took issue with the
authoritarian regimes in the developing world. In 1967, tensions rose in many West German cities as
Shah Reza Pahlavi of Iran began a nine-day state visit in May. The authoritarian Shah was a symbol of
an oppressive, corrupt dictatorial regime propped up by western governments.1208 Protests erupted in
several cities that the Shah visited, but the contrasts in the police response in Berlin and Munich is
notable.1209
The response of the Berlin Police to these violent mass protests reflected the problematic
influences of militarization on civilian police forces. The Berlin Schutzpolizei, in particular, were
originally organized by the Allied Powers as a paramilitary force and armed with heavy weapons such as
mortars, machineguns, and hand grenades.1210 The Allies reasoned that the divided city of Berlin was the
most likely flashpoint for a conflict with East German or Soviet forces and thus made an exception to its
police demilitarization policy. Eckard Michels has argued that the Allied militarization of the Berlin
Police was the primary reason for their heavy-handed response to disturbances of public order.
Moreover, Michels has also suggested that civil war style policing with its violent responses to mass
protests was “more of the norm than the exception under the police formations of the West German
states.”1211 This style of militarized policing style was still used in the training programs and practices of
the Bundesgrenzschutz (See Chapter 6). On 2 June 1967, a violent protest erupted near the Berlin Opera
House during the Shah’s visit. When the Berlin Police and Iranian Security Services moved against the
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crowds, several people were critically injured and one student, Benno Ohnesorg, was shot and killed by
Karl-Heinz Kurras – later revealed to be a Stasi agent posing as a Berlin Police Sergeant.1212
The Munich Police watched the events in Berlin closely in anticipation of the Shah’s visit to their
city scheduled for 6 June 1967. The Munich Police was led by Chief Manfred Schreiber, a reformer
brought in in the aftermath of youth riots that took place in the Schwabing neighborhood in the summer
of 1962.1213 Schreiber emphasized de-escalation as an approach to prevent violent responses and public
criticism. He enlisted psychologists to train his policemen to avoid direct confrontations with crowds
unless it was absolutely necessary to protect life and property. Instead of seeking out and forcibly
arresting agitators, Schreiber’s men innovatively used film to document crimes that they would prosecute
at a later time. The “Munich” model of policing large crowds was innovative for its time and was not
practiced by other municipal police agencies. Thus, the Shah’s visit to Munich took place without the
violent incidents between police and protestors that took place in Berlin.1214
The Shah’s visit was only the beginning episode of the mass student protest movement in late
1960s West Germany. The ideological struggle between the SDS and the Springer publishing house, for
example, came to a head on 11 April 1968 when a radical right-wing activist, Josef Bachmann, shot and
gravely wounded the charismatic SDS leader Rudi Dutschke in Berlin.1215 Spontaneous protests broke
out all over West Germany in what were collectively known as the Easter Riots. In Berlin, students
surrounded Springer’s headquarters and attacked newspaper delivery vans and employees with rocks and
bottles. The SDS held Springer responsible for fomenting the radical right wing rhetoric that motivated
Bachmann to shoot Dutschke. In Hamburg 58 students were arrested with two police officers and two
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citizens suffering significant injuries. In Frankfurt, there were over 7,000 protestors and the police had to
use high-pressure water cannons and batons to subdue them - 42 protestors and two police officers were
severely injured. In Munich, despite Schreiber’s innovative crowd control tactics, newspaper
photographer Klaus Frings and student Rudiger Schreck were killed during the clashes between police
and protestors. Both men suffered blows to the head from an unknown assailant, but it is still not clear if
they were killed by the police or by rocks thrown by other protestors.1216 There were no witnesses who
saw what happened, but doctors who tried to save Schreck’s life observed he had two severe head wounds
indicating he had been stuck at least twice – once on each side of his head. Schreck’s injuries, they
believed, were consistent with being struck by a metal police baton rather than a rock.1217
Despite these violent demonstrations, the government did not send the Bundesgrenzschutz to
directly confront mass crowds. Instead, during the Easter Riots, state alert police – BePo – brigades
working together with local Schutzpolizei forces dealt with crowd and riot control incidents. Border
policemen performed supportive roles and acted as a stand-by reserve in case an incident grew too large
for the local police to handle. During the spontaneous protests that erupted in the aftermath of Dutschke’s
shooting, the Bundesgrenzschutz Watch Battalion at the Palais Schaumburg was briefly mobilized to
protect the federal offices in the government quarter around Bonn. There were over 8,000 protestors who
demonstrated in Bonn and the police claimed most of them were “educated students with a few rowdies
mixed in.”1218 The Bundesgrenzschutz assigned 180 additional men to guard the Federal Chancellery and
Foreign Office. A reserve force of 50 border policemen was placed on alert nearby in Duisdorf and could
be flown in by helicopter if they were needed.1219 Notably, the Interior Ministry prohibited the men
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assigned to this detail from carrying firearms. Instead they equipped them with batons and tear gas
pistols.1220
Internal documents between the Interior Ministry and Bundesgrenzschutz commanders showed
that border policemen lacked training in riot control like their counterparts in the state and local police
departments. In the aftermath of the Easter Riots, Inspekteur Heinrich Müller wrote a memorandum “Thoughts on the Management of the Recent Demonstration Waves” – where he called for more training
in crowd control tactics.1221 Moreover, the border police liaison officer assigned to the Interior Ministry’s
Security Branch affirmed the urgency of this need because riot control was “entirely new” for the
Bundesgrenzschutz.1222 Border police commanders recommended a series of joint training operations
where their personnel could learn these tactics from the state Riot Police (BePo).1223 The decision
prohibiting border policemen from carrying firearms during the uprisings in Bonn shows that authorities
in the Interior Ministry were already concerned about the consequences of an aggressive response to
demonstrators. The violent shootings of Benno Ohnesorg and Rudi Dutschke shaped the crowd control
tactics the command staff developed for the Bundesgrenzschutz. The Interior Ministry obtained the
Berlin Police Department’s after action report of the riots that followed Dutschke’s shooting and
distributed it to Bundesgrenzschutz commanders.1224 In the after action report, Berlin Police commanders
praised officers for their aggressive response to the crowds during the Easter Riots. According to the
findings, “hardness was required” to foil the rioters and this promoted a positive “sense of belonging and
camaraderie among the officers within the units.”1225 The report criticized the press for what it called
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their “derogatory depictions” of the police. Berlin police administrators concluded with a congratulatory
statement of its officers’ handing of the crowds that claimed because of their “hardness” the extraparliamentary opposition now “felt powerless against the police apparatus.”1226
The Berlin Police after action report for the Easter Riots showed that its officers and their leaders
were still using the militarized or civil-war policing style they employed during protests of the Shah’s
visit the previous year.1227 The Interior Ministry rejected this approach and instead developed riot control
tactics more closely aligned with the Munich Police de-escalation approach. While there is no direct
evidence that the Bundesgrenzschutz command staff studied the Munich Police tactics, they were already
sensitive from years of accusations by the press, trade unionists, and members of the SPD that they were
part of a civil war army. The criticism reached its peak during 1965 when border policemen were
declared military combatants in case of war followed by the Stern press scandal that same year.1228 In
1968, the new Bundesgrenzschutz Chief, Detlev von Platen, called the claim that his organization was a
civil war army “false and misleading.”1229 Despite their previous militarized tactics and training, evidence
reflected that border policemen were taught to de-escalate crowds and prevent violence. The risks of
additional scrutiny and criticism with the increased engagement of a critical public in West Germany
shaped the riot control tactics used by the Bundesgrenzschutz.1230
The high-stress of angry crowds interacting with nervous, armed policemen, were a volatile mix.
Thus, border police commanders believed an unarmed officer faced with a hostile crowd of angry
students might be less inclined to resort to the use of deadly force. Instead of an authoritarian, or heavyhanded police response to the crowds in Bonn, the Bundesgrenzschutz, for its part at least, took
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precautions to avoid any use of force that might lead to the death or great bodily injury of protestors.1231
Senior commanders were also concerned that protestors might attempt to grab a police officer’s firearm
and so believed it was safer not to arm its men who were in close proximity to the protestors.1232 This
approach contradicted the tactics used by the Berlin Police, who after the Easter Riots, recommended that
its officers remain armed with pistols.1233 Besides the influence of West Germany’s emerging critical
public, Bundesgrenzschutz leaders were also more cautious about the behavior of their personnel in crowd
control incidents because the Basic Law strictly prohibited their jurisdiction. The state BePo and/or local
police departments handled riots and mass demonstrations unless the federal government declared a
national emergency under Article 91 of the Basic Law.1234 In other words, using border policemen
against West German citizens was still considered a last resort and then only in a measured response to
reinforce state and local policemen.
The cautious tactical approach to mass crowds was also reflected by the Bundesgrenzschutz in its
response to the “March on Bonn,” which erupted after the formal passage of the Emergency Laws
(Notstandgesetze). In a top-secret memorandum to border police units around Bonn, Hans Schneppel,
director of the Police Branch at the Interior Ministry, outlined the mission and rules of engagement.1235
The crowd had been expected to be somewhere between 40,000 and 50,000 people. Schneppel was clear
that protestors be prevented from gaining entry to any of the critical buildings around the government
quarter in Bonn. Several companies of border policemen were brought in and assigned to protect these
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sites. They were equipped with barricades, tear gas, and water trucks to use against any protestors who
attempted to threaten key buildings in the government quarter.1236 Nevertheless, Schneppel explained that
actions taken by border policemen against protestors must be responsive and measured. All police
actions, he warned, must be guided by the strictest restraint and he insisted that using verbal commands
with loudspeakers was preferable to physical violence in gaining compliance. Schneppel also warned
“the use of firearms is permitted only in the case of self-defense and then only after the attacker has been
warned. All efforts to protect the attacker must be taken. If using a firearm is unavoidable, then officers
must aim for the attackers legs in order to minimize any injuries.”1237 His emphasis on restraint stands out
considering the military training and equipment of Bundesgrenzschutz units. Moreover, border policemen
had to have at least two consecutive years of experience before they were allowed to carry firearms – and
even these men were not permitted to be on the front lines facing protestors. Otherwise, those who had
not met these requirements were only permitted to carry short batons and gas masks.1238 The tactics were
defensive instead of offensive. Schneppel’s recommendations were thus a stark contrast to the heavyhanded approach of the Berlin Police during the Easter Riots.
Schneppel’s memorandum is remarkable for its warnings against the use of force. On the one
hand, he reiterated that border policemen must do everything in their power to keep protestors from
attacking and damaging these key sites. On the other hand, however, he urged extreme restraint in doing
so. His suggestion to aim for an attacker’s legs, for example, reflected this restraint even though such
precise accuracy under stress would be difficult and bullet wounds to the leg can often prove to be
fatal.1239 Like the orders against carrying firearms during the Easter Riots in Bonn, it demonstrated - at
least from the perspective of the Bundesgrenzschutz - that the Interior Ministry wanted to prevent
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excessive uses of force as opposed to the officers in Berlin who were commended for their “hardness.”
This alone reflected a major shift away from the authoritarian policing methods of Germany’s past –
especially the Weimar era where policemen regularly resorted to violence as the primary means to restore
order.1240 While the potential for violence between policemen and protestors was certainly always
difficult to manage and sometimes got out of hand, Schneppel’s approach urged restraint. The experience
level of the officers was also an important factor as only those who had passed all of their exams carried
firearms – and then only pistols with eight shots.1241 Again, this is in stark contrast to the paramilitary and
Freikorps units of the 1920s that faced protestors with infantry weapons. The BePo and Schutzpolizei
forces around Bonn also wanted to de-escalate tensions – their personnel wore non-military white tunics
and stayed clear of the marchers to prevent provocations that might encourage a repeat of the violent
Easter riots.1242 As a result of this measured approach, the protests in Bonn were largely peaceful.
Another key point regarding the use of border policemen against protestors is the fact that they only
protected government facilities in Bonn and were not sent to other cities. The federal government thus
refrained from interfering with state and local police forces, which bore the brunt of crowd control during
the tumultuous 1960s.
So how can we explain the remarkable level of restraint reflected in Bundesgrenzschutz crowd
control tactics? Given that border policemen, like the Berlin Police, were trained and armed for the
possibility of war, why did the federal government make such a concerted effort to avoid violent
confrontations between border policemen and West German citizens? The approach taken by the
Bundesgrenzschutz showed its evolution as a police force and also reflected the nature of policing in a
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democracy. Policemen and their actions were subjected to a higher level of scrutiny and oversight than
they had been in the recent past. To be sure, the constant scrutiny by trade unionists and members of the
SPD combined with the emergence of a critical public in West Germany meant that the
Bundesgrenzschutz could no longer avoid criticism for its actions.1243 The high-profile public debates and
press coverage of the federal government’s decision to recognize border policemen as military
combatants was already a popular topic in the West German press and made it clear to members of the
command staff that the organization was still controversial. The command staff had already experienced
the consequences of public scandals in the 1950s and 60s.1244
Sending border policemen to directly confront protestors was initially off limits because as the
documentary evidence shows, they were not trained in riot control measures since these incidents were
under the jurisdiction of the state and local police.1245 Once the Interior Ministry recognized this deficit
they implemented training programs to address it, but then only in preparation for the limited supportive
roles they were legally authorized to perform. Another factor in their cautious approach to protestors was
time. In developing “rules of engagement” for crowd control tactics, the Interior Ministry was able to
analyze and learn from the police responses to the Shah’s visit and the Easter riots – an advantage that
other departments did not have beforehand. In this manner, they could learn what worked, what failed or
brought negative criticism in the press and adjust their tactics accordingly. Evidence shows that by the
time of the March on Bonn, even state and municipal police were learning to de-escalate instead of
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confront protestors.1246 According to Thomas Etzemüller, border policemen were a moderating influence
on the state police forces that still used civil war fighting tactics against protestors. Although
Etzemüller’s point contradicts the extensive guerilla war training provided to border policemen, the force
had already started to demilitarize by the time crowd and riot control were added to their growing list of
internal security duties.1247 Finally, by 1968 the influential “old guard” of Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht
veterans serving in the Bundesgrenzschutz had reached their service limits and began retiring in large
numbers. While the new Chief, Detlev von Platen, was a Wehrmacht veteran, most of his personnel were
not. Thus, von Platen, a progressive thinker for the future of his organization, was critical of what he
called the “stalwarts who still believe we are blinders of so-called militaristic ideas,” which he hoped “to
bring to a better understanding.”1248 Von Platen was confronted with putting these words into action
when shortly after taking over from Heinrich Müller, a border policeman who had served with the Waffen
SS during the war was publicly accused of war crimes.
1968 and the Burden of the Nazi Past: BGS Lieutenant Colonel Radtke
As a backdrop to the challenges of policing public protests, on 10 July 1969, Lieutenant Colonel
Wilhelm Radtke, a high-ranking member of the Bundesgrenzschutz, was arrested and charged with war
crimes.1249 Radtke was typical of the men who served in the Bundesgrenzschutz and many other West
German police forces after the war. He was born in 1913 and joined the Wehrmacht in 1934 shortly after
completing his high school education (Abitur). In 1936, he attended the Police Officer School at BerlinKöpenik and later became a Lieutenant in the Berlin Schutzpolizei. After a brief period working for the
Schutzpolizei in Weimar, he was assigned to Ordnungspolizei Battalion 91 based in Frankfurt Main.
During the war, he served on the Eastern Front with a Feldgendarmerie (military police) unit attached to
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the 1st SS Infantry Brigade.1250 He led a group of thirty-five men and was stationed in various Russian
cities taken by Army Group Center during Operation Barbarossa. At the end of the war he was captured
and held as a POW in the Soviet Union. He was among the last remaining groups of German POWs who
returned home in 1955. He promptly joined the Bundesgrenzschutz in 1956 and quickly rose through its
ranks.
In April 1969, the Bavarian state Criminal Police (Landeskriminalamt) opened an investigation
into allegations by a former military policeman from Radtke’s Feldgendarmerie unit that he had directly
supervised the murder Jews in Russia.1251 The witness, Captain Herbert Krumsieg, alleged that he had
been present during mass executions ordered by Radtke in Russia.1252 According to Krumsieg, Radtke
had asked him if he felt comfortable shooting Jews to which Krumsieg replied that he had a wife and
child and could not bring himself to do it.1253 He said he heard Radtke’s verbal commands to open fire on
the victims, which were shot in groups of ten at a time. He also accused Radtke’s former Sergeant Major,
Albert Löw, of murder and personally witnessed him shooting individual Jews in the neck with his
pistol.1254 He claimed the two men worked closely to ensure that the murders were effectively carried out.
Löw was not a member of the border police, but after the war worked as a civil servant in the
Bundeswehr. Krumsieg told investigators that he was not punished in any way for opting out of the
murders, which is consistent with the findings in Christopher Browning’s groundbreaking research on
Reserve Police Battalion 101.1255 On 10 July 1969, a criminal complaint was filed and the Bavarian State
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Police arrested Radtke and Löw. Radtke was taken into custody at his post commanding the 1st border
police division at Nabburg and imprisoned in Munich while Löw was jailed in Augsburg.1256
1969 was already a critical year for prosecuting Nazi war crimes because the twenty-year statute
of limitations for murder was due to expire. The majority of West Germans still preferred to leave the
past behind and focus on the future. In 1960, the Bundestag debated an initiative by the SPD to extend
the statute of limitations on the crime of murder, which was originally supposed to end in 1965. The SPD
argued that since the Federal Republic was established in 1949 the twenty-year statute should technically
be extended to 1969. This statute of limitations debate (Verjährungsdebatten) demonstrated that many
West Germans were still largely reluctant to deal introspectively with the burden of Nazi crimes.1257 Polls
at that time showed 63 percent of West German men and 76 percent of women opposed any extension of
the statute.1258 While the Bundestag voted affirmatively to extend it to 1969, it still refused to comply
with the United Nations 1968 convention that required member states to retroactively end any limitations
on prosecutions. Lawmakers justified this approach by citing that the UN retroactive clause conflicted
with the Basic Law’s prohibition against retroactive prosecutions. As Rebecca Wittmann has argued, the
decision against recognizing the UN ruling was “clearly a product of the bitterness over the victors’ trials
at Nuremberg and the use of ex-post facto law to convict many Germans of international war crimes.”1259
Although extending the statute of limitations allowed more time to bring war criminals to justice,
the efforts of investigators and the sheer volume of documentary evidence to comb through often proved
overwhelming. More problematically, however, German law required that those accused of murder had
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to be charged individually rather than under the collective umbrella of genocide. Charging accomplices
was even more difficult. Thus, there had to be direct evidence or witnesses that proved beyond a doubt
that the individual charged had been directly involved in the murders.1260 Many of the prosecution cases,
including Radtke’s, also reflected the general lack of interest by the public to demand a complete
reckoning with the past. During the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trials, for example, only twenty perpetrators
were eventually charged even though hundreds of people were investigated.1261 This exception helps to
explain why only twenty perpetrators were charged for crimes committed at Auschwitz when certainly
hundreds if not thousands of Germans worked there in some capacity during the war. While Frankfurt
District Attorney Fritz Bauer intended to put Auschwitz as a system on trial as a wider lesson on the past,
the end result fell short of his goals and became a trial of individuals.1262
A few weeks after they were arrested, prosecutors from Bavarian State District Court I in Munich
interrogated Radtke and Löw. What is particularly striking about both interrogations is that even twentyseven years after the war, their statements reflected those of earlier defendants who claimed to have no
knowledge of or responsibility for Nazi racial policies. Moreover, as Christopher Browning and other
historians have shown, postwar interrogations often “present a confusing array of perspectives and
memories.”1263 Radtke, for example, told his interrogators that his Feldgendarmerie unit did take part in
executions, but alleged these were ordered by the SS as reprisals for partisan attacks.1264 He repeatedly
told investigators he had no knowledge the executions were motivated by race even though they asked
him why he failed to question the fact that only Jews were targeted. While he admitted that women and
children were also included, Radtke denied these executions were part of a larger campaign to annihilate
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Germany’s racial enemies.1265 Anti-partisan warfare was often just a pretext to exterminate those,
including Jews, deemed racially inferior by the Third Reich.1266 In one exchange, the interrogator asked
Radtke: “Why were only members of the Jewish race used for reprisals?” He replied: “I attributed this to
the attitude of the SS to the Jewish problem in general,” to which the interrogator asked: “You knew then
that race was decisive in these executions?” Radtke protested and claimed: “I did not know that at the
time, but guessed race was decisive based on what I now know today to be the case.” When asked why he
never considered asking his superiors why only Jews were selected for reprisals, he claimed: “I could not
stop the measures and considered them to be legal responses to criminal acts committed by the civilian
population.”1267
Radtke also denied any knowledge of the infamous Kommissarbefehl (Commissar Order). This
was in spite of the fact that his co-defendant Albert Löw’s peers allegedly called Löw “GenickschussKommissar” (Neck shot Commissar). Whenever investigators pointed out inconsistencies in Radtke’s
answers, he claimed that he could no longer recall the events.1268 Löw’s interrogation was no different.
He either denied knowledge of racial policies or claimed he was unable to recall specific details when
challenged on discrepancies. Löw denied any knowledge that his peers referred to him as “GenickschussKommissar.”1269 Both men also made a great effort to distance themselves from the SS. Radtke claimed,
for example, that his Feldgendarmerie unit was simply attached to the SS, but was only responsible for
general security operations. By 1969, the SS was already widely regarded as the symbol of evil
perpetrated by the forces of the Third Reich. It was part of the central focus of Nazi crimes even though
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research has now shown that perpetrators existed in all branches of the German armed forces.1270 Because
of this, Radtke and Löw attempted to distance themselves from any association with the SS. But the SS
and Nazi Police complex was key to the perpetration of Hitler’s annihilationist policies. The members of
Nazi Germany’s police forces were heavily indoctrinated with anti-Semitic and anti-Bolshevist
ideology.1271 Thus, Radtke’s claim that the Feldgendarmerie was somehow disconnected from the
policies of the SS lacked credibility.
As Radtke and Löw followed typical patterns for most perpetrators during interrogations - a
combination of convenient forgetting, denial, and the blaming of superior officers – so did their individual
fates. Albert Löw committed suicide by brutally cutting his own throat with a razor in his jail cell shortly
after his interrogation ended.1272 Radtke on the other hand remained in custody for another year, but
alleged a variety of chronic medical ailments including heart trouble, dysentery, and kidney problems to
delay his trial. He was temporally released on bail to undergo treatment for his conditions. By 1971,
however, the Bavarian State District Court decided to drop all charges against Radtke because a series of
physicians claimed the stress of a trial would be such that he might die.1273 Remarkably, his supposed
chronic medical problems never affected his fitness to command border policemen over the previous
fourteen years. Radtke lived out what remained of his life in obscurity – there is no documentary
evidence of his private life after the trial or obituary.1274
Why is Radtke’s case so important at this point in the evolution of the Bundesgrenzschutz? While
the organization was much more willing to confront the Nazi past in the late 60s, there were still
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competing interpretations over its meaning well into the 1990s.1275 The case just reinforced the standard
postwar narrative of the 1950s that only a small minority of Germany’s soldiers committed war crimes. If
he was the only border policeman uncovered with a problematic record, then the Interior Ministry could
easily explain it away as an anomaly. Besides a few newspaper articles announcing his arrest, the case
was largely forgotten – both by the public and the Interior Ministry.1276 His medical release on 23 June
1970 was overshadowed by the eruption of domestic terrorism perpetrated by the radical Red Army
Faction (RAF).1277 The main significance of the case, however, lies in the fact that it came at a critical
juncture in the evolution of the organization in its gradual transition away from its militaristic past
towards a civilian law enforcement agency. In the 1950s and early 1960s, the organization was still
heavily influenced by its connections to Nazi Germany’s Wehrmacht. But as the 1960s came to an end so
too did the influence of Wehrmacht military traditions. The case against Radtke was a point of departure
that symbolically reflected the end of the old Bundesgrenzschutz and ushered in a new era of
modernization and reform. Neither the organization nor the Interior Ministry came to Radtke’s defense.
Instead, evidence shows they made every effort to cooperate with the prosecution. Staatssekretär Dr.
Fröhlich, for example, told prosecutors in Munich that he had stripped Radtke of all his police powers and
offered the complete cooperation of the Interior Ministry.1278 There is no evidence to indicate how
Radtke’s colleagues reacted to his arrest and no mention of it in either of the organizational journals or in
letters to their editors. Although there is no direct evidence of how members of the organization reacted
to Radtke’s arrest, the silences suggest that what was acceptable for border policemen was indeed
shifting. Whereas in the 1950s, border policemen could write to the editors of these journals to complain
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that they should be permitted to wear their war medals because they were earned in teh battle against
Bolschevism, by 1969, no one felt compelled to come to the aid of a colleague charged for war crimes.1279
Modernization, Reform, and a New Era for the Bundesgrenzschutz
The passage of the emergency acts and efforts by the 68ers to forcefully address the burden of the
Nazi past represented a definite point of departure for the Bundesgrenzschutz. In the aftermath of the
student uprisings, the federal government began looking for new ways to use its border policemen to
support internal security. The emergency laws included key reforms that were instrumental first steps in
the longer process of professionalization that helped focus its leaders on civilian policing rather than its
traditional links to Germany’s militaristic past. At the same time, many of those policemen with links to
the Wehrmacht and Nazi era policing were retiring and being replaced by a younger generation of men
with no direct links to the Third Reich. As a sign of the times, border policemen in 1971 complained
about grooming standards that limited the length of their hair. The Interior Ministry actually sent twentyyear old officer Michael Meister to the Bundeswehr as punishment for refusing to shorten the length of
his hair by two centimeters, which showed that there was still an underlying tension between the
conservative traditionalists and those who advocated more change.1280 Nevertheless, the issue over hairlength was a minor distraction and did not present a strong bulwark against the pressure for reform and
change that was already underway.
The transformation began with a few key amendments in the emergency laws that fundamentally
changed the manner in which the federal government used the Bundesgrenzschutz. Article 91 of the
Basic Law (the federal emergency law), for example, now included new language specifically naming
border policemen as reinforcements for the Länder police whenever the free democratic order of the
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nation or a particular state was in “imminent danger.”1281 Article 91 now permitted the federal
government to use border policemen beyond the frontiers to deal with internal emergencies in any one of
its states. This amendment effectively transformed it into a mobile police reserve that could be used
anywhere.1282 In addition to the revisions of Article 91, the emergency laws also included changes to
articles 35 and 115 (f) of the Basic Law. Article 35 permitted border policemen to support Länder police
forces in the event of a natural disaster and article 115 (f) solidified the controversial right of border
policemen to fight as military combatants.
The Interior Ministry, however, still faced challenging personnel shortages and had never really
succeeded in fully staffing the force. Despite innovative recruitment drives and advertisements, there
were simply not enough new applicants to reach its authorized strength (see Chapter 4). Staffing levels
were such that there were rarely enough men to handle all of the routine duties involved in guarding West
Germany’s frontiers and certainly not enough for the new internal security role outlined by the emergency
laws.1283 In addition to the revisions of Articles 91, 35, and 115 (f), the Bundestag also amended Article
12 of the Basic Law to include a provision for conscription. The new amendment, Article 12 (a), allowed
the federal government to use conscripts as a means to reach the targeted strength of 20,000 men.1284 This
Compulsory Service Act (conscription) easily passed and became law in 1969. Now the
Bundesgrenzschutz could fill its vacancies in the same manner as the army.1285 Border police leaders
began working to re-structure the organization to accommodate the new changes and opportunities
created by this legislation. On 16 September 1968, for example, the chairman of the border police
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employee association wrote to Interior Minister Ernst Benda with a series of recommendations. The
Chairman attached a lengthy memorandum outlining his suggestions.1286
The memorandum outlined the security situation in West Germany and was written in the
immediate aftermath of the final Soviet crack down on the Prague Spring in Czechoslovakia. According
to the authors, what happened in Prague was a warning of things to come if the Federal Republic and the
GDR attempted to find a common path to democratic socialism.1287 The Soviet Union, they believed,
would foment internal unrest to the point where they could bring all of Germany under their economic
sphere of influence. The authors argued that evidence of this Soviet meddling in the Federal Republic
was already apparent during the Easter Riots in the aftermath of Dutschke’s shooting where “small groups
of nihilists, anarchists, utopians, and communists nurtured this hope.”1288 The emergency laws were a
direct result of the Allied termination of their special powers granted by the occupation statute in 1949.
In order to gain full sovereignty, West Germany needed emergency laws to show it could provide for its
own internal security. The change in Allied policy also convinced the border police association that the
opportunity was open for the Soviets to exploit weaknesses and attempt to dominate Europe by force.1289
As a remedy they suggested the state maintain its own internal security forces, but warned it was
questionable “whether our security forces are strong enough, correctly structured, appropriately deployed,
properly trained, and appropriately equipped” to successfully carry out these new responsibilities.1290
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The memorandum also pointed out something far more problematic for West Germany – the
inability of its police forces to meet the requirements outlined by the emergency laws. This was
particularly true for the Bundesgrenzschutz, which as the authors noted, received mainly military-style
training yet was ultimately too weak to defend the state against external attacks. Moreover, because it
was a militarized police force, its personnel were also underprepared and poorly trained to handle basic
civilian law enforcement duties. But the larger problem outlined in the memorandum was the
fragmentation of West Germany’s police forces more generally. When the emergency laws were passed
there were approximately 16,000 border policemen, 90,000 uniformed state policemen, 19,000 BePo
officers, and 12,000 officers assigned to the Bundeskriminalamt (federal criminal police - BKA).1291 The
authors argued these forces were too weak to defend the nation against internal unrest and disorder.1292
They also warned that if border policemen were withdrawn from their posts on the frontiers for internal
emergencies, it would leave the state vulnerable to attack from the outside. In other words, according to
the memorandum, greater centralization of all civilian police forces was needed in order to successfully
meet the new demands of internal security. They proposed the Bundesgrenzschutz as the key component
of this new centralized system.1293
The memorandum was a product of the border policemen’s employee association and as such,
was slanted to emphasize their own concerns over the future of the organization and the jobs it provided.
The emergency laws provided an opportunity for the association to re-define the role of its members and
also to improve the overall working conditions and benefits they enjoyed. In her study of the
Bundesgrenzschutz and organizational legitimacy the Sociologist Patricia Schütte-Bestek has aptly
suggested that the emergency laws created “conditions at the political level which permanently secured
the legitimacy of the BGS for the support of the state police…the BGS began to gradually develop a
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reputation as an operational reserve and thus created a condition for the establishment of further
legitimacy.”1294 The emergency laws produced a niche that was perfectly suited for a force like the
Bundesgrenzschutz. West Germany’s civilian police forces were generally too fragmented to handle
significant incidents of internal unrest. But the Basic Law also prohibited the use of the armed forces
(Bundeswehr) to maintain domestic law and order. Using border policemen for internal security gave the
government more power in responding to a crisis without undermining the civil liberties of the population
by using the army.1295 An article in the May 1968 edition of Die Parole was explicit on this point: “The
stronger the BGS, the less need there is for the Bundeswher in such cases.”1296 Border police Chief
(Inspekteur) Brigadier General Detlev von Platen emphasized the same thinking in a contribution he made
to Die Parole in December 1968. According to von Platen, the emergency laws now provided a
“concretization” of the organization’s role in securing West Germany’s democracy.1297 He wrote, “above
all, it [BGS] will not and cannot be used against its own population, but rather for their protection should
this become necessary.”1298
The changes included in the emergency laws were only the first steps in a new, comprehensive
coordination of all West German domestic security forces. Between 1965 and 1971, the budget for the
Bundesgrenzschutz steadily increased from approximately 300 million to 500 million DM per year.1299
These new reforms and the budget to support them gained momentum just as Willy Brandt took over as
the first SPD Chancellor in the postwar era. Brandt’s leadership style ushered in a new approach to
government that favored a greater centralization of state resources and this would go on to have a
profound effect on police reform. As Historian Karrin Hanshew pointed out in her study of West
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Germany in the 1970s, “Social Democrats’ traditional inclination toward centralized uniform power and
faith in progress combined with a new embrace of science and technology…”1300 Brandt was known as
the “Kanzler der inneren Reformen” (Chancellor of domestic reform) and his leadership inspired a
significant effort to modernize domestic governmental agencies and advance democratization to a greater
extent than at any point in the postwar era.1301 From a foreign policy perspective, Brandt championed
what has been called Neue Ostpolitik – a policy of rapprochement and détente with Eastern Bloc countries
that he underscored in 1970 with his famous act of kneeling at the monument to the victims of the
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.1302 The spread of détente and the increased security structures along the innerGerman border reduced tensions with the GDR. Like other federal agencies at the time, the
Bundesgrenzschutz benefitted from this renewed spirit of modernization. Détente reduced the chances of
war as border violations decreased and thus gave the Interior Ministry more flexibility to used border
policemen for domestic security duties.
The SPD’s modernization campaign influenced the ÖTV’s 1969 influential report “The Modern
Bundesgrenzschutz.” Chairman Gerhard Schmidt sent this report to Interior Minister Hans Dietrich
Genscher in 1969.1303 The ÖTV represented a variety of West German police officers including some
members of the Bundesgrezschutz. The report outlined a comprehensive reform program and pointed
directly to the relative stability on the border due to Brandt’s Neue Ostpolitik and the emergence of
détente between the United States and Soviet Union. It emphasized that, “the agreement of the great
powers to the status quo and the respect of the mutual spheres of influence made violent border incidents
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ever more improbable.” In addition, both East and West German fortification measures had reached an
extent where cross border infiltrations were less likely.1304 The ÖTV report specifically took aim at the
combatant status that was awarded to border policemen in 1965 – renewing a source of tension between
union officials and the federal government. According to the ÖTV, using policemen as combatants was
problematic because, “for the first time in the Federal Republic, military tasks were transferred to a police
organization the mixture of which created a dangerous situation and increasingly pushed police duties into
the background.”1305
The report outlined many reforms that were agreeable to the Interior Ministry, but remained
critical of the military-style equipment, training, and organization of the Bundesgrenzschutz. Border
policemen, the report suggested, were supposed to bring perpetrators to justice under the democratic rule
of law rather than attack them like soldiers. This was a progressive approach since many state and local
police forces still functioned like the militarized Prussian police forces of the Weimar Republic.1306
Accordingly, their equipment had to be modernized. Instead of mortars and machine guns, policemen
would be better served, they argued, by mastering the use of data processors and electronic devices to aid
in the capture of criminal fugitives. Framed in this way, the ÖTV report fit perfectly with the SPD
preference for modernization, planning, and the postwar welfare state.1307 The report also suggested a
complete abandonment of the traditional field-grey military uniforms and steel helmets so that members
of the Bundesgrenzschutz could be internationally recognizable as police officers instead of soldiers.
According to the authors, “it is only when the federal border police is released from its military mission
that, as a true federal police force it can be fully used for policing tasks, which is now all the more
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urgently needed for the fulfillment of internal security duties.”1308 Many ÖTV representatives, especially
those from the larger states of Bavaria and Hesse, still feared that federal policemen might be used to
supplant duties normally reserved for the Länder police – a large bloc of their union membership. From
this perspective, the ÖTV had some competing interests with progressives in the SPD, which called for
greater police centralization, especially with the emergence of leftist terror cells in West Germany.1309
In February 1970, the debate over the revised internal security role of the Bundesgrenzschutz was
the focus of an article in the Stuttgarter Zeitung.1310 In the article, ÖTV Chairman Gerhard Schmidt was
quoted as saying that “the BGS needed to be psychologically and materially disarmed.” Schmidt also
argued for reforms that were guided by the principle of what he called “internal and external
democratization.” Border policemen, he claimed, should be stripped of all military equipment, uniforms,
and training in order to bring their organization into line with traditional civilian policing.1311 The article
irritated Inspekteur von Platen since he was determined to challenge any accusations that the
Bundesgrenzschutz was just a military force in disguise. He wrote to Federal Interior Minister Hans
Dietrich Genscher and complained that Schmidt’s criticisms of the military-style equipment and training
in border police units had nothing to do with democratization. He emphasized that the
“Bundesgrenzschutz was already firmly grounded in our democracy and is legally bound by the Basic
Law; anyone who suggests something else is mistaken.”1312
Genscher joined a long line of Interior Ministers beginning with Robert Lehr who aggressively
defended the state’s need for its own national police force. He immediately wrote to Chairman Schmidt
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complaining about his statements to the Stuttgarter Zeitung.1313 Contrary to Schmidt, Genscher argued,
“the members of the BGS already stand clearly and unambiguously on the very soil of our democracy; I
was thus astonished and dismayed that you think otherwise.”1314 Schmidt was caught off-guard by
Genscher’s rebuke. He wrote to him apologizing for the misunderstanding and claimed that the
Stuttgarter Zeitung misconstrued what he said. But Schmidt still used the opportunity to complain to
Genscher about the recent introduction of conscription to address personel shortages. He argued:“The
ÖTV trade union cannot agree with the maintenance of combatant status and the introduction of
conscription to fill vacant positions, which simply cannot be reconciled with the police and the alleged
police character of the Bundesgrenzschutz.”1315 Schmidt’s comments to Genscher underscored that there
were still tensions over the combatant status debate and reflected that there was an element of truthfulness
in what the Stuttgarter Zeitung reported.
Genscher pointed out these inconsistencies to Schmidt in his reply. He complained that it made
no sense to criticize the equipment, training, or combatant status of the Bundesgrenzschutz, since all of
these things were authorized and regulated by the Bundestag.1316 Genscher argued, “I cannot support
your remarks about allegedly increasingly noticeable military tendencies in the Bundesgrenzschutz – to
me, the reasoning you give for your fears seems largely unconvincing.”1317 He was referring to Schmidt’s
claims that the uniforms, equipment, and military ranks used by border policemen had somehow
contributed to the organization’s military character. Moreover, Schmidt’s criticism of the new
conscription law particularly irritated Genscher because as he pointed out, recruitment efforts had thus far
failed to attract enough young men to fill even those vacancies caused by normal attrition rates. He
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suggested, “under the present circumstances, there are no alternative solutions to conscription to reach
these staffing goals.”1318 As with other debates surrounding the unique position of border policing in
West Germany’s internal security infrastructure, the Genscher-Schmidt correspondence reflected the
ongoing tensions of classic federalism as manifested in the question of how best to police a democracy.
The inherent fear of centralized-military style policing still haunted postwar Germany twenty-five years
after the collapse of the Nazi dictatorship. But new security challenges caused by the advent of terrorism
pushed West German lawmakers closer than ever to a more centralized style of policing.
On 8 May 1971, Genscher addressed these issues in a speech to a gathering of border policemen
in Lübeck on the occasion of the Bundesgrenzschutz’ twentieth anniversary. He talked about a need for
what he called a “cooperative federalism” whereby border policemen could be sent to support rather than
supplant Länder policemen. He argued: “In order to safeguard the police character of the BGS…I believe
it is important to ensure, through the new draft law, that the BGS, whose existence has been repeatedly
questioned in the past, is preserved.”1319 Genscher’s reference to a “new draft” referred to a revised
federal police law that had already been circulating in the Interior Ministry. The new law was first
proposed after the passage of the emergency acts by then Interior Minister Ernst Benda and developed
further in 1970 by the Conference of Interior Ministers in Working Group II – Internal Security
(Arbeitskreise II – Innere Sicherheit).1320 The law was an attempt to codify the changes outlined by the
emergency acts of 1968 and reform the Bundesgrenzschutz into a traditional law enforcement agency.1321
The proposed legislation reflected the largest effort to legally define the organization’s role since its
foundation in 1951.
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The main objective of the proposal was to standardize the training, equipment, and procedures to
the extent that border policemen and their counterparts in other civilian forces worked interchangeably
towards maintaining internal security. The changes included such things as new training plans covering
law enforcement and crime detection duties, revised pay scales, better equipment, and a new rank
structure based on police rather than military titles.1322 In other words, the law prepared border policemen
to be used for civilian policing tasks. They were now permitted to attend the same police schools, take
the same promotional exams, and expected to meet the same standards as their colleagues serving in state
and local police departments. The law also banned mortars and the traditional Wehrmacht steel helmets,
which were replaced by civilian police riot helmets and high-pressure water cannons.1323 The proposal
also explicitly gave border policemen jurisdiction over the security of federal buildings and sites around
Bonn’s government quarter. By including the provision for security in Bonn, the Interior Ministry finally
resolved longstanding grievances between officials from the state of Nordrhein Westfalen and the federal
government over who had authority for security at these key sites. The only point of conflict for the ÖTV
was the Interior Ministry’s refusal to take away the combatant status given to border policemen by the
Bundestag in 1965.1324 Nevertheless, in spite of this difference, the ÖTV supported the new law even
though the Interior Ministry considered combatant status a non-negotiable provision.
The struggle between continuity and change in the Bundesgrenzschutz did not just end with the
new legal provisions outlined in Genscher’s proposed reforms. Genscher’s challenge was to re-define the
force as an instrument of internal security while maintaining its external security role along the innerGerman border. Not everyone in the organization or the Interior Ministry believed that shifting away
from military-style policing was a good idea. In 1971, despite the new focus on internal security, border
policemen were still practicing for and imagining a war against insurgents at the demarcation line. In
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practice, however, the counterinsurgency drills were much different than the joint exercises with U.S.
Special Forces that took place before the emergency laws were passed. Moreover, the West German
press also began covering these exercises. Again, the emergence of a critical public and past experiences
with negative media coverage helped shape this new approach. In Operation Heckenrose, for example,
the press was on hand while border policemen practiced repelling a force of 300 communist insurgents in
the region around Lüneburg.1325 Instead of shooting at the insurgents, the Bundesgrenzschutz used its
mobility to outmaneuver and detain the enemy. The captured prisoners were “handed over to a magistrate
to face trial.” The leader of the exercise, Colonel Kühne, explained that, “in contrast to the military, in
our country, border policemen do not kill the enemy.” Furthermore, he said that his men “are part of a
police force that must always follow the Basic Law and shoot only in the case of self-defense.”1326
While the ÖTV worked with the government to find solutions and compromises to the problems
of police militarization, the Gewerkschaft der Deutsche Polizei (GdP) under Chairman Werner Kuhlmann
was more critical and declared Genscher’s proposals for a new law to reform the Bundesgrenzschutz
unconstitutional.1327 Kuhlmann’s constituency included a large majority of Länder policemen who
worried about losing jurisdiction and jobs to a federal force. Kuhlmann had been the stronges critic of the
Bundesgrenzschutz and had recently demanded investigations into allegations by Länder policemen that
decorated flight instructor Colonel Erwin Knorr had beaten them during training exercises.1328 The GdP
argued that although in the aftermath of 1968, many police forces had learned the benefits of de-
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escalation tactics in demonstrations, the use of “paramilitary border policemen against strikers by the
federal government would lead to murder and manslaughter.”1329 But Kuhlmann’s campaign against the
Bundesgrenzschutz began losing ground as internal security problems, such as the increase in violent
crime and terrorism, often stretched the resources of the Länder police. The SPD also praised border
policemen for their help against the Baader-Meinhof gang (see below), apprehending bank robbers in
Cologne, and for increased their securing of the nations airports.1330 In 1973 alone, border policemen
seized 20,000 rounds of ammunition, 700 stabbing weapons, 11 hand grenades and 1335 other dangerous
objects at airports across the country.1331 Even the press started to criticize Kuhlmann. The Bild am
Sonntag, for example, printed the accusation by the federal judge who presided over Colonel Knorr’s case
that Kuhlmann had been waging an “unscrupulous war against the Bundesgrenzschutz.” The judge
concluded that Knorr had been an “exemplary officer” and that Kuhlmann “tried to use individual state
policemen [who were allegedly beaten] as leverage to achieve his own personally motivated goals.”1332
In spite of Kuhlmann’s criticisms, however, there was no pattern of complaints by border police
candidates that they had been subjected to overly harsh or abusive training. There were only five
candidates who complained out of the hundreds that were trained under Colonel Knorr’s supervision.
Most lawmakers agreed that the federal government’s border police force could positively contribute to
the overall mission of promoting internal security, especially with its helicopter squadrons, which gave it
an airborne mobility missing from most Länder forces. Genscher and many of the Bundesgrenzschutz
commanding officers understood these capabilities and worked closely with the conference of interior
ministers and officials from the ÖTV to come up with legal options that helped the organization become a
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multifunctioning national police force.1333 After a series of debates and readings in the Bundestag and
Bundesrat, the law was passed and enacted on 18 August 1972.1334
Why did the Bundesgrenzschutz adopt a more modern approach to policing than many of its
counterparts at the state and municipal levels of law enforcement? By 1972, it was still a “time capsule”
of 1950s conservatism and its personnel were no different from those serving in other police departments.
Border policemen still imagined and trained for war against subversive forces from the East. To be sure,
it was larger than most police forces and thus had the budget for better equipment and training. Between
1969 and 1972, for example, the federal government increased its budget for the Bundesgrenzschutz from
300 million to 500 million deutsche marks.1335 But greater spending power was only part of the
explanation. Instead, considering it was the only instrument of coercive force available exclusively to the
federal government, the Interior Ministry and its succession of influential leaders made significant efforts
to defend it against critics. Interior Ministers from Robert Lehr to Hans-Dietrich Genscher wanted to
preserve this instrument of state power at all costs. Moreover, at the organizational level, border police
leaders like Detlev von Platen and his subordinate commanders pushed for more civilian police training
and wanted to show their men had separate duties from soldiers. While border policemen still had
combatant status and practiced counterinsurgency, their leaders attempted to distinguish these practices
from the army. Thus, the insurgents in these drills were arrested rather than killed – shooting was a last
resort. This was part of a larger public relations campaign to counter the ongoing criticism by the GdP
under Werner Kuhlmann. The Interior Ministry also exercised great restraint and only used border
policemen in supportive roles or as a last resort in serious internal security emergencies. It took the
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eruption of domestic terrorism before the Interior Ministry even considered using the Bundesgrenzschutz
for internal security duties and then only after all other measures were exhausted.
From Munich to Mogadishu: Fighting Terrorism in the FRG
Against the backdrop of the federal government’s efforts to consolidate its police forces and
expand the use of border policemen for internal security duties, West Germany was struck by the
outbreak of domestic terrorism. The rise of leftist terror cells in the aftermath of 1968 was not unique to
West Germany. Radical movements in Europe and the United States found common ideological ground
with nationalist groups in the developing world. The West German RAF, for example, declared its
solidarity with movements such as Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) and other groups
engaged in armed struggles against established governments. The RAF was also known as the BaaderMeinhof gang from the names of its founders, Andreas Baader and Ulrike Meinhof.1336 Beginning in
1970, the RAF carried out a series of violent attacks across West Germany targeting department stores,
U.S. military installations, banks, and high-profile government authorities. Eventually, the attacks shifted
from important sites and institutions to kidnapping and targeted killings. The RAF and its terror
campaign expedited West Germany’s robust centralization and reform programs for civilian law
enforcement. The Bundesgrenzschutz could move its personnel quicker than most police forces because
its helicopter squadrons gave it an airborne capability that was even more efficient than the
Bundeswehr.1337 The use of helicopters was a key aspect of what security reformers such as the Hamburg
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Innensenator Heinz Ruhnau and others envisioned as part of a highly mobile or “flexible” police response
to developing emergency incidents such as terror attacks and bank robberies.1338
While border policemen were used to support state and local police against the RAF, they were
not trained in counterterrorism until the murder of Israeli Athletes by Palestinian terrorists from the
“Black September” cell at the Munich Olympics. The Black September cell was fighting for the
independence of Palestine and to free political prisoners being held in Israel, Turkey, and Europe.1339
Although officers lacked the formal training to deal with terrorism, the Interior Ministry used them to the
best of their capability nonetheless. The press called border policemen “Bonn’s fire department” and that
is precisely how they were used to combat terrorists.1340 Beginning in May 1972, the RAF launched what
at the time was called the “May Offensive” with a series of bombings culminating in an attack on U.S.
forces at Heidelberg that killed three servicemen.1341 In response to the Heidelberg attack, the
Bundesgrenzschutz Command Staff wrote to the Interior Ministry recommending that border policemen
be used in airborne squadrons to carry out manhunts for terrorist suspects. Again, the size of its
helicopter fleet and professionalization of its pilots made the Bundesgrenzschutz better suited to respond
to terrorism. Other police forces lacked the budget to sustain their own helicopters and would have had to
rely on the border police for this capability. The Staff argued that this approach had valuable
“psychological” benefits and would show the RAF that there was no other option but capitulation.1342
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As part of its propaganda campaign, the RAF also issued numerous bomb threats against various
government targets.1343 In response to these incidents, the Interior Ministry authorized a nationwide
manhunt targeting the RAF and its supporters. The operation included special squads of border
policemen, Länder forces, and members of the BKA working together in a coordinated effort. These
forces established numerous checkpoints on federal highways in a dragnet designed to locate and capture
fugitives. In addition to the checkpoints, border police helicopters each staffed with five heavily armed
officers were kept on stand-by to respond wherever they were needed. Two companies of border
policemen with over 400 men and two helicopters were also sent to reinforce the Bavarian Border Police.
Moreover, all border crossings manned by the Grenzschutzeinzeldienst (individual service) were staffed
with extra personnel.1344 The operations were aimed to disrupt the RAF and were the largest postwar use
of civilian police forces in West Germany. On a single day at the beginning of the May operation, for
example, the state deployed 14,930 men consisting of both Länder and border police forces. In addition to
these personnel resources, the massive operations included 34 helicopters and 2,658 police vehicles.1345
The surge of police power and especially the checkpoints along the autobahn meant that West
Germans were subjected to a level of state intervention and surveillance that made many people feel
uneasy. The presence of so many officers prompted skeptics on the Left to accuse the Federal Republic
of becoming an authoritarian police state.1346 It was not too difficult to see why critics believed the state
was overstepping its bounds. During the extensive manhunts, for example, there were 1,258 checkpoints
established in which 210,218 vehicles were searched. During these random stops, over 254,199 persons
were individually searched, of which 48 were arrested and a further 58 were issued citations for various
minor offenses. As an unintended consequence of the nationwide dragnet, policemen seized cars,
weapons, jewelry, radios and cash that were associated with crimes other than those committed by the
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RAF.1347 To be sure, any police detention or search has powerful psychological influence over the
individual subjected to it whether or not it ultimately ends in adverse action. As criminologists Leanne
Weber and Ben Bowling emphasize, “stop and search” tactics by the police reflect “a visceral
manifestation of coercive and intrusive power and the most publicly visible interaction between state
agent and citizen.”1348 Nevertheless, the Interior Ministry believed these nationwide manhunts and
unbridled use of officers to stop and search citizens were decisive factors in combatting terrorism. On 1
June 1972, for example, RAF leader Andreas Baader was arrested along with his accomplices Holger
Meins and Jan-Carl Raspe after a shootout with police in Frankfurt Main. The increased police presence
made it difficult for RAF members to move as freely as they had before the dragnets. A confidential
Inter-office memorandum from the Bundesgrenzschutz section in the Interior Ministry claimed the recent
show of police force encouraged Baader, Meins, and Raspe to flee from their hideouts and contributed to
their capture.1349
For West Germany and the Bundesgrenzschutz in particular, the terror attacks perpetrated by the
radical PFLP cell “Black September” at the Munich Olympic Games in 1972 were a key turning point.1350
The shock of the surprise attack followed by the blundered efforts of Bavarian police officials to resolve
the crisis contributed to the deaths of eleven Israeli athletes and one German police officer. What the
press called the “Munich Massacre” was televised worldwide and the dramatic events were watched live
by millions of people. The games were symbolically important for postwar West Germans. It was the
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first time a German city hosted the Olympics since 1936 when Hitler’s Third Reich was in power.
Organizers thus wanted to minimize the presence of heavily armed security forces that might evoke the
militarism of Nazi Germany.1351 In the months leading up to the games, Munich Police President
Manfred Schreiber, the primary architect of security for the Olympics, wrote to the Interior Ministry
pointing out recent press criticism for heavy police presence at sporting events.1352 He attached an article
from the Münchner Merkur whereby three members of the international press criticized security measures
at the Hanns-Braun sports festival, especially the heavily armed officers, armored vehicles and police
dogs.1353 Schreiber was already well known for his low-key approach to law enforcement. During the
Shah’s 1967 visit to Munich, Schreiber’s policemen de-escalated tensions with protestors and this had a
positive outcome in contrast to the heavy handed response by the Berlin Police.1354
Schreiber’s approach to security was shaped by his experience with de-escalation that had earned
him great respect in dealing with demonstrations. His solution for the Olympics was to form a special
unit or Ordnungsdienst made up of policemen from all over Germany including 900 members from the
Bundesgrenzschutz. The border policemen assigned to this detail served on paid leave from their regular
units and were temporarily placed under the command of the Bavarian state police for the duration of the
Olympics.1355 In creating the Ordnungsdienst, Schreiber specifically wanted to minimize the presence of
visible security forces within the Olympic venues and sought police officers that already had an aptitude
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for sports so that they would blend in with athletes and guests.1356 Foreign language skills were
particularly important because they were expected to function like “ambassadors” for international guests.
Members of the Ordnungsdienst were unarmed, had no police powers, and wore stylish tracksuits instead
of uniforms. Each member had to attend a mandatory five-day seminar held at the Munich Police
Training Institute in May 1972.1357 The Munich Police administered the training and it included topics
that ranged from the history of the Olympics, basic psychology, and security problems to de-escalation
techniques for crowd control. Dr. Schreiber taught a course on using verbal skills as an intervention
technique to defuse potential conflicts.1358 There were pistols assigned to each member, but strikingly,
these were all stored in a secure armory at the Warner Kaserne located seven kilometers away from the
Olympic Village.1359 Instead of firearms, they carried whistles and air horns to distract potential
demonstrators. The use of policemen in this manner – as docents rather than executors of the state’s
coercive power – might have been effective for diffusing unruly crowds, but rendered them useless
against the potential violence perpetrated by terrorists. How were they expected to use pistols stored 7
kilometers away? In their study of the Munich Olympics, Kay Schiller and Chris Young emphasized that
while the Ordnungsdienst was largely effective given its instructions for a soft approach to security,
Schreiber’s decision to use it to “charm the public and execute its duties with a light touch certainly
assisted the terrorists in the first instance.”1360
Schreiber was simply more focused on ensuring that West Germany’s guests came away with a
positive experience and favorable opinion of the games and their host nation. The Bavarian Interior
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Ministry, for example, asked for twenty Bundesgrenzschutz helicopters not to increase security, but rather
to efficiently move dignitaries and VIPs more rapidly and comfortably between the various sporting
events.1361 The Olympic Committee Chairman Willi Daume wrote a personal letter that was provided to
each member of the Ordnungsdienst as they began their training for the games. His words set the tone for
the Committee’s expectations and underscored its efforts to avoid negative images of German militarism.
Daume completely failed to mention anything about security and/or safety. Instead, he stressed that each
member must act as a positive example of Germany to the rest of the world. He reminded them that, “the
awarding of the Twentieth Olympiad to us reflects worldwide trust. There have not been many examples
yet for the world to restore this trust. And the land in which we live still has some room to improve. The
games are a great opportunity for the world to know a different Germany than the one that many of our
guests may still remember. A peace-loving Germany that would like to spread friendship and goodwill
throughout the world.”1362
It thus came as a complete shock to security officials when they learned on the evening of
September 5 that eight heavily armed Palestinian terrorists had scaled the perimeter fence of the Olympic
Village and violently attacked the Israeli athletes quartered at 31 Connolly Strasse.1363 The terrorists
killed wrestlers Moshe Weinberg and Yossef Romano when they tried to resist. They barricaded
themselves in the apartment and held nine other Israeli athletes hostage. The terrorists demanded the
release of political prisoners in Israel and threatened to murder the athletes if their demands were not met.
The Bavarian Interior Ministry managed the incident and set up a “crisis staff” to negotiate with the
terrorists. The staff was led by Manfred Schreiber, but also included Federal Interior Minister Gehscher,
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Israeli Ambassador Ben-Horin and other officials.1364 The Bundesgrenzschutz was not called on to
support the Munich Police as they attempted to resolve the incident.
The crisis staff failed to successfully negotiate the release of the hostages and made the
controversial decision to allow the terrorists to move with their captives to Fürstenfeldbruck airfield on
the promise that they would be allowed to fly to Egypt.1365 Bundesgrenzschutz helicopters were used to
fly them from Connolly Strasse to the airfield. The crisis staff decided they would attempt a surprise
assault on the terrorists at the airfield and rescue the hostages. In his study of the rescue attempt, David
Clay Large aptly described it as “a masterpiece of incompetence, a veritable textbook demonstration of
how not to conduct operations of this sort.”1366 When the terrorists arrived at the airfield, they left the
athletes restrained in the helicopters and walked out onto the field to inspect the jet parked nearby. When
police sharpshooters opened fire, they only managed to kill one terrorist. In the deadly firefight that
ensued, the terrorists murdered all the Israeli athletes.1367
Besides assigning over 900 policemen to the Ordnungsdienst, the Bundesgrenzschutz contributed
one alert company (hundertschaft – 100 men) that was placed on stand-by in the Munich region to
support the Bavarian state police in case of emergency.1368 This company, however, was stationed 90
minutes away from the Olympic Village and its personnel were only on-duty and available between the
hours of 8:00 am and 8:00 pm. If needed, border police command Süd also had two full divisions with
over 1,000 men stationed at various locations throughout the Bavarian region that could be called up if
needed. These resources also included a border police air squadron with 109 policemen and twenty
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helicopters.1369 Personnel stationed off-site were useless in preventing terrorists from gaining access to
the Olympic Village, but might have been decisive in the blundered rescue attempt of the Israeli athletes
that ended in the deadly firefight at the Fürstenfeldbruck airfield. Yet neither the federal nor state
governments gave orders to deploy these Bundesgrenzschutz reserves. Instead, the Bavarian State police
retained primary jurisdiction over the incident. The alert company of border policemen, however, was
only activated during the aftermath of the incident. Its personnel were used to protect West German
officials attending the memorial service for the Israelis and to guard the crime scenes at the victim’s
quarters on Connolly Strasse and at the airfield.1370
The brutal murder of the Israeli athletes in Munich was a turning point for West Germany.
Paradoxically, the cautious, de-militarized approach to policing and security that had accompanied the
reforms of the late 1960s and early 1970s contributed to the lack of preparedness by officials in Munich.
Whereas Schreiber’s softer approach served him well for the Shah’s visit in 1967, the terrorists at Munich
presented an entirely different security challenge. When democracies are attacked, the civil libertiesnational security scale tilts towards a robust response; it is at these crucial times where the democratic
rule of law is at its greatest peril. On 11 September 1972, the Interior Ministry ordered West Germany’s
internal security forces to implement new counterterrorism measures.1371 The West German government
expected and planned for more attacks. Its counterterrorism response favored increased security over
safeguarding the rights of individuals. The new measures resulted in a significant intensification and
centralization of West German police power beyond that reflected by its 1970-72 campaign against the
RAF. The Bundesgrenzschutz played a central role in the government’s response. Individual border
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policemen, for example, were now assigned to the Federal Criminal Office (BKA) to assist with dignitary
protection duties at home and abroad in West German foreign offices – very different duties from
patrolling the Iron Curtain.1372
In addition to protecting dignitaries, the Interior Ministry also focused on protecting civilian
aviation, which had grown as an industry because of the advent of large passenger jets. During the 70s,
the number of people travelling on jet aircraft made them a hijacking target favored by terrorists.1373 The
similarities with U.S. measures in the aftermath of the 2001 terrorist attacks are striking. Citizens from
Arab countries were excluded from flights into West Germany and foreign workers of Arab descent
employed in West Germany’s civilian aviation industry were subjected to strict scrutiny and/or
dismissed.1374 Armed border policemen were assigned to various flights in civilian clothes to provide
airborne security much like the U.S. Air Marshall program that began in 2001. The Bundesgrenzschutz
was also assigned to screen all passengers and especially their baggage for weapons or explosives.
Policemen were particularly directed to focus their efforts on passengers of Arabic descent. All Libyan,
Moroccan, and Tunisian travellers, for example, were now required to obtain visas and many were denied
entry into West Germany. Moreover, policies for employing foreign workers from North African or
Middle Eastern nations were strengthened by subjecting new applicants to stricter background checks.1375
Among the countermeasures aimed at those of Arabic origin, the Interior Ministry also directed
Bundesgrenzschutz leaders to submit plans for an elite counterterrorism police unit no later than 15
September 1972 – just ten days after the murder of the Israeli athletes. It was the most significant change
for the organization that emerged in the aftermath of the Munich tragedy. It was the young, dynamic
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border police Colonel Ulrich Wegener, Adjutant to Interior Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher during the
Munich Olympics, who pioneered the idea of an elite counterterrorism unit.1376 Wegener believed the
security measures for the games implemented by the Bavarian state police were inadequate. He was
present when the events unfolded and witnessed the blundered efforts by the Munich Police to resolve the
hostage crisis.1377 During a critical pause in the firefight between police and terrorists at
Fürstenfeldbruck, Wegener urged the police company commander to act since the athletes were still
unharmed sitting in the helicopters. To his extreme frustration, Wegener said the company commander
gave what he called “the classic German answer”: “I have no orders.”1378 According to Wegener, it was
Genscher that instructed him to form the specialized unit, Grenzschutzgruppe 9 (GSG 9). Genscher was
frustrated by the failure of the Munich Police and told Wegener, “Ricky, we can never have something
like this [Munich] happen again.”1379
GSG 9 was the first specialized West German police unit of the postwar era. Wegener travelled
to Israel in October 1972 and met with members of the Israeli Defense Forces where he developed the
framework for building GSG 9. He based his plans for West Germany’s new force on Israel’s special
clandestine counterterrorism forces – Mossad and Sayeret Matkal.1380 The decision by Bonn to construct
a special police counterterrorism unit added to the ongoing campaign against the Bundesgrenzschutz
waged by GdP Chairman Werner Kuhlmann. He alleged the government was simply trying to increase its
police power at the expense of the Länder and his public sparring with Genscher generated a great deal of
press coverage.1381 In spite of critics like Kuhlmann, however, there was no credible evidence that
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Genscher’s Interior Ministry was trying to make GSG 9 into a rogue police unit. Certainly, there was no
evidence that he was attempting to supplant the Länder. In fact, this is precisely what Genscher and
Wegener were trying to avoid. Wegener emphasized that the young men chosen for his elite unit had to
be highly trained professionals. The ideal man was one who could effectively do his job under the most
extreme stresses. He specifically wanted men who were physically fit with superior shooting skills, but
not what he called “Rambo” types.1382 The progressive training and selection of candidates for GSG 9
failed to curb the controversy. According to Karrin Hanshew, even though officials in the Interior
Ministry tried to alleviate public concerns about the force, it still “evoked images of abusive police force
and repressive state power.”1383
Candidates who volunteered for GSG 9 had to pass a series of tough physical, mental, and
shooting tests and were also were subjected to psychological evaluations before they were finally
selected. The Interior Ministry used the firm Studio-Z to screen candidates and provide ongoing
psychological support and training for GSG 9 personnel.1384 The use of modern psychology in this
manner undermined the accusations by critics that GSG 9 was somehow a rogue police unit. Genscher
and his colleagues in the Interior Ministry were purposely trying to implement an approach that would
ensure men who might abuse their power would be quickly disqualified. This approach was a clear shift
from the ideals of masculinity emphasized for Bundesgrenzschutz candidates in the recruitment
propaganda, professional ethics, and training programs of the 1950s and 60s. Whereas the border
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policemen of the 50s and 60s were shaped by the influences of the Werhmacht and trained to reflect the
“model of manly strength,” Genscher and Wegener were looking for a different type of man for GSG
9.1385
Psychological screening was a clear departure from earlier German and particularly Nazi methods
for staffing specialized police units.1386 Instead of violence and aggression, Wegener chose men who
were precise and professional. The written psychological exam for GSG 9 aimed at determining the
personality types of candidates through a 114 question exam in which they had only two possible
answers: “correct or in-correct.” Ideally, the test was supposed to root out those men deemed mentally
unfit for the high-stress incidents GSG 9 was expected to confront. Men who were prone to outbursts of
anger might use excessive force or suffer emotional breakdowns in these stressful situations.1387 Thus,
personnel selected for GSG 9 had to reflect the new postwar ideal of masculinity – “citizens in uniform,”
but also had to distinguish themselves from their colleagues in the Bundesgrenzschutz by maintaining the
highest levels of physical and mental fitness.1388 As an elite unit, men assigned to GSG 9 reflected a
different type of masculinity than their border police colleagues. The men Genscher and Wegener selcted
stood out for their strength, but were also intelligent, precise, and cool under pressure. The physical and
psychological expectations of the men who served in GSG 9 were greater than those faced by their
colleagues assigned to reguar duties in the Bundesgrenzschutz. Thus, GSG 9 men developed an esprit de
corps or bond that set them apart from other border policemen in the same way soldiers in elite units
distinguish themselves from conscripts.1389
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Psychological training and wellness were ongoing requirements for members of GSG 9. As part
of their basic training, personnel had to successfully complete a ten-step, 150-hour course that included a
combination of theoretical and practical exercises. They were also required to annually attend a series of
one-day updates. The course plans were extensive and covered topics such as Maslow’s famous
“Hierarchy of Needs,” but also exposed the men to practical exercises where they dealt with extremely
angry, aggressive, and violent actors.1390 GSG 9 also caused tensions with Länder police forces because
many of them had already begun forming their own Spezialeinsatzkommandos (SEK), which were
specially armed tactical units – similar to U.S. SWAT Teams - that dealt with violent criminal gangs and
armed bank robbers.1391 The tensions of federalism played a role here as it did with other jurisdictional
questions about the Bundesgrenzschutz. Section 9 of the 1972 revised Federal Police Act, however,
already covered the use of border policemen to support the Länder. One of the primary areas where
Section 9 might have been applicable was in helping to secure civilian aviation and especially in
safeguarding airports. Officials from West Germany’s Länder and Bavaria in particular, for example,
preferred to use their own specialized police response units for airport incidents. Moreover, they argued
that GSG 9 did not have enough personnel to handle multiple incidents at once.1392 The Interior Ministry
worked cooperatively to find solutions to these tensions, but Bavaria rejected the use of GSG 9 unless an
incident proved far beyond its own police capabilities.1393 Ulrich Wegener explained “there was always
tension with the Länder police officials over the use of federal police forces.”1394
During 1975 alone, there were 151 airport security incidents in West Germany including six that
involved the taking of hostages. Most of these were handled by state police forces with the
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Bundesgrenzschutz and particularly GSG 9 playing strictly supportive roles.1395 On 10 March 1976, 24year-old Rudi Manz entered the State Court in Frankfurt Main and took two hostages. Manz demanded
the release of the high-profile bank robbery suspect, Gerhard Linden, ransom money and a flight to Cuba.
The Frankfurt Police had jurisdiction over the incident, but called on GSG 9 for technical support. The
incident came to an end when Manz was overpowered by his hostages and shot in the hip with his own
firearm during the struggle.1396 The Hessian Minister of Justice, Herbert Günther, wrote a personal letter
of thanks to Colonel Wegener and the Interior Ministry for the operational support and assistance that
GSG 9 provided during the standoff.1397 Günther explained, “even though the use of Bundesgrenzschutz
officers was not required by the course of the action, the local operational management still felt the
support and good cooperation with GSG 9 was very helpful.”1398 Wegener, however, was not pleased
with the manner in which the situation evolved. During a post-incident debrief in the Interior Ministry, he
argued that GSG 9 should have been notified much earlier than it was.1399
With GSG 9, West Germany had a counterterrorism response force that equaled those of the
Israeli Defense Forces, but the Interior Ministry still exercised great restraint in using it. According to
Ulrich Wegener, “despite the internal security problem within the FRG, the establishment of GSG 9 did
not guarantee universal acceptance of the unit – quite simply, it had to prove itself.”1400 While Länder
police forces confronted the most violent criminals and terrorists, GSG 9’s missions were largely
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restricted to advising state police forces or simply providing dignitary protection. In 1974, for example,
Wegener’s men reinforced the Hamburg Police during the funeral of RAF prisoner Holger Meins who
died in prison after a hunger strike.1401 GSG 9 personnel also travelled abroad with West Germany’s
Olympics Teams to provide security at the 1976 games in Innsbruck and Montreal. While Wegener’s
men were welcomed in Montreal, Bavarian officials refused to provide them with quarters at Innsbruck to
discourage the federal government from sending them. According to a memorandum from the Interior
Ministry’s Security Branch, “the Bavarian Interior Ministry will wait until there is an actual emergency
before it will call GSG 9.”1402 In addition to protecting athletes and various other advising missions, GSG
9 personnel trained the border policemen who were sent abroad to protect West Germany’s foreign
officers, consulates, and embassies.1403
The government’s reluctance to use GSG 9 against domestic terrorism finally came to an end in
1977 during the Deutscher Herbst (German Autum) when the RAF launched a new series of violent
attacks. On 7 April, RAF assassins on a motorcycle shot and killed West German Attorney General
Siegfried Buback and two others in his vehicle after they stopped for a red light in Karlsruhe. On 30 July,
the RAF murdered West German banker Jürgen Ponto in his home near Frankfurt Main during a botched
attempted kidnapping.1404 Then on 5 September, RAF terrorists carried out the brazen kidnapping of
West German industrialist Hanns-Martin Schleyer in Cologne. The attackers used an elaborate ruse by
pushing a baby carriage into the path of Schleyer’s vehicle and then used machine guns to kill his driver
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and three police bodyguards.1405 The kidnappers held Schleyer hostage and demanded the release of RAF
leaders Andreas Baader, Gudrun Ensslin and others jailed in West Germany’s Stammheim prison.
SPD Chancellor Helmut Schmidt was fed up with what he called “the bloody provocation against
us all.” Then CDU Chairman Helmut Kohl also exclaimed in the Bundestag: “we must now all
understand that it is 5 minutes to midnight and have to use all the means of power at the disposal of our
democratic state to fight this intolerable threat to our peace and inner freedom.”1406 The Interior Ministry
activated GSG 9 and thousands of additional border police personnel in the hours following Schleyer’s
kidnapping.1407 During the nationwide manhunt for Schleyer and his kidnappers, 3,250 additional border
policemen were deployed as reinforcements at border checkpoints to assist with the increased workload
that resulted from the random vehicle searches. A further 600 border policemen were stationed around
Bonn’s government quarter to protect important buildings such as the Interior Ministry and Foreign
Office.1408 Once again, the airborne mobility of Bundesgrenzschutz helicopter squadrons proved
invaluable because they could quickly move policemen to emergency situations anywhere in the country.
The helicopters flew more than 262 missions in direct support of federal and state police operations
during the Deutscher Herbst.1409
In spite of the RAF demands, the West German government refused to release its leaders at
Stammheim in exchange for Schleyer. Then, on 13 October, four PFLP terrorists hijacked Lufthansa
Flight 181 as it flew from Majorca Spain to Frankfurt. The PFLP collaborated with the RAF in carrying
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out the hijacking as a means to increase the pressure on West Germany to release the prisoners in
Stammheim as well as some Palestinians held in Turkey.1410 The dramatic hijacking, which jeopardized
the lives of 91 hostages, pushed Chancellor Schmidt to his limits. While the Schleyer kidnapping was a
localized-national incident, the hijacking of the Lufthansa flight gained international attention. Now the
whole world was watching. Schmidt assigned Wegener’s GSG 9 to deal with the unfolding crisis. It was
just the sort of operation Wegener was prepared for. In 1976, he had clandestinely taken part in the
Israeli hostage rescue operation at the Entebbe airport in Uganda.1411 Moreover, as luck would have it, he
and his men had coincidentally just completed a series of practical training exercises in Nuremberg where
they simulated hostage rescue scenarios using a Boeing 737 aircraft – the very same fuselage
configuration of Lufthansa Flight 181. Wegener said he and his unit were confident and prepared to deal
with the situation.1412
Flight 181 flew first to Rome and then made stops in Dubai and Aden while GSG 9 made
preparations for a hostage rescue mission. In Aden, the hijackers brutally murdered the pilot, Jürgen
Schumann, after he delayed returning to the aircraft after conducting his routine flight safety check. The
murder of Schumann was a turning point for Wegener because from his perspective the killing of one
hostage might be the first step in killing them all.1413 The time for decisive action was running out. After
Schumann’s murder, Flight 181 left Aden and flew to Mogadishu in Somalia with co-pilot Jürgen Vietor
at the controls. Wegener decided Mogadishu was where he would initiate his rescue plan, code-named
Operation Fire Magic. He explained that he was very confident in his men, but his biggest concern was
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not being able to force entry into the aircraft quickly enough before the terrorists started to kill
passengers.1414
In the early morning hours of 18 October, the Somali armed forces started a fire on the runway in
front of Flight 181’s cockpit to distract the terrorists. Assault teams from GSG 9 moved into position and
used explosive charges to blow open the aircraft doors while “flash-bang” stun-grenades were set-off
outside the front of the aircraft as a diversion.1415 Wegener’s plan worked and the terrorists were caught
completely off-guard by the overwhelming assault. The rescue mission was over in less than five minutes
with three of the four terrorists killed and the fourth severely wounded. Two hostages and one GSG 9
operator suffered minor injuries, otherwise all 86 passengers and remaining crewmembers were
unharmed. Wegener actually entered the aircraft with his bodyguard during the assault and shot one of
the terrorists himself. He later recalled that when the situation was stabilized, he noticed the terrorist he
had shot was still clutching a hand grenade.1416 Unfortunately for Schleyer, the rescue of passengers on
Flight 181 made little difference. His captors murdered him and left his body in the trunk of a car
abandoned near Mullhouse. The same was true for the RAF leaders in Stammheim Prison – Andreas
Baader, Gudrun Ensslin, and Jan-Karl Raspe all of whom reportedly committed suicide in their jail cells
upon learning about the Mogadishu rescue. The hardcore element of the RAF and many others on the
radical left refused to accept that their leaders had committed suicide. Instead, they accused the
government of murdering the prisoners and the RAF remained active well into the 1990s.1417
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Conclusion
At the time of Adenauer’s death, very little had changed for the Bundesgrenzschutz; it was still a
“time capsule” of 1950s conservatism. But the time capsule began to crack under the weight of
progressive reforms implemented by the Interior Ministry of Willy Brandt’s modernizing government.
Between Adenauer’s funeral and the daring rescue of hostages from Lufthansa Flight 181, the
Bundesgrenzschutz evolved more than at any point in the previous fifteen years. The border policemen of
GSG 9 were not the same as those who solemnly stood watch in their steel Wehrmacht helmets over
Adenauer’s remains at the Palais Schaumburg. When news of the successful rescue operation in
Mogadishu came into Bonn’s Federal Press Office during the early morning hours of 18 October, an
observer proudly exclaimed: “Wir haben jetzt wieder Helden!” (We now have heroes again).1418
Overnight, Wegener and his men made it possible again for Germans to have pride in the actions of their
armed forces – in this case border policemen rather than soldiers. According to Karrin Hanshew, the men
of GSG 9 were much different from the specialized police officers of Germany’s past. They had shed the
militarized image of the early Bundesgrenzschutz – they were, as she aptly described them, “Rocker cops”
in blue jeans and leather jackets.1419 These men reflected the modern trends of West Germany’s youth
rather than the Prussian militarism exhibited by earlier generations of border policemen. A Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung reporter called the Mogadishu operation Germany’s “Entebbe” and asked: “what is
this man, and what are these men, the Bundesgrenzschutz officers, who with determination and skill
ended a nightmare that had gripped an entire nation?”1420 It was Chancellor Schmidt who gave the order
to carry out the operation and he gave Wegener the widest possible latitude in how to accomplish it.
Wegener recalled that this level of discretion was decisive and “required trust and an element of riskacceptance by the political and military leadership, but it also represented the best possible chance of
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success.”1421 Operation Fire Magic had proven the effectiveness of GSG 9 and helped legitimize the
Bundesgrenzschutz as a force for internal security.
Remarkably, the Mogadishu operation was the first time Germans had used force on foreign soil
since the Second World War. While the SPD had often been the sharpest critic of the Bundesgrenzschutz
and its policies under the conservative CDU/CSU, it was SPD Chancellor Helmut Schmidt who first
employed it to use force. More importantly, as this chapter has shown, it was the progressive reforms that
emerged during the upheavals of 1968 and later expanded under SPD Chancellor Willy Brandt’s
modernization campaign, that ultimately helped transform it from a paramilitary border guard into a force
for internal security. In the aftermath of the Nazi Dictatorship, the government’s formation of special
police commandos like GSG 9 or centralizing its law enforcement agencies was strictly off limits. It took
the violence perpetrated by the RAF and especially the murder of Israeli athletes at Munich before West
German officials believed they were justified in using the Bundesgrenzschutz to form a special police
commando to fight terrorism. Yet in spite of these spectacular and violent events, GSG 9 fulfilled an
advisory role for more than five years before the government decided to use it against terrorists. The
reluctance by the Interior Ministry to activate GSG 9 even though its sole purpose was counterterrorism
reflected a great deal of discretion and wariness over the use of state violence to enforce the government’s
will. The West Germans had learned to tame or “re-civilize”1422 their coercive forces, even against the
most dangerous threats. Nevertheless, critics, especially those on the radical left who saw the state as a
meddler, refused to acknowledge the government’s restraint. Instead, they insisted its campaign against
terrorism and especially the enhanced surveillance and policing of citizens was evidence enough to show
it had become an illiberal or authoritarian state. But the ongoing criticism from the Left was reflected in
the state’s continued uneasiness to use its coercive powers. GSG 9 was only used as a last resort for
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incidents that exceeded the capacity of other police forces. Thus, the police in postwar West Germany
could not use unrestrained force without consequences and this alone was a strong indication of the
recivilizing process at work.

Figure 7.2
Interior Minister Werner Maihofer greets Ulrich Wegener and GSG 9 in Bonn, 1977,
BArch-K B122/16347
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Conclusion: Re-civilizing Security
When Ulrich Wegener and the men of GSG 9 landed at the Cologne-Bonn airport, government
officials and members of the public overjoyed with their success welcomed them home. Interior Minister
Werner Maihofer told Wegener that the entire nation “breathed a collective sigh of relief when the first
news of the rescue was reported.”1423 It had only been five years since the blundered attempt to save the
Israeli athletes in Munich ended in disaster on the tarmac at Furstenfeldbrück airfield. In a single,
dynamic raid, Wegener’s men erased the national shame many West Germans felt after the tragic ending
of the Munich Olympics. GSG 9 was created as a direct response to everything that went wrong at
Munich. The rigorous selection, training, and psychological testing of GSG 9 candidates were critical to
the miraculous outcome of Operation Fire Magic. The discipline and professionalism of GSG 9 officers
were in stark contrast to the character of elite police units in Germany’s past. Instead of tough, violent
men, Wegener selected candidates who remained calm and were able to control their emotions under the
most extreme circumstances. His men not only reflected the new masculinity of the “citizen in uniform,”
but reflected the ethos of an elite unit that valued brains over brawn. GSG 9 men were physically strong,
but also had to be intelligent and restrained rather than what Wegener called aggressive “Rambo”
types.1424 The terror attacks at Munich had proven that firepower and daring alone were insufficient to
guarantee a successful outcome. It took skill, sound judgment, and precision to deal with a crisis where
the lives of hostages were at stake.
At the time of the Mogadishu raid, the Bundesgrenzschutz had just passed its twenty-five year
anniversary. From its controversial beginnings as a paramilitary national police force, it had evolved into
a multifunctional civilian law enforcement agency. But the use of border policemen to fight terrorism on
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foreign soil still raises interesting questions about the Bundesgrenzschutz. Was it a force for internal or
external security? Why were civilian policemen sent abroad to carry out what was by all definitions a
military operation? To be sure, these questions cannot be answered without understanding the broader
context of the organization’s long-term development. Otherwise, we are left with an incomplete
empirical picture of the force and its evolution, which I have tried to correct with this study. More
importantly, what exactly does a study of the Bundesgrenzschutz tell us about the process of postwar
democratization? How did a police force staffed by veteran Nazi soldiers and policemen become an
instrument to serve a liberal democracy? As the evidence analyzed in the preceding chapters has shown,
their journey from the Adenauer era to the Mogadishu raid was not linear. Understanding the evolution of
the force gives us a case study of the struggle between continuity and change that shaped West
Germany’s transformation as part of a protracted re-civilization process rather than a sudden turn from
dictatorship to democracy.1425
It is important to pay attention to and understand the development of the Bundesgrenzschutz
because policing citizens is one of the most basic and yet problematic functions for any democracy. How
a state uses its monopolization of legitimate violence through coercive forces like the police and military
are a direct reflection of its political culture.1426 But democratic states are not immune from authoritarian
practices. The same power police have to preserve the basic civil rights of citizens can and has been used
to destroy them. Democratic policemen supported the Nazis and undermined the Weimar Republic. The
effective maintenance of order and security are the key to the stability and survival of any democratic
government. For this reason, understanding how West Germay re-established national policing in the
aftermath of dictatorship and war higlights an important, indeed critical marker of its democratic
transformation – policing that serves rather than oppresses citizens. Europe’s interwar democracies in
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Germany and Italy give us good examples of how security forces can turn against the states that employ
them. In Weimar Germany, the freikorps and other paramilitary forces were used by the democratic state
to restore order against Communist insurgents, but revolted when the government disbanded them.1427 In
Italy, fascist irregulars under Benito Mussolini, who fought Communists on behalf of the state, made its
democratic government look weak and helped to legitimize his eventual seizure of power.1428 Konrad
Adenauer’s objective to establish a national police force and the campaign to maintain it by a succession
of Interior Ministers exposed the struggle over federalism in West Germany’s government. Scholars have
argued that the monopolization of violence and security are key components of what constitutes the
modern state. In Max Weber’s classic framing, “a state is a human community that (successfully) claims
the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a given territory…the state is considered the
sole source of the ‘right’ to violence.”1429 Sociologists have argued that security is an integral aspect of
successful democratic societies; insecure citizens who live in fear are more apt to support authoritarian
responses to disorder.1430 Without an army or national police force, West Germany’s government lacked
both symbolic elements of the monopolization of violence that is fundamental to state power in the classic
Weberian sense.1431 Thus, on the symbolic or representational level, the Budesgrenzschutz encapsulated
the state monopoly of violence that had otherwise been confined to the individual state governments or
the Allied powers.
Less than six years after the war ended, West Germany had a new paramilitary national border
police force. Historians have offered a variety of explanations for how this came about. Most of them
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link Adenauer’s federal police proposals to West Germany’s rearmament.1432 These explanations are not
empirically focused on the Bundesgrenzschutz and thus describe it anecdotally as part of the broader
rearmament process. The larger question ignored in these studies is how Adenauer’s desire for a national
police force ended with the establishment of a new border guard? There was already a federal force – the
Zollgrenzschutz – to monitor the frontiers.1433 Some historians have suggested the West German border
police might also be viewed as a response to police militarization in East Germany.1434 Indeed, Adenauer
expressed concerns about of the Communist Volkspolizei and exaggerated its strength in some of his
arguments to the Allied High Commission and West German lawmakers. Yet his fear of militarized
police in the East was not a consistent theme of the security needs he expressed in his demands. Instead,
evidence shows that he shifted his justifications from external to internal security threats depending upon
which one he believed would be more convincing to his targeted audience. Before the Korean War, for
example, he argued that West Germany had no need for an army, but claimed his government was too
weak to deal with striking truck drivers and crime. After the Korean War, however, he insisted a police
force was needed to protect the state against Communist insurgents and the militarized Volkspolizei. This
dissertation has argued that Adenauer’s needs for a federal police force is better understood using a
sociological framework based on the state’s monopolization of violence. Without an armed force to
exclusively represent his government, both his symbolic and instrumental executive power was limited.
Otherwise, West Germany’s Länder and the Allied powers shared the monopolization of violence. The
disorder that brought down Germany’s first democracy was ever present on the minds of West Germany’s
founders. A national police force would consolidate the monopolization of violence so the federal state
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could respond to emergencies or public disorders that threatened its new democratically elected
government.
From this perspective, the foundation of the Bundesgrenzschutz was a consequence of West
Germany’s need for a representational symbol of its democratic government as well as its functional need
for agency in security matters. In spite of the numerous debates about national policing, the government
never envisioned border security as a role for the new force they proposed. Federal control over the
frontiers was simply the exception in the Basic Law that Adenauer’s government used to establish the
force without an amendment, which required a two-thirds rather than a simple majority vote.1435 Soon
after the force was created, Social Democratic lawmakers complained that Adenauer was using it for
duties unrelated to patrolling the borders, such as guarding the federal chancellery in Bonn. The SPD
correctly pointed out that stationing border policemen at the Palais Schaumburg violated the law limiting
their use beyond the thirty-kilometer depth of the national borders.1436 Adenauer ignored these
complaints, however, and his Bundesgrenzschutz “Watch Battalion” remained in Bonn. Further evidence
that border security was just the political means to achieve a specific objective came in 1952 when
Adenauer’s Interior Ministry began secretly expanding the force after he signed the European Defense
Community (EDC) treaty. In spite of the favorable chances for West German participation in European
defense, the government never contemplated disbanding the Bundesgrenzschutz because it was the only
exclusive representative symbol of its coercive powers. Since the Allies agreed to allow German military
contributions under supranational oversight, Adenauer ignored the warnings by the United States and
Great Britain that expanding the border police might undermine French support for the EDC.1437 He
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mistakenly believed that the French would let him get away with doubling the size of the
Bundesgrenzschutz because he believed the extra personnel would be absorbed into the European Defense
Force once the treaty was ratified. He even said as much in his private correspondence with CSU
Chairman Franz Josef Strauss when he promised him the force would be returned to 10,000 men if he
voted for the expansion.1438 In 1953, the uprising in East Berlin and the violent Soviet crackdown on
protestors convinced West German lawmakers to support Adenauer. Here again, the fear of
developments in East Germany shaped West German responses. Although there were many political
reasons why the European Defense Community eventually failed, Adenauer’s refusal to halt the
expansion was a contributing factor that historians have overlooked.1439 The French were convinced he
was attempting to re-militarize West Germany and High Commissioner Andre François Poncet called the
Bundesgrenzschutz “Bonn’s Black Reichswehr.”1440
Without question, West Germany’s border policemen had deep roots to its authoritarian past. Its
first leaders were combat veterans from the Kaiser’s army who joined violent paramilitaries after the First
World War and also served in the broad spectrum of Nazi Germany’s armed forces and military police
units – including the SS. The Allied delegates and policymakers at the Potsdam Conference had tried in
vain to prevent the return of these men to postwar police forces.1441 Yet the Bundesgrenzschutz never
became the “Black Reichswehr” that the French feared. Instead its men remained loyal to West
Germany’s liberal democracy. How can we explain the taming of the authoritarian spirit and militarism
that shaped the lives of these men in the years before the Federal Republic was established? To be sure,
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there was no sudden transformation of these men into pacifist democrats.1442 For many of them, West
Germany was the fourth political regime and second democracy they had served. Problematic themes and
practices remained popular in their organizational literature and training programs. Evidence shows that
they were still heavily influenced by their experiences as leaders in Weimar police forces and the
Wehrmacht at least until the late 1960s. Many of them experienced combat in the First World War and,
according to the controversial “brutalization thesis,” should have been prone to violence.1443 These
veteran border policemen imagined and indeed prepared for war against the Soviets as a continuation of
the ideological battle against Bolshevism that they had been fighting since the 1920s. Problematic
training doctrines were still influential and reinforced their framing of the East based on familiar tropes
from the Nazi war of annihilation. To many of these men, the East was still a “wild” land of “Asiatic
hordes.” Moreover, training programs still included controversial military or civil war fighting tactics,
such as the use of mortars and hand grenades to quell urban unrest. This military equipment and doctrine
contradicted the democratic principles of civilian law enforcement. The counterinsurgency tactics used
by Nazi Germany against partisans was still prevalent in training programs until the late 1960s. Thus, it
was still possible in 1965 for Wehrmacht veterans to teach border policemen urban warfare and “street
fighting” tactics based on lessons they learned in the suppression of the 1944 Warsaw uprising.
The popularity and prevalence of these authoritarian practices and military policing themes were
never far below the surface in the organizational culture of the Bundesgrenzschutz. One only has to scan
the border police journals Der Grenzjäger and Die Parole to find articles and political cartoons with
racially motivated stereotypes about Bolshevism and Eastern culture. The same was true for
Schutzpolizei (regular police) forces throughout West Germany where military tactics and civil war
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fighting remained popular into the late 1960s.1444 In spite of these problematic legacies and stereotypes,
however, evidence also shows that these themes were never manifested in the practices of
Bundesgrenzschutz personnel. Although these men might have still held onto illiberal beliefs in private or
expressed them in closed groups, they demonstrated an outward support for democracy in practice. When
an off-duty group of drunken border policemen in Braunschweig began singing Nazi songs, for example,
they were unaware that local citizens overheard them. Moreover, when the border police command staff,
all of which were Wehrmacht veterans, met in private, minutes of their discussions revealed that they still
spoke of Prussian military leaders and history in hagiographic terms. These incidents and discussions
remained largely private otherwise, as with the embarrassing case of the drunken men in Braunschweig,
discipline was swift and severe. Without question, authoritarian policing ideals coexisted alongside
programs for progressive change and reform. Thus, purging these private beliefs was not as important as
the consequences meted out to those who might decide to transform their illiberal beliefs into action. A
more important prerequisite for building a democratic police force are the limits and constraints exercised
by the state over those charged with the armed use of force in its name.1445 By the late 1950s and early
1960s, the organization had begun emphasizing the civilian features of the border-policing career. The
same journals that promoted racist stereotypes also included articles about civics, wages and working
conditions, and advertisements emphasizing leisure activities and incentives for policemen to secure low
interest home loans. These articles show a sort of organizational ambivalence or a mixture of the old with
the new reflecting the more gradual transformation characterized by the re-civilization process.1446
The limits and constraints on this mixture of the old with the new were also evident after the
Interior Ministry circulated a first draft of its urban warfare manual. Border police leaders assigned to the
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Ministry’s security branch immediately ordered its recall when they discovered that it emphasized
military tactics and equipment instead of democratic policing principles like the protection of life and
property. In spite of the ongoing organizationl struggle between continuity and change, however,
authoritarian policing themes and military tactics were topics that could no longer be talked about in
public. Thus, what was acceptable discourse had changed even though some men may have held onto
their illiberal beliefs. Similar patterns were visible in other segments of West German society.
Politicians, for example, avoided discussions about Germany’s past tratement of foreign workers when
considering new postwar policies towards guest workers.1447 The same was true in West Germany’s
municipal and state police forces where stories about “heroic” policing traditions of the past could no
longer be openly expressed by the 1960s.1448 Moreover, during the violent student protests of the late
1960s, the Bundesgrenzschutz and the civilian officials who managed it at the Interior Ministry exercised
restraint and preached de-escalation instead of direct confrontation. Law enforcement riot control tactics
were not part of the border police-training regimen since the states already had a specialized riot police,
the BePo, to handle these incidents. Border policemen functioned as reserve forces during the student
demonstrations of 1968 and were given strict rules of engagement that banned physical force against
protestors unless used as a last resort to prevent death or great bodily injury. This approach contradicted
the aggressive tactics the Berlin Police used against protestors in 1967 that ended in the death of Benno
Ohnesorg and the violent injury of many other young men and women.1449
The Bundesgrenzschutz exercised restraint even though it was a paramilitary force trained for
combat because of the legal limits on its use in the Basic Law. Moreover, the emergence of a critical
public in postwar West Germany also played a role in limiting how border policemen were used against
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protestors. From a legal perspective, the Basic Law prohibited federal interference in state police affairs
unless the government declared a national emergency under Article 91.1450 Even if Article 91 was
invoked, border policemen were restricted to roles that supported rather than supplanted the state police.
Legal checks and balances, parliamentary oversight, and the division of power in West Germany’s
federalist system of government limited how the executive branch used its police. Sociologists have
shown that this top-down approach and internal accountability of policing is a trademark of democratic
states. It reflected the ongoing re-civilizing approach to security in postwar West Germany.1451 Yet topdown checks and balances were insufficient to convince critics that all potential institutional abuses of
power could be tamed. The emergence of a critical public added yet another layer of indirect civilian
oversight that reflected West Germany’s broader democratization. Konrad Jarausch has argued that
journalists and the wider public were no longer willing to tacitly accept the government’s explanations
without asking tough questions.1452 By the late 1960s, border policemen had already endured years of
public criticism by state police unions and had also been the subject of several high-profile press scandals.
It began with the Bonin Affair in the 1950s when a circle of veteran Wehrmacht Officers publicly
admitted to Der Spiegel reporters that they were considering plans to use the Bundesgrenzschutz as an
independent military defense force.1453 The Bonin Affair and its revelations publicly embarrassed Konrad
Adenauer because it appeared as though West Germany was carrying out unilateral military plans.1454
Then in 1965, Stern magazine published a series of sensational photographs that showed summer camp
boys visiting border police barracks where they appeared to be playing war games. The photos showed
the boys carrying out mock executions and holding policemen’s automatic rifles. Although an internal
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investigation later revealed that the Stern photos were deliberately staged, the scandal damaged the
organization’s public reputation at a time when it was already under pressure from state police unions
because of the combatant status debate. The Stern scandal directly influenced key organizational
changes. Officials at the Interior Ministry implemented new training programs and press relations
policies that required direct oversight by high-ranking command personnel whenever members of the
press interacted with border policemen. In addition to these scandals, the GdP Chairman Werner
Kuhlmann made a sustained public effort to criticize the Bundesgrenzschutz for its military equipment
and training. His attacks, which began in the mid 1960s and lasted over a decade, kept the organization in
the headlines and contributed to even greater oversight by the Interior Ministry, not least as an attempt to
counter Kuhlmann’s public accusations and comments to the press. Using border policemen against
protestors, for example, increased the chances for violent encounters that might give Kuhlmann’s
criticisms more credibility. The responses by the Interior Ministry and border police commanders to
mitigate the potential for organizational damage by a critical public reflected values and practices of
liberal democratic rather than authoritarian policing; it was a clear example of the re-civilized approach to
national security.1455 The responses were also part of the ongoing effort by West Germany’s government
to negotiate what was and was not acceptable practice for its national police force. The policemen in the
Bundesgrenzschutz were no different from their colleagues in state and municipal forces, but their leaders
had learned lessons from the press scandals and took deliberate steps to avoid future problems.
The mitigation of public scandals during the 1960s was also driven to an extent by the personnel
shortages. The staffing crisis threatened the existence of the Bundesgrenzschutz as it faced repeated calls
by the GdP that it should be disbanded and its men transferred into the army or state police forces. Critics
argued it was a redundant or parallel-armed force with duties similar to the Bundeswehr. Lower
unemployment rates during the “economic miracle” increased competition for applicants with the private
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sector and the Bundeswehr. After losing more than 9,000 policemen to the army in 1956, the Interior
Ministry and Command Staff of the Bundesgrenzschutz implemented an expensive and robust recruitment
campaign. The army offered its recruits better pay, opportunity for promotion, and the choice to serve in
barracks closer to their hometowns. Interior Minister Gerhard Schröder recognized that the organization
might collapse unless he could re-staff the vacant positions. Schröder and the new chief, Inspekteur
Alfred Samlowski, promoted a massive advertising campaign aimed at convincing West Germany’s
young men of the career benefits they would receive as border policemen.
The intensity of the recruitment campaign between 1956 and the introduction of conscription in
1969 shows how important the organization was to the democratic West German state both on a
functional and representational level. If, as some studies have suggested, the Bundesgrenzschutz was just
an anecdotal stage in the rearmament process then why did the federal government expend so much effort
and money to keep it going? Why not take the remaining staff of approximately 9,000 men and transfer
them into the Bundeswehr, which was suffering from personnel shortages of its own? Paradoxically, the
state induced a competition for personnel that weakened both forces and prevented them from reaching
their desired manpower levels. The first three chapters of the dissertation show that the
Bundesgrenzschutz was the only exclusive national coercive force available to the federal state while the
army was part of NATO. The government’s desire to maintain the independent Bundesgrenzschutz was
also a consequence of its role as a “police buffer” to contain minor border disturbances and prevent them
from escalating into larger conflicts or even a nuclear war, which might destroy the entire nation.
The recruitment campaign also sheds significant light on the new ideals of postwar masculinity
and how border police service could be used to reinforce conservative values for a new generation of
young men. Although the force attracted thousands of veteran soldiers and had more applicants than
vacancies during its early years, recruiters needed new advertisement methods after 1956 since young
men had a variety of employment options to choose from. While the recruitment propaganda still
promoted border policing as an adventure or action oriented profession, the Interior Ministry also made
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sure to emphasize its civilian features. Ads and recruitment films showed applicants that they would be
trained in the latest technologies and learn professional skills they could transfer into other careers such as
banking, engineering, or other state and municipal police organizations. The ads also encouraged
candidates that they would be given generous time to pursue hobbies, travel, and otherwise enjoy leisure
activities like men in non-police careers. Moreover, social benefits such as health care, pension rights,
and the opportunity to earn the coveted ranking of civil servant for life (Beamter auf Lebenzeit) were
more appealing to the younger generation than action and adventure. Once designated a “civil servant for
life,” policemen could transfer into a variety of state and federal careers such as the Bundesbahn or
Bundespost (railway and national mail service) among others. This benefit was not possible if they chose
to join the army instead. The Interior Ministry emphasized these civilian aspects of the job to show
applicants that becoming border policemen did not mean they had to abandon their personal lives or be
consigned to the dullness and regimentation of the barracks. The focus on these civilian benefits also
reflected what historians have shown was part of a broader demilitarization of society in postwar
Europe.1456
As the evidence in this study shows, the Interior Ministry emphasized the border policing career
to young men as a way to reinforce the values of postwar conservatism that were under threat by modern
culture and Americanization. This was evident in the training and professional ethics courses that new
recruits and veteran policemen were required to attend. Through the Bundesgrenzschutz Seelsorge
(chaplain service), both the Protestant and Catholic churches used professional ethics to reinforce the
conservative values of home and hearth to their students. Instructors linked the ideals of protecting
democracy with the moral obligations of men to be good husbands and fathers. Border policemen were
prohibited from marrying until the age of twenty-seven unless they had the permission of a superior
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officer. By regulating marriage, the conservative government emphasized “normative” gender roles and
wanted young policemen to marry a certain type of woman they believed would make a “suitable” wife.
Here again, these policies promoted conservative ideals of home and family. Yet, prohibiting marriage
worked against the Bundesgrenschutz as they lost many potential applicants to the Bundeswehr, which
rescinded its marriage ban because it contradicted the concept of the “citizen in uniform.”1457 By 1960,
the Bundesgrenzschutz also ended the marriage prohibition. By the end of the 1960s, new reforms took
hold that helped modernize the organization by aligning its equipment, training, and duties with those of
state and municipal police forces.
Between its founding in 1951 and the passage of the emergency laws in 1968, the
Bundesgrenzschutz was focused exclusively on external security or disaster relief operations. Although
border policemen were awarded combatant status in 1965, they never fought in the guerilla wars against
Communist insurgents that their leaders imagined and trained for. But with the passage of the emergency
laws, the organization filled a void caused by the transfer of internal security duties from the Allied
powers to the West German government. Whereas the Basic Law prohibited the government from using
the Bundeswehr for domestic security, border policemen were ideally suited for these duties. Besides, the
Bundeswehr was part of NATO and could only be used to defend West Germany against external
enemies. When the emergency laws were passed, the Bundesgrenzschutz was still understaffed and its
personnel needed additional training in civilian law enforcement practices. As a direct consequence of
this paradigm shift from external to internal security, the Bundestag authorized the use of conscripts to
bring the force up to its 20,000-man strength. Until then, the use of conscription for civilian police forces
was controversial and never gained the two-thirds majority vote it needed to pass.1458
The emergency laws represented a point of departure for the organization as it began what
became the first extensive modernization program in its twenty-year history. By the late 1960s and early
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70s, a new generation of West German men had replaced most of the founding Wehrmacht veterans.
There were still tensions between continuity and change, however, and this was reflected in minor
incidents such as the debate over the hair length of border police recruits. Moreover, in 1969, prosecutors
in Munich arrested and charged border policeman Wilhelm Radtke for war crimes. Although there were
thousands of Wehrmacht and SS veterans who had served in the Bundesgrenzschutz, Radtke was the first
and only border policemen arrested for his actions during the war. Certainly, Radtke was not the only
border policeman whose past was compromised, but as the only one ever charged for murder, his case
reinforced the popular postwar narrative that war crimes were only perpetrated by a small percentage of
Germany’s veterans. There was very little press coverage of Radtke’s arrest and neither the prosecution
nor its outcome was mentioned in West German newspapers. Still, evidence shows that Radtke had no
support from his colleagues or superiors. Instead, the Interior Ministry and Radtke’s commanding officers
in Nabburg where he was based, offered prosecutors their full cooperation. Otherwise, the organization
remained silent. These silences suggest the Bundesgrenzschutz and its personnel had changed – they
ignored Radtke because of the accusations. This was a distinct shift from the organizational culture of the
1950s when border policemen complained that they should be allowed to wear the medals they were
awarded for combat service during the Third Reich. By 1969, it was no longer possible to publicly
express such opinions.
In 1972, the federal government passed a major revision of the organization’s legal status. The
revisons codified the demilitarization of the Bundesgrenzschutz, which had begun with passage of the
emergency laws. The training, equipment, and policies of the organization now conformed to those used
by all of West Germany’s civilian police agencies. Mortars, machineguns, and hand grenades, for
example, were prohibited. The revised law was part of the wider spirit of progressive reforms that took
hold in West Germany during the Chancellorship of Willy Brandt. Known as the Chancellor of domestic
reform, Brandt’s leadership inspired the largest effort to modernize domestic governmental agencies and
advanced West Germany’s democratization at a faster pace than at any point during the previous twenty
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years.1459 His program of Neue Ostpolitik encouraged a policy of rapprochement with the East that
reduced tensions along the inner-German border and allowed the government to shift more border
policemen and resources towards domestic security.1460
The government’s focus on domestic security came at a time when West Germany faced the
growing crisis of both international and domestic terrorism. Independence movements in the developing
world and especially the high-profile campaign by the Palestinian resistance movement, “Black
September,” against Israel and its allies used violence to bring attention to their causes. During the 1970s,
terrorism expanded globally with the increase in international travel prompted by the advent of jumbo jet
aircraft. The threat of terrorism and the shock of violence have often been used by democratic states to
employ illiberal methods to increase security. Democracies need security to thrive, but citizens who live
in fear of violence look to the state for tougher policing.1461 Thus, West Germany had to find a response
that was effective without eroding the basic democratic foundation of the state. As a first step, the
Interior Ministry assigned border policemen to train stations and airports where the threat of an attack was
greatest. But as the state and local police dealt with violent attacks by the RAF, the government
increasingly turned to border policemen for support and manpower. The Bundesgrenzschutz had the
advantage of their large helicopter squadrons, which they used to rapidly move men and equipment to
trouble spots and crime scenes. The Interior Ministry credited the use of helicopters in supporting the
nationwide manhunts as a contributing factor to the capture of RAF fugitives.
In 1972, The Bundesgrenzschutz was also given a supportive role in security operations for the
Olympic games in Munich. Here again, the effects of re-civilization played a central role. Despite
intelligence and warnings that terrorists might target the Olympics, the Interior Ministry and the Munich
Police opted for a low profile approach to security. Neither the Olympic Committee nor Munich Police
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Chief, Manfred Schreiber, wanted the first Olympiad on German soil since the Third Reich to be marred
by images of military security forces. Protestors were the biggest security concern for Olympic officials.
Border policemen were chosen for the Ordnungsdienst (GSOD) security detail based on their aptitude for
sports rather than their skills as policemen. Members of the GSOD wore civilian athletic clothing and
were unarmed so that they could blend in with crowds and de-escalate potential disturbances. Whereas
Police Chief Schreiber’s de-escalation tactics had been successful in diffusing crowds during the Shah’s
visit, they were useless against terrorists and contributed to the tragic conclusion of the games. The attack
by Black September and their seizure of eleven Israeli athletes caught security officials completely off
guard. The blundered hostage rescue attempt that followed led to the murder of all eleven Israeli athletes
and one police officer.
The tragedy at Munich was a turning point for the Bundesgrenzschutz and West Germany’s
approach to domestic security in general. Re-civilizing security and democratization did not mean the
state had to surrender its obligation to maintain order and jeopardize the safety of its citizens in the
process. Re-civilizing security after the twelve-year Nazi dictatorship meant that the state had to be
“made safe by and for democracy.”1462 The creation of GSG 9 in the aftermath of the Munich tragedy
was not evidence that West Germany had slid backwards towards authoritarian practices as some critics
on the political Left had claimed.1463 Instead, GSG 9 reflected a corrective response to what
metaphorically might be described as a swing of the security pendulum too far to one side. What the
West Germans needed was a measured response that balanced the need for security without destroying
democracy. The threat from domestic and international terrorists groups was exceptional, but not to the
extent that the government could have justified calling on the Bundeswehr. Ulrich Wegener’s GSG 9
operated at a threshold below that of the army, but above the competency of local police forces. It was
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the type of specialized police force West Germany needed to deal with unusual or high-risk security
incidents and terrorist attacks. Nevertheless, GSG 9 still saw very little action and was not directly used
to counter the RAF’s assassination campaign in the years before the Mogadishu raid. Instead, the
government exercised restraint over this high-level force option and thus restricted GSG 9 personnel to
executive protection duties in Bonn.1464 It would take more than five years after it was formed before
GSG 9 was finally deployed to fight terrorists. The governments of both Willy Brandt and Helmut
Schmidt exercised great restraint when it came to the use of violent, coercive force. Still, there were
many state polices and responses to domestic terrorism that remained controversial. Nationwide manunts,
increased police surveillance, and the “Radical’s Decree” of 1972, which banned persons deemed to have
radical ideologies from public service jobs, were evidence enough for the government’s critics to claim it
had become authoritarian.1465
Finally, West Germany’s Bundesgrenzschutz shows us that a state and its police organizations can
and do change. It was a police force founded and led by soldiers and policemen who had loyally served
the Third Reich, but who also exhibited the same loyalty to the new democratic state. It was managed by
civilian officials in the Interior Ministry and was subjected to constitutional and parliamentary oversight
that limited its police powers. These checks and balances on executive power show how West Germany
re-civilized its approach to national security in the aftermath of the Nazi dictatorship. There was no
simple path from dictatorship to democracy. Even men who might have privately held onto their
authoritarian beliefs still practiced democratic policing. The veterans laid the foundation for the younger
generation of policemen who came of age after the war. The Bundesgrenzschutz offered the older
generation a new opportunity to work as armed servants of the state while providing younger men with
technical training they could apply in other careers. For West Germany’s border policemen, the prospect
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of maintaining secure jobs in a familiar profession facilitated the practice of democracy in spite of any
political ideologies and beliefs they may have held onto that were no longer socially acceptable.
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